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EDITORIAL

Environmental and sustainability education in the Benelux region
In Environmental Education Research’s history, the journal has published several Special Issues with a
focus on research in a specific geographic and socio-cultural setting for environmental and sustainability
education (ESE) whilst also exploring concrete issues of wider transnational and international relevance:
•  Volume 10, Issue 3: ‘Environmental education research and social change: Southern African perspectives’ (Lotz-Sisitka 2004)
•  Volume 12, Issue 1: ‘Environmental education in three German-speaking countries: research perspectives and recent developments’ (Nikel and Seybold 2006)
•  Volume 16, Issue 1: ‘Democracy and Values in Environmental and Sustainability Education: Research
Contributions from Denmark and Sweden’ (Læssøe and Öhman 2010)
The purpose of assembling another regionally focused Special Issue, bringing together contributions
from Belgium, The Netherlands and Luxembourg is twofold. On the one hand, we wanted to present and discuss traditions as well as recent developments in ESE research, policy and practice in the
Benelux countries in order to explore the specificities of the ESE (research) field in this geographical and
socio-cultural context. On the other, we explicitly aimed to gather a collection of contributions that also
addresses a topic of general relevance: the interrelatedness of education and societal transformation in
the face of sustainability challenges. On both these dimensions we hope to trigger further exchanges
and invite readers in other parts of the international ESE research scene to engage critically with the
research perspectives, key issues and questions presented in the Special Issue.
In our introductory paper we elaborate on the specificity of ESE research, policy and practice in the
Benelux region and frame the central topic of the interrelatedness of education and societal transformation in the face of sustainability challenges (see Van Poeck et al., 2018). Although only a few names
of scholars from the three countries are probably familiar for the readers of Environmental Education
Research, ESE research in the Benelux region is an emerging, growing and diverse research field scattered across a varied research environment. Theories and findings produced there are very diverse
as well, in particular in relation to how our focal topic – the relation between education and societal
transformation – is approached. With this Special Issue, we want to provide an overview of this diverse
and interdisciplinary research scene. From a diversity of theoretical and methodological perspectives,
Benelux ESE researchers have elaborately addressed questions regarding education’s role in building a
more sustainable society, a topic that obviously has relevance and attention far beyond the ESE research
scene in this particular region. After all, the role of education in tackling societal problems is the subject of an enduring discussion in educational scholarship in general. Social and political problems, it
is argued, are often translated into issues that need an ‘educational solution’ (Simons and Masschelein
2006), pre-eminently in the context of sustainability issues (Postma 2004; Van Poeck, Vandenabeele,
and Bruyninckx 2014). A sustainable world emerges then as a challenge that can be met by learning
the proper solutions, desirable attitudes, correct behaviour, necessary competences, etc. However,
critics argue, sustainability issues cannot be approached as if they were solely a matter of more or
better education (e.g. Biesta 2012). Considering that these issues are often very uncertain and controversial (both in factual and normative terms) and drastically affect our planet and its inhabitants it is
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argued that, first and foremost, sustainability issues raise democratic challenges (e.g. Lundegård and
Wickman 2012; Sund and Ohman 2014). Others, however, emphasise that the seriousness and urgency
of the socio-ecological crisis require that education makes an effort to effectively equip learners with
the knowledge, insights, attitudes, skills and behaviour that are regarded necessary to contribute to
a more sustainable world (e.g. Kollmuss and Agyeman 2002) and to foster capacities or competences
that can help people in becoming critical, emancipated, self-actualised members of society who are
able to actively contribute to the search for more sustainable ways of living (Wiek, Withycombe, and
Redman 2011).
The articles in this collection reflect the diversity of stands and viewpoints in the wider academic
debate. By presenting how Benelux ESE researchers address this topical subject of discussion from a variety of perspectives, we aim to nourish further debate and dialogue within the ESE (research) community
in this region and between ESE researchers in Benelux countries and the international research scene.
Framing questions that can give shape to such debate and dialogue – and that are, either implicitly or
explicitly, addressed by the papers in this collection – are, for instance:
• What
 
is the scope of theoretical perspectives, methodological approaches, and research areas from
within which ESE researchers address the relation between education and societal transformation
in the light of sustainability issues?
•  What are the contributions, merits, challenges, pitfalls … of diverse approaches to ESE research
(e.g. analysing the impact of educational practices, determining vital competences and effective
ways to acquire these, developing theories of social or transformative learning, etc.) in view of a
better understanding of the relation between education and societal transformation in the light
of sustainability issues?
•  How can ESE research focused at the intersection of education and societal transformation contribute to the long-lasting debate about the tension between normative, instrumental, solution-oriented ESE versus pluralistic, democracy-oriented ESE?
•  How can we map/present/understand/critique the diversity of theoretical conceptualisations of
education in relation to sustainability transition as a process in which the political and the pedagogical are intertwined?
•  How do tendencies and evolutions in educational policy affect the relation between education
and societal transformation in the light of sustainability issues?
The first paper in this Special Issue is an introductory article in which the guest editors Katrien Van
Poeck, Ariane König and Arjen Wals outline the specificity of ESE research, policy and practice in the
Benelux region and discuss the different contributions in this collection with regard to how the relation
between education and societal transformation is approached. The main characteristics of the ESE
research fields in Belgium, The Netherlands and Luxembourg are described as well as how ESE policy
and practice are organised in these countries. Next, different conceptualisations of the relation between
educational and political spaces as well as of the place of democracy in relation to ESE are presented
and employed for positioning and discussing the varied articles in this issue.
Jelle Boeve-de Pauw and Peter Van Petegem’s article presents an investigation of the effectiveness of
the eco-schools project in Flanders, Belgium. The results show that the project clearly has an educational
impact and highlight the importance of the approach to didactics for environmental education, the
making of environmental education policy in the schools, and the presence and use of natural green
elements at the school campuses.
Helen Kopnina engages with the question how the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) can
be critically taught. She presents case studies of existing sustainability programs in higher education
institutions in The Netherlands where she, as a lecturer, integrated sustainable development in her
teaching practice. As a result of the courses, she concludes, the students were able to develop a certain
degree of critical, imaginative, and innovative thinking about sustainable development in general and
the SDGs in particular.
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In their article on ‘higher education for sustainable development (HESD) in Flanders’, Wim Lambrechts,
Luc Van Liedekerke and Peter Van Petegem develop a theoretical framework based on John Dewey’s
work on democracy and education. Their study shows how, over time, HESD in Flanders evolved from a
focus on environmental management on campus, followed by a normative interpretation of what HESD
should look like, towards a more transformative approach in light of citizenship and democratic ideals.
Katja Andersen’s paper presents the results of textbook research on sustainability-related school tasks
in science education in Luxembourgish primary schools. Her analysis shows that there is considerable
unrealised potential for implementing sustainability issues: she found very little sustainability-related
content in the textbooks, the topics raised mostly relate to sustainability only indirectly, and actionbased and task-based learning – important means for nurturing citizens who are able to engage in
transforming prevailing ways of thinking and doing that can no longer be sustained – are undervalued.
Maarten Crivits, Michiel de Krom, Thomas Block and Joost Dessein present a case study of a regional
farm education network in Belgium. Along the lines of three agricultural policy discourses, they reveal
three analytically distinct educative practices: the recreational, agriculturist and emancipatory educative
setting. Thus showing that farm education is a multifaceted practice, the authors reflect on the potentialities and pitfalls to foster agency to re-balance conflicting interests towards sustainable development.
Philipp Sonnleitner, Ariane König and Tea Sikharulidze describe a case study of how the computer-based problem-solving tool ‘the Genetics Lab’ is applied in a course on sustainability in the University
of Luxembourg. They conclude that in a more competence- based approach, taking systems thinking as
a central competence to be built in sustainability education, existing approaches to sustainability education can be substantially complemented by such tools that allow experiential learning opportunities
for individuals or in groups and can be used to develop reflective capacities in the face of uncertainty.
Jifke Sol, Merel van de Wal, Pieter Jelle Beers and Arjen Wals present a case study on social learning
in the Dutch national ‘Duurzaam Door’ (Moving Forward Sustainably) Policy Programme. They analyse
the dynamics of social learning in regional sustainability networks in the Netherlands and pay particular
attention to the interrelated role of trust, commitment, reframing and reflexivity. The study resulted
in a better understanding of the role and the dynamics of these emergent properties and revealed
which actors and roles can foster the effectiveness of social learning in regional transitions towards
more sustainable ways of living. Reflexivity in particular proves to be a critical property at moments
that can make or break the process.
Convinced that learning and knowledge development and designing actions regarding complex
sustainability issues are no longer purely academic activities, François Mélard and Pierre Stassart report
on a community-based project in Belgium on the controversial coexistence between wind farms and red
kite in which they were involved as practitioners and members of a citizens’ wind energy co-operative.
They argue that transdisciplinary environmental research and the art of diplomacy may be central to
the emergence of reflexive governance within transition processes that strive to be sustainable.
Danny Wildemeersch’ article analyses the contribution of critical pedagogy to the reflection on
ESE by reflecting on a case on a Belgian citizen movement that sensitises the public on the issue of
silence. Investigating scholarly discussions in ESE literature and exploring Rancière’s notion of equality
of intelligence and Arendt’s concept of plurality helped him to take a stance in the tension between
individual and social transformation, to connect it to the democratic practices of citizen’s movements
and to redefine good practices of critical environmental and sustainability education.
Katrien Van Poeck and Leif Östman introduce an empirically constructed analytical method for investigating how educators’ actions open-up or close down a space for ‘the political’ in learners’ meaning-making: ‘Political Move Analysis’. They identified a variety of ‘politicising’ and ‘de-politicising moves’
through which educators engage in very diverse teaching practices which differently affect the direction
of people’s meaning-making.
We close the Special Issue with a response article. In line with our focus on the relation between
education and societal transformation in the light of sustainability issues we invited a reflective essay
from the perspective of sustainability studies to provide critical reflections, questions and a discussion of
the articles in this collection, thereby addressing the relation and possible synergy of ESE research and
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sustainability research. We believe that engaging in an interdisciplinary academic dialogue contributes
to a more in-depth exploration and thorough conceptualisation of the relation between education and
societal transformation in view of sustainable development. By including such a response article, we
hope to nourish such a fruitful dialogue. Thomas Block, Gert Goeminne and Katrien Van Poeck start from
pleads in sustainability science literature that contemporary socio-ecological problems demand a new
kind of research, post-normal science, that would allow to deal more adequately with the uncertain
facts, disputed values, urgently needed decisions and high stakes characterising sustainability issues.
Considering these four important aspects, they introduce a heuristic for ‘post-normal education’ and
deploy it for discussing the articles in this collection and for reflecting on ESE research in general.

Guest Editors
Katrien Van Poeck is a post-doctoral researcher at the multi-disciplinary Centre for Sustainable
Development of Ghent University (Belgium). She coordinates the centre’s research track on ‘Sustainability
education’ that mainly focusses on experiential learning in the context of urban sustainability transitions
and on sustainability in higher education. Furthermore, she coordinates two international research
networks on sustainability education: ‘SEDwise – Sustainability education – Teaching and learning
in the face of wicked socio-ecological problems’ and ‘Public pedagogy and sustainability challenges’.
She has published several journal articles, book chapters and conference papers on ESE in which she
empirically analyses practices and policy-making drawing on insights developed in educational theory,
political theory and science and technology studies. Her research focuses at the interrelatedness of
educational and political processes and challenges. Critically examining education’s role in building
a more sustainable world fostered her interest in questions of democracy, controversy, citizenship
and public involvement in the light of sustainability issues. She empirically analyses ESE practices and
policy-making and aims to contribute to further theoretical conceptualisation of the relation between
education and sustainability politics. Thereby, she is particularly interested in the relation between ESE
research, policy and practice.
Arjen Wals is Professor of Transformative Learning for Socio-Ecological Sustainability at Wageningen
University in The Netherlands and the Carl Bennet Guest Professor in Education for Sustainable
Development at IDPP, Gothenburg University and at the Gothenburg Centre for Environment and
Sustainability (GMV) in Sweden. Wals also holds the UNESCO Chair of Social Learning and Sustainable
Development. His teaching and research focus on designing learning processes and learning spaces
that enable people to contribute meaningfully sustainability. A central question in his work is: how
to create conditions that support (new) forms of learning which take full advantage of the diversity,
creativity and resourcefulness that is all around us, but so far remain largely untapped in our search for
a world that is more sustainable than the one currently in prospect? In 2014, he was the lead author
of an article published in Science on the role of citizen science in bridging science education, environmental education and sustainability. Current research focusses on: T-learning in times of climate
change and on the development of whole school approaches to sustainability. He maintains a blog at
www.transformativelearning.nl.
Ariane König is a Senior Researcher at the University of Luxembourg. Her research and teaching
centre on sustainability science as transformative social learning process for the co-creation of knowledge, technologies, social norms and practice. She has recently edited the book Sustainability Science:
Key Issues (Routledge 2018), positing a novel conception of transformative sustainability science for
refashioning the interface of research, policy and practice for societal sustainability transformations.
König is a member of the national Conseil Supérieur pour un Développement Durable and of the
European Statistical Advisory Committee. Before coming to Luxembourg König was employed at the
Universities of Harvard and Oxford, where she conducted research and taught in post-graduate and
executive training courses on technology governance. Prior to this, she learnt about the co-production
of technologies and social practice as employee in a leading multinational life science corporation. She
was a scientific consultant for the OECD, the European Commission, and EU research consortia. Ariane
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König was conferred her Bachelor, Master and Ph.D. Degree in Biochemistry from the University of
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ABSTRACT

As an introductory article of a Special Issue on Environmental and
Sustainability Education (ESE) in the Benelux region, this paper provides an
overview of ESE research, policy and practice in Belgium, The Netherlands
and Luxembourg. It discusses the different contributions in this collection
with regard to how the central theme of this issue, the relation between
education and societal transformation, is approached in each paper. The
main characteristics of the ESE research fields in the Benelux are described in
general terms, and placed within the context of how ESE policy and practice
are organised in these countries. Next, different conceptualisations of the
relation between educational and political spaces reflected in the collection
are discussed and the varied contributions to this issue are positioned in
relation to three distinguished traditions of approaching the place of
democracy in ESE. The authors conclude with commenting on how this
relates to different approaches to the research-policy-practice interface.
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Exploring the specificity of ESE research, policy and practice in the Benelux region
This Special Issue brings together academic contributions on ESE research, policy and practice in
the Benelux countries. The articles in this collection, but also previously published work, allow us to
briefly outline some specific features of the research field, policy-making and ESE practices in the three
countries.

The ESE research field in the Benelux countries
In comparison with, for instance, Sweden and South Africa – to name but two countries put on the stage
in formerly published Special Issues with a regional focus (see Editorial) – ESE research in Belgium, The
Netherlands and Luxemburg is not largely embedded in a well-established research community with
structurally anchored research units exclusively focusing on ESE. Rather, the field comprises individual
researchers engaged in ESE research while working in a broader research environment within such
wider fields as educational science, didactics,1 sustainability studies, political science, and social science.
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Drawing on diverse theoretical frameworks and utilising a variety of methodological approaches, they
cover a wide scope of research interests and areas ranging from theoretical research (e.g. Postma 2004;
Van Poeck and Vandenabeele 2012) to empirical studies. Empirical work focuses both on ESE policy
(e.g. Remmerswaal et al. 2012; Van Poeck, Vandenabeele, et al. 2014) and practices. Thereby, research
on educational practices is not limited to formal educational contexts, i.e. compulsory education (e.g.
van Eijck and Roth 2007; Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem 2013, this issue; Andersen this issue) and
higher education (e.g. Roorda and Martens 2008; Waas et al. 2012; Lambrechts et al. 2013; König 2015a ;
Kopnina 2015, this issue; Lambrechts, Van Liedekerke, and Van Petegem 2017; Sonnleitner et al. this issue)
but also substantially addresses ESE in non-formal learning settings (e.g. De Graef et al. 2009; Wals, van
der Hoeven, and Blanken 2009; Vandenabeele and Wildemeersch 2012; Kenis and Mathijs 2012; Avelino
2014; Sol and Wals 2014; Wals and van der Waal 2014; Van Poeck, Goeminne, and Vandenabeele 2016,
Crivits et al. this issue; Mélard and Stassart this issue; Wildemeersch this issue).
In Belgium, the Edubron research group at the University of Antwerp and the Laboratory for
Education and Society (LES) at the University of Leuven have a tradition in studying ESE as part of a
broader educational research interest. As illustrated by the article of Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem in
this issue, the Edubron ESE research is embedded within educational evaluation research. Besides ESE,
this research group also studies learning patterns and processes, STEM education, school policy, quality
assurance, policy evaluation, impact research, measurement issues and instrument development. LES
focuses on investigating the relation between education and society through various methodological
and theoretical approaches. The aim is to analyse, articulate, understand and evaluate social, cultural
and technological transformations of today’s life-world and its implications for formal and informal
education. Wildemeersch’ article in this issue shows how this research interest is also translated into the
domain of ESE research. It builds on a tradition of investigating social learning and ESE in non-formal
learning contexts since the early 1990s while also engaging with contemporary educational theory.
Recently, research groups in the field of sustainability transition studies also started to show an interest
in education and learning. Mélard and Stassart’s article in this issue illustrates how this is the case in
the research group SEED (Socio-Économie, Environnement et Développement) at the Environmental
Sciences and Management Department of the University of Liège. At Ghent University’s Centre for
Sustainable Development, a research strand on sustainability education has been established in 2015
and consists of several research projects and international networks. Central to these research activities
is a focus on so-called ‘wicked’ socio-ecological problems and on the normative and political dimensions
of ESE (see e.g. Van Poeck and Östman’s article in this issue). ESE research at this multi-disciplinary centre
draws on educational theory, political theory, sustainability transition studies and science and technology studies. Empirically, the main focus is on experiential learning in the context of sustainability transitions and on sustainability in higher education. Also in university colleges like Arteveldehogeschool,
University College Leuven Limburg, Vives Hogeschool, Hogeschool Gent, etc. there is a growing tradition
of ESE research. The focus there is much more on applied, policy- and/or practice-oriented research
projects of which the results are seldom disseminated in English language publications. A lot of work
has been done on sustainability in teacher education (e.g. Sleurs, De Smet, and Gaeremynck 2008) and
other areas of higher education (e.g. Lambrechts, Van de Haute, and Vanhoren 2009), sustainability in
social work and adult education (e.g. Peeters 2010) and ESE in secondary and primary education (e.g.
projects such as ‘The whole school approach as a guideline for the implementation of ESD (education for
sustainable development) in primary education’ and ‘The development of a reflective tool for teachers
of pre-, primary and secondary schools to evaluate, adjust and improve their ESD teaching practices’
at Arteveldehogeschool).
In The Netherlands, there is a rich tradition of research on environmental education and more recently
on sustainability education and learning, but much of the research has not been published in Englishlanguage reports and journal articles. Notable are the phenomenologically inspired studies of Marjan
Margadant, Dieuwke Hovinga and Kees Both, but also Dirk Willem Postma’s work on discourses of environmental education and Guus Geissen’s writings on Autopoeisis. In parallel but with hardly any overlap
until recently, there has been a body of research on social learning and multi-stakeholder change and
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innovation in the context sustainability transitions (e.g. the work of Jan Rotmans, Flor Avelino, John Grin,
Barbara Regeer and Pim Martens). Particularly the notion of transitions has become a critical concept
that engages scholars, policy-makers and communities of practice in sustainability domains related
to water, energy and food. Within the so-called transition movement there is increased attention to
learning and capacity-building (see for instance the work of the collective research group DRIFT based in
Rotterdam: www.drift.eur.nl). Some of the academic work in The Netherlands (Sol, Beers, and Wals 2013;
Sol et al., this issue), but also in Belgium (Van Poeck, Block, and Östman 2017; Van Poeck, Östman, and
Block 2018) and Luxemburg (König 2018) links the field of environmental and sustainability education
to this emerging field. Another emerging perspective comes from Helena Kopnina, based at Leiden
University, who interrogates dominant anthropocentrism in both EE and ESD and introduces post-humanist perspectives as an alternative. In a relative short period of time she has added an impressive
body of work to the volume of available Dutch EE/ESD research.
Given the rich tradition in both ESE practice and research in the Netherlands it is both remarkable
and disappointing that there are only two contributions in this SI. One might speculate as to why this
is the case. One explanation is that the area of ESE research never became recognised as a legitimate
area of education research in the very strong or, at least, very productive Dutch education research
community. Possibly this has to do with the strong phenomenological orientation of the Dutch ESEresearch community which was not seen as serious research within the Dutch education research
community, heavily dominated as it was by empirical-analytical strands of research. Another explanation might be that much of the research over the years has been carried out by Masters students and
research consultants with their own research bureaus (disconnected from a university that demands
academic publishing in international peer-reviewed journals). The research output has been in the form
of research reports in Dutch. A recent inventory of available conference proceedings, reports and policy-briefs available in Dutch in The Netherlands, in print, but not digitalized and present in semi-public
and sometimes private archives, revealed that there are over 2500 such documents totalling nearly
200,000 pages (GroenGelinkt 2016). A third explanation lies in the size of the country, which is also
true in Belgium, Luxembourg and other countries that have been features in previous regional Special
Issues of EER, like Sweden and Denmark: money is scarce and competition can be fierce. Rather than
creating synergies within The Netherlands with the other research islands, there is a tendency to work
with others elsewhere in the world. In today’s globalising academic community, it is easier, and in some
ways more attractive, for a researcher at Wageningen University to collaborate with, for instance, the
University of Gothenburg in Sweden, Cornell University in the USA, Rhodes University in South Africa
and the University of Ghent in Belgium than it is to work with the University of Utrecht, Amsterdam or
Leiden. This is somewhat alarming. On the plus-side, there is some evidence that the Dutch education
research community is becoming more inclusive methodologically and is beginning to recognize that
sustainability is becoming a critical area of concerns in education. In part, this is also to the credit of
one of the most cited contemporary Dutch scholars in the field of education, Gert Biesta, who has
been advocating attention for sustainability in education, albeit not explicitly, but more implicitly by
critiquing persistent notions of (personal) growth and development in education (Biesta 2006). In part,
this is also a result of 38 Dutch youth organisations successfully petitioning the Dutch government to
get going on supporting the integration of sustainability in all education.
In Luxembourg, a large share of the educational research is carried out at the University of Luxembourg
and the associated Luxembourg Centre for Educational Testing (LUCET), many projects are carried out
in cooperation with the national Coordination Service for Educational and technological Research and
Innovation (SCRIPT). The University’s Research Unit Education, Culture, Cognition & Society spans a wide
range of approaches to study education, learning and teaching and how they are embedded in society,
by drawing on research in the fields of educational sciences, neuro-science, anthropology, linguistics,
psychology, history, sociology and information technology and its usability. Research topics include
curriculum and policy studies, teacher education, cognitive development and learning processes, migration in school and Higher Education. Research and education on teaching and learning in multi-lingual
and multi-cultural environments is considered a priority area. Research in the areas of science education
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(such as on early childhood learning about water), learning and assessment of complex problem solving, and projects relating to national activities within the framework of the United Nations Decade on
Education for Sustainable Development can be considered amongst the most relevant research activities
relating to this Special Issue topic of ESE. Until 2016 there have been few formal research funds dedicated
to educational research with a focus on environmental and sustainability topics. As described above,
this research was largely conducted by experts in science education. Anderson’s paper in this issue is a
case in point: it is written from the perspective of an educational scientist focused on science education,
who considers how text book materials for teaching science also broach the topic of environment and
sustainability. Educational research on solving complex problems, which can be considered a central
aspect of any education in sustainability, has been receiving attention by a small number of researchers
and some dedicated funds over a longer time span, since 2010. The most recent research results have
been published in this issue by Sonnleitner et al. However, a set of scenarios for education in 2030,
co-produced in a participatory process coordinated by the national expert gremium ‘Conseil Supérieur
pour un Developpement Durable’ over three years, alerted the attention of the Minister for Education
to this gap, and led to the funding of the larger ‘School Futures’ project. This project largely draws on
the interdisciplinary fields of Science and Technology Studies (STS) and sociology. The set of scenarios
for education is being used to foster organisational learning in three schools (building on Senge et al.
2012). This work will also facilitate the development of teaching materials and recommendations to
introduce future- and systems-oriented trans-disciplinary project-based learning opportunities into the
national curriculum (König 2018; König et al. manuscript in preparation). The project design also offers a
unique site for research on the link of transformative learning at the levels of individuals, organisations
and the national system.

ESE policy and practice in the Benelux
If there is any overlap with any of the previous regional Special Issues of EER it is with the one focusing
on Sweden and Denmark in the sense that here we have three distinct countries with different languages, (Dutch, French, German and Luxembourgish) who have some family resemblance and some
joint governance and policy frameworks as a result of being a part of the European Union (EU), but
also because the Benelux Union represents one of the first formalised examples of intergovernmental
cooperation within Europe after the second world war, and was one of the key drivers for European
integration. This has resulted in a number of exchanges over time in a variety of economic and societal
domains, including a working group of the Benelux Union on ‘Education, information and communication about nature and the environment’ that, since the 1980s, organises an annual ESE conference as a
platform for collaboration and exchange between ESE-practitioners and policy-makers from the three
countries. Since the adoption of the Benelux Union Charter in 2008, sustainable development is one of
the key focal topics of the Union. Hence, the abovementioned working group expanded its activities
towards nature, environment and sustainability education. At the level of the EU, however, there have
not been strong incentives for exchange and collaboration on ESE. The Council of the EU (2010) has
adopted ‘Council conclusions on education for sustainable development’ inviting member states to take
appropriate measures at the relevant level of responsibility – local, regional or national – in order to encourage the
further development and implementation of ESD and its integration into the education and training system at all
levels, in non-formal and informal learning just as in formal learning.

Much more influential for ESE policy and practice in the Benelux countries, yet, were United Nations
policy initiatives: the UN Decade of ESD (2005–2014), the UNECE (2005) Strategy for the implementation
of this Decade and, currently, the UNESCO’s (2014) Global Action Programme (GAP) on ESD and the
Sustainable Development Goals (United Nations 2015) (see also Van Poeck et al. 2014). Several member
of the Benelux working group on ‘Education, information and communication about nature and the
environment’, for instance, are/have been part of the UNECE Steering Committee on ESD which gives
guidance and strategic directions to the implementation of the Strategy and/or of the UNECE Expert
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Groups on ‘Competences in ESD’ and on ‘Indicators to measure the effectiveness of the implementation
of the Strategy’.
Before elaborating on ESE policy and practice in Belgium, we should briefly explain the specific
political context. The Belgian federal state consists of six sub-national entities: three communities (the
Flemish Community, the French Community and German-speaking Community) and three regions (the
Flemish Region, the Brussels-Capital Region and the Walloon Region). ESE policy is a specific responsibility for the sub-national level. The competence for ESE policy-making is distributed to the communities
(responsible for people-related themes such as education) and the regions (responsible for land-related
themes such as nature and the environment). As the federal government is not involved in it, there is no
such thing as ‘Belgian ESE policy’ but instead different policy frameworks, instruments and foci in each
community/region. In the Flemish, French and German-speaking parts of Belgium, ESE is structurally
embedded in the curriculum of compulsory education through subject-specific and cross-curricular
learning objectives. Besides such similarities, there are also considerable differences. For instance,
whereas the Walloon government opted to hand over the implementation of its ESE policy strategy
to a private non-profit organisation (‘Réseau des Centres Régionaux d’Initiation à l’Environnement’ –
network of regional centres of environmental initiation), in Flanders it is the ministry of Environment
itself that is responsible for policy preparation and implementation. A considerable number of civil
servants are employed to realise the ‘Programme Nature and Environmental Education’ by facilitating
networking, quality assurance, developing and disseminating expertise, implementing UNESCO’s Global
Action Programme on education for sustainable development, etc. Important vehicles to promote ESE in
compulsory education and higher education are the ‘eco-schools’ (MOS) and ‘Ecocampus’ programmes
(see Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem this issue and Lambrechts et al. this issue respectively). Current
policy priorities in the French-speaking part of Belgium are related to nature encounters for diverse
target groups and preparing people to deal with complex global crises. In Flanders, policy priorities
for 2014–2019 are focused at professionalization of ESE practitioners and fostering experimentation
with innovative ESE practices and methodologies. ESE practice in Belgium is a very diverse field comprising a variety of organisations (e.g. governmental agencies, centres run by local governments or
NGOs, citizen movements and private companies), practitioners (both professionals and volunteers),
target audiences (e.g. children as well as adults), educational settings (formal, non-formal and informal), activities, methodologies, content, etc. The Belgian contributions in this Special Issue reflect this
diversity. There are papers that analyse and discuss government-driven projects (e.g. Boeve-de Pauw
and Van Petegem this issue, Lambrechts et al. this issue), subsidised practices (e.g. Wildemeersch this
issue, Crivits et al. this issue), citizen movements (Mélard and Stassart this issue), primary and secondary
education (e.g. Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem this issue), higher education (e.g. Lambrechts et al.
this issue, Van Poeck and Östman this issue), adult education (e.g. Wildemeersch this issue, Van Poeck
and Östman this issue), etc. The studied practices also address a variety of sustainability issues such as
agriculture (Crivits et al. this issue, Van Poeck and Östman this issue), biodiversity (Mélard and Stassart
this issue), silence (Wildemeersch this issue), renewable energy production (Mélard and Stassart this
issue) and the ecological footprint (Van Poeck and Östman this issue), etc.
In The Netherlands there have been three shifts in ESE-policy over the last 40 years, since Tbilisi.
In the 1970s and 80s the policy for environmental education (EE) came solely from the Ministry of
Agriculture (the name changed several times over the years), which somewhat instrumentally used
education and public awareness raising to influence environmental behaviour on the one hand, and to
garner a societal support base for nature conservation on the other. In The Netherlands, but in Flemish
Belgium as well, the commonly accepted label for EE is NME (natuur- en milieueducatie) which stands for
Nature Conservation and Environmental Education. This somewhat awkward name reflects two different
streams and traditions that each want to remain visible and recognized: one rooted in concerns about
biodiversity and nature, one rooted in concerns about pollution and health (for humans that is). After
‘Our Common Future’ or the so-called Brundtland report in 1987 and UNCED ‘Earth Summit’ held in
Rio de Janeiro in 1992, other Ministries became engaged, particularly the Ministry of Environment and
the Ministry of Development which also led to the inclusion of issues related to equity (North-South,
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intergenerational) and the support of Local Agenda 21 initiatives. With the UN Decade for Education
for Sustainable development (ESD) the government first responded by developing innovation policies
seeking to, in a way, convert NME into ESD, but after resistance from the well-established NME-field
(arguing that their work was ESD and that a well-established field also needs support and innovation),
created two parallel policies that would allow for innovation within the established NME-field as well
as the incubation of the newly emerging ESD field that included new actors and networks. The new
‘DuurzaamDoor’ policy programme (2013–2016 and 2017–2020) represents a convergence towards one
single policy that supports social learning oriented innovation and professional development in both
the NME and the ESD field with special attention for regional approaches and innovation networks.
DuurzaamDoor also assigns a big role to the provincial governments and the water boards in advancing environmental and sustainability education. In this Special Issue, Sol et al.’s paper describes and
evaluates elements of this new approach. As far as sustainability in higher education is concerned, in
1998 the Dutch government started supporting a network in higher education called Duurzaam Hoger
Onderwijs (DHO, Sustainable Higher Education) which was preceded by a student initiative (LHUMP)
linking universities to local environmental organisations to improve the environmental management
performance of the university. After the government withdrew its support – arguing that DHO had
been such a success that it no longer needed government support – DHO disappeared and was succeeded by new networks such as the student driven ‘Morgen’ (Tomorrow) and the Sustainable Education
Coalition (DOC). All universities and former polytechnics are participating in the so-called SustainaBUL
award scheme that encourages universities and former polytechnics to improve their environmental
management, the inclusion of sustainability-related topics and processes in programs and courses,
and to connect with the local community around sustainability challenges. Some of this work has
been inspired by the work of Nico Roorda who developed the Auditing Instrument for Sustainability
in Higher Education (AISHE) already in 1999 (Roorda 2002). In this Special Issue Helena Kopnina sheds
some light on the current state of sustainability in Dutch higher education when she describes and
critiques current practices seeking to introduce the SDGs in teaching and learning. Lambrechts (this
issue) addresses some links between the Dutch DHO policy and practice and implementation in Flanders.
Luxembourg, as by far the smallest country of the three, with only 600 000 inhabitants, has only
two governance levels: national and municipal. The Luxembourg school system has been characterised in a study by the OECD as highly centralised and highly stratified, offering only few choices of
set –specialised tracks that students or their parents are engaged in making: students are assigned to
specific and rigid study tracks at an early age of twelve. Failure rates leading to repetition of a year are
exceptionally high compared to other countries, and present a significant cost-factor of public education. Standardised testing plays an important role in designing education policies and the national
curriculum, as well as informing activities of the coordination service for school development (SCRIPT)
(Shewbridge et al. 2012). The school system is driven by the Ministry for Education and Youth (MENJE)
and the associated SCRIPT, which also coordinates together with Luxembourg Centre for Educational
Testing the evaluation of learning and schools drawing on national and PISA testing. The legislation
with rules for governance of the school system leaves little room for autonomous decision-making by
schools and includes detailed prescriptions of teaching materials and rules for resource allocation. A
further defining challenge to the school system is that it is trilingual, with Luxembourgish and German
prevailing in primary schools, whereas French becomes a more dominant language for teaching and
learning in secondary schools (see also Anderson, this issue). Furthermore, over 60% of all school children are foreign nationals: the cultural and linguistic diversity in the class room is therefore even more
pronounced than in other European countries. Non-formal education, including the organisation of after
school care, is the responsibility of the municipalities, supported by the national youth service (SNJ).
Recent policies are trying to foster the development of a more diverse school system mandating the
establishment of school development cells in each school and offering more flexibility of the curricular
structure for more student-centred learning pathways, such that the national education system can
better cater for the growing diversity in society. One main funding instrument for school innovation
encourages teachers to develop innovation projects (‘projets d’établissement’). The possibilities to
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learn from or effect change through such three-year projects are however limited due to the lack of
an institutional, virtual or social platform to communicate and exchange on successes and failures in
these projects. There is an intergovernmental committee on education for sustainable development
that is coordinated by the Ministry for Sustainable Development that also developed a charter with
a set of commitments for schools and a reporting obligation, as well as an internet portal (www.bne.
lu). The portal showcases offers for courses and teaching materials largely developed by Luxembourg
NGOs, again evidence for the non-formal nature, and difficulties in obtaining a more coordinated far
reaching approach to ESE in the current setting. The current focus of this committee is to build teaching
materials and approaches for the circular economy. Since summer 2017 there is also a national Strategic
Group on the Circular Economy that promotes teaching on this topic in schools.
In practice, education on the environment and sustainability received attention initially with the
creation of the Centre Hollenfells in 1975. At that time, it was firmly located as part of non-formal education, not as part of the mandated curriculum, and organised by the national youth service. The Centre
focused on environmental education with a focus on nature and biodiversity and had very close links to
the Scout movement. Since 2003 the Centre shifted its focus on education for sustainable development,
closely following the United Nations Decade as guidance on ESD, with a new emphasis on culture, and
in particular food culture and apiculture as central areas for developing an experiential understanding
of sustainable development. In practice, 10 000 pupils visit centre Hollenfells each year. The teaching
tools the formal curriculum and prescribed school books offer prove weak and scattered, with too little
attention on changing pedagogies, in particular in primary schools (Anderson et al., this issue). Some
secondary schools have started to experiment with tools for complex problem solving (see Sonnleitner
et al., this issue). Moreover, there are numerous ‘projets d’établissment’ dedicated to sustainability, such
as building and organising of beehives or school gardens or engaging students in building re-use,
reducing waste and recycling schemes. In higher education, the University of Luxembourg launched a
Certificate in Sustainability and Social Innovation in 2013 that aims to equip and provide a platform for
change-agents. The programme’s focus is on future-oriented systems thinking for societal transformation in conjunction with peer group work for experiential learning (König 2015b, 2018).

The interrelatedness of education and societal transformation in the face of sustainability
challenges
As argued, the ESE research scene in the Benelux region can be characterised as an emerging field
scattered across diverse research groups with a focus on education (didactics, pedagogy, curriculum,
educational science) and/or societal change (e.g. political science, social science, sustainability studies). Theories and findings resulting from this research also reflect a focus on the relation between
education and societal transformation in the face of sustainability issues, a topic that characterises to
a certain extent the specificity of ESE research in the Benelux. Whether investigating the impact and
effectiveness of ESE practices (e.g. Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem 2013, this issue), determining
vital competences education should foster in view of sustainable development (e.g. Lambrechts et
al. 2013), examining educational processes embedded in sustainability transitions (e.g. Avelino 2014;
Sol et al. this issue), relating education to theories of citizenship, democracy and public involvement
(e.g. Van Poeck and Vandenabeele 2012; Van Poeck, Goeminne, and Vandenabeele 2016), or contributing to developing theories of social or transformative learning (e.g. Wals 2007; Wildemeersch
and Vandenabeele 2007; Wals and Corcoran 2012; Peters and Wals 2013; König 2015a, 2015b), ESE
researchers in Benelux countries have extensively addressed questions related to education’s role in
building a more sustainable society.

The interrelatedness of educational and political spaces
Worldwide, there is a growing consensus that the pursuit of sustainable development is one of the
major societal challenges of our times and that education has an important role to play in tackling it.
In September 2015 the United Nations adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development: a set of
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17 goals ‘to transform our world’ by ending poverty, protecting the planet, and ensuring prosperity for
all. Educational spaces such as schools and universities are expected to contribute to this endeavour, i.e.
to also function as a political space, a space for solving societal, political problems (Ferreira 2009). Policy
initiatives like UNESCO’s Global Action Programme on education for sustainable development are set up
in order to ‘generate and scale up action in all levels and areas of education and learning to accelerate
progress towards sustainable development’. In line with this, educational research increasingly pays
attention to the impact and effectiveness of educational practices on increasing learners’ capacities
to contribute to sustainability. Also in the Benelux countries, ESE researchers are committed to this
ambition. Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem (this issue: 1), for instance, argue that given the fact that
environmental education (EE) is seen by many as one of the keys to addressing the current environmental crisis
[…] it is crucial that efforts in this field are effective and that evaluation research is set up to study, confirm or, if
necessary, improve the impact of EE initiatives.

Similarly, Sonnleitner and colleagues (this issue: 2) refer to warnings that ‘our whole civilisation will
succeed only if it acquires a far greater knowledge of systemic connections in complex systems’ and
that, thus, ‘deep changes in the educational system [are] a requisite for sustainable societies’ to underpin a ‘personal mission in research and teaching to develop valid, high-quality assessment methods’
(18) that can help improving educational practice aimed at fostering complex problem-solving skills.
Besides this tendency to approach educational spaces as political spaces, it is obvious that political
arenas – be it traditional government institutions, multi-actor governance networks, settings for public
participation, or civil society initiatives – are also expected to function as educative spaces, settings for
much-needed non-formal learning. Facing the impotence of existing decision-making institutions and
routines to tackle sustainability problems adequately, appeals have been made to ‘learning our way out’
of unsustainability (Finger and Asún 2001). The transition towards more social justice and ecological
sustainability is often framed as a matter of ‘learning by doing’ and ‘doing by learning’ (Loorbach 2007).
The article of Sol et al. (this issue) that investigates the role of reflexivity for social learning in sustainability transition governance networks exemplifies this line of thought.
The landscape of intertwining educational and political spaces where sustainability issues are
addressed can be viewed in different ways, and the papers in this Special Issue reflect this diversity
of conceptualisations. Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem (this issue) as well as Sonnleitner et al. (this
issue), for instance, approach the purposes of ESE (research) in terms of effectively contributing to a
more sustainable world. Spaces for education and spaces for transforming society are thus seen as
coinciding – or, at least, largely overlapping – areas. This is what Van Poeck and Östman (this issue: 15),
referring to Masschelein and Simons (2013), have called ‘education as politics, but with other means’.
Conversely, Sol et al. (this issue) approach the political space of sustainability transition governance
as a space for (social) learning. Mélard and Stassart (this issue: 10), too, highlight the unique educative
potential of political settings. Drawing on the work of John Dewey (1938), they argue that ‘an ideal way
to learn from a situation, is to experiment and transform it’. Instead of emphasising the overlapping
dimension of political and educational spaces, Wildemeersch (this issue: 9) seems to make a plea for
the distinct characteristics, focus and qualities of an educational space as a ‘free space’ where there
is room to resist or disrupt the political ‘pressure to produce urgent responses to matters of public
concern’. He describes good ESE as ‘an open ended and democratic practice’ that ‘creates in-between
spaces for individual and social transformation’ (10). Such a conceptualisation of the interrelatedness
of the educational and the political as a dynamic interplay between individual learning (construction
of knowledge, values, skills, habits, etc.) and the transformation of society is reflected in several contributions to this Special Issue, e.g. in Lambrechts et al.’s proposition that education has an individual as
well as a social aim, in Mélard and Stassart’s notion of transformative learning through the public work
of activists and citizens who try to transform problematic situations, and in Van Poeck and Östman’s
transactional perspective of education focusing on how people and their surroundings (the self and
the world) transform continuously and reciprocally in transaction, i.e. through encounters between
persons and their environment.
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ESE and democratic societal transformation
Obviously, this Special Issue is not the first and will not be the last publication that focuses on the relation between education and societal transformation. This topic has long been the subject of a lively
discussion in educational scholarship which has brought about nuanced criticism of the tendency to
translate social and political problems into issues that need educational solutions. Recognising that
education indeed has a public role, many scholars problematize a linear, instrumental perspective on
the relation between education, learning and the solution of social and political problems (Biesta 2006;
Todd 2010; Säfström 2011; Masschelein and Simons 2013) such as sustainability challenges (Jensen
and Schnack 1997; Ferreira 2009; Van Poeck, Vandenabeele, et al. 2014). Considering that the latter are
often very uncertain, controversial and drastically affect our planet and its inhabitants it is argued that
ESE research should address questions of democracy (e.g. Sund and Ohman 2014).
Also with regard to the relation between democracy and education, ESE research and practice are
characterised by a diversity of approaches. Öhman (2008) and Sandell, Öhman, and Östman (2005)
interestingly distinguish three traditions2 in this respect. First, a fact-based approach to ESE treats environmental and sustainability issues primarily as knowledge problems. If students acquire the proper
factual knowledge, it is assumed, they will automatically become competent in dealing with them. The
democratic process is in this tradition situated after the educational process. ESE’s democratic role is
to provide objective facts as a basis for students’ subsequent (political, ethical, etc.) decision-making.
This tradition is, in its ‘pure’ form, not really represented in the articles that make up this Special Issue.
However, Andersen’s (this issue) investigation of science textbooks in search of sustainability-related
content could be seen as an example of how this approach take shape in research although she extends
the analysis towards other aspects such as opportunities to foster engagement, critical thinking, agency,
problem-solving, etc. Criticism raised about this tradition, is that the values-dimension of sustainability
issues is neglected, that the resulting action-competence is rather poor and that students do not get
the opportunity to learn to take part in democratic discussions or to transform their standpoints into
action (Öhman 2008). Hence, the two following approaches can be seen as a reaction to these critiques.
In the second, normative tradition the main task of education is considered to be its contribution
to creating a more sustainable society: teaching students sustainability-oriented values and attitudes
in order to change their behaviour in the desired direction. Discussions among experts and politicians
on the basis of scientiﬁc facts about the current state of the world are assumed to deliver the proper
solutions to environmental and developmental problems which are then supposed to be disseminated
through curricula and syllabuses. Here, democracy is something that comes before education. Boeve-de
Pauw and Van Petegem’s (this issue) article about the effectiveness of educational practices in view of
promoting students’ pro-environmental behaviour illustrates how this tradition is translated in ESE
research (see also Kopnina this issue). Several objections are raised against this perspective as well
(Öhman 2008). It neglects that sustainability issues contain conflicts between different values, ideologies, priorities and strategies that make it impossible to put forward universal normative guidelines.
Furthermore, local and cultural circumstances tend to be disregarded and it creates the risk of instrumentalising education, that is of turning it into a political tool to create a specific predetermined society.
The third, pluralistic tradition situates the democratic process in education itself. This approach
emphasises the democratic mission of ESE and argues for promoting different perspectives, views and
values when dealing with various questions and problems concerning the future of our world. The main
goals of ESE are involving diverse interest groups, supporting free opinion-making and enhancing students’ competence to act in a conscious way and to participate in debates, discussions and decisions.
Deliberative discussions are considered to be an essential part of pluralistic education and should result
in ﬁnding common answers to value-related issues, or recognising and accepting different standpoints.
Several articles in this collection explicitly conceptualise ESE as a democratic/political practice and
can thus be situated in this tradition (Lambrechts et al. this issue, Wildemeersch this issue, Crivits et al.
this issue, Van Poeck and Östman this issue). A question that emerges in the Sol et al. article (this issue)
is whether the emphasis on processes and design of learning spaces conducive to ‘good’ interaction
and participation, does not lead to a complete ignoring of tangible socio-ecological outcomes, and
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whether or not this is problematic. This is reminiscent to the dilemmas sketched in a commentary
paper in the Special Issue on the Nordic countries that was titled ‘Between knowing what is right and
knowing that it is wrong to tell others what is right’ (Wals 2010) which problematized the tendency
towards relativism in democracy and pluralism-oriented ESE (see also Kopnina 2012). As Öhman (2008,
21) argue, however, this critique only holds true within ‘a traditional realist philosophical framework
and the presumption that we are stuck with two incommensurable options concerning our attitudes
to the right and the good, namely objectivism – that it is possible to anchor moral beliefs in an external and eternal foundation, or relativism – that no such foundations exist and that all opinions about
the right and the good are merely arbitrary constructions relative to a speciﬁc paradigm, theoretical
framework, culture or form of life’.

The research-policy-practice interface in the Benelux
Societal transformation for sustainability is a complex endeavour. In particular school systems have
often been noted to be slow to transform, and often lagging behind societal trends by decades. The
UN Sustainable Development Goals seem to reinvigorate such deliberations and offer a welcome policy
tool to foster new forms of partnership. Arguably, this also presents an invitation to rethink the social
contract for science on such topics, and to critically revisit whether we do not need more diversified
ways to think of and design the research-policy-practice interface.
This Special Issue show-cases not only diverse ways in which researchers conceive the relationship
between democracy and education at large as described above with reference to the research by
Öhman (2008) and colleagues. The various contributions of this special issue also bear witness to many
diverse approaches to designing research based on the underlying and implicit conception of the role
of the researcher in society. Some can be characterised as expert-driven (Miller et al. 2013; Wiek and
Lang 2015) research in which scientists gather empirical data on educational practices which then is
subject to analysis by the experts and the basis for informing decision-making in policy and practice.
To whom, how and through what channels such results are disseminated varies widely, and shapes
to some extent the impact such research can have on policy or practice. There are also examples of
researchers who seek to embed themselves in policy or practice in order to contribute, with their observations, to participatory processes and to create spaces for reflection, deliberation, evaluation, critique
and judgment. Furthermore, there are examples of approaches to research framed and co-designed
with and for practitioners to change social practice for sustainability, document and reflect on these
changes together with practitioners, in order to then iteratively evaluate, judge and decide on how to
proceed. Depending on the intended purpose of the research, different research designs have different
assumptions on how knowledge should be produced that is legitimate – some favour induction, some
deduction and some favour emergence. In the remainder of this article, we shed some light on the
research-policy-practice interface in the Benelux countries. This shows – as Latour (2005) has elaborately
argued – that such an interface is always a very dynamic assemblage in which researchers, policymakers,
practitioners, but also scientific facts, policy concerns, practices in the field are not stable entities but
instead continuously and mutually influence each other. Within such an assembly, all elements of the
research-policy-practice interface can enable or constrain fruitful mutual interactions.
The research projects on which the Belgian papers in this Special Issue are based can, at first sight,
easily be connected to one of the three approaches. Yet, they also illustrate that these approaches rarely,
if ever, appear in practice in their ‘pure’ form, i.e. as we analytically distinguish them above. Boeve-de
Pauw and Van Petegem’s (this issue) article on the educational effectiveness of the eco-school programme, for instance, could be read as an example of expert-driven analysis and description. Indeed,
it was the scientists, as experts, who gathered the data and subsequently communicated the results to
inform policy-making. Yet, the research project that has been reported here is a so-called TWOL study
(Toegepast Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek Leefmilieu – applied scientific research on the environment)
commissioned by the Flemish government, in particular by the unit that coordinates the eco-schools
project. As such, there are also elements of a more participatory approach and of interaction and
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collaboration with practitioners and policymakers characterising the other approaches. It was the
policymakers who framed the research questions in their call for tenders and, in fact, this framing has
partly been informed by regular interactions with both researchers and practitioners in the context
of the Flemish ESD consultation platform (see Van Poeck, Vandenabeele, et al. 2014). Lambrechts (this
issue), then, writes about sustainability in higher education drawing on what he calls an action research
approach. He was, ‘whether as a researcher or as a critical friend’ (4) involved in many of the described
initiatives. This long and intense involvement which spanned over a period of nine years, he argues,
enabled him to develop a deep understanding of the subject of his research. As a member of the ESD
consultation platform, he was also actively engaged in attempts to influence and enhance policy and
practice. Hence, his work can be characterised as an example of the transdisciplinary approach described
above. Yet, he could probably never have written this article the way he did without the opportunity
to take some distance at particular instances and to find time and space in the so-called ivory tower of
a university to engage in in-depth theoretical work and thorough empirical analyses. His way of doing
research aligns well with what Læssøe, Feinstein, and Blum (2013) have called engaged and interactive
research. These authors call on ESE researchers to be neither exclusively critically detached – e.g. because
of reservations towards cooperating with policy institutions and getting involved in the construction of
often narrow policy agendas – nor naively involved. Mélard and Stassart’s (this issue) paper, finally, can
be seen as an example of the transformative approach, focusing as it does on framing and co-designing
research interest, problem definitions and possible solutions together with practitioners. Moreover, their
focus on ‘diplomacy’ is a beautiful example of rethinking the relations between participants and, thus,
rethinking the research-policy-practice interface. One could wonder, however, if researchers can only
act as diplomats by engaging in the kind of rather atypical research design reported in this article. If
so, it is obvious that our contemporary academic landscape limits the opportunities to engage in this
by encouraging academics to govern themselves and their practices in line with very different objectives. Yet, as argued above, much also depends on how, to whom and through what channels research
results are disseminated – whatever the approach through which they emerge. Universities’ focus on
peer-reviewed international publications, policy-makers’ and practitioners’ demands for clear-cut expert
recommendations and research councils’ narrow view on ‘excellence’ and ‘scientific rigour’ are examples
of how fruitful mutual interactions between research, policy and practice can be hindered. Despite
this, we witness very different practices as well. The Flemish Research Council’s funding for Strategic
Basic Research projects with an emphasis on societal valorisation of scientific research, for instance,
allowed the Edubron research group (University of Antwerp) to set up a large-scale ESE research project
(VALIES) that has been designed and will be conducted in close collaboration with policy-makers and
practitioners. Both Wim Lambrechts (this issue) and Katrien Van Poeck (see Van Poeck, Loones, et al.
2014) conducted their doctoral research while continuing to work in educational practice and policy
respectively and got a one-year scholarship to write their thesis. When asked for expert input from the
Flemish government to create more adequate ESE practice and policy, researchers from the Laboratory
for Education and Society (Leuven University) invited practitioners and policymakers to take part in one
of their courses and re-designed that in view of jointly studying what a more adequate approach to
ESE could be. Ghent University’s Centre for Sustainable Development has established a trans-disciplinary international network on ‘Sustainability Education – Teaching and learning in the face of wicked
socio-ecological problems’ (SEDwise) in order to bring together ESE practitioners, i.e. UGent lecturers
from different disciplines, with international ESE researchers as critical friends to make Ghent University
serve as a ‘living lab’ for innovative experiments with ESE.
For the Netherlands, papers in this Special Issue bear witness to a strong drive to embed research
in practice, and to develop spaces for participatory and discursive interactions between research and
practice, to foster reflection from direct interaction between scientists, practitioners, and in some cases
policy makers (see e.g. the papers by Kopnina, and Sol et al., this issue). An interesting phenomenon is
the creation of so-called DOTs (Teacher Researcher Teams) where secondary school teachers wishing
to strengthen sustainability aspects in both the content and the didactical processes of their teaching develop experiments for doing so and do their own research on what works and what does not.
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The teams are seen as a sounding board where peers give feedback to each other. These DOTs are
usually facilitated by an ESE-scholar. Another example at the education-research-policy interface, is
the so-called practice-driven educational research call for green vocational education by the National
Organisation for Educational Research (NRO). NRO provides subsidies to vocational schools, education
consultancies and research institutes to collaboratively develop and implement research that can make
schools more sustainable. A key criterion for qualifying for funding is that the questions come from the
schools themselves. Recently two projects on strengthening whole school approaches to sustainability
were funded through this mechanism (Nationaal Regieorgaan Onderwijsonderzoek 2018). Whereas
the previous examples were funded through education research policies, there are also sustainability-oriented innovation grants that come from the Ministry of Economic Affairs (EZ) that seek to engage
primary schools with sustainable food and healthy food choices (e.g. smaaklessen or taste lessons) and
from the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management that seeks to engage schools with issues
related to the increasing volume of plastic floating in our oceans and seas (‘plastic soup’) and litter
(Remmerswaal 2017). A potential breakthrough in the Dutch context is that the government has now
mandated that sustainability becomes an integral part of all education. It remains to be seen how the
Ministry of Education & Sciences will respond to this new requirement. In any case, the DuurzaamDoor
programme (Remmerswaal et al. 2012) will continue during the next four years and will advocate the
more governance and social learning-oriented approaches to sustainability transitions by providing
seed money to multiple-stakeholder partnerships. Finally, it is anticipated that the SDGs will become
a backdrop in new policy-research-education interfaces in the years to come.
In Luxembourg, the school system faces profound challenges and embedding ESE in formal education has not been a priority in the past. Hence to date there has been little research on ESE, and
policy as well as practice situated ESE in the non-formal and informal sector. The majority of research
to date that relates to ESE was expert-driven and largely had an instrumental goal of teaching facts
and behaviour (see e.g. Anderson, this issue). However, since 2010, the first projects have emerged that
are embedded in practice and framed by closely collaborating groups of scientists, policy-makers and
practitioners. These projects aspire to the ideals of what we call ‘transformative sustainability science’
(König 2018). Sustainability becomes then an emergent property from the deliberation that is staged
in this process. The role of science in such a process is different from more traditional conceptions of
the science-society relationship and is contested (Schneidewind and Singer-Brodowski 2014; Wiek
and Lang 2015; Schneidewind et al. 2016; König 2018), but arguably such transformative science is an
innovative complement to more traditional ways of conceiving the research-policy-practice interface.
The paper by Sonnleitner et al. in this issue comes close to describing such an approach. Whilst this
computer-based tool is developed by an expert, the way it is used for an education intervention in the
classroom is designed together with the teachers. The main aim of the tool is to trigger deliberation
and reflection about how one personally engages with complex challenges in their own head and with
their own emotions, to foster understanding about how others may deal with complexity and their own
emotions triggered by uncertainty in a very different manner, and to help us to relate to each other in
a more reflective manner, and to build the competence to relate reflectively to one’s learning environment. More recently still, both a national scenario process for education in 2030 led by the national
Advisory Council on Sustainable Development (concluded in March 2016) and a policy process led by
Jeremy Rifkin to develop the Third Industrial Revolution in Luxembourg, published in 2017, have drawn
attention to the strategic importance of education for sustainability. The scenario process helped to
draw attention and resources from the Ministry for Education and the coordination service for school
development to fund the School Futures project. This centre is also starting to develop a sustainability
label for schools in view of offering a platform and social process for schools to exchange and learn
from each other. The recently started collaboration between the University and the centre on the
‘Schools Futures’ Project presents a first example of a project embedding transformative sustainability
science in practice. The main goal of this project is to offer a new space for experimentation for change
of our conceptions of teaching and learning for sustainability in schools and in the school system in
Luxembourg. An innovative knowledge platform is being developed that allows bottom-up entries
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of initiatives also in conjunction with the school label and workshops to foster individual and social
learning is being built in conjunction with this project. Together these most recent research initiatives
promise a fertile learning ground for redesigning the research-policy-practice interface to foster and
evaluate more fundamental changes in the school system in Luxembourg.
In sum, these diverse and at times contradictory approaches to research are often connected to
particular scientific cultures that are associated with particular fields of research and part of the legitimation of new knowledge produced in these fields. Therefore the ‘correctness’ of any such approach
is usually a strongly held belief and part of the identity of the researchers who practice it. The different
approaches can however deliver very different pictures about what may matter most and which ways
of thinking and doing may serve us best in the short, mid- or longer term. They all have their merits, are
appropriate in specific contexts, and they are complementary. We can recommend the promotion of
national research landscapes that foster a diversity of research approaches to develop a more resilient
research-policy-practice interface. Finally, one important mechanism for learning in between countries
and that continues to gather practitioners, policy-makers and academics from Belgium, Luxemburg
and The Netherlands is the annual Benelux conference organised by the Benelux Union working group
since the 1980s (see above). This conference provides a consistent and dynamic platform for knowledge
exchange, professional development and exposure to emerging topics relevant to ESE.

Notes
1.

 Some research environments in the Benelux region conduct didactic research in line with the Continental, Northern
European tradition where the term (‘Didaktik’) is closely related to the reflexive pedagogic idea of ‘Bildung’. Other
are closer to the more narrow and instrumental didactic approach in Anglo-Saxon contexts, focusing on methods,
instruction and learning outcomes.
2.  Although these authors distinguished the three ‘selective traditions’ based on empirical analyses of educational
practices, it also proves a helpful framework to discuss ESE research.
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ABSTRACT

We present results from a large-scale study performed in Flanders, focusing
on the effectiveness of the eco-schools project. We surveyed 2152 students
and 1374 teachers in 101 primary and secondary schools that are actively
engaged in the eco-schools program at different stages (including control
schools), focusing on their environmental values, knowledge and motivation.
The results show that as the schools progress in becoming a certified ecoschool, their students’ environmental outcomes change; the eco-schools
project thus clearly has an educational impact. The main effects are observed
for theoretical knowledge, and to a lesser extent, applied knowledge. We
also observed a drop in utilization values and in amotivation. On the other
hand, the controlled motivation of students is stimulated by the project as
it is implemented, suggesting that students act pro-environmentally due to
external pressures rather than because of intrinsic reasons. We also explicitly
moved beyond comparing schools based on their eco-schools labels and
studied the process factors that contribute to learning outcomes. Our results
highlight the importance of the approach to didactics for environmental
education, the making of environmental education policy in the schools, and
the presence and use of natural green elements at the school campuses. For
each of these school-level variables, the impact on students’ environmental
learning outcomes are studied and discussed.
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Introduction
Environmental education (EE) is seen by many as one of the keys to addressing the current environmental crisis. Countless EE initiatives are implemented across the globe; such initiatives often address
the environmentalism of young people, aiming to build their capacity to make important choices,
while considering and acknowledging the impact of their own behavior on the natural environment
(Hungerford and Volk 1990; Tilbury 1995). Initiatives differ in the goals they set out to achieve, in their
target groups and in their didactical approach. Given the importance of EE, it is crucial that efforts in
this field are effective and that evaluation research is set up to study, confirm or, if necessary, improve
the impact of EE initiatives (Boeve-de Pauw 2014). The current Flemish study zooms in on the effects of
the largest and most widely implemented EE initiative within formal education: the eco-schools project.
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Eco-schools in Flanders
The eco-schools project is an international umbrella program operated under the auspices of the
Foundation for Environmental Education (FEE), and it is implemented in countries all over the world.
The FEE defines the eco-schools project as: ‘a fundamental initiative which encourages young people to
engage in their environment by allowing them the opportunity to actively protect it’ (FEE 2016). It is a
certification program within which schools can earn a ‘green flag’, based on external evaluation. Overall,
the project aims to improve the environment through direct and indirect effects. Direct effects are those
that can be labeled as, for example, increased biodiversity on campus, more recycling or more waste
prevention, more energy efficient solutions in schools, etc. Indirect effects are those that are realized
through the impact that the project has on the students: an increase in their environmental attitudes,
better decision-making skills, more motivation to make a difference, etc.
Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem (2011b) reported that in about 50 countries the eco-schools project
has been implemented in schools. More than 30,000 schools are actively engaged in the eco-schools
project, reaching over 600,000 teachers and 9,000,000 students. The implementation of the project
differs between countries: while in some cases an NGO serves as national operator, in others it is the
government. While in all countries the goal of being awarded the green flag as a certificate of excellence
is shared, the road towards that flag can differ extensively. In Flanders (the Dutch speaking community
of Belgium), obtaining a green flag is a lengthy and immersive process that schools go through over
a timeframe of up to ten years. The Flemish eco-school project has installed an elaborate system of
certification: schools work on their EE quality by paying attention to the following criteria: vision and
planning, student participation, support, communication and structural embedding (Department of the
Environment, Nature and Energy 2015). As such, an eco-school purposefully aims for both direct and
indirect effects. As recognition for their work, Flemish schools can earn logos, awarded by the Flemish
Government. These logos are a three-step quality label: logo 1, logo 2 and logo 3. It is the school itself
that determines the pace at which it wants to earn the three logos. A school can only apply for a single
logo per academic year, and there is no explicit need to obtain all the logos in three consecutive years.
The Flemish eco-schools project also encourages schools to maintain their efforts, even after they
have obtained the third logo, so that they can apply for the FEE green flag. There is a logo commission
in every Flemish province and in the Brussels-Capital Region. These commissions include eco-school
coaches, the eco-schools coordination team, pedagogical counselors (from the educational bodies),
the educational inspectorate and members of the provincial environmental education services. On
the basis a portfolio-of-proof that schools submit, these commissions determine whether a school
is accredited a logo. In July 2014, 2,910 primary schools and 1,009 secondary schools in Flanders had
committed themselves to the eco-schools project (of which, 1,567 and 596 had an eco-schools logo,
respectively) (Boeve-de Pauw and van Petegem 2013).
It is clear that the eco-schools project offers a huge potential to make a difference, both locally in
Flanders and internationally. It is the largest environmental education program in the world and it offers
a framework within which schools from all over the globe can actively get involved. A growing number
of researchers are addressing their scholarly attention to the educational effects of the project, in an
effort to grasp its educational outcomes and the processes that lead to them.

Educational outcomes – it is not just about behavior
It is important to note that the eco-schools project does not aim to overtly change the behavior of
students. The project does not explicitly adhere to behavioristic models. Such an outlook on behavior
sees a straightforward connection between knowledge, attitudes and behavior (Robottom and Hart
1995). Even though contemporary theoretical models put forward that knowledge is not the basis of
behavior, or of attitudes, studies, such of that of Krnel and Naglic (2009) have revealed that behavioristic conceptions are often still very present in the minds of EE practitioners and teachers. A recent
study by Beeckman et al. (2013) showed that when Flemish eco-school teachers are asked to talk
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about the causation of environmental behaviour, the model that is at the top of their minds is the one
knowledge-attitudes-behavior model. There are many (competing) contemporary models on the
causation of behavior (e.g. the theory of planned behavior, Fishbein and Azjen 1975; or the valuesbeliefs-norms model, Stern 2000; and recently, the stage models, Bamberg 2013). Without going into detail
on these models, what can be argued as their common ground is that values are often theorized as crucial
preconditions of behavior, and that behavior is closely related to motivation (Legault and Pelletier 2000).
The current study focusses on the values, motivation and knowledge as learning outcomes of the
eco-schools project. We focus on these specific outcomes, since they are presented in a diverse range
of literature on the effects of environmental education. In addition, they were identified as intended
learning outcomes of the project in Flanders in earlier research. As reported in Boeve-de Pauw and van
Petegem (2013) we organized several focus group discussions with the eco-school coaches in Flanders.
These coaches support schools in the implementation of environmental education, and, the results
identified the range of outcomes, which were used in the current study.
A widely applied model for measuring environmental values is that of Bogner and Wiseman (2006).
The two major environmental values (2-MEV) model describes two independent value dimensions:
preservation and utilization. While the first is related to eco-centric notions and puts forward the preservation of natural resources, the second is related more to an anthropocentric outlook and focuses
on the use and exploitation of the natural environment. Essential to the 2-MEV, is that preservation
and utilization values are not mutually exclusive, but rather independent dimensions, within the same
model. As Milfont (2010) pointed out, allowing for such a set of integrated values is in line with the
contemporary debate on the psychology of sustainable development. Research has shown that preservation and utilization values relate differently to environmental behavior. Milfont, Duckitt, and Wagner
(2010) and Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem (2011a) have shown that while preservation values are
positively related to environmental behavior, utilization values are only lightly negatively, or not at all
related to such behavior. Increased preservation and, to a lesser extent, a decrease in utilization values
can thus be considered as desirable or positive outcomes of EE.
De Young introduced environmental motivation, or the motivation to do something for the environment to the field in 1986. Legault and Pelletier (2000) translated the concept to the context of students
and developed an instrument to measure the impact of educational initiatives in terms of changes in
their motivation. The Motivation Towards the Environment Scale (MTES; Pelletier et al. 1998) is based on
the self-determination theory of Deci and Ryan (1985). To summarize, this theory considers behavior as
caused by motives reflecting different degrees of self-determination. These motives can be classified
under one of three denominators: autonomous motivation, controlled motivation or amotivation. The
first represents the highest degree of self-determination: behavior is performed for an intrinsic value.
At the other end of the spectrum is amotivaton, representing a lack of belief in personal control and
alienation from the subject. For environmental problems, this is an often seen barrier to behavior,
illustrated by statements such as ‘how can I as an individual make any difference in huge issues such
global climate change?’. Controlled motivation reflects motives somewhere between these two poles,
and mainly reflects reasons outside the self for performing an action (e.g. because others expect it
from you). Overall, the motivational dimensions can be seen as scattered on a continuum of self-determination, and they reflect different levels of engagement in a behavior (De Young 1996). Motivations
reflecting more self-determination can be expected to represent higher engagement, and research has
shown that that such motivation is more often observed in people engaged in difficult, complex and
time-intensive behavior, such as environmental behavior (Green-Demers, Pelletier, and Ménard 1997).
Moreover, people with higher levels of self-determined motivation have less need for reinforcement
of external sources to engage in behavior in the long run.
Given their importance in the causation of environmental behavior, it is reasonable to adopt values
and motivations as desired outcomes of EE initiatives, such as the eco-schools project. Some authors
have argued for dropping knowledge as an objective of EE altogether, because time and again research
confirms that the association between knowing and doing is very small (Courtenay-Hall and Rogers
2002). Others, however, argue in favor of a reevaluation and a broader interpretation of knowledge.
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Research by Roczen et al. (2014), for example, shows that in the past, there was a strong emphasis on
theoretical knowledge (knowledge about the nature and the environment, which was also labeled
‘systems knowledge’), but more recently, applied types of knowledge are also taken into account,
such as, the knowledge of the consequences of the choices that you make or of the impact of your
own behavior. Such applied knowledge is also referred to as action-related knowledge, effectiveness
knowledge or impact knowledge. Theoretical knowledge appears to be less important than applied
knowledge to develop environmentalism (Roczen et al. 2014).

What do we know about the educational effects of eco-schools?
Pirrie et al. (2006) surveyed Scottish schools that participated in the eco-schools project, focusing on
the managerial and educational aspects. One of their aims was to study the perceived educational
effectiveness of the project. Students were asked if their school’s participation in the project has had
an impact on their own environmental concern and behavior. Given the likelihood of social desirability
in such questions, the very positive response of the students to this question is to be taken with care.
Other studies surveyed the effects of the project on students more directly by comparing the knowledge, attitudes, behavior, and other outcomes between students that were, or were not, in schools that
participate in eco-school certification programs. Hallfredsdóttir (2011) showed that, while students in
Icelandic eco-schools know more about environmental issues, they do not have more positive attitudes.
Similar results were seen in the study of Krnel and Naglic (2009) in Slovenia: students in schools that do
participate in the eco-schools project know more about the environment than students in schools that
do not. However, the certification program did not affect their attitudes and behavior. Boeve-de Pauw
and Van Petegem (2011c), Boeve-de Pauw and van Petegem (2013) surveyed 50 schools in Flanders
and confirmed the cognitive effect: again, the results suggest an increase in the students’ knowledge
(and associated values), but not in their attitudes and behavior (and associated values). In recent largescale studies in Sweden (Olsson, Gericke, and Chang-Rundgren 2016; Berglund, Gericke, and ChangRundgren 2014], small positive effects were observed in the sustainability consciousness of students in
some certificated schools, but negative effects in others. Overall, the different studies seem to suggest
that while school participation in a certification program sometimes results in their students knowing
more about the environment, non-cognitive effects are rarely observed. What many of these studies
have in common is that they focus only on the outcomes of certification programs, but neglect what
is actually happening in the schools.
There are a few studies that go beyond comparing schools with different eco-schools labels. Cincera
and Krajhanzl (2013) showed that it is not the schools’ participation in the program that will have an
impact, but rather the students’ participation in the decision-making processes at school. Their results
showed that students who report higher participation in such processes also have higher levels of
action competence. Cincera and Makova (2011) showed that the lack of effects of the eco-schools
program in Czechia is connected to problems with its implementation within the school. A study by
Boeve-de Pauw et al. (2015) on Swedish eco-schools also showed the impact of different pedagogical
approaches. Students in schools where higher levels of holistic approaches to content are observed
are more knowledgeable about sustainability; and students in schools where a more pluralistic pedagogical approach is applied report more frequent sustainability behavior (Boeve-de Pauw et al. 2015).

Moving beyond outcomes
In the current study, we zoom in on the outcomes of the eco-schools project (values, knowledge and
motivation), as well as in what is happening in the school and in the classroom. To study the schools’
approach to implementing the eco-schools project in Flanders, we used a set of local specific frameworks and measurement instruments (as presented in the methods section).
Studies, such as those of Coertjens et al. (2010), underscore the importance of didactics in terms
of impacting on student outcomes through environmental education in schools. Using the PISA 2006
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data, these authors showed that students in classrooms that apply more active teaching methods
report more positive environmental attitudes and knowledge. Examples of such teaching methods are
experiments, excursions, classroom discussions, guest speakers and debates. DiEnno and Hilton (2005)
showed that in the case of environmental education, such teaching methods (of didactical approaches)
could contribute to achieving cognitive, as well as affective, learning goals. A study by Uitto, Boeve-de
Pauw, and Saloranta (2015) confirmed that didactics matter; students in schools where teachers indicate that interactive and inquiry based teaching and learning occurs more often have more positive
environmental attitudes. Research also points towards experiences in and with nature as a critical
success factor in learning for environmentalism. Especially relevant here is the scholarly work that has
been done under the label of ‘significant life experiences’. Studies have shown that (informal) learning
in open air and in natural green places are experiences that can last as lifelong memories and feed an
engagement for the environment (Palmer et al. 1998). Brody (2005) confirmed that learning outside
the classroom, for example, in natural settings, can stimulate curiosity and motivation and reorient
values. This underscores the opportunity of explaining the differences between students, relating to
their environmentalism to the presence and use of nature and green elements in their school.
The successful implementation of the eco-schools project, like that of any innovation in a school,
cannot be fully explained by didactics and the presence and use natural elements alone. An especially
relevant framework in the context of Flanders is that of the schools’ policy-making capacities. This
concept was developed specifically in line with the Flemish educational system (see Vanhoof and Van
Petegem 2009), and has (locally) been widely used to describe policies in school relating to a variety of
topics (e.g. languages, students well-being etc.). In our current study, we use this framework to explain
the differences among the schools’ impact on their students’ environmental learning outcomes. Vanhoof
and Van Petegem (2009) defined policy-making capacities as the extent to which schools use the space
they have to make policy in a continuous process of sustaining of and changing its functioning, in order
to improve the quality of its education and in achieving (imposed and self-set) goals. The concept entails
eight different pillars: effective communication, supportive relations, shared leadership, common goals,
responsive capacity, innovative capacity, integrated policy and reflective capacity (Van Petegem et al.
2006). A detailed description of each of the pillars can be found in Vanhoof and Van Petegem (2009).

The current study
In the current study, we wanted to explain the differences among students in terms of their environmental knowledge, values and motivation through differences between the schools where those students
attend: their participation in the eco-schools project, their didactical approach to dealing with environmental issues, the presence and use of green elements at school, and the making of environmental
policy at the school. We propose five closely interconnected research questions:
   what extent are differences between individual students’ (grades 6 and 12) outcomes
(1) To
(knowledge, values, motivation) explained by the school they attend?
If schools explain differences among students, or if in other words, schools matter to explain the variation between students in their outcomes, then we can move to the school level to introduce variables
that help explain student outcomes. This leads us to the next research question:
  
(2) What
is the effect of the level of the schools’ participation in the eco-schools project on their
students’ (grades 6 and 12) educational outcomes (knowledge, values, motivation)?
This second research question focuses on the effect of the program itself and, thus, follows the logic of
explaining the differences in educational outcomes between schools, based on the certifications they
have obtained. As argued above, we aimed to move beyond such superficial comparisons. We did this in
two ways: firstly, by specifically focusing on the different stages in the project in Flanders (the different
logos), rather than using a dummy (0/1) for participation in the project. Furthermore, the next research
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questions aimed to expand and explore the focus of eco-school effectiveness research by relating what
the students and teachers perceive is happening in the schools, regardless of the schools’ certifications:
(3) What
  
is the effect of schools’ didactical approach to environmental education on their students’
(grades 6 and 12) educational outcomes (knowledge, values, motivation)?
(4)   What is the effect of the presence and use of natural elements at school on their students’
(grades 6 and 12) educational outcomes (knowledge, values, motivation)?
(5)   What is the effect of how the school team creates the environmental education policy at school
on their students’ (grades 6 and 12) educational outcomes (knowledge, values, motivation)?
Altogether, through answering these research questions, we make two clear contributions to the field.
Firstly, we distinguish between the different stages of the eco-schools program, and second, we look
beyond the school label and explore the impact of a diversity of school level variables.

Methods
Respondents
The data was collected, within a study commissioned by the Flemish government, in late 2012 and early
2013. In total, 101 schools from all across Flanders were involved in the study, and 3,526 respondents
provided data. We applied a purposive two-step data sample, with individual respondents nested
within schools. Schools were selected based on their stage in the eco-schools program. Since it was
our specific goal to study the differences in educational outcomes of the program across the different
stages, we sampled the schools based on their most recently obtained eco-schools logo. The Flemish
government (Department of the Environment, Nature and Energy) provided us with a list of schools
that participate in the program. We structured the sample in such a way that we would ideally have 10
primary and 10 secondary schools for each of the stages: control, logo 1, logo 2, logo 3, green flag. All
schools in the sample had been accredited with their most recent logo in the year before the study. It
is important to note that in Flanders, a school’s road to achieving the eco-school certifications is very
variable. In contrast to other parts of the world, where the certificate can be achieved in a single year,
in Flanders it usually takes up to ten years for a school to reach the green flag state. Often, schools
will run for a first logo over the course of year, and then take a break of one or more years from active
working towards getting the next logo. Thus, large periods of relative inactivity are observed in ecoschools. During these periods, schools might be working on integrating environmental education into
policy and procedures, on repeating projects rather than introducing new ones, or even just to keep
the project dormant and invest in other priorities that present themselves. Through elaborate contacts
with the Flemish Government – which is the national operator for the eco-schools – we obtained the
list of ‘active schools’. These are schools that in the year prior to the data collection had obtained, or
worked intensively to obtain, a logo. Since our intention was to avoid dormant schools, we purposely
drew schools from the list of active schools. We used matching school size and geographic location to
select schools at each logo-level, as well as non-eco-schools.
Schools were contacted in September and October 2012, through e-mail and invited to participate in
the online survey. Reminders were sent through e-mail and by telephone in follow-up communication.
The respondents completed the surveys from November 2012 through February 2013. In each school,
at least one class of students from the last year was invited to complete the online survey during a free
moment at school. Furthermore, all teachers from the schools were invited to complete the teacher
version of the survey, either during school hours or at home. Table 1 presents an overview of the sample. In primary education, our sample contained data from 1,201 students (grade 6: ages 11–12) and
511 teachers from 56 schools. In secondary education, our sample contained data from 951 students
(grade 12: ages 17–18) and 863 teachers from 45 schools.
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Table 1. Numbers of schools at the different stages in the eco-schools program, and number of respondents, cross-tabulated across
grades 6 and 12.
Grade 6
Schools
Control
Logo 1
Logo 2
Logo 3
Green Flag
Total
Respondents
Students
Teachers
Total

Grade 12

Total

11
12
11
13
9
56

9
10
9
9
7
45

20
22
20
21
16
101

1201
511
1712

951
863
2046

2152
1374
3758

Measures
The student version of the online survey focused on the different educational outcomes. The teacher
survey, furthermore, also zoomed in on the processes of the eco-schools project, going into the policy-making at school, the use of didactical methods, and the presence and use of green elements at
the school. Sample items are provided in Table 2; all psychometric properties are presented in Table 3.

Dependent variables (student level)
Knowledge. We used 11 items to tap into two distinct types of knowledge, as defined by Roczen
(2012) and Roczen et al. (2014). We discerned between theoretical knowledge (system knowledge, 4
items), and applied knowledge (a combination of impact and effectiveness knowledge, 7 items). All
items were taken from Roczen (2012) and selected based on the results of her IRT analyses. Specifically,
we aimed at a healthy representation of items with diverse difficulties. All items are multiple choices
with one or more correct answers out of two, three or four alternatives. Scale scores for both types
of knowledge were calculated as the proportion items answered correctly, corrected for their factor
weight (see Analyses).
Values. We used the 20-items version of the 2-MEV by Bogner and Wiseman (2006), which has been
confirmed as valid and reliable in a Flemish setting (Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem 2011b; Boeve-de
Pauw and van Petegem 2013). The items differentiate between two independent major environmental
values: preservation and utilization. Each value was tapped by 10 items. We excluded one preservation
item based on earlier findings that this specific item was easily misinterpreted by Flemish students
Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem (2011a). The value items were scored on a 5-point Likert-scale,
responding to the overall question of how much the respondent agreed with the statements. Possible
answers were: (1) strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) agree nor disagree, (4) agree, (5) strongly agree.
Scale scores for both types of values were calculated as (standardized) factor scores as drawn from a
confirmatory factor analysis (see Analyses) in which goodness of fit was accepted at RMSEA =< 0.05,
CFI >= 0.95, TLI >= 0.95 (Tabachnick and Fidel 2007).
Motivation. The students’ motivation towards the environment was tapped by using the framework
of self-determination (Pelletier & Sharp, 2008). The original instrument was developed by Pelletier
et al. (1998) and includes six dimensions of motivation. For the purposes of the current study, we used
a combination of exploratory and confirmatory factor analytical techniques to reduce the number of
dimensions to three: autonomous motivation (8 items), controlled motivation (12 items) and amotivation
(4 items). The procedure of this reduction is described in Authors (2016). The motivation items were
scored on a 5-point Likert-scale, responding to the overall question of how much the respondent
agrees with the statements. Possible answers were: (1) strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) agree nor
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Table 2. Sample items for the seven student level dependent variables.
Variable
Theoretical knowlegde

Applied knowledge

Preservation values
Utilization values
Autonomous motivation
Controlled motivation
Amotivation

Sample item
Why is acid rain bad for trees?
(A) It destroys leaves, so the trees cannot benefit from photosynthesis anymore
(B) It destroys minerals in the soil, so the trees have no more food
In order to use less energy for heating your house, you can:
(A) keep the temperature constant
(B) turn off the heating at night
(C) isolate windows and doors
How much do you agree with the following statements?
We must set aside areas to protect endangered species
How much do you agree with the following statements?
We need to clear forests in order to grow crops
Why would you act in favor of the environment?
Because I find pleasure in mastering new ways to help the
environment
Why would you act in favor of the environment?
Because my friend insists that I do so
Why would you act in favor of the environment?
I don’t know, I have the impression I am wasting my time

Source
Roczen (2012)

Roczen (2012)

Bogner and Wiseman (2006)
Bogner and Wiseman (2006)
Pelletier and Sharp (2008)
Pelletier and Sharp (2008)
Pelletier and Sharp (2008)

Table 3. Psychometric properties of the seven student level dependent variables.
Students (Cronbach’s alpha)
Variable
Theoretical knowlegde
Applied knowledge
Preservation values
Utilization values
Autonomous motivation
Controlled motivation
Amotivation

Likert
1/0
1/0
5
5
5
5
5

Items
4
4
9
10
8
12
4

Grade 6
/
/
0.721
0.702
0.678
0.734
0.812

Grade 12
/
/
0.756
0.699
0.701
0.714
0.835

Teachers (Cronbach’s alpha)
Grade 6
/
/
0.736
0.706
0.687
0.752
0.799

Grade 12
/
/
0.723
0.689
0.706
0.751
0.806

disagree, (4) agree, (5) strongly agree. Scale scores for the three motivation dimensions were calculated
as (standardized) factor scores as drawn from a confirmatory factor analysis (see Analyses) in which
goodness of fit was accepted at RMSEA =< 0.05, CFI >= 0.95, TLI >= 0.95 (Tabachnick and Fidel 2007).
Sample items are provided in Table 2; all psychometric properties are presented in Table 3.
The reliability of each of the five variables (values and motivation) that were tapped through a Likert
scale is presented for each of the groups of respondents (students and teachers in grades 6 and 12). All
Cronbach’s alpha values indicate acceptable to good internal consistency, ranging from 0.678 to 0.835.

Independent variables
At the individual level, we surveyed the respondents’ gender and language spoken at home as explanatory variables. In the analyses, we always used the girls/women as the reference. For the language
spoken at home, the 11 most commonly used languages and an open option were offered as alternatives, which were then recoded into a dummy variable identifying ‘Dutch’ or ‘other’ (with Dutch being
the native language in Flanders, and the official language in Flemish formal education).
Eco-schools. For each respondent, we included a set of dummy variables that indicated whether the
school of the respondent was a logo 1, logo 2, logo 3, or green flag school, as opposed to a control
school. These dummies allowed us to estimate the difference for each of the logos as compared to the
control schools.
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Natural elements at school. Respondents were surveyed on their perception regarding the presence
and use of natural elements at their school. On a 5-point Likert scale ranging from (1) ‘none at all’ to (5)
‘very much’ they indicated to what extent they: (a) perceived these elements to be present: grass, trees,
a forest, shrubberies, corridors, a pond, a vegetable garden, an open field, and ‘others’. Respondents
were also asked to what extent they perceived that these elements were used as either: (b) purely
decorative; (c) physically (sports and leisure) and (d) pedagogically (a place to learn in or at, and a
subject to learn about).
Environmental policy-making. To survey the school’s culture surrounding environmental policies, we
surveyed the policy-making capacities of all the schools in the sample. The items were only included in
the teachers’ surveys. The concept of policy-making was tapped through a specific Flemish framework
that is well known among teachers and school leaders (Vanhoof and Van Petegem 2009). It included
eight pillars that were each tapped through five or six items that can be adapted to the topic at hand;
Table 4 presents all eight pillars. In other studies, these have been used to study, for example, language
and well-being policies in Flemish schools. Cronbach’s alpha showed high internal consistency for all
the pillars in grades 6 and 12 teachers. Through the calculation of intra-class correlation coefficients
(ICC) using the teacher data, three of the eight pillars were revealed as relevant for the present study
(i.e. they showed a significant proportion of variation at the school level): shared leadership, common
goals, and supportive relations. Only these three pillars were taken along in the analyses to explain
differences among schools in the dependent variables listed above. The teacher data was used to
calculate standardized averages for each of the schools and these were then used as explanatory
variables (see Analyses).
Didactical approach. To tap into the didactical EE approach, we included a list of 18 common methods
(in Flanders), taken from the study of Kavadias and Dehertogh (2010). The respondents indicated the
extent to which, in their perception, each of these didactical methods is used in their school when
education deals with environmental issues. The full list of methods can be consulted in Boeve-de
Pauw and van Petegem (2013). We used the student data to run an EFA; the best fitting factor solution
suggested two factors with an eigenvalue greater than 1. Combined, these factors explain 38.16% of the
variation in the data. The first dimension contains methods, such as ‘debate’, ‘guest speaker’, ‘active group
assignment’, ‘year project’, ‘cross curricular attention’, ‘trip to a field center’, and was labeled integrated
approach. The second dimension contains methods, such as ‘day project’, ‘clear rules’, ‘ posters in the

Table 4. The eight pillars of environmental policy-making in Flemish schools, including sample items and Cronbach’s alphas.
Pillar
Shared leadership*

Items
6

Common goals*

6

Integrated policy

6

Reflective capacity

5

Innovative capacity

6

Responsive capacity

6

Effective communication

6

Supportive relations*

5

*

Marks pillars with a meaningful ICC.

Sample item: ‘In this school, we…’
… stimulate each other to participate in the
decision-making regarding environmental issues
… agree upon the goals we want to reach regarding the
students’ environmentalism
… know who has which responsibilities regarding environmental issues
… maintain a critical stance regarding their own environmentalism
… know how to avoid resistance when implementing
environmental innovations
… respond to societal changes regarding environmental
issues
… communicate openly about motives, ideas, problems
and insecurities regarding the implementation of
environmental policies
… trust each other when it comes to dealing with environmental issues.

α Grade 6
0.814

α Grade 12
0.832

0.828

0.831

0.822

0.819

0.856

0.847

0.836

0.824

0.842

0.836

0.799

0.803

0.888

0.867
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hallways’, and was labeled as a normative approach. The two dimensions show acceptable reliability,
with respective Cronbach’s alpha values of 0.812 and 0.682.

Analyses
We modeled the differences between schools in our sample, concerning students’ knowledge, values
and motivation, using multilevel regression models. Since the individual students are not independent
from each other (they are clustered within schools), a first step in building the regression models was to
estimate the distribution of variance across the different hierarchical levels in the data. To unveil which
proportion of the variation between individual students was due to the school within which they were
grouped, we tested zero models for each of the dependent variables. When a critical level of an ICC
indicating that 4% or more of the variation was present at the school level, we considered the school
was a meaningful level to study and explain the differences between students. Given the participation in
the eco-schools program is a school-level variable, it is only for those dependent variables that have ICC
values above 0.04 that differences can be attributed to the program (or to any school-level explanatory
variable). Indeed, when the school was not at a meaningful level in explaining the differences between
individual students, then the school level variable could not be shown to contribute to the observed
differences between students. Variables for which this threshold was not met can be identified in the
results section as having no estimates reported for the school level variable in Table 5.
Once zero models had been established, the next step in fitting the multi-level models was to
include explanatory variables. First, we estimated the effects of individual level variables (gender, home
Table 5. Summary of the results of the multilevel regression analyses for all dependent variables.
Knowledge
Gender
Home language
Grade 12 (reference is grade 6)
Logo 1 (reference is control)
Logo 2 (reference is control)
Logo 3 (reference is control)
Green flag (reference is control)
Logo 1 × grade 12
Logo 2 × grade 12
Logo 3 × grade 12
Green flag × grade 12
Green: amount
Green: decorative use
Green: spatial use
Green: pedagogical use
Green: pedagogical use × grade 12
Policy: shared leadership
Policy: common goals
Policy: supportive relations
Policy: supportive rel × grade 12
Didactics: integrated
Didactics: normative
Didactics: normative × grade 12
Zero variance individuals
Final variance individuals
Zero variance schools
Final variance school
R² individual level
R² school level
Zero deviance
Final deviance
Zero degrees of freedom
Final degrees of freedom

Values

Motivation

THEO
0.235
−0.126
1.449
/
0.188
0.369
0.368
/
0.110
0.087
0.094
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
0.091
0.051

APPL
0.109
−0.240
0.689
/
0.062
0.145
0.149
/
/
0.074
0.074
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
0.150
/

PRES
−0.194
0.142
−0.325

UTIL
0.107
−0.382
−0.309
−0.095
−0.120
−0.286
−0.292
/
/
0.051
−0.031
/
/
−0.052
−0.048
0.022
/
/
−0.092
0.052
−0.042
0.062

AUTO
−0.131
−0.058
−0.241

CON
0.174
/
−0.289
0.098
0.093
0.101
0.106
0.074
0.072
0.071
0.089
/
/
/
−0.068
/
−0.068
/
−0.087
/
−0.061
0.072

AMO
0.201
0.183
−0.203
−0.100
−0.106
−0.105
−0.098
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
−0.061
/
/
/
/
/
−0.100
/

0.829
0.759
0.171
0.053
0.08
0.69
6689.20
5129.36
3
15

0.901
0.780
0.092
0.061
0.13
0.34
6519.87
5752.12
3
13

1.000

0.901
0.834
0.096
0.043
0.07
0.56
6854.23
5368.59
3
20

1.000

.900
.758
.091
.078
0.16
0.14
6597.48
5789.20
3
19

.899
.782
.095
.081
0.13
0.15
6684.69
5967
3
13

0.000

0.000
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language). Even though the current study did not focus on the effects of these individual level variables
(e.g. we did not focus on gender differences), we did include them in the models in order to be able
to control for their effects and to exclude, for example, gender induced bias. For example, it has been
shown (Boeve-de Pauw, Jacobs, and Van Petegem 2014) that girls have more positive environmental
values than boys, therefore, not including gender as a control variable might thus lead to gender bias
when the genders are not equally distributed across the schools.
The next step then was to include school level explanatory variables. We did this in batches, starting with the dummy identifying the grade (12 vs. 6), and then the dummies identifying the level of
involvement in the eco-schools program (logos). The effects observed for these dummies represented
the difference between schools at a specific point in the program (logo 1, logo 2, logo 3, green flag),
as compared to control schools (which are not at all involved in the program). The next batches of
explanatory variables were those tapping into the natural elements at school, the policy-making and
didactical approaches. If any of these variables showed a statistically significant effect on the outcome
variables in the model, then it was included in Table 5 (see results). It is important to note here that
since we have calculated the scores of the explanatory variables as factor scores, the effects observed
are standardized β’s and can thus be interpreted as effect sizes: 0 to 0.1 represents a very small effect,
0.1 to 0.3 a small effect, 0.3 to 0.5 a moderate effect, and above 0.5 was a large effect. Each of the
explanatory variables and interaction terms, with the grade, was estimated, identifying differences in
the effect size between students in grades 6 and 12 (with grade 6 of the reference group). Whenever
an interaction term was shown to be statistically significant, it was included in the table showing the
results of the regression analyses.
Table 5 in the results section also includes estimates of the distribution of variance in the zero model
and in the final model, together with the deviance and the degrees of freedom of both the initial and
final models The tables in the results section report on the initial and the final models only; results for
the steps in between are not shown. We withheld the iteratively built models based on the differences
in deviance (-2Log Likelihood) and the degrees of freedom. Only when the models improved statistically, were they withheld.

Results
Table 5 presents the results of the initial and final multilevel regression models. The lower rows of the
table show the distribution of variance for each of the dependent variables, and illustrate that schools
have the largest impact on the students’ theoretical knowledge (they explain 17% of the variation in this
variable), their impact is about equal for applied knowledge, utilization values, controlled motivation
and amotivation (9.1 to 9.6%). The table also shows that schools explain none of variance in preservation values and autonomous motivation. Given that our sample was purposively drawn to represent
the stages in the Flemish eco-school project, this finding suggests that the project has had no impact
on students’ preservation values and autonomous motivation. For these two dependent variables, we
therefore cannot calculate the effects of school level variables, such as logos, policy-making, natural
elements and didactics. This result answers research question 1.

Effects of participation in the eco-schools project
To answer research question 2, we estimated the effects of the eco-school dummy variables on each of
the dependent variables (outcomes). The largest effect of participation in the eco-schools project was
that on the students’ theoretical knowledge (as shown in Table 5). This effect increases as schools are
further along in the project (see Figure 1). The results show that the effects are there for schools that
achieved at least their second logo, and that they are larger in grade 12 as compared to grade 6. The
effects of applied knowledge show a comparable increase in size, but are overall smaller than those of
theoretical knowledge (again, see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Effect sizes of school participation in the eco-schools project on students’ theoretical and applied knowledge concerning
the environment.

While the school is not a meaningful level to explain the differences between students’ preservation
values (see Table 5), we do see negative effects of schools’ participation in the eco-school program on
students’ utilization values. These effects gradually increase in size as schools are further along in the
project (see Figure 2), and these are larger for students in grade 12 than for students in grade 6. So, our
results confirm earlier findings, such as those of Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem (2012), and expand
on them by differentiating among the logos. When we look at the results of the analyses with the different motivational variables as dependent outcomes, we see that schools make no difference in the
autonomous motivation of their students. We do see important proportions of variation at the school
level for controlled motivation and amotivation. The results show that, while school participation in the
eco-school project decreases the students’ amotivation, it increases their controlled motivation. These
effects are equally present in all logo schools, indicating that the effect does not change as schools
progress throughout the project. For controlled motivation, the effects are bigger in grade 12 than in
grade 6. This difference between the grades was not observed for amotivation (see Figure 3).

Effects of explanatory school variables
The results shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 go into the effects of the school’s participation (at different
stages) in the eco-schools project in Flanders, and thus provide answers to research question 2. We also
included process variables that can shed light on the differences between schools, when it comes to
their impact on student outcomes (or lack of it), thus addressing research questions 3, 4, and 5. Three
main groups of variables were included: (1) the presence and use of natural elements at school, (2) the
environmental policy-making at school, and (3) the didactical approach to environmental education.
The results in Table 5 show the effects of each of these school levels explanatory variables on each of
the dependent variables.
The didactical approach to environmental education was shown to have an effect on all of the
dependent variables. Specifically, the integrated didactical approach decreased the students’ utilization
values, controlled motivation and amotivation while, at the same time, increased both their theoretical
and applied knowledge. The largest effect size for the integrated didactical approach was observed for
applied knowledge. However, all effects sizes were small to moderate. The effects were equal in size for
grades 6 and 12. In summary, these results show that students in schools in which students reported
that environmental education was addressed through a more integrated approach scored higher overall
on all outcomes on which schools can have an effect in the current study. The normative didactical
approach, on the other hand (?), increased the theoretical knowledge of students in grades 6 and 12,
but not their applied knowledge. Moreover, this normative increased students’ utilization values and
the controlled motivation.
The environmental policy-making, as reported by the teachers, also showed some effects on the
student dependent variables, most notably on their utilization values. In primary schools in which
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Figure 2. Effect sizes of school participation in the eco-schools project on students’ environmental values.

Figure 3. Effect sizes of school participation in the eco-schools project on students’ motivation towards the environment.

the teachers reported higher supportive relations regarding environmental issues in their school, the
students (grade 6) reported lower utilization values and less controlled motivation. The effect was
also present in students in grade 12, but was less pronounced. The other two withheld pillars of environmental policy-making showed no effects on the students’ dependent variables, except for shared
leadership, which had a negative effect on the students’ controlled motivation. The results also showed
that the natural elements at school had an impact. While the mere presence and decorative use of such
elements could not be shown to affect the students’ knowledge, values or motivation, the way in which
they are used did. We observed a small effect of the spatial and pedagogical use of natural elements in
terms of lower reported utilization values in students in grades 6 and 12. Moreover, the results showed
that in schools in which green elements are to a greater extent used in a pedagogical way, students
reported less controlled motivation and less amotivation.

Discussion
The research results presented in studies of different teams (e.g. Olsson, Gericke, and Chang-Rundgren
2016; Berglund, Gericke, and Chang-Rundgren 2014; Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem 2011b, 2011c;
Krnel and Naglic 2009) put forward a common finding that the main effects of the eco-school project
are to be found in relation to knowledge. Students in eco-schools are consistently shown to know more
about the environment than students in control schools. Generally, smaller or no effects were observed
for attitudinal and behavioral outcomes. The current study aimed to build on what we know about
the effectiveness of the eco-schools program in several concrete ways. Firstly, we did not only include
knowledge and values as outcome measures, but also the framework of self-determination: looking into
the impact of the project on different forms of motivations towards the environment. Secondly, we did
not just compare schools that do with schools that do not participate in the project: we purposefully
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drew a sample of schools in Flanders at different concrete stages (c.q., the logos) within the project. By
selecting schools based on the logos they have obtained, we were able to zoom in on the educational
effect of the project in more detail. Finally, we also included other school level variables than just the
logos: using local specific (Flemish) frameworks and measurement instruments, we also surveyed the
schools’ environmental policy-making, their didactical approach to EE, and the presence and use of
natural elements and infrastructure at the school campus.

The impact of eco-schools
The results of our current study provide answers to our first research questions and confirm the findings
reported above that the main effect of the schools’ participation in the project is an increase in their
students’ knowledge. Moreover, as can been seen in Figure 1, the difference between control school
students and eco-school students grows as schools are further along in the project. In other words, our
current results suggest that students keep gaining more insight as their school progresses through the
project. When we look at the differences between the grades, it becomes clear that the biggest effects
are observed in secondary education, though the effects in primary education are smaller, they are still
statistically significant and meaningful. The results also show that when we look at different kinds of
knowledge, the main effects of the project are to be found for theoretical knowledge (or knowledge
about the environment). The effects for applied knowledge are consistently smaller for both grades. This
suggests that the project does seem to teach students about the environment but to a lesser extent
it builds the students’ understanding of the impact of their own behavior and the knowledge that it
can help them make decisions relating to the environment. We know from the literature (Roczen et al.
2014) that applied knowledge is much more relevant in the causation of pro-environmental behavior.
The results can thus be interpreted as a call to action to the teachers to increase the focus on applied
knowledge, and not just on theoretical knowledge; to provide students with opportunities to transfer
theoretical knowledge into practice. These results also highlight the fact the eco-schools’ coaches in
Flanders should support schools in creating such opportunities.
The current study also confirms the earlier findings of Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem (2011b), that
the project succeeds in diminishing students’ utilization values, but that there is no effect on preservation values. The decrease in utilization values is about equal for students in primary and in secondary
schools, and again, seems to build up as schools progress through the project. In contrast to the effects
observed for knowledge and utilization values, the effects of the project on the students’ motivation did
not change as schools progress through the project. This seems to suggest that the impact of the project
on the students’ motivation is there from the start and is a constant throughout the implementation
of the project. While the students’ (both in grades 6 and 12) amotivation is lower in eco-schools (at any
stage) as compared to students in control school, we observed no effects for autonomous motivation.
The students’ controlled motivation was impacted on positively (stronger in grade 12 than in grade
6). These results suggest that, while the project does seem to tackle the students’ amotivation, it does
not autonomously motivate them towards the environment. Rather, it instills in them the need for an
external source of pressure to adopt pro-environmental behavior.
As is shown earlier, research has identified patterns in the interconnections between the different
outcomes variables that were included in the present and in previous studies. On the one hand, knowledge (and especially theoretical knowledge), utilization attitudes and controlled motivation appear to
go together, but have only a small, or no effect on environmental behavior; on the other hand, preservation values and autonomous motivation go together, with environmental behavior (Milfont and
Schultz 2016). The finding that the eco-schools project especially impacts on the first set of variables is
an explanation for why an effect on behavior remains absent (Boeve-de Pauw and van Petegem 2013).
It turns out that for the eco-schools project, although there are indeed educational benefits, has an
overall approach, which results in more knowledge, reduced utilization values and in a stronger controlled motivation. These are exactly the outcomes which are less likely to translate into, or provide, a
sound basis for environmental behavior.
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A recent study by Beeckman et al. (2013) showed, by means of in-depth interviews, that the views of
eco-school coordinators in the schools might be part of the explanation for the observed effects. Indeed
they mainly thought in terms of a linear causation of behavior, where knowledge leads to attitudes,
which then, in turn, leads to different behavior. Interviewees in that study talked about the goals of the
project in terms of ‘that the students know how something is done’, ‘that they know why something is
important’. This is in line with the current results, that the largest educational effects of the eco-schools
project are found in terms of knowledge. A consequence of this might be that studentsin eco-schools
show no changes in their environmental behavior, in the long run.

What else explains differences?
The address research questions three, four and five, in the second part of the analyses, we examined the
connection between these differences in outcomes and a number of process variables. The results of
these analyses allowed us to draw up recommendations in order to increase the educational effects of
the eco-schools project. Teachers gave their perceptions on the environmental policy-making capacity
of their school. Both students and teachers, furthermore, indicated which didactical methods are used
in their school with respect to EE. Finally, the research mapped out their perceptions regarding the
quantity and the use (purely decorative, spatial or pedagogical) of natural green elements at their school.
We distinguished between the purely decorative use of the green elements, the spatial use (i.e. as a
location for sports or as a location for recreation) and the pedagogical use (as teaching material and/
or classroom). The spatial and pedagogical use of green elements turned out to reduce the utilization
values. The pedagogical use of the green elements that are present also reduced the students’ controlled motivation and amotivation in both primary education and secondary education. These results
underscore the benefit of being green at the school campus, but also show that a real educational
impact can be achieved when the nature that is present is also used in the teaching and learning, and
not serves a purely decorative function.
With respect to the teaching methods, the results distinguished between an integrated and a normative approach. It is important to stress here that, just like in the case of policy-making capacities,
these variables build on local traditions in Flanders. The results show that schools in which the students report differently for the extent to which one of both of these approaches are applied, have
different a effect on their students’ environmental outcomes, regardless of the schools’ participation or
stage in the eco-schools project. An integrated approach has a small, but positive, effect on theoretical
knowledge, and has a larger effect on applied knowledge and this is in both in primary and secondary
education. The integrated approach is thus a way to reinforce the applied environmental knowledge
of students. At the same time, the research also shows that this approach tempers the utilization attitudes of students and weakens their controlled motivation and amotivation. The normative approach
achieves exactly the opposite: it results in an increase of the theoretical knowledge, not of the applied
knowledge, and increases the utilization attitudes of the students, which is an undesired effect. These
results clearly suggest that a normative approach should best be avoided and that the focus should
go to an integrated approach.
With respect to policy-making capacity, the three of the pillars of policy-making capacity are important, these are ‘shared leadership’, ‘common goals’ and ‘supportive relations’. The results show that that
the policy-making capacity of a school especially has effects on the environmental values of students.
Schools where the teachers said that they felt supported by their fellow teachers and the school leader
succeed better in decreasing the utilization values of their students. Furthermore, in schools where the
teachers reported more share leadership, the students reported less controlled motivation. These results
are present regardless of which logo the school had obtained. In that sense, an environmental policy,
which requires stronger participation from the teachers and makes it possible for them to fall back on
each other and share leadership for the project could be part of the remedy against the increase in
controlled motivation that is observed in eco-schools. These results shed light on how schools could
effectively implement the eco-schools project and achieve some of the central educational outcomes
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that pave the way for students to develop their pro-environmental behavior. The results also suggest
that eco-school coaches, in their turn, should support schools in developing the named policy-making
capacities. In this sense, the results highlight that a key focus for eco-school coaches could be supporting
school teams to develop relevant policy-making capacities.

Conclusions
The current study confirmed that the effects of the eco-schools project on students’ educational outcomes are mainly cognitive. It also showed that the approach applied by schools in Flanders might
not result in an impact on the students’ behavior in the long run. Furthermore, the study gives insight
into how such an impact might be achieved through policy-making, didactics and the use of nature at
school. Of course, there are many other factors that might be involved in the successful implementation
of the eco-schools project, such as student participation, community involvement, etc. More research
into the impact of such factors, and into the extent to which they occur in schools in Flanders and
abroad, is a valuable next step.
The current study was cross-sectional in design and, therefore, focussed on the differences between
students in different schools, rather than on the changes in those students’ outcomes over time.
Longitudinal research, focusing on the changes that occur in students as their schools progress through
the project, would complement the current findings. Also, research on the long-term impact is needed,
especially given the results of the current study regarding the impact of the project on the controlled
motivation; research that examines behavior of students with this kind of motivation as they leave
school, and as their external sources of motivation change and disappear.
The present study was commissioned by the Department of the Environment, Nature and Energy of
the Flemish Government, which is the national operator for the eco-schools project in Flanders. Based
on the results of the study, the eco-schools project is currently going through a process of change,
focusing (amongst others) on the coaching role of the eco-school coaches that go into the schools to
support them and facilitate the implementation. One major decision that was made in line with the
effects on controlled motivation was to change the certification system. Flemish schools now no longer
have to apply for the different logos with portfolios of proof. The new implementation scenario is currently being developed, and a follow-up study on the effects of the new approach would be valuable
once it is fully up an running.
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ABSTRACT

One of the main outcomes of the Rio + 20 Conference was the agreement
to set Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The most common terms in
the17 goals are economic growth, resilience and inclusion, all of which are
critically examined in this article. This article discusses how these goals are
reflected within existing sustainability programs at a vocational college, and
at the undergraduate and postgraduate university levels in The Netherlands.
Within all three institutions the author has integrated lectures on sustainable
development with specific emphasis on the SDGs. The aim was to engage
students in critical discussion, allowing reflection on the issues and
paradoxes that characterise the larger discourse of sustainability. The case
studies illustrate how curriculum aimed at this awareness can be developed
stimulating the students’ recognition of critique of economic development,
inclusion and resilience. As a result of the courses, the students were able
to develop a certain degree of critical, imaginative, and innovative thinking
about sustainable development in general and the SDGs in particular.
Cradle to cradle and circular economy approaches were named as more
promising for current production systems. This article concludes with the
recommendation as to how the SDGs can be critically taught.
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Introduction
The Intergovernmental Negotiations on the Post 2015 Development Agenda have led to the adaptation
of The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (UN 2015). Part of the agenda was the formulation of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). These goals follow the grand preamble of the United Nations
that it is ‘resolved to free the human race from the tyranny of poverty and want and to heal and secure
our planet’ (UN 2015). These are the 17 goals, accompanied by 169 specific targets meant to advance
the goals in concrete ways (see Table 2).
As Lysgaard, Reid, and Van Poeck (2015) have noted, adding the troublesome idea(l) of sustainability
and the SDGs to the already disputed larger topic of ‘education’, has made for neither clear waters nor
smooth sailing, particularly in policy circles. If the SDGs are to ‘inspire’ environmental education (EE)
and education for sustainable development (ESD), the SDGs import in relation to education needs to
be assessed. This article supports the position that critical analysis of sustainable development, and
by extension, the SDGs, can enable students and staff to deal with accelerating change, increasing
complexity, contested knowledge claims and inevitable uncertainty (Lotz-Sisitka et al. 2015).
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The purpose of this article is to suggest how the SDGs could be critically addressed in higher education by combining instrumentalist and pluralist teaching approaches. This article will examine how the
SDGs fit within the context of existing sustainability education in the three institutions in Netherlands
culminating in a reflection on the type of issues and paradoxes that characterise the larger discourse
of sustainability in educational practice. This article will reflect upon the pedagogical tools available to
address the SDGs – within and beyond the Netherlands. The Dutch context provides a background of a
country where sustainability challenges increase simultaneously with economic growth and where the
level of environmental awareness and manifestation of ecological modernisation is highly questionable
given the present level of consumption (e.g. van Vuuren and Smeets 2000; Ferrer-i-Carbonell and van
den Bergh 2004; Kopnina 2014a).
The case studies include a combination of pluralistic, participatory and transformative approaches
(Wals 2010; 2012; Lysgaard, Reid, and Van Poeck 2015; Lotz-Sisitka et al. 2015) as well as more instrumental ecocentric approaches (Bonnett 1999; Kopnina 2012, 2014b, 2014c; Kopnina and Gjerris 2015;
Efird 2016). The inclusion of these different approaches occurs through transformative education that
encourages reflexive social learning (Wals 2012; Lotz-Sisitka et al. 2015; Van Poeck 2015) as well as
restricts the tendency of ‘anything goes’ relativism (Wals 2010) by upholding environmental sustainability as an important educational objective (Kopnina 2016b).
The author of this article is also a lecturer at (a) the business school at The Hague University of Applied
Science (HHS); (b) the honours Bachelor program at the liberal arts college at Leiden University College
(LUC), and (c) the postgraduate program at the anthropology department at Leiden University (LU).
The research on these three institutional cases involved the perceptions of students about sustainable
development and the key concepts articulated in the SDGs, namely economic growth, resilience, and
inclusion. The three institutional cases are meant to open up possibilities for consequent research and
teaching practice as a response to sustainability challenges requiring a ‘paradigm shift and a transition
towards doing better things differently’ (Lotz-Sisitka et al. 2015, 73).
The overarching goal of teaching these courses was to increase students’ understanding of and
concern for the outcomes of the SDGs. This goal is based on the author’s concern that the outcomes
of the SDGs might be harmful to the advancement of environmental and social sustainability, and
critical learning can provide ways to alleviate these undesired outcomes by supporting alternative
understanding and practice examples. One among several aims of the courses at all three institutions
was to enable students to reflect upon their own ethical positioning on sustainable development and
the SDGs, using the frames of reference of the respective course discipline (business studies for HHS,
anthropology for LU, and a broad spectrum of social and natural science disciplines for LUC).
To expose these educational goals behind the case studies, the sections below introduce critical
perspectives on economic growth, resilience, and inclusion. These sections present both theoretical
background upon which my own scepticism in regard to the SDGs is based, and descriptions of the
educational content in the three cases presented in the article. The sections on economic growth, resilience, and inclusion are followed by the discussion of some of these perspectives in three institutions
in the Findings and Reflection sections.

Disputing economic growth
Generally, as it was explained in all three courses, the SDGs fit within the wider ‘sustained and inclusive
economic growth’ strategy (UN 2015). As illustrated by the UN documents, the equitable economic
growth is seen as a panacea for sustainability challenges, such as poverty, health, mortality, and climate change. Yet, the idea of ‘sustainable economic growth’ has been largely criticised as oxymoronic
in select literature (see Table 1). Critical scholars have been tracking the rebranding and packaging of
unsustainable endeavour under the banner of economic growth, which fuels a massive expansion of
industrial activities, competition for increasingly scarce resources, and related social inequalities and
upheaval (e.g. Rees 2010; Wijkman and Rockström 2012; Kopnina and Blewitt 2014; Washington 2015).
As Zizek (2010) has commented in a short video segment shown in all three classes, combatting the

Naess (1973); Braungart and McDonough (2002);
Lewis (2005); Isenhour (2010); Lidskog and
Elander (2010); Rees (2010); Crist (2012); Kopnina
and Blewitt (2014); Derby, Piersol, and Blenkinsop
(2015); Goodall (2015); Washington (2015), etc.

Literature (used in addition to films and
excursions)
Lidskog and Elander (2010); Isenhour (2010);
Kopnina and Blewitt (2014); Braungart and
McDonough (2002); etc.

LU (E&D I and II) Lewis (2005); Isenhour (2010); Lidskog and
Elander (2010); Rees (2010); Crist (2012); Derby,
Piersol, and Blenkinsop (2015); Goodall (2015);
Washington (2015), etc.

LUC (E&D)

HHS (PBE)

Course

Table 1. Summary of educational activities at HHS, LUC and LU.
Lectures and in-class discussions
Written assignments
(group)
An individual assignment on sustainable Weekly lectures. Group discussion of
business, linked to films and excurliterature; individual presentation of
sions; Written exam on the assigned
written assignment
literature
Weekly lectures alternated with discusAn individual assignment per week,
linked to films, excursions and/or
sions and student-led debates (e.g.
literature; Written essay using subjects/
Poverty can be solved by economic
themes within the course
growth or economic growth is the
cause of poverty; Justice for people
should come before justice for the
environment).
An essay relating students’ anthropoThe same as for LUC (above)
logical fieldwork (planned for January
2016) to the literature, films, and
excursions offered in class

The same as for LUC (above)

Weekly discussion of the assigned
articles, with individual students
being assigned the article to discuss.

Student-led discussions
The students were asked to discuss a
number of (sustainable) business-
related cases in class
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evils of poverty involves remedies that do not cure the disease but merely prolong it. The proper aim
should be to ‘reconstruct society on such a basis that poverty will be impossible.’
The aim of perpetuating economic growth also clashes with the empirical evidence of ecological
limits (e.g. Daly 1991; Rees 2010; Washington 2015). As discussed in HHS, LU, and LUC classes, subordinating environmental integrity to economic agendas reifies the anthropocentric power hegemonies
that have led to environmental problems in the first place (e.g. Kopnina and Shoreman-Ouimet 2013;
Rolston 2015; Shoreman-Ouimet and Kopnina 2015). Daly (1991, 99) notes that the verb ‘to grow’ has
evolved from its original meaning, which was to ‘develop to maturity’ or ‘sufficiency’. Instead, industrial
or economic expansion has become a (cancer-like) growth and a goal in and of itself (Crist and Cafaro
2012), sustaining the unsustainable (Blühdorn 2007). If an alternative path to economic development
cannot be found, raising the worldwide ‘living standards’ will have ‘potentially catastrophic impacts on
the global ecosystem’ (Nemetz 2013, 52). Thus, applying the ‘lessons’ of industrial growth to developing
countries without fundamentally altering the economic growth model used in developed countries is
likely to exacerbate sustainability challenges (Hansen and Wethal 2014).

Disputing inclusion
Inclusion, as formulated in the SDGs, refers to sharing the benefits of economic growth with developing
countries and vulnerable communities. Development strategies pursued in industrialising countries
stimulate economic growth (e.g. The World Bank 2015), resulting in further environmental degradation
and the crisis of resources that enhances poverty (Hansen and Wethal 2014). This process is in line
with the dependency theory, in which critical economists have pointed out that the development aid,
foreign debt, and disadvantageous trade make poor countries financially dependent on handouts (e.g.
Daly 1991; Easterly 2006). In this context, ‘inclusion’ in economic growth model does not address but
further exacerbates social inequalities.
Also, ‘inclusive’ framework proposed by the SDGs excludes nonhuman species. To counteract
this tendency, translated into teaching practice, the recognition of exclusion calls for teaching non-
anthropocentric values in EE/ESD (Bonnett 1999; Kopnina 2012; Kopnina and Meijers 2014) and for
‘inclusive pluralism’ that embraces representation of non-humans (Kopnina and Gjerris 2015; Kopnina
and Cherniak 2016). Inclusive pluralism is a far cry from the SDGs’ anthropocentric inclusion rhetoric (e.g.
the aim 15.6 is to ‘Promote fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization of genetic
resources and promote appropriate access to such resources’ or aim 15a to ‘sustainably use biodiversity
and ecosystems’ – UN 2015). The words ‘benefits’ and ‘utilization’ testify to subjugating environmental to
economic objectives. This objectification is reinforced when nature falls within the language of c orporate
enterprises (e.g. Rolston 2015), instituting management or mastery over environment (Bonnett 1999;
Derby, Piersol, and Blenkinsop 2015). This process results in modes of thinking and acting that are
counterproductive to solving environmental problems (Wee and Mason 2016). In this context, the SDGs’
inclusion of capital, profit, and the competition in order to shape a supposedly sustainable economy
in affect excludes environment.

Disputing resilience
The UN (2015) aims to make bold steps ‘to shift the world onto a sustainable and resilient path’ by the
means of developing ‘resilient infrastructure’, ‘resilient cities’. But what is resilience? The concept of
resilience derives from ecology and engineering and serves a system-maintaining function described
as ‘… buffer capacity for preserving what we have and recovering to where we were’). Resilience is
defined as the capacity of both social and natural systems to adapt to hazards, known as adjustment
adaptation (Bassett and Fogelman 2013; O’Brien et al. 2015). Resilience can also refer to the ability to
absorb disturbances, to be changed and then to re-organise and still have the same identity, or to retain
the same basic structure and ways of functioning (Pokrant 2016).
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The recent resilience literature indicates that not all resilience (naturally, depending on how it is
defined) is necessarily desirable (e.g. Lewis and Kelman 2010; Pelling 2011; Sudmeier-Rieux 2014;
Weichselgartner and Kelman 2015). Rather than focus on resilience, a number of authors focus on
incremental change (Kates, Travis, and Wilbanks 2012), and acknowledge differences between ecosystems and societies (Weichselgartner and Kelman 2015). The society might be highly resilient through
technological advancement at the cost of thoroughly ‘denaturing’ the planet (Crist 2012). Also, has
commented, accepting resilience is actively preventing us from taking the necessary actions to avert
climate change. In fact, ‘resilience’ and ‘adaptation’ to climate change imply doing business as usual and
adapting to negative consequences (Kopnina 2016a).
In the article tellingly titled ‘The UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development: Business
as usual in the end’, Huckle and Wals (2015) suggest that ESD has ‘failed to acknowledge or challenge
neoliberalism as a hegemonic force blocking transitions towards genuine sustainability’ (491). LotzSisitka et al. (2015) have argued that if we are to fully expand the ‘learning modes’ needed for responding
to the ‘wicked problems’ of sustainability, we need to do so via pedagogies that are not constrained
by current use of conservative and maladaptive concepts such as resilience. Wicked problems refer to
the type of issues that deal with intricate, multifaceted and contradictory problems such as climate
change which no one single action can solve, and solutions themselves might have severe side effects
(Pokrant and Stocker 2011). As such, Lotz-Sisitka et al. (2015, 74) note that resilience thinking is ‘inadequate or inappropriate for leading to sustainability, especially when viewed from a social science/
learning perspective’.
Increasingly ‘resilient’ policies of neoliberalism (Wilk 2002) and democratic governance (Lidskog and
Elander 2010) delegate responsibility for sustainable choices to consumers. Yet, the clever marketing
leading to the ‘rebound effect’ easily appeases consumers (Isenhour 2010), making consumption itself
more resilient (e.g. Kopnina 2016d).
Also, resilience thinking does not apply to nonhumans and their habitats. The economic sustainability through adaptation is placed before the planet (e.g. Rees 2010; Washington 2015). The ‘fixing’
of the current predicament through top-down management and clever innovation is rarely related to
ethical concerns about non-humans (Naess 1973). The human population can be materially sustained by
monocultures, and supported by medical and other technologies, and much more resilient to pollution,
climate change, desertification, and deforestation than flora and fauna (Crist 2012). The resilience of
non-human species and their habitats to continuous anthropogenic expansion and industrial activity
is less evident (Cafaro 2015). The World Wildlife Fund’s Living Planet Report (WWF 2014) and MEA 2005)
both testify to intensifying threats to the very survival of natural systems based on evidence of mass
extinctions in the last few decades.
The SDGs only mentions biodiversity in relation to natural resources (goal 14.a, for example, aims
to ‘enhance the contribution of marine biodiversity to the development of developing countries’).
Yet, from a non-anthropocentric perspective, the sixth extinction can be characterised not as a loss of
resources but as interspecies genocide (Crist 2012). This radical position calls for immediate remedial
action that requires harnessing both human population and economic growth (Crist and Cafaro 2012;
Cafaro 2015). Commodification of nature as a resource or an ecosystem service in the quest for human
resilience is thus ethically questionable (e.g. Shoreman-Ouimet and Kopnina 2016a, 2016b).

Privileged discourses and alternative ways of addressing (un)sustainability
The positivist tone of the SDGs suggests that ‘sustainable economic development’ can and should
be achieved, as underlined through linguistic assimilation of sustainable development as a desired
and indisputable aim rather than a questionable concept. This linguistic manipulation supports the
privileging of a particular way of knowing which serves here to shift the meanings attached to words
(Tochon 2009). The language used in ESD has resulted in concern about the environment rather than
concern for the environment, where words end up concealing hidden agendas (Jickling and Spork 1998).
Ultimately, the language determines what can be known, and sensitizes us to the power of words and
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their meanings that are either subjugated or promoted to the point where they simply belong (Wee
and Mason 2016).
One of the examples of this subjugation is the double challenge of poverty reduction and climate
change highlighted in the SDGs. The former challenge is to be addressed by ‘equitable economic growth’
and the latter by ‘strengthening resilience and adaptive capacity to climate-related hazards and natural
disasters in all countries’ (UN 2015). Thus, resilience and adaptation (rather than mitigation) of climate
change and economic growth are uncritically framed as joint forces. While ethical considerations about
economic and social equality dominate ESD (Kopnina 2012), animal welfare issues or deep ecology are
marginalized (Kopnina and Gjerris 2015). Essentially, much of sustainable development rhetoric exhibits
a robust anthropocentric bias (Crist 2012; Cafaro and Primack 2014; Cafaro 2015; Terborgh 2015; Kopnina
2016c), also present in ESD (Bonnett 1999; Kopnina 2012, 2013c, 2014b, 2015a; Kopnina and Meijers
2014; Derby, Piersol, and Blenkinsop 2015; Kopnina and Cherniak 2016). As many ESD researchers have
noted, due to this anthropocentrism as well as a number of other factors, sustainable development
needs to be approached with caution. As Bengtsson (2016, 163) has observed, realising that the way we
conceive, interpret, construct, and critique of sustainable development and its policy-making processes
and, inevitably, evaluate its consequences, greatly vary, ESD educators ‘all call for a radicalization of the
conception of education and envisioning of a future, where the radical refers ultimately to differences in
our perceived pre-dominant conceptions of, and practices in education, and, indeed, the world’. Noting
that educational practitioners and researchers’ moral foundations and hence ‘world views’ vary, Jickling
(2016, 129) has proposed that educational work may be better suited to the work of nurturing critical,
imaginative, and innovative thinkers who can dive into the complex issues involved in sustainable
development and make social and environmental progress. This nurturing work may have a potential
to counteract the central critique put forward against ESD that it had ‘little impact’ (Jickling 2016, 164)
and has not brought about signiﬁcant change towards a less anthropocentric and less destructive
ecological system (Kopnina 2016b).
I have used the concepts of economic growth, resilience, inclusion, as well as environmental ethics
for discussion in class as a way of stimulating critical thinking about sustainable development in general
and SDGs in particular. While the author is aware of ignoring how these concepts are interpreted and
used in discourses that lie outside the scope of this article, the choice was made to move beyond mere
representation of complexity to make these concepts teachable, as well as operational in instructing
concrete steps to address (un)sustainability.
These concrete steps are based on alternative production systems that include the steady state
economy (Daly 1991), circular economy (Lieder and Rashid 2016) and cradle to cradle (C2C) frameworks
(Braungart and McDonough 2002). These frameworks promote significant changes in manufacturing
that reach beyond efficiency gains, and require different production processes and new business models
that change the way we think about the economy and production (Brennan, Tennant, and Blomsma
2015). These include ecocentric mindset that views ecological integrity as a foundation of sustainable
production. In education, an ecocentric mindset can lead to the capacity to perceive (and enjoy) nature’s
personhood (Efird 2016) and successful integration of human and other species’ needs, as illustrated by
conservation education programs described by Goodall (2015). While the author has discussed these
alternatives to conventional sustainable development models in great detail elsewhere (anonymous
references), suffice is to say here that the SDGs fall short of realising these radically transformative aims.
In the light of the SDGs’ questionable objectives, the case studies below offer a brief summary of the
curriculum for different Dutch programs that help to address the SDGs.

The case studies
In the Netherlands, environmental education is represented by Nature and Environmental Education
(Natuur en Milieu Educatie) and many ad hoc EE and ESD initiatives at primary, secondary, and vocational
schools and universities (for a survey of EE in Dutch elementary schools see Pauw and Petegem 2013;
Kopnina and Williams 2012; Kopnina 2013a; in vocational schools and universities see Kuhlemeier, Van
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Den Bergh, and Lagerweij 1999; Wesselink and Wals 2011; Kopnina 2013b, 2014b, 2015a, 2015b, 2015c;
Wals and van der Waal 2014; de Wolf and de Hamer 2015). EE and ESD in the Netherlands can be characterized as blended learning, mixing formal and informal education, involving multiple stakeholders,
such as schools, communities, garden centres, local businesses, and non-governmental organizations,
with subjects of environmental or social sustainability integrated within existing courses (Wesselink
and Wals 2011; Kopnina 2013a, 2015a, 2015b).
The author is involved in coordinating and teaching of three sustainability-related courses. These are
Sustainable Business minor program at The Hague University of Applied Science (HHS); Environment and
Development course at the Leiden University College (LUC); and Environment and Development course
at a Master of Anthropology program at Leiden University (LU). In the syllabi at all three institutions,
the lecturer has identified a number of learning outcomes including development of knowledge, skills,
attitudes and values to address sustainable development. While the three courses used various content
- the more ‘applied’ instruction at the vocational level and more theoretical ‘literature-heavy’ teaching
at the university level - they were nonetheless designed with the same intention of raising awareness
and reflexive thinking (thus stimulating pluralism). Written assignments and group projects within all
three institutions were intended to assess whether the students have learned what the lecturer hoped
they would. The courses were taught between September and December 2015.
HHS is a higher vocational education institute, with International Business Management Studies
(IBMS) department being the largest at the school, with over 400 students in the first year. A part of
IBMS, sustainable business minor is an elective course consisting of five modules. The modules included
subjects ranging from Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and global supply chain, Introduction to
circular economy and C2C frameworks; and Politics, Business and Environment (PBE). Most of the 22
international students enrolled (10 Dutch, 6 European, 4 South American, and 2 Chinese) were in their
second and third year of study, between 21 and 24 year old; 12 males, 10 females, having a background
in international business, marketing, finance, and branding.
LUC offers Bachelor degrees in Liberal Arts and Sciences, focusing on issues of Peace, Justice, and
Sustainability. At the elective course Environment and Development (E&D), there were 17 international
(predominantly European) students in their third year of study. Most of the students were between
21 and 24 year old; 5 males, 12 females (9 Dutch, 7 European, 1 Indian), which had a background in
different subjects, ranging from public administration to international studies.
At LU, a Master (MA) of Anthropology double-block course was also titled Environment and
Development (E&D I and II), and involved 8 students (5 Dutch, 2 European, 1 Brazilian), between the
ages 23 and 29, all female but one. The students had either background in anthropology or in general
social sciences. At both LUC and LU, the author has lectured on the subjects of the SDGs, the paradoxes
of sustainable development, economic growth, inclusion, resilience, as well as environmental ethics
and alternative methods of production.

Methodology and personal reflection on teaching
Research methodology involved in-class observations, student reports and evaluations. The case study
approach was used (Yin 1994). The students were told that parts of the in-class discussions may be used
in the lecturer’s own research. In cases when sensitive subjects or ideas were presented, demographic
details were excluded from the analysis. The collected empirical materials were analysed using the
qualitative analysis program MAXQDA. This program helped to generate a number of statements from
both the written assignments and in-class discussions that enabled the researcher to thematically group
and organize summaries presented in Table 2.
Teaching sustainable development at different school levels presented a challenging opportunity to
research my own practice as a lecturer, as well as an opportunity to engage students with some of the
concepts presented in the introduction. The courses were taught including both the elements of prescriptive, instrumental education for sustainability as well as more pluralistic and participatory learning.

Food security and autonomy are discussed
in the context of corporate and ‘traditional’
provision; (fair) production, consumption
and distribution of food
Discussion of general indicators of well-being
and generational changes. Case studies from
(sustainable) business practice in which
CSR has positively affected health and/or
well-being of company employees or clients

Particular focus on the film Schooling the
World, different ways of viewing Western
education, self-reflection on being international business students
Discussion of equality in the context of human
rights, global women’s empowerment as
part of Western and globalizing tradition
Discussion of state and corporate provisions
versus the notion of autonomy (arrangements regarding water and sanitation
provisions). The students were asked to
provide case studies from (sustainable) business practice, which have positively affected
water and sanitation
Discussion on the subject of (renewable)
energy and climate change. Critique
of current energy provision from C2C
perspective (Braungart and McDonough
2002)
Discussion about conflict and congruence
between economic growth and sustainability;
emphasis on paradoxes and contradictions as
discussed in assigned literature and films

2. End hunger, achieve food security and
improved nutrition, and promote sustainable
agriculture.

4. Ensure inclusive and quality education for all
and promote lifelong learning.

8. Promote inclusive and sustainable economic
growth, employment and decent work for all.

7. Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all.

6. Ensure access to water and sanitation for all.

5. Achieve gender equality and empower all
women and girls.

3. Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being
for all at all ages.

HHS
An accent on CSR in relation to poverty, questions concerning the role of MNC’s in relation
to global inequalities

The SDGs
1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere.

Table 2. Select SDGs’ areas corresponding to the programs at HHS, LUC and LU.

The same as for HHS, with emphasis on articles by Rees 2010; Wijkman and Rockström
2012; and Washington 2015;

The same as for HHS, with specific emphasis
on interdisciplinary approaches to gender
equality: legal, political, ethical
The same as for HHS, except for case studies,
with greater accent on historical developments in relation to water supply and
sanitation, e.g. from the Roman viaducts to
canal-building during industrial revolution,
and ‘modern’ irrigation systems in developing countries
The same as for HHS, with greater emphasis
on current events such as an COP conference
in Paris (2015), political negotiations, and
media analysis of energy politics

The same as for HHS, additionally weighing
advantages and disadvantages of proeconomic development education

LUC
The general question of poverty and social
inequality, their origin, what is new about,
and the issues associated with addressing
them
The same as for HHS, with the addition of discussion on food autonomy and dependency
theory; and what ‘sustainable agriculture’
entails
The same as for HHS, except for case studies,
additionally the discussion of ‘poor’ and
‘rich’ word diseases; medical advancements
that have driven out most of the infectious
diseases and enabled population growth

The same as for LUC, with emphasis on
the articles assigned in class, see Table 1.
Additionally, cross-cultural comparisons
between ‘traditional’ energy use and modern
provision
The same as for LUC, with emphasis on the
articles assigned in class, see Table 1

The same as for LUC, with the discussion about
culturally specific versus ‘universal’ (or Western defined) gender rights, roles, perceptions
The same as for LUC, with an added comparative cultural and historical element and
examples of autonomy from international
case studies of local irrigation systems

The same as for LUC, with an added emphasis
on cultural framing of well-being, historical overview of ‘pre-industrial’ or modern
indigenous communities and global Western
definitions of well-being; using case studies
of traditional communities
The same as for LUC, including self-reflection
on being international Masters anthropology
students and cultural observers

LU
Same as for LUC, with the additional cultural
element, poverty in cross-cultural perspective (in relation to the film Schooling the
World)
The same as for LUC, but with a greater
emphasis on non-Western modes of food
provisioning, traditional agro-systems.
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17. Revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development.

16. Promote just, peaceful and inclusive societies.

15. Sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, halt and reverse land degradation,
halt biodiversity loss.

14. Conserve and sustainably use the oceans,
seas and marine resources.

13. Take urgent action to combat climate change
and its impacts.

The global partnership is discussed in the
context of sustainable development and its
paradoxes

Discussion of sustainable production and
consumption, C2C critique of eco-efficiency
approaches, examination of consumer-based
approaches with focus on Isenhour (2010)
Climate change is discussed in two separate
lectures and guest lectures, focus on the
major bottlenecks (Lidskog and Elander
2010), e.g. industrial lobbies. The COP
Summit in Paris (2015)
Conservation of the global commons (e.g.
oceans) is discussed in the context of commodification of nature and biodiversity loss
(Shoreman-Ouimet and Kopnina 2015)
Sustainability of natural habitats, biodiversity
loss and scarcity of resources discussed in a
larger context of tragedy of the commons,
population growth, and expansion of industrial activities
Discussion of intergenerational justice, as well
as human rights and democratic participation in decision-making processes (Lidskog
and Elander 2010)

12. Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns.

11. Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and
sustainable.

10. Reduce inequality within and among
countries.

Discussion of ‘sustainable industrialization’ in
a similar context as ‘sustainable economic
growth’. Discussing innovation in the positive
context
Discussions of ‘big questions’ of justice and
inequality as applied in CSR contexts. Specific discussion of challenges in Lidskog and
Elander (2010) article.
Discussion of ‘sustainable cities’, sustainable
construction/building, C2C certification

9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote sustainable industrialization and foster innovation.

The same as for HHS, with more problematic
aspects of social inclusion and economic
equality discussed (Rees 2010; Washington 2015). ‘Inclusive pluralism’ andeco-
representation (Lidskog and Elander 2010).
The same as for HHS, with the specific discussion of ‘ways forward’ define and act upon
the principles of sustainable development

An extended discussion of commodification
of nature as well as various conservation
strategies (Goodall 2015) and deep ecology
(Naess 1973).
The same as for HHS, with focus on the
dilemmas surrounding ‘sustainable resource
management’. Biodiversity loss discussed
from a non-anthropocentric perspective

The same as for HHS, with specific focus on
social inclusion in urban contexts and urban
environment (Derby, Piersol, and Blenkinsop
2015)
The same as for HHS, with additional literature
on socio-cultural and political aspects of
consumption, focusing on Wilk (2002) and
Zizek (2010)
The same as for HHS with greater emphasis on
social equality, intergenerational justice and
ecological justice (Crist and Cafaro 2012) in
relation to climate change

The same as for HHS, discussing innovation in
business, technology, and other areas connected to alternative forms of development
(C2C as the ‘third industrial revolution’)
Discussions of ‘big questions’ of justice and
inequality in cross-disciplinary perspectives
(legal, political, ethical)

The same as for LUC

The same as for LUC, with additional discussion
on indigenous, nomadic, and generally more
egalitarian societies

The same as for LUC, with specific focus on
vulnerable communities and risk areas in
developing countries, local and top-down
adaptation. Climate change and nonhuman
species
The same as for LUC, with an added emphasis
on anthropological critique of neoliberal
conservation and counter-critique
(Shoreman-Ouimet and Kopnina 2015)
The same as for LUC, with ‘field’ examples of
local/traditional versus modern forms of
environmental management

The same as for LUC, with an added emphasis
on consumption in cross-cultural and historical perspective

Intra-generational justice: culturally and
historically specific versus Brundtland report
perspective (e.g. Is inequality ‘new’? Are
there examples of egalitarian societies?)
The same as for LUC, with added discussion
of urban vs. rural context, and re-iterating
discussion points in relation to resilience

The same as for LUC, but with specific
reference resilience as a broader social and
cultural change
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Instrumentalism was reflected in my choice of lecture subjects and explicit positioning (e.g. criticism
of economic development, support of deep ecology, etc.). I have explicated my own preferences and
possibly biases inviting students to be equally open about their own positioning. In all three institutions, I have started the lectures by opening up questions about sustainable development, inquiring
how the students understood the concept, and how they related it to economic growth, inclusion and
resilience. After that, lectures have focused on the concept of sustainability, both from the mainstream
as well as in alternative perspectives. Lectures were presented ‘classically’ through expert and positivist
method, which is currently unpopular in liberal educational practice. This ‘authoritative’ method was
chosen in order to avoid what Wals (2010) has described as ‘anything goes’ relativism or what Kopnina
(2012) has referred to as pluralism for the sake of pluralism – an open-ended discussion without specified ends. There is a risk that without initial instruction, the supposedly pluralistic approach will be still
framed by, and reproduce, the dominant SDG discourse rather than contest it. In applying this insight
to my own educational practice, my ‘expertise’ entailed the inclusion of the key controversies about
economic growth, resilience and inclusion, as well as instruction in alternatives, including ecocentric
orientation and circular economy (thus stimulating expert-led learning). The lecturers were followed
by the discussions, calling for a more interpretative, pluralistic and participatory learning. In this case
participatory learning meant that the students were encouraged to present their own views without
instructor’s interference, with social learning facilitated by peer feedback.
A deeper theoretical understanding and critique of conventional ‘sustainable development’ was
used at the university levels (LU and LUC). For example, LU and LUC students were asked: How can the
planet support the aim of sustaining ‘at least 7 per cent gross domestic product growth per annum in
the least developed countries’ (UN 2015)? Individual student-led discussions of assigned articles were
employed weekly. During individual discussions, the students took notes on assigned literature, summarizing main argument, providing reflection, and asking for feedback from other students. Grading
criteria for LUC and LU involved ability to lead and engage in meaningful discussion, asking relevant
questions related to literature, and demonstrating insight and perception.
The more ‘applied’ approach to illustrating sustainability was used at the vocational level at HHS.
The students were also involved in project group investigations of corporate case studies. As part of
their written assignments, outlined in Table 1, the students were asked to develop their own project
in sustainable business, using examples from the ‘best practices’ of certified C2C companies or Ellen
MacArthur Foundation for circular economy cases (http://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/case_
studies/). The students were asked to reflect on these cases using both mainstream (growth-oriented
models) and alternative sustainability models. Similar to LU and LUC, the requirements included active
involvement and participation.
Table 1 summarizes the type of materials used in all three courses, including assigned literature
(hereby arranged alphabetically and in chronological order) and films. The students at all three schools
were shown the same films Schooling the World (see a review of previously recorded student reactions in
Kopnina 2013b and 2015b) and If A Tree Falls (see a review in Kopnina 2014c and 2015c) as well as shorter
films on the subject of sustainability (e. g. Zizek 2010). All three groups had guest speaker lectures and/
or attended excursions to Patagonia (the outdoor equipment company’s office in Amsterdam); WWF
(the Dutch office in Zeist); green investment banks and renewable energy companies in The Hague.

Findings
Table 2 summarises the discussion subjects that corresponded to select SDGs. Not all the SDGs were
explicitly discussed in the courses, and some were addressed in reference to related subjects, including
industrialisation, ethics, and sustainability.
The essential observation drawn from student assignments and discussions relates to the recognition (if not acceptance) of critique of economic development, inclusion and resilience, the way they
are currently formulated in the SDGs. Initial responses to the question about sustainable development in all three institutions was uncertain (e.g. some students said they did not know much about
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sustainable development) and positive (many saw sustainable development as a ‘good thing’).
Consequent responses, as the same question was repeated in the last week of the course, were more
mixed, ranging from cautious to cynical.
The students at all three institutions were able to point out, both in in-class discussions and written
assignments, that the United Nations-supported ‘mainstream’ idea of sustainable development does
not go far enough in addressing unsustainability. C2C and circular economy approaches were named
as more promising options for positive change in current production systems. Population growth and
current anthropocentric ideology were outlined as the main obstacles to reaching these solutions.
There were also some essential differences in how students from different institutions – as well as
students within the same class – related to these subjects. While pluralistic and participatory learning
has encouraged students to express their opinions prior to lectures, as well as dispute positions presented in lectures or study materials, it appeared that some students were more engaged then others
depending on their country of origin or individual differences. In all three institutions it was easier
for the European and American students to be vocally critical, while Asian (and particularly Chinese)
students found it more difficult to engage in a confrontational discussion in class. However, the differences in perception were also individual rather than country- or culture- based. For example, in their
essays, both Chinese and Dutch students reflected that the SDGs do not take nature or animals into
account. As Chinese student phrased it, ‘I thought it was just in my country that people did not care
about [animals], but I have learned that an international organization [UN] is not much better’. Ironically,
another Chinese student from the same class has written: ‘Animals are respected in China. Respecting
nature has been part of our cultural tradition… The United Nations thinks of human development but
it stops the development of nature’.
Although literal interpretation of written assignments or in-class statements is not a clear indicator
of the students’ ethical orientation, or ability to act upon understandings outside of classroom, course
evaluations indicate that ‘something has moved’. To use a few examples from comments in these evaluations: ‘sustainable development is more complex than I thought’ (HHS), ‘this course was the most
depressing and simultaneously the most empowering that I have followed so far’ (LUC), and ‘anthropologists can learn from the UN how NOT to do things’ (LU).
In their written assignments some of the HHS students have noticed that the ‘best practice’ companies on the Ellen MacArthur website are not reaching beyond conventional production models. For
example, as the (Dutch female) student has noted in her written assignment, other than attempting
to ‘recover components for the automotive industry’, Autocraft Drivetrain Solutions’ ultimate goal is
‘expanding into other types of product or components as a path for further growth, with the goal to
become a GBP 20 million company within 5 years’ (http://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/case_
studies/autocraft-drivetrain-solutions). As the student has noted, ‘the underlying unsustainability of
the automotive industry or profound implications of further growth remain unchallenged’. However,
when this and other cases from MacArthur website were deliberated in class, the group discussion has
veered off in the direction of consensus over the advantages of growth possibilities offered by these
‘best practice’ examples.
Judging from the course evaluations of business students, one of the most valuable outcomes of
the PBE course was the hands-on examples of innovative business models. Some HHS students were
attracted to innovative designs, naming solar airplanes or hyperloop (a futuristic public transport system based on vacuum created in the tubes) as examples of sustainable transport of the future. Others
have come up with ‘pre-industrial’ designs, such as clay pots. In this framing, ‘resilience’ could be seen
as an ability to adapt ‘futuristic’ designs or to revert to the traditional ways of production, without
halting economic development altogether. ‘Inclusion’ was applied to the inclusion of circular economy and C2C into economies of scale reaching target groups beyond wealthy Western consumers but
also including the growing populations in developing countries. Disputing economic growth models
has remained the most challenging for the HHS students as they were used to seeing business as an
essentially profit-making enterprise. In their product presentation one of the teams has noted that the
circular economy is ‘new engine of growth’. The group has struggled to conceptualise potential pitfalls
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and challenges associated with growth and ended up presenting an open-ended proposal for ‘global
transition toward sustainable development’.
Students at LUC have also engaged with the circular economy and C2C production systems, but
mostly through literature drawing on a wide spectrum of social and natural science disciplines. Based
on this literature, the students have noted a discrepancy between the desire to (to quote the female
English student’s assignment) ‘base production on natural models’, and the reliance on ‘good old trusted
growth models’ to implement the transition. For example, a team of LUC students has focused on the
European Commission’s role in propagating circular economy, noting that it is narrowly focused on
advancing economic growth afforded by eco-industries and eco-innovation, which ‘currently supply
a third of the global market for green technologies, worth a trillion euro and expected to double by
2020’ (EC1). What if the fossil fuel technologies were to remain more profitable, the students inquire,
would the European Commission still support eco-innovation?
Generally, witnessed both through the analysis of the in-class discussions, written assignments
and course evaluations, LUC students demonstrated differences stemming from their interdisciplinary
background. Greatest differences were between those students who have previously followed the economics-heavy courses, and those that have followed sustainability-related courses, as the former were
predictably more critical of the lecturer’s choice of literature and development scepticism.
For LU anthropology students, the most significant lessons were drawn from cultural, small-scale, and
traditional ‘pre-industrial’ production models as an alternative to the dominant top-down sustainable
development directives. These models were discussed, among others, in the context of debates about
the film Schooling the World. LU students were familiar with examples of traditional agrarian societies
and with the critique of economic development as a neo-colonial enterprise, drawing their insights
from their BA anthropology studies (e.g. Lewis 2005). The more practical aspects of utilising the C2C
and circular economy models of production were more difficult to conceptualise as these were not
mentioned in anthropology courses the students previously took. However, after the exposure to these
concepts in the E&D II course, the students were able, in the words of one Dutch female student, ‘to
better see the bigger picture as far as sustainability is concerned’.

Reflection
Tables 1 and 2 indicate how the SDGs can be contextualized to provide a potent ground for discussing
economic growth, inclusion, and resilience. Whether the students learn to respond to the challenges
outlined in the SDGs in the emancipatory manner that emphasizes capacity-building and critical thinking (Jickling and Wals 2008; Wals 2012) as well as develop the capacity to perceive environment’s value
(Efird 2016) remains to be seen. It is unlikely that the concrete outcomes can be accurately ‘measured’
in well-defined units such as graded competencies and quantifiable skills. Understanding of the more
challenging aspects of sustainable development and indeed of the SDGs is likely to develop after the
information (cognitive aspects) has ‘sunk in’ and students’ perceptions (as well as affective attitudes)
have further evolved through continuous learning. This continuous learning occurs outside and inside
the classroom, supported by both in-class experiences and other formative events in students’ lives.
These formative events are likely to take place outside of the Netherlands, reflecting the increasing
globalization of job markets and broad spectra of professions in areas as diverse as business, anthropology, and liberal arts.
The detachment required for facilitating open discussions and engagement involved in stating
my own position presented some challenges in relation to my role as lecturer. An example of this is a
challenge of combining an ambition of facilitating a pluralistic deliberation among the students, even
when it led to the undesirable consensus (as in acceptance of circular economy as an engine of growth
by HHS students). In cases when the students’ collective opinion (perhaps in part formed through the
necessity to conform to the ‘popular’ or majority opinion, or ‘groupthink’) did not rhyme with my own,
I have encouraged students to dispute my own stated position by providing counter-arguments. This
didactic strategy was based on one of the course aims that the students should be able to reflect upon
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their own moral choices and positions by using both empirical evidence and ethical arguments. An
example of this strategy includes a LU class discussion that has led to the statement that ‘respect for
nature’ is a beautiful but unattainable goal. I have responded that the women’s right to vote in The
Netherlands has only been legally accepted a few decades ago, and so has the relinquishment of the
Dutch colonies. The expansion of civil liberties was used to inspire hope that respect for the oppressed
can be progressively learned and that caring for nonhumans could be the next step of ‘moral evolution’.
I have added that perhaps current anthropocentrism is a temporary ‘devolution’ due to the capitalist/
industrial ideology. Linking it to anthropological background of students, I have suggested that there
are many cross-cultural and historical examples of ecocentrism found in early ethnographies, inviting
students to look for case studies that contradict this assertion. The following class has generated more
ecocentric discussions, if not consensus, on the subject of inclusion of non-human species. Overall, my
experience as a lecturer and a researcher, as well as an activist, has been rewarding. I have witnessed
the ability of students to look beyond conventional framings of the SDGs, combining instrumentalist
and pluralist teaching approaches.

Conclusion
The Dutch case studies are examples of how complex issues related to sustainable development and the
SDGs can be addressed at both undergraduate and postgraduate university levels. The Dutch context
provided a number of opportunities. First, the context of The Netherlands where sustainability challenges grow simultaneously with economic growth (e.g. van Vuuren and Smeets 2000; Ferrer-i-Carbonell
and van den Bergh 2004; Kopnina 2014a) provides a backdrop for the meaningful discussion of sustainability challenges. The Dutch higher education system provides a good backdrop for reflecting on
how the relatively ‘privileged’ students in an economically developed country may be brought to think
about ‘development’ elsewhere, with the lecturer both facilitating open discussion and providing expert
guidance. Second, the Dutch EE and ESD tradition opens up the possibility for building upon existing
curriculum. Third, the Dutch international classrooms can be seen as a microcosm of an increasingly
cosmopolitan democratic society grappling with the paradoxes of sustainable development.
Without realising the ironies, paradoxes and outright manipulation of sustainable development
rhetoric, the grand promise of the UN to ‘free the human race from the tyranny of poverty’ and ‘to heal
and secure our planet’ is not likely to lead to anything more than sustaining the unsustainable (Blühdorn
2007). As an environmental philosopher Terborgh (2015, xi) has stated:
It seems to me that we are farther from achieving ecological sustainability today than we were several decades
ago. As a global society, we are distracted by too many other issues – wars, epidemics, unemployment, a struggling economy. In the cacophony of daily events, we appear to have lost sight of the fundamental importance of
a healthy biosphere to the well-being of both humans and nature. Restoring confidence in the future can only
come about through a renewed commitment to ecological sustainability inspired by a vision of a beautiful, secure,
and equitable future.

The SDGs are far off from these aims, rather manipulating sustainability in the service of ‘sustainable and inclusive economic growth’. Our students should be aware of this manipulation. Examples
above illustrate how curriculum aimed at this awareness can be developed stimulating the students’
recognition of critique of economic development, inclusion and resilience. As a result of the courses,
the students at all three institutions were able to realize that the mainstream idea of sustainable development does not reach far enough and develop critical, imaginative, and innovative thinking about
sustainable development in general (Jickling 2016) and the SDGs in particular.

Note
1.

 
http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/impact/planned_ia/docs/2015_env_065_env+_032_circular_economy_
en.pdf
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ABSTRACT

This paper provides critical reflections on higher education for sustainable
development (HESD) from a philosophical perspective. A theoretical
framework is developed, based on John Dewey’s thoughts on the aim
of democracy and the critical role of education herein, and with specific
focus on two constructs: ‘initiative and adaptability’ and ‘values and virtues’.
This theoretical framework is used to analyze HESD in Flanders, from a
historical and socio-political perspective. The Flemish case shows a gradual
evolution from a focus on environmental management on campus, followed
by a normative interpretation of what HESD should look like, and a more
transformative approach in light of citizenship and democratic ideals. The
case also shows considerable exchange of information between Flanders
and the Netherlands, in which Dutch models and instruments were used in
the Flemish context. The philosophical perspective provides a theoretical
grounding of the field of HESD, which enables us to further develop the field,
with a specific focus on initiative and adaptability on the one hand, and the
importance of a virtues perspective on the other.
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1. Introduction
Higher Education for Sustainable Development (HESD)1 displays a variety of approaches and initiatives
to integrate sustainability in different dimensions of higher education (HE), discussed in Section 1.1
(Lozano et al. 2015; Vaughter et al. 2013). These approaches can also be linked with general educational
and more specific Environmental and Sustainability Education (ESE) discourses. HESD could be seen as
a specific subject within the broader ESE field. As a research field however, HESD is characterized by a
lack of conceptual frameworks and theory building, as discussed in Section 1.2 (Corcoran, Walker, and
Wals 2004; Karatzoglou 2013).

1.1. Different approaches in HESD
Different approaches are identified within the HESD field. Derived from a series of charters and declarations on sustainability in higher education, Lozano et al. (2013) defined seven dimensions of HESD:
(1) institutional framework; (2) campus operations; (3) education; (4) research; (5) outreach and collaboration; (6) on-campus experiences; (7) assessment and reporting. However, not all dimensions appear
CONTACT Wim Lambrechts
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in the literature, which predominantly focuses on two approaches: campus operations and educational
initiatives (Vaughter et al. 2013; Wals 2014; Wals and Blewitt 2010).
Interventions in campus operations are often technical and instrumental by nature, e.g. sustainable
buildings, ecological or carbon footprint analysis, renewable energy sources, environmental management systems and waste recycling. Such initiatives could be labelled as ‘greening the campus’, sometimes
connected with educational and research initiatives as well, stating that a university needs to practice
what it preaches in its curriculum (Lambrechts and Van Liedekerke 2014). The greening the campus
approach has led to a number of successful initiatives, oriented towards encouraging universities to
develop sustainability on campus, e.g. LEED certification for green buildings, based in the United States
but operating worldwide (Cidell 2009), and the EcoCampus environmental management and award
system in the United Kingdom (Disterheft et al. 2012).
Educational approaches focus on curriculum, competences, pedagogies, learning and instruction
(Wals and Blewitt 2010). Contemporary HE is characterized by competence-based approaches, grounded
in social constructivism, and the conceptualisation of competences for sustainable development (SD)
has become an important approach in the field of HESD. Starting point in such approaches is the argument that students need to be equipped with the necessary knowledge, skills, values and attitudes to
deal with complex and uncertain sustainability issues in society (Lambrechts and Van Petegem 2016).
A variety of models and sets have been developed, however there seems to be a consensus towards
the main characteristics of these competences, i.e.: systems-thinking, anticipatory thinking, normative
competence, strategic competence and interpersonal competence (Wiek, Withycombe, and Redman
2011). These initiatives could be labelled as normative and instrumental approaches, in which HE should
integrate competences in order to ‘solve’ sustainability issues. Such an interpretation, in which sustainability is seen as a problem for which competences can offer a solution, might be problematic, as the
concept of sustainability does not allow for such instrumental, linear methods (see Section 1.2 on this
issue). However, this is not applicable for all interpretations of sustainability competences.
Other educational approaches start from the social and societal role of HE in the transition process
towards more sustainable societies. These approaches originated in a postmodern context, in which
the uncertainty of knowledge and the variety of perspectives are acknowledged. Education thus needs
to reposition itself in such a dynamic and diverse context. Rather than equipping students with a fixed
set of competences or learning outcomes, education provides the necessary conditions to enable
students to become critical and active participants in society. This approach can be labelled as the
transformative approach of education (Sterling 2010), in which sustainability is not seen as an end
goal, nor a problem to be solved. Rather, the critical and transformative capabilities of the learner are
central in this approach (Jickling and Wals 2008).
These different approaches reveal an eclectic field of normative and transformative perspectives.
However, it should be stated that the approaches should not be seen as dualistic, they rather blend
and influence each other. Therefore, the possibilities and importance to combine them should be
emphasized. Different approaches could also, to a greater or lesser extent, be detected in the field of
HESD in Flanders, which is the subject of this paper. The eclectic field of HESD also has consequences
for its philosophical and theoretical framing, as will be explored in the next section.

1.2. HESD in need of philosophical grounding
HESD is a growing research field, with increasing numbers of articles published in academic peer
reviewed journals (Karatzoglou 2013). Despite the advances, the HESD field is characterized by a lack
of rigorous conceptual frameworks in theoretical articles, and an abundance of descriptive case studies with limited value to theory development (Corcoran, Walker, and Wals 2004; Karatzoglou 2013). A
thorough philosophical grounding of the field could contribute to the development of conceptual
frameworks for HESD, however such grounding is often missing.
The lack of framing current ESE research activities in broader (educational) philosophical perspectives has been described by Sund and Lysgaard (2013). A philosophical grounding is often missing in
HESD research and literature as well. Some earlier works in the field however attempt to provide such
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grounding. For instance Huckle’s contribution in which critical realism provides a philosophical framework for HESD. According to Huckle (2004), tensions between mainstream Marxist and postmodern
environmentalisms could be resolved by critical realism. In critical realism, a weak social constructivist
notion is accepted and combined with the ability to construct a new grand narrative of sustainability.
This notion of building a new grand sustainability narrative is however contested in postmodern philosophical movements and it might even be contested by the nature of sustainability itself, as Huckle
states that ‘what is sustainable and beneficial in one time, place and culture, may be unsustainable and
destructive in another’ (Huckle 2004, 43).
Given the contested notion of sustainability as a new grand narrative (Huckle 2004), it might be
worthwhile to explore possibilities to frame the concept of HESD in other philosophical movements.
Some initiatives in this direction have already been undertaken. For example, Jickling and Wals (2008),
make explicit reference to Dewey’s notion of democracy, and present a heuristic model to interpret
education in the context of SD. The model is based on two axes, representing specific perspectives on
‘education’ and the social role of the ‘educated person’. Four quadrants are presented in their heuristic
model. Quadrant I represents a transmissive approach to education, combined with an authorative view
of social interactions. In this quadrant, education is regarded in an instrumental way, as a tool to realize
SD goals. This view is contested in two ways. First, SD is seen as a desired outcome, a destination to be
reached. Second, it reduces education to a way to transmit the preferred message or ideology, hence it
could easily lead to indoctrination. Quadrants II and III are characterized by a perspective on education
and the social role of the educated person, still framed within the concept of SD, but providing more
freedom to develop participatory approaches in education (quadrant II) or in ascribing transformative
aims (quadrant III). Yet, the main aim of both quadrants is SD, and it might be contested whether this concept can be accepted in the context of academic freedom and intellectual liberty. Quadrant IV presents
a perspective that has the potential to go beyond the concept of SD. It builds upon socio-constructivist
views on education and a participatory role of the educated person in society (Jickling and Wals 2008).
More recently, an attempt to frame HESD explicitly in the philosophical writings of John Dewey is
the contribution by Tarrant and Thiele (2016). They use Dewey’s Democracy and Education (1916) to
provide historical and theoretical grounding for HESD, more specifically the aspect of competences
for SD. Three notions as described by Dewey are referred to in this grounding: interdependence, fallibilism, and experimentalism. Dewey described interdependencies in communities between social and
political phenomena, as well as local to global scales. As such, his understanding of interdependence
could provide theoretical and historical grounding for systems thinking, a key competence for SD.
Furthermore, Dewey interprets scientific knowledge as fallible, and as a result of critical inquiry, new
knowledge will emerge. The notion of fallibilism calls for experimentalism, understood as an iterative
process of trial-and-error, with the purpose to adapt to new situations. According to Tarrant and Thiele,
the notions of fallibilism and experimentalism provide theoretical and historical grounding for the
concept of ‘adaptive co-management’ of ecological systems. Adaptive co-management requires an
education that enables citizens to actively contribute to the ecological issues, e.g. through acquiring
competences for SD (Tarrant and Thiele 2016).
It should also be mentioned that within the general ESE literature, philosophical perspectives are often
explored: e.g. issues of pluralism (Lijmbach et al. 2002; Öhman 2006; Rudsberg and Öhman 2014), ethical
and normative perspectives (Gough and Scott 2006; Jickling 2004, 2009; Kronlid and Öhman 2013; Öhman
2016), values (Garrison, Östman, and Håkansson 2015; Manni, Sporre, and Ottander 2016), ecofeminism
(Fawcett 2000; Harvester and Blenkinsop 2010), deconstructionism approaches (Bai et al. 2015; Gough and
Price 2004). Many of these authors use pragmatism (see Sections 1.3 and 3) as a theoretical framework in their
research. General ESE perspectives could enrich the debate regarding HESD, by providing specific guidelines
to enhance the philosophical and theoretical grounding of the field (Sherren 2008).

1.3. Aim and structure of the paper
The aim of this paper is to provide philosophical grounding for HESD, based on the case of Flanders,
and framed in John Dewey’s work regarding education and democracy. The theoretical framework
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provides four strands, used to analyze the Flemish case, based on a number of government initiatives
to encourage HESD.
This specific focus has been chosen because of the implicit synergies between Dewey’s thoughts
and the current discourses on ESE and HESD. John Dewey is regarded as a highly influential American
philosopher writing in the first half of the twentieth century, and belonging to the pragmatism movement. His influence in philosophy ranged from logic, metaphysics, ethics, aesthetics, and epistemology.
Outside of philosophy, his influence was apparent in theoretical and practical fields such as education,
social psychology and political science (Sidorsky 1977). In ‘Democracy and Education’ (1916), Dewey
describes the aims of education in the context of the relationship between education and democracy.
Education has a primary social function: to prepare citizens to participate in the life of the group to
which they belong. Education thus has an individual aim, to prepare individual citizens to lead meaningful lives in their society, and a social aim, to improve democratic processes in society (Dewey 1916).
Dewey’s writings on democracy and education provide a theoretical framework (Section 3) to interpret
the field of HESD in Flanders (and in a wider context as well).2
Based on the theoretical framework, Section 4 presents the case of HESD in Flanders. Section 5
discusses the philosophical grounding of the Flemish HESD field. Given the lack of conceptual frameworks and theory development in HESD literature (as described by Corcoran, Walker, and Wals 2004;
Karatzoglou 2013), this philosophical perspective is essential to get the HESD field (back) on track, not
only in Flanders but also in a wider (European, Western or global) context. Section 6 concludes this
paper with specific recommendations to further develop the field.

2. Method
The case has been developed through an action research approach, in which the lead author was
involved in many of the initiatives highlighted in the case, whether as a researcher or as a critical friend.
The involvement was not restricted by project-based initiatives or funding, and therefore spanned
over a period of nine years (2007–2016). This long and intense involvement enabled to develop a
deep understanding of the context, the specific influencing factors, and the process of change that
occurred. Action research emerged as an approach in social sciences, embedded in critical theory. It
is a way to pursue a transformation in the theory or practice focused upon. The constant evolving of
society and reality, the ability to transform, and the importance of values are basic principles of critical
theory. Action research approaches are widely used in the context of sustainability research, and the
contribution of the researcher in the role of critical friend enables first hand experiences in the change
process towards HESD (Cebrián 2016; Cebrián, Grace, and Humphris 2012).

3. Theoretical framework: Dewey’s thoughts on democracy and education
HESD is in need of a theoretical and philosophical grounding. This paper provides such grounding from
a Deweyan perspective. Dewey’s critical thoughts, despite being written more than 100 years ago, show
implicit synergies to the current HESD field framed within neoliberal discourses.
Dewey’s important book on Democracy and Education (1916) describes his ideas of how education
contributes to society. His thoughts on the role of education in democracy are not published in this
one manuscript, but in a variety of books, articles and essays. Deriving a theoretical framework based
on his work requires a thorough reading and, because of the vast amount of his publications, requires
some practical choices as well. The sources used to develop the theoretical framework are mentioned
throughout the text. For a number of sources the Dutch translations by Berding (2011) have been used.
The theoretical framework is developed along four strands: (1) interplay and change in democracy;
(2) the ultimate aim of democracy; (3) the critical role of education in democracy; (4) ethical aspects
in education and democracy. Each of these strands will be discussed in the subsequent sections, and
will lead to the two central constructs in our theoretical framework: ‘initiative and adaptability’ and
‘values and virtues’.
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3.1. Interplay and change in democracy
Rather than interpreting democracy as a solely political and institutional concept, Dewey brings social
and economic aspects to the fore. He thereby points towards the interplay of different dimensions
(social, political, economic, cultural) in a democracy. He critiques economic tendencies towards efficiency without taking in account social aspects and human factors:
The tendency to reduce such things as efficiency of activity and scientific management to purely technical externals
is evidence of the one-sided stimulation of thought given to those in control of industry – those who supply its aims.
Because of their lack of all-round and well-balanced social interest, there is not sufficient stimulus for attention to
the human factors and relationships in industry. Intelligence is narrowed to the factors concerned with technical
production and marketing of goods. (Dewey 1916, 98–99)

Furthermore, in a context of rapid changes and increasing international and global relations, Dewey
stated that part of the democratic ideal was to ensure that its citizens are capable to deal with occurring
changes. He interpreted change not necessarily as negative or threatening, as long as citizens understand the significance and direction of change, and the different connections between influencing
factors:
A society which is mobile, which is full of channels for the distribution of a change occurring anywhere, must see
to it that its members are educated to personal initiative and adaptability. Otherwise, they will get overwhelmed
by the changes in which they are caught and whose significance or connections they do not perceive. The result
will be a confusion in which a few will appropriate to themselves the results of the blind and externally directed
activities of others. (Dewey 1916, 102)

3.2. The ultimate aim of democracy
Regarding the aim of democracy, interpreted as the continuous change and interplay between social
and economic factors, Dewey stresses the importance of the process prevailing in democracy, oriented
towards improvement of the life of everyone involved. As such, the experience of learning and living
meaningful lives in a democratic society are the key aspect to focus on, and not the static end-results
imposed by economic driving forces.
Dewey had clear thoughts on which kind of democracy needs to be fostered, i.e. a participative
and creative democracy. Again, the critical notes towards the economic influence on society, and the
lack of critical analysis of it, becomes clear in his 1939 text ‘Creative Democracy – the task before us’:
Unused resources are now human rather than material. They are found in the waste of grown men and women
who are without the chance to work, and in the young men and young women who find doors closed where there
was once opportunity. (Dewey 1939, 12–17)

In this text, Dewey also provides his philosophical perspective on democracy:
Democracy is the faith that the process of experience is more important than any special result attained, so that
special results achieved are of ultimate value only as they are used to enrich and order the ongoing process. Since
the process of experience is capable of being educative, faith in democracy is all one with faith in experience and
education. (Dewey 1939, 12–17)

3.3. The critical role of education in democracy
Following the role of education in these social, economic and political context, Dewey is clear: ‘the very
idea of education as a freeing of individual capacity in a progressive growth directed to social aims’
(Dewey 1916, 115). Dewey warned against an overly economic interpretation, in which education is
solely preparing students for a job on the market. He pointed towards the important aim of education
to provide enlightened and flexible workers, in order to be able to cope with rapid (industrial and societal) changes. He strongly opposed to dualisms (e.g. self-world, soul-body, nature-God) and stressed
that a democracy should foster unity of vocational and general education, unity of assessment and
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instruction, unity of thought and action, unity of subject matter and the mental operations to deal with
it, and unity of work, school and everyday life (Fishman and McCarthy 1998; Herrick 1996).
In September 1922, Dewey held a lecture for the State Conference of Normal School Instructors in
Bridgewater, Massachusetts, which has been published under the title ‘Social purposes in education’
(Dewey 1923). In the context of the economic crisis in the United States, Dewey referred to the problems
that were more complex than the problems faced in the past, and that required more intelligence of
people in a democracy. He criticized current education for teaching students institutional and political
facts, without taking into account the driving forces (e.g. economic) behind them. As a result, students leave school without the ability to critically think about the processes and problems in society.
Rather than teaching students factual knowledge, Dewey claims that more focus is needed towards
the development of critical and general capabilities of the individual, oriented towards imagination,
inventiveness, and initiative. Here, he sees an important role of the arts and humanities as well (Berding
2011; Dewey 1923).
A contemporary interpretation of such capabilities and the role of the humanities in education is provided by Martha Nussbaum, who proposes ten ‘central capabilities’: life; bodily health; bodily integrity;
senses, imagination and thought; emotions; practical reason; affiliation; empathy with other species;
play; control over one’s environment (Nussbaum 2010, 2011). The fulfilment of capabilities depends
on the individual, and is expressed in ‘functionings’, the combination of all actions one does in order
to lead his or her life. Some of them are rather instrumental, e.g. reading, writing, having a job, while
others are more complex, e.g. being happy, leading a healthy lifestyle, etc. Nussbaum identifies three
levels of functionings (or functional capabilities): basic, internal, and combined. Central in the internal
functionings is the aspect of choice. A person can choose to act in a certain way, but does not need to
(Lessmann 2009; Nussbaum 2000). A central question in Nussbaum’s approach is the balance between
ethical responsibility to humanity as a whole, and the responsibility toward our closest companions
in life. However, Nussbaum’s capabilities approach contains a gap between how people decide to live
their life and how their decisions are made.
As Lessmann (2009) points out, what is missing is ‘a model of the temporal interactions between
achieved functionings and the capability set’ (Lessmann 2009, 454). In order to provide a starting point
to fill this gap in the capabilities approach, Lessmann proposes Dewey’s approach, and his writings on
experience in particular. Dewey distinguishes two principles in experience: continuity and interaction.
Continuity points to the fact that an individual builds upon previous experiences when gaining new
experiences. Interaction means that every experience arises in a specific context, and because of that
specific context. Experience thus has internal factors (the individual’s history) and external factors (the
social and material environment) (Lessmann 2009).

3.4. Ethical aspects in education and democracy
A final strand in our theoretical framework is provided by a text from the later works of Dewey, ‘The
Democratic Faith and Education’, from 1944. In this text, he explicitly refers to the devastating effects
of far reaching efficiency measures on society, with an outlook to the future as well:
The failure of cooperative and collective intelligence and effort to intervene was an invitation to immediate shortterm intervention by those who had an eye to their own profit. The consequences were wholesale destruction
and waste of natural resources, increase of social instability, and mortgaging of the future to a transitory and brief
present of so-called prosperity. (Dewey 1944, 276)

He also refers to the role of education to help students become critical citizens, and foresees an important role in science and technology as well, however different from how it was implemented in education back than:
When this is seen, it will also be seen how little has actually been done in our schools to render science and technology active agencies in creating the attitudes and dispositions and in securing the kinds of knowledge that are
capable of coping with the problems of men and women today. (Dewey 1944, 280)
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In this respect, Dewey calls to ‘humanize science’ in order to be truly helpful to democracy: ‘in this
achievement science, education, and the democratic cause meet as one’ (Dewey 1944, 283).3 Regarding
values and virtues, Dewey reconnects to the Aristotelian concept of leading ‘the good life’, by doing
what is thought of as ‘the right thing to do’ under certain circumstances. Dewey points towards two
extremes in such a perspective. On the one hand, the interpretation that virtues are universalisable
values, on the other hand a pluralistic and relativistic interpretation in which virtues differ according
to the context and are equally valuable. Rather than falling into a dualistic discourse, Dewey tries to
reconceptualize the issues, resulting in a ‘conception of virtue that is sensitive to history and culture but
that also enables judgment as to which characteristics ought to be viewed as virtues’ (Rice 1996, 271).
For Dewey, virtues are essentially to be seen as interactions with the individual’s environment (social,
physical). He also rejects the dualistic separation between ‘moral qualities’ and qualities that have no
moral significance. Dewey points towards the fact that some virtues are the result of customs and
thus prone to criticism if such customs are the product of a ruling institution or a given social group.
Furthermore, he points towards the importance of moral progress, as an experimental process, reflecting
on previous experiences. As such, this progress is not oriented towards an ideal or an end result, but
on the process itself, which is temporary and leads to new needs and problems: ‘Growth is the quality
that enables Dewey to reject essentialist and universalistic conceptions of virtue, without also embracing radical relativism’ (Rice 1996, 276). Contemporary perspectives regarding virtues, modifying and
balancing each other (e.g. Rorty 1988), are in line with such Deweyan interpretation of latent virtues.

3.5. Central constructs in our theoretical framework
The theoretical framework deployed here is constructed along a number of statements. In Dewey’s
writings, the democratic society is seen as the complex interplay of institutional, social and economic
factors. This interplay aims at a growth, a movement, an improvement in a certain direction which is
influenced by different forces, not always visible for its citizens. Therefore, education bears a critical
role in a democratic society. Ideally, it prepares its citizens to lead flourishing and active lives, and provides the capabilities to analyze driving forces and their impact in democracy. The ultimate goal then,
according to Dewey, is to contribute to a creative and participative democracy, in which its citizens
strive for social improvement rather than maintaining conservative traditions (if they pose a negative
influence on the citizens of the society).
This theoretical framework reveals specific tensions between different perspectives on the role of
education and the direction of society. The call for social improvement in a creative and participative
democracy is strongly opposed by the ever growing attention towards economic and financial efficiency, overpowering the role of social and human factors. The call for education to focus on initiative
and adaptability on the one hand, and values and virtues on the other, is strongly opposed by educational models inspired by economic efficiency, focusing on the transmission of factual knowledge
and instrumental skills, and the lack of critical inquiry. The theoretical framework and the tensions are
now used to analyze and interpret the field of HESD in Flanders, with specific attention towards the
following constructs:
•  education preparing for initiative and adaptability of citizens;
•  education infused by values and virtues (from the perspective of leading ‘the good life’).

4. Introduction to the case: a historical view
The federal state Belgium is divided into three communities: the Flemish community (Flanders), the
French community and the German-speaking community. Education and ESD are specific responsibilities of the communities’ governments, and the initiatives and outcomes at different communities shall
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thus vary accordingly. Therefore, in this paper, we will focus on the specific context in Flanders. Flanders
is the northern region of Belgium, the main language of the Flemish region is Dutch.
HESD in Flanders has a history with diverse backgrounds, both on a policy level and the level of
practical initiatives in the field. On a policy level, HE was put on the agenda as a result of the initiative
‘Environmental Care in School’ (Milieuzorg op School, MOS), initially focusing on primary and secondary
schools, and from 2004 onwards also focusing on HE through the project Ecocampus.4 The first action
of Ecocampus was the development of hands on guidelines to set up an environmental management
system (EMS) in higher education institutions (HEIs). These guidelines were developed in collaboration with HEI researchers and representatives, through public procurement (Tratsaert et al. 2007). The
first initiative to introduce HESD in Flanders was thus oriented towards environmental approaches in
campus operations, and Ecocampus initially financed environmental coaches for all Flemish university
associations (i.e. the close collaboration between universities and university colleges, Huisman and
Mampaey 2017) to guide the implementation process of environmental care in the HEIs. This can be
described as the first phase of the Ecocampus project.
In the meantime, a new initiative emerged, in which the concept of SD was introduced by means
of participatory learning networks for HEI representatives. Project DOEN! was led by an NGO focusing
on business ethics and education, and funded by the Flemish government. The project organized
several thematic learning networks, e.g. for teacher training, social work, business studies. The project
also succeeded in having a regional charter for sustainable higher education, which was eventually
signed by all university associations, representing all Flemish HEIs. In 2008, the project was renewed
under the name ‘Sustainable Higher Education Flanders’(Duurzaam Hoger Onderwijs Vlaanderen, DHO
Vlaanderen) (Lambrechts, Van den Haute, and Vanhoren 2009). Project funding stopped in 2010 and the
initiative was not prolonged. Instead, the remaining learning networks were transferred to Ecocampus,
which at that time was preparing its second phase.
The second phase of Ecocampus started in 2011, and was characterized by a renewed definition
of the aims of the project, in which the environmental scope was broadened towards ‘sustainable
higher education’. This was the outcome of a process of collaboration with Project DOEN! (later DHO
Vlaanderen), eventually resulting in taking over the learning networks after that project had been
dissolved. Furthermore, the renewed Ecocampus project aimed at developing and providing specific
tools and guidelines for the integration of sustainability in HEIs (Ecocampus 2012). Among these tools
are a guidebook to integrate competences for SD in the learning outcomes of different study programs,
and a general HESD framework ‘Sustainable Higher Education. Understanding and moving forward’,
commissioned to be written by a group of academics active in the field (Waas et al. 2012). The learning
networks also developed tools to enable the integration of sustainability. This process already started
in the Project DOEN!, especially the thematic learning network on social work, and was now further
facilitated by Ecocampus, resulting in a competency framework for teacher training, and a hands-on
toolkit for business studies. Other activities during the second phase are the organization of a variety of
thematic conferences: e.g. systems thinking, educational initiatives, competences for SD (Lambrechts,
Verhulst, and Rymenams 2017; Rymenams and Lambrechts 2015). In 2015, Ecocampus entered its third
phase. The Flemish government has decided that it will be structurally embedded in the Department
of Environment, Nature and Energy, and this for an unlimited period of time (Ecocampus 2015).
Apart from Ecocampus and Project DOEN!, other initiatives emerged as well. At a policy level, the
ESD platform was launched in response to the Flemish commitment to the ESD Strategy developed by
the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE 2005). The platform is oriented towards
educational organizations in formal, non-formal and informal settings, and some Flemish HEIs also
participate as well (Van Poeck, Vandenabeele, and Bruyninckx 2014). In 2012–2013, the Flemish waste
organization OVAM commissioned the development of a hands-on toolkit for the thematic integration
of Ecodesign in HE (Verhulst and Van Doorsselaer 2015). Other projects regarding HESD emerged at
the level of single HEIs. The first project explicitly focusing on HESD, ‘Duurzame Ontwikkeling en Hoger
Onderwijs’ (DOHO, 2005–2008), was funded at the Leuven University College (now University Colleges
Leuven-Limburg). It focused on the development of a practical implementation model for SD in HE.
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The project resulted in the first Flemish book on the topic of sustainable higher education (Lambrechts,
Van den Haute, and Vanhoren 2009). Other HEIs also undertook initiatives to integrate sustainability
within their education, research, outreach, and campus operations, e.g. by drafting visions and mission
statements, applying sustainability assessment tools, organizing conferences and internal professional
development initiatives (Rymenams and Lambrechts 2014).
HE in Flanders is characterized by its extensive attention towards competences. Also regarding
competences for SD, several initiatives have been undertaken in the past, often influenced by initiatives
outside Flanders (Lambrechts, Verhulst, and Rymenams 2017). Several HEIs showed specific interest
in the competence model developed by Roorda, known as RESFIA + D (in Dutch: VESTIA + D), which
stands for Responsibility, Emotional intelligence, Systems orientation, Future orientation, personal
Interest, Action + Disciplinary competences. This model was developed in the Netherlands, within
the framework of two handbooks on SD (Roorda 2010). Due to its availability in Dutch, the RESFIA + D
model received considerable attention in Flanders. As a result, it was used in at least two Flemish HEIs
to assess the current state of integration of sustainability competences in business management study
programs (Lambrechts et al. 2013), and study programs in teacher training, health care and technology
(Lambrechts, Mulà, and Van den Haute 2010). The influence from the Netherlands becomes clear in the
Flemish debate on competences for SD. This may be ascribed to the shared language, which facilitates
the exchange of information and the application of instruments and models in the local educational
context, but also to the fact that other competence models were not yet available in that period (with
the exception of De Haan’s ‘Gestaltungskompetenz’). As more sets and models of competences for
SD appeared in later years, these were also explored in the Flemish context, with specific focus on
Rieckmann (2012) and Wiek, Withycombe, and Redman (2011).

5. Results and discussion
The theoretical framework outlined in Dewey’s writings on democracy and education allows us to
analyze and interpret the current HESD field in Flanders, where it can be positioned in the spectrum
of approaches to HESD on the one hand, and how it could further be developed according theoretical
insights on the other. Section 5.1. provides a Deweyan perspective on the Flemish HESD debate. Section
5.2. highlights the importance of (personal) initiative and adaptability, necessary to be able to lead
meaningful lives and to foster improvement in a democracy. Section 5.3. pinpoints the need to frame
such initiative and adaptability approaches in a framework of values and virtues.

5.1. A Deweyan perspective on HESD in Flanders
This section deals with the Flemish case from a Deweyan perspective. Three publications can be identified as relevant landmarks in Flanders. First, the EMS Manual for HEIs (Tratsaert et al. 2007). Second,
the reference framework ‘Sustainable Higher Education. Understanding and moving forward’ (Waas
et al. 2012). Third, the ‘Guidelines SD as a compass in drafting learning outcomes’ (Ecocampus 2014).
The early attempts to establish HESD in Flanders are clearly oriented towards ‘greening the campus’
approaches of HESD. The EMS manual focused on campus operations, with limited attention towards
educational aspects. This could be interpreted as a weakness of the instrument. However, references
towards both systematic change and stakeholder involvement in this process should be credited in
this first phase of Ecocampus as well. The manual states that: ‘Ecocampus is a first steppingstone to
take up and put into practice the philosophy of sustainable development in higher education from
the perspective of environmental care’ (Tratsaert et al. 2007, 15).5 In this context the manual refers
both to the Brundtland definition of SD (1987) and the UN Decade of ESD. Referring to the Deweyan
perspective, it should be noted that, however limited in many ways, this approach deserves its merits
because of its proclamation of the idea to develop campus as good examples for the direction of
societal change towards sustainability. Dewey was a strong proponent of schools as change agents,
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exhibiting democratic ideals. HESD initiatives focusing on campus operations could thus be interlinked
with broader participatory organizational and educational change processes.
The reference framework ‘Sustainable Higher Education. Understanding and moving forward’ is
broader in scope than the EMS manual. The reference framework is clearly normative in nature and
explores critical dimensions of HESD: education, research, campus operations, and change processes
(Waas et al. 2012). This could be interpreted as a next phase in the process of developing HESD in Flanders.
From a Deweyan perspective, it frames the what, why and how questions of HESD into the broader
societal context, thereby referring to aspects of change, complexity and uncertainty. Furthermore, this
initiative could be labelled as what Jickling and Wals (2008) would call a more transmissive approach
to HESD, in which the goals to strive for are predetermined (e.g. SD) and the process is prescribed (e.g.
competences). However, the publication also touches upon differences in perspectives, e.g. regarding
sustainability in science and research.
In the guidelines ‘SD as a compass in drafting learning outcomes’, first steps of a shift towards a
transformative discourse can be detected. The guidelines present different competences for SD, and
frame them in the broader context of relativism (Wals 2010a), transformative learning (Wals 2010b) and
citizenship education (Lawy and Biesta 2010). The main competence model used in this publication is
the one developed by Wiek, Withycombe, and Redman (2011). The competences for SD are interpreted
as a way to prepare students for complex and uncertain problems in society, in which SD could be a
guiding principle, and not a static end goal. From a Deweyan perspective, interpreting SD as a guiding
principle rather than a predetermined end goal, and thereby reorienting the competence concept in
a transformative context, contributes to the ultimate aim of democracy and the role of education in
it. Dewey stressed the need to enable citizens to actively, creatively, and critically contribute to social
improvement in society. This is clearly connected to the transformative and participatory interpretation
of HESD.

5.2. Initiative and adaptability
The three main Ecocampus publications refer to ‘wicked problems’, pointing towards the complexity and
uncertainty of sustainability issues. Here we see that the Flemish discourse is aligning the international
debate as reflected in Wiek, Withycombe, and Redman (2011) and Rieckmann (2012). Sustainability
competences are interpreted from a normative perspective, in which sustainability is seen as an end
goal or guiding principle. It has not (yet) moved towards the next step in this reasoning, i.e. that the
notion of sustainability itself might be contested as a goal to strive for, as we might not know what
sustainability will look like in the future. This calls for a different interpretation of HESD and competences for SD, which we might clarify by interpreting Dewey’s philosophy. Dewey claimed that part of
the democratic ideal was to enable citizens to deal with changes. Contemporary sustainability competences focusing on ‘ambiguity and frustration tolerance’ (Rieckmann 2012) could be framed within
this Deweyan perspective.
For Dewey, the aim of education is to prepare citizens to lead meaningful lives in the group to which
they belong, and to improve democratic processes. Today, the context of sustainability and wicked
problems is an added dimension to the democratic processes as envisioned by Dewey, and the question remains whether education prepares for a meaningful life and improvement in such a context.
In his writings, Dewey stressed the importance of the context of learning, experience and the active
role of the learner. He rejected the dualistic divide between knowledge and practice. Both academic
knowledge and practical experience reinforce each other. In such a setting, it might be questioned
how then competences for SD should be fostered within a current educational context which merely
focuses on a transmissive approach (Wals 2010a) and is influenced by neoliberal market discourse
(Kopnina and Cherniak 2016).
Dewey’s claim, i.e. the importance of education in preparing citizens to be adaptive in a changing society, to prevent them to be overwhelmed and under control of external activities of others, is
nowadays as relevant as it was in 1916, certainly in a sustainability context. Citizens feel overwhelmed
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by global wicked problems, on which they seem to have no influence. In a societal context in light of
sustainability, the question is whether our education indeed provides the freeing individual capacity
directed to societal improvement, as Dewey foresees. The answer is complex. On the one hand, within
a social constructivist context, the competence concept is seen as a logical way to integrate sustainability, however, the operationalization of competences remains too instrumental and often oriented
towards economic aims. On the other hand, in the context of ESE and HESD, much attention has been
paid towards awareness raising for global and cosmopolitan sustainability issues (e.g. Sund and Öhman
2014). Dewey interprets education as a vehicle for individual self-realisation. Through this process,
schools become a chief agent for social change (Herrick 1996). Although Dewey did not orient on sustainability or environmental issues explicitly, his focus on societal challenges and occurring changes
provides the same lines of reasoning to deal with complex and uncertain issues.
Dewey criticized reductionism in his days: reductionism of economics towards the bottom line and
efficiency, and reductionism in education towards skills in line with economic demands inspired by
such efficiency measures. HE today is characterized by such efficiency and financial measures, as well
as growing attention towards industrial demands for instrumental skills. Dewey’s warning for the aim
of education as to perpetuate the present order (Dewey 1922), in a context of modern economic slavery (Dewey 1916), is also relevant in the current educational agenda influenced by neoliberalism. The
Deweyan perspective reminds us to be aware of overly instrumental and economic interpretations of
curricula, competences and learning outcomes.
Yet current discourses in philosophy of education tend to focus on a rather pessimistic stance in
which global capitalism has led to eliminate any Deweyan-inspired education (Kitcher 2009). Nussbaum
(2009) warns that education today is in crisis, characterized by the absence of critical reflection, the
bondage to examinations, and the economic demands for specialized training in science and technology (Nussbaum 2009). Thus the HESD field might dive into inquiry based and research based topics (a
first exploration is made in Lambrechts and Van Petegem 2016), and especially the role of the arts and
humanities in this process (Nussbaum 2010; Sherren 2008). The (normative) competence approach
needs framing in a transformative context of democratic citizenship. A key question to be focused
upon here is then whether students are being prepared to be adaptable, rather than whether they have
acquired certain competences. Such approach could enable the HESD field to surpass instrumental
and authorative approaches.

5.3. Values and virtues
The Flemish case shows a gradual incorporation and awareness towards the contradiction between
the normativity of the concept of SD and the relativistic stance of pluralistic interpretations. Within a
context of wicked problems, SD is often regarded as a normative framework to guide a transition process in society. Also in the context of education, sustainability is often interpreted as being the goal to
strive for, articulated in the concept of ESD. Many authors point towards the fact that sustainability is
too unpredictable to be applied in such a normative manner in education (e.g. Jickling and Wals 2008;
Van Poeck, Goeminne, and Vandenabeele 2016; Wals 2010a). Such approaches might lead to paternalism and indoctrination on the one hand, and relativism on the other. However, the urgency of wicked
problems does not allow for relativism, and the unpredictability of it does not allow paternalistic and
indoctrination approaches.
Dewey’s thoughts on values and virtues can provide guidance on this issue. SD is a normative concept, it provides guiding principles on how to live in a way that does not compromise the intergenerational and intragenerational abilities to fulfil needs. It could also be connected with the Aristotelian
notion of ‘the good life’, or doing what is the right thing to do in a context characterized by complexity
and uncertainty. According to Dewey, being virtuous is not a fixed position, but differs according to
time and circumstances. For an individual to act virtuously entails the manifestation of certain virtues,
but not others, depending on the specific circumstances: ‘Chastity, kindness, honesty, patriotism, modesty, toleration, bravery, etc., cannot be given a fixed meaning, because each expresses an interest in
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objects and institutions which are changing … . No two communities conceive the objects to which
these qualities attach in quite identical ways’ (Dewey 1960, 112–113, cited in Rice 1996).
Citizens participate in community activities and share meaning through this. As such, common
interests in society provide social control mechanism. Such mechanisms are inevitable, they are present in society, whether you think they are needed or wanted, or not. It is important to become aware
of such mechanisms, and the way how they lead society in a certain direction, to such an extent that
a lack of direction and control has no intrinsic meaning (Mougan 2013). Dewey critiques the idea of
legislation directed towards particular kinds of character: ‘Until we know the conditions which have
helped form the characters we approve and disapprove, our efforts to create the one and do away with
the other will be blind and halting. (…) The moral problem is that of modifying the factors which now
influence future results. To change the working character or will of another we have to alter objective
conditions which enter into his habits.’ (Dewey 1988, 18, cited in Rice 1996). Mougan (2013) compares
this Deweyan notion of control to Sunstein’s perspective: ‘Once you understand that some forms of
organizational decisions are inevitable, that a type of paternalism cannot be avoided, and that the
alternatives to paternalism are not attractive, we can abandon the less interesting question of whether
to be paternalistic or not, and turn to the more constructive question of how to choose among the
options to influence the choices.’ (Sunstein and Thaler, 2003, 1159, cited in Mougan 2013). In his notion
of ‘libertarian paternalism’, Sunstein stresses the importance of choice of the individual.
The general ESD discourse is often focusing on the values and attitudes that need to be changed
in order to foster sustainable societies (Sherren 2008). As such, values are integrated in educational
settings in a normative manner. However, teaching about values imposed on external grounds is exactly
the type of moral education Dewey criticized: the didactically approach of teaching what other people
think about virtues, without connection to the values and virtues of the students themselves, or the
capacities to reflect accordingly. In Dewey’s conception of education as preparation for active and
meaningful participation in social life, all education could be interpreted as moral education, instead
of treating the subject in a separate course (Rice 1996). HESD could engage in the Deweyan conception
of values and virtues, and thereby build upon the current contributions in the broader ESE field. Sund
and Öhman (2014) call to interpret universal values as part of the educational process, rather than
part of the educational goals (Sund and Öhman 2014, 650). Garrison et al. call for ‘other than modern’
approaches to incorporate values in a meaningful way in education, as a way to contribute to a meaning-making process shared by learner and educator, instead of educators dictating values (Garrison,
Östman, and Håkansson 2015). Furthermore, the current attention towards virtues, and especially the
approach in which normative competence and action competence are framed within a virtuous competence oriented towards sustainability as provided by Blok, Gremmen, and Wesselink (2015), provides
a relevant outlook for further developments in the field. The virtuous competence enables one to take
the normativity and urgency of wicked problems into account, and puts them in a personal perspective of doing the right thing in a certain situation, without being too prescriptive or paternalistic. This
renewed attention towards the Aristotelian perspective on virtues enhances the theoretical framing
of the field of HESD.

6. Conclusions and recommendations
The educational field in Flanders could be described as a melting pot, in which ‘new’ and progressive
theoretical insights are slowly and partly introduced into ‘old’ and conservative settings. From a philosophical perspective, this was especially the case with Dewey’s legacy, that only got introduced partially
and marginally in Flanders (De Coster et al. 2005). The educational melting pot results in a rich diversity
of approaches and viewpoints, however we also see the pitfalls of this specific situation. This is especially
the case for the integration of competences, in which ‘new’ holistic interpretations are introduced into
‘old’ educational systems without proper attention towards the structural and systematic change this
introduction requires (Lambrechts and Van Petegem 2016).
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The case in Flanders presented a gradual evolution from a focus on environmental management on
campus, followed by a normative interpretation of what HESD should look like, and a more transformative approach in light of citizenship and democratic ideals. Furthermore, the case showed considerable
exchange of information between Flanders and the Netherlands, in which Dutch models and instruments were used in the Flemish context. Within the current HESD field in Flanders, attempts to move into
the direction of transformative and participatory approaches are still in the first steps, in which concepts
and theoretical frameworks are being explored (e.g. Van Poeck, Goeminne, and Vandenabeele 2016).
The introduction and application of new insights can be seen as a tradition in the Flemish melting pot
of educational approaches, combining these with old conservative systems, which are hard to change.
Unfortunately, systematic change is exactly what is needed when it comes to HESD, and it appears to
be very difficult to foster this change.
In order to frame HESD in a philosophical context, this paper has used a limited number of Dewey’s
writings. Dewey has written a lot more on the topic of education, and these works could further be
analyzed in the light of contemporary ESE issues. His focus on experience and education is but one of
them. Furthermore, the philosophical thoughts of Dewey could be compared with the Flemish discourse
in educational research, in which attention has been paid towards Bruno Lattour’s matters of concern
(Van Poeck, Goeminne, and Vandenabeele 2016). A comparative analysis between both thinkers with
focus on politics has already been made in the Netherlands (Dijstelbloem 2007). Studies on Dewey’s
philosophy of education have received much more attention in the Netherlands, so it might be worthwhile to exchange insights on the topic, with specific focus on the relation between education and (a
democratic) society in light of sustainability.
The philosophical framing of the field has resulted in a better theoretical grounding, and offers
further steps to develop the field. The writings of John Dewey provide a theoretical framework on the
role of education in democracy, with a focus on initiative and adaptability on the one hand, and values
and virtues on the other. Introducing the Deweyan notions of initiative and adaptability enables to
surpass the level of normative approaches, while the postmodern notion of the Aristotelian virtues
perspective (Blok, Gremmen, and Wesselink 2015) enables to combine the urgency of sustainability
issues with the personal perspective of doing the right thing. As such, re-introducing the Aristotelian
perspective is a response to Sund and Lysgaard’s call to frame ESE research in (educational) philosophy
(Sund and Lysgaard 2013).
The philosophical framing also leads to other emerging questions, to be further analyzed. Current
practices in competence based (higher) education start from an instrumental approach (whether or
not influenced by neoliberal market discourse). As a result, values and virtues are left out because they
simply do not fit into the instrumental approach of operationalizing and assessing competences. HEI
stakeholders thus need to critically think about the question how to foster ways of learning oriented
towards adaptability, initiative, values and virtues in such a context? This leads to another question: if
we recommend to avoid a normative interpretation of HESD, how do we frame this in the current reality of HE under the influence of economic efficiency thinking, managerial approaches and neoliberal
thinking? If, through education, we provide all conditions for a person to act virtuously, will this be a
prerequisite towards a good and flourishing life in a neoliberal market driven society?
In a sense, and despite being criticized by contemporary philosophers for being too naïve and
romantic, Dewey’s writings appear as relevant today as they were 100 years ago, and he is a visionary
of educational theory and philosophy. Reconnecting to his educational philosophy is challenging and
much needed, with specific attention towards past, present and future challenges for democracy and
citizenship in society, especially related to ESE studies.

Notes
1. In
  the literature, HESD is also referred to as ‘Sustainable Higher Education’ (SHE). In this paper, we use the term HESD.
2.  Although praised and invited in many countries worldwide, the influence of Dewey in Belgium and Flanders was
rather limited in the past. A short reception study on Dewey in Belgium, pointed towards the partly adoption and
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adaption of his work within the pedagogical melting pot in this region (De Coster et al. 2005). This contrasts to
the situation in the Netherlands, where Dewey’s life was studied by a number of academics in the first part of the
Twentieth century and some of his texts were translated into Dutch (e.g. de Boer 1929; Van Schalkwijk (1920)). These
early works and translations of Dewey’s work were known in Belgium as well, however their reception was marginal
(De Coster et al. 2005). Recently, renewed attention and appreciation for Dewey has led to a number of studies
and publications in the Netherlands (Berding 2011), a trend which is anticipated in Flanders and Belgium as well.
3.  This statement about the role of science should be seen in the light of the historical context, in which sciences
were criticized for their role in the Second World War.
4. The
  Flemish Ecocampus Project is not related to the UK based EcoCampus environmental management system and
award scheme for higher education. More information on the Flemish Ecocampus Project can be found here: http://
ecocampus.lne.be/. Information about the UK EcoCampus initiative can be found here: www.ecocampus.co.uk
5.  Authors’ own translation. Original text in Dutch: ‘ECOCAMPUS vormt alvast de opstap om vanuit milieuzorg de
gehele filosofie van duurzame ontwikkeling in het hoger onderwijs op te nemen en toe te passen’.
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ABSTRACT

This article describes a research project that aimed to classify different types
of sustainability-related school tasks in terms of two central approaches in
primary school education: action-based and task-based learning. Using a
textbook analysis approach, the article clarifies implicit and explicit forms of
sustainability education in school tasks in Luxembourgish science textbooks
for Grades 1–6. The study uses a two-step analysis: first, scanning textbooks
on content relating to sustainability; and, second, evaluating the teaching
practices associated with this content apparent in the textbooks. Step one
identifies the school tasks in which sustainability content is implicitly or
explicitly addressed while step two analyzes which forms of action-based
and task-based learning occur in these sustainability-related school tasks.
Based on the results two claims can be made: first, that there is very little
sustainability-related content in Luxembourgish primary science textbooks,
and those topics raised mostly relate to sustainability only indirectly;
secondly, action-based and task-based learning are undervalued in the
context of sustainability-related school tasks; neither of the two was
commonly found in school tasks in sustainability education.
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1. Introduction
In the late 1990s, the critique was made that little attention was being paid to sustainability education
in terms of the development of competence in the field (Bishop and Scott 1998). At that time, sustainability education focused on the ‘quality of the end product’ (Ashley 2000, 277), such as, for example,
the production of a school compost heap. Currently, the discussion of sustainability education pays
considerable attention to transformative learning as a development process (see Jones, Selby, and
Sterling 2010; König 2015; Lotz-Sisitka et al. 2015; Wals and Lenglet 2016); this entails concepts such
as ‘construction of meaning in diverse groups’, ‘interaction with complex real world learning environments’ (König 2015, 107), and ‘co-learning’ (Lotz-Sisitka et al. 2015, 78). The Global Education Monitoring
Report (UNESCO 2016, 11) claims that the ‘transformation needed for a cleaner, greener planet’ requires
innovative, creative and integrative thinking, and, following Cotton et al. (2009) and Cotton and Winter
(2010), this requires interactive, discursive and experiential teaching: in other words, a move away
from implanting pre-defined content towards an understanding of sustainability as a different way of
thinking and teaching.
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The discourse concerning the kind of education that is necessary for engendering critical thought
and sustainability outcomes reflects the debate on task orientation in school education. Since 2000,
approaches in this field which were dominant in the 1980s and 1990s have shifted from action-based
learning (see Glöckel 1996) to task-based learning (see Reusser 2006; Hattie 2009), following the debate
on the results produced by the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) (Schiepe-Tiska
et al. 2013), the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) (Bos et al. 2008) and
the Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) (Martin and Mullis 2013) on the quality of
education. One response to that was, for example, the German project SINUS-Transfer (A Trademark for
Improving Mathematics and Science Education in Germany; Krauthausen and Scherer 2010) in primary
science education, which focused on task-based learning.
This article aims to compare and categorize types of sustainability-related textbook materials with
regard to their differing potentials for action-based and task-based learning. The first step in the study
explored how the content of sustainable development is reflected in Luxembourgish primary school
science textbooks; in a second step, the same textbook material was evaluated in terms of whether it
fostered the educational approaches of action-based and task-based learning, either implicitly, or with
explicit instructions or guidance. The goal of action-based learning is to conflate the child’s thinking
and practical doing while achieving a specific result. In contrast, the concept of task-based learning
engages with the different competence levels of children and aims for heterogeneous solutions to tasks
in accordance with these levels. Based on the current UNESCO reports (2012b, 2016), the content-related
view of sustainable development implies, along with the three spheres of sustainability – environment,
society and economy – such themes as health, global citizenship, disaster preparedness, climate change
and consumerism.
This article presents and discusses the findings of our empirical qualitative study TAPSE (Textbook
Analysis in Primary Science Education). Employing a textbook analysis approach, the study investigated forms of action-based and task-based learning in school tasks in science education, including
sustainability education. The article begins by clarifying the research context by highlighting characteristic features of Luxembourgish sustainability education in primary school; next it discusses, based
on a literature review, two scientific discourses from which the criteria for this study were developed,
namely, the discourse on sustainability education and that on action-based and task-based learning.
Following this, the research design used for this study is presented, including methods and sampling,
then the central findings of the data analysis of school tasks in Luxembourgish textbooks. It concludes
by discussing the results and detailing challenges for the development of school tasks in sustainability
education for primary school textbooks.

2. Background of research: characteristics of Luxembourgish sustainability
education in primary school
This study took place in the trilingual country of Luxembourg where, in private, professional and school
sectors, three official languages (Luxembourgish, German, French) are used concurrently and where
languages play a particularly prominent role in school education. The PISA 2012 results in Luxembourg
have shown that pupils who speak French, Portuguese or a Balkan language as a first home language
perform substantially worse in the German-language PISA test than those who speak Luxembourgish or
German as a first language. These differences were found to be most dominant in the natural sciences
(Ministère de l’Education nationale et de la Formation professionnelle [MENFP] and Université du
Luxembourg 2014, 105; Andersen, Siry, and Hengesch 2015), including sustainability science. The three
central characteristics of the Luxembourgish sustainability education – the language situation, school
structure and the curriculum – are compiled to clarify the unique research context of sustainability
education in Luxembourg.
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2.1. The language situation in primary school education in Luxembourg
The proportion of resident foreigners in Luxembourg (with citizenship other than Luxembourgish) is
the highest of all EU countries (as of 2014, European Social Statistics [EUROSTAT] 2015). Within a population of 549,700 inhabitants, 45.3% have citizenship from a country other than Luxembourg: 16.5%
are of Portuguese nationality, followed by French (6.7%), Italian (3.4%), Belgian (3.3%) and German
(2.3%) (Institut national de la statistique et des études économiques [STATEC] 2014, 9). Among schoolchildren aged four to eleven at the école fondamentale, 123 different nationalities are represented
(Ministère de l’Education nationale, de l’Enfance et de la Jeunesse [MENJE]) 2015, 8). In the school year
2012/2013, 60.2% of all schoolchildren did not speak Luxembourgish as a first language at home while
for almost one third, Portuguese was spoken as a first language (28.9%, MENJE 2014, 102). Between the
school years 2004/2005 and 2013/2014, the number of children who spoke a first language other than
Luxembourgish increased by almost 50% (see data in MENJE and Université du Luxembourg 2015, 10).

2.2. The structure of Luxembourgish sustainability education in primary schools
Primary school education in Luxembourg starts with the optional éducation précoce (age 3), followed
by four compulsory cycles which constitute the école fondamentale: Cycle 1 (ages 4–5); Cycle 2 (ages
6–7); Cycle 3 (ages 8–9); and Cycle 4 (ages 10–11). In Cycle 1, sustainability education takes place in the
Luxembourgish language within the subject découverte du monde par tous les sens (discovery of the
world through all the senses; MENFP 2011, 136), and, in Cycles 2 and 3, it takes place in the German
language within the subject éveil aux sciences (awakening to science; MENFP 2011, 143). In Cycle 4, the
subjects sciences naturelles (natural sciences) and sciences humaines (human sciences; MENFP 2011,
157) replace the lessons in éveil aux sciences. For Cycle 1, the distribution of science lessons per week is
not specified. In Cycles 2 and 4, three lessons per week are taught on éveil aux sciences, and in Cycle 3,
two lessons, whereas thirteen lessons are held in language education (MENFP 2012, 7). This means that
almost every second lesson in Cycle 3 comprises language education (46.4%), whereas science education, including sustainability education, takes place in only 7.1% of all lessons. This data unequivocally
demonstrates the unequal allotment of time to science and sustainability education in the timetable.

2.3. Sustainability education in the primary science curriculum in Luxembourg
In 2011, with the introduction of the current curriculum (MENFP 2011), aspects of environmental and
sustainability education were implemented in the subjects éveil aux sciences, sciences humaines, and
sciences naturelles, meaning that, in some cases, sustainability education is now addressed. For example,
in the field of natural sciences, one of the examples refers to ‘reflections on the behavior of man towards
nature’ (MENFP 2011, 144; this and the following are my translations from the French original). In two
contexts, the issues of environmental and sustainability education are addressed explicitly:
(1)  the competence to ‘individually formulate reflections on sustainable use of natural resources’
(MENFP 2011, 35) is subsumed in sciences naturelles under the overall competence of being
‘able to apply critical judgment’ (MENFP 2011, 34);
(2)  the suggestion to ‘plan and implement awareness-raising activity for others (classes, school,
parents) about the possible sustainable use of human environment’ (MENFP 2011, 159) is listed
as an example of performance in sciences humaines.
In no other example within the thirty-page science curriculum is sustainability content addressed
explicitly. This data provides evidence that sustainability education does not play a significant role in
the Luxembourgish primary school science curriculum.
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3. Scientific discourses: development of criteria for analysis
The study reported in this article sought to classify sustainability-related textbook materials in terms of
action and task orientation according to an analytic framework that was developed based on the literature on sustainability education and task- and action-based learning, as well as related discourses on
school education in practice. The analytic approach first involved identifying the material in textbooks
that related directly or indirectly to sustainable development; second, the pedagogies associated with
that content, in particular whether they suggested teaching activities allowing for action- and/or taskbased learning, were assessed. The following sections develop the criteria for the analysis.

3.1. Content-related view: topics of sustainable development
In 1987, the Brundtland Commission Report on the environment and development defined the concept of sustainable development as ‘the ability to make development sustainable’ (World Commission
on Environment and Development [WCED] 1987, 16) without reducing natural resources or harming
the environment. The concept in focus at that time was one that linked ‘economic growth’ (ibid.) and
ecological policies, aiming in particular for poverty reduction through fair sharing of resources. In 1992,
with the Rio Declaration, specific aspects were further elaborated and international agreements were
made on biodiversity, climate change and forest management (United Nations [UN] 1992). The 2002
World Summit on Sustainability Development expanded the concept even further by extending it to the
fields of local government, civil society and business (UN 2007), while the Bonn Declaration outlined an
action plan to implement environmental and sustainability education and to design innovative policy
frameworks (UNESCO 2009). Based on these initiatives, the 2012 Report on the UN Decade of Education
for Sustainable Development aimed to create public policies to ‘integrate school and community in a
network of formal and non-formal education’ (UNESCO 2012b, 32). In reference to primary and secondary school education, the 2012 report refers to the topics ‘environmental education or health’, ‘global
citizenship’, ‘disaster preparedness’, ‘climate change’ and ‘consumerism’ (UNESCO 2012b, 33). Similarly,
these topics are mentioned in the Global Education Monitoring Report from 2016 in connection with
school education (UNESCO 2016, 18), concretized in, for example, ‘reducing food waste and energy
consumption’ (UNESCO 2016, 11) or abstracted as in the format ‘understanding of planetary boundaries’
(ibid., see also Wals and Lenglet 2016).
Given that the 2012 report as well as the appended sourcebook (UNESCO 2012a) and the 2016 report
address topics concerned with sustainability in primary education, our study uses the sustainability
content listed in those documents as criteria for analysis in Section Five of this article, namely, health,
global citizenship, disaster preparedness, climate change and consumerism. In the past decades, sustainable development programs have become broader; however, all still consider the three pillars of
sustainability to be the environment, society and the economy. Nowadays, a wide range of underlying
concepts are an integral part of sustainable development programs, such as environmental preservation and restoration, natural resource conservation, equity among generations, gender equity, peace,
tolerance, poverty reduction and social justice (UNESCO 2012a, 5). Aiming to address the local contexts,
sustainable development takes many forms; nonetheless, all consistently refer to the three central pillars
of sustainability. The foundation for these was laid almost thirty years ago in the Brundtland Commission
Report, and explicitly formulated in the twenty-seven principles of the Rio Declaration that point to,
among other things, ‘eradicating poverty’, ‘environmental protection’, ‘women’[s] participation’, ‘peace’
and ‘healthy and productive life in harmony with nature’ (UN 1992, 1–5). Yet even though the terms
have remained nearly unchanged in the course of the past decades, the approaches to implementing
sustainable development in educational contexts have changed. The recent adoption of the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals and the associated Agenda 2030 promises some reframing,
something which is not as yet reflected in school textbooks.
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3.2. Learning-oriented views: action-based and task-based learning
The second context for this research is the discourse on the quality of learning and teaching. A discussion of the findings from PISA (Schiepe-Tiska et al. 2013), TIMSS (Bos et al. 2008) and PIRLS (Martin and
Mullis 2013) has shown that the challenges presented to pupils, and especially the overachiever, are not
sufficient. A major criticism is that in science teaching and learning the development of competences
is not adequate because teachers set school tasks at too low a level; for example, they are often too
repetitive (Hattie 2009). The first large-scale assessments, as well as some video studies, showed that
teaching was cognitively not demanding enough, whereupon the project SINUS-Transfer (Krauthausen
and Scherer 2010), for example, was developed, focusing on task-based learning in primary science
education.
In the field of sustainability education, considerable attention was paid to transformative learning
(see Nickel and Seybold 2006; Jones, Selby, and Sterling 2010; König 2015; Lotz-Sisitka et al. 2015). For
the purpose of this article (following Mezirow 1996; Taylor 2008; König 2015), transformative learning
is defined as a life-long process of active knowledge construction, an interactive process of developing one’s own perspectives on understanding the world, and one that to some degree can be flexibly
designed. Currently, Wals and Lenglet (2016) have pointed out four dimensions that are of importance
to education in sustainability: the dynamics and content of sustainability; the critical dimension; the
dimension of change and innovation; and the existential and normative dimension. This implies such
learning outcomes as meaning-making, learning to critique, connecting with people, using diversity
and analyzing normativity.
In considering this, constructivist perspectives come into play, in particular the theory of interactionist constructivism. Reich (2010) originally designed this approach which builds on the foundations of construction, reconstruction and deconstruction. Research has shown that all three can be
used in multiple ways in teaching (Kösel and Scherer 1996; Reich 2010), particularly in primary schools
(Andersen 2016). Numerous recent studies in the field of primary science education (see Institut für
Qualitätsentwicklung an Schulen Schleswig-Holstein [IQSH] 2008; Krauthausen and Scherer 2010) have
implemented the interactionist constructivist approach, which assumes that learners see themselves
as inventors of reality, and that, in consequence, they also develop an interest in the perspectives of
others, thereby doing their own construction work in the course of mutual exchange. This discourse
connects the individualistic-cognitive approach of radical constructivism (see Foerster 2007; Glasersfeld
2007) with the social interaction of social constructivism (see Brophy 2002; Berger and Luckmann
2007). Interactionist constructivism, also called pedagogical constructivism (Reich 2010), focuses on
questioning one’s own motives as well as on reconstructing the guiding ideas of others, and is reflected
in the concept of task orientation, which followed on from action orientation, two central approaches
in primary school education.

3.2.1. Action-based learning
Although Möller (2007), Mahler (2006), Meyer (1987) and Gudjons (1986) trace the concept of actionbased learning back to the US Americans, John Dewey and William Kilpatrick, with their approach of
‘learning by doing’ (Dewey 1916, 217), the link between action-based learning and Dewey’s concept
needs deeper reflection. Following Dewey (1916), the ‘educational process has no end beyond itself’
(59); it is not a ‘movement toward a fixed goal’ (60). In contrast, the literature on action-based learning
(see Gudjons 1986; Möller 2007; Bönsch 2008; Jank and Meyer 2011) refers to the ‘realization of specific
normative goals’ (Möller 2007, 413), such as, for example, emancipatory and/or political objectives.
The aim of action-based learning, according to Jank and Meyer (2011) and Bönsch (2008), is to reach
usable shared action outcomes. Dewey’s approach of ‘learning by doing’ also relates to ‘an active doing,
involving the use of the body and the handling of material’, but it goes further by requesting that it ‘go
about the accomplishment of ends’ (1916, 217). Consequently, the link between action-based learning
and Dewey, as it is made in numerous publications on action orientation, has to be attenuated as it
takes the aspect of practical doing into account but not the ‘continual reorganizing’ (Dewey 1916, 59).
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Today, in publications on primary science education, action-based learning is described ‘as meaningful, self-planned and realized doing’ (Bönsch 2008, 221; my translation from the German original;
see also Möller 2007; Jank and Meyer 2011). This quotation contains three key aspects of this style of
learning: pupil orientation, self-motivated activity by pupils and orientation to the environment, considerations that have become prominent because they correlate with the central findings of educational
psychology in the 1960s and 1970s. In recent research on action-based learning, two approaches are
significant. In activity theory, the activity of the individual is described as ‘active transformations of
existing environments and creation of new ones through collaborative processes’ and as ‘meaningfully
transforming the world in accordance with ideology-driven goals and agendas’ (Stetsenko and Arievitch
2014, 65). Here, human activity is seen as a means of transforming and creating environments, but also
of gaining knowledge about the world. The cognitive theory of action, on the other hand, assumes that
complex mental operations are performed better if ideas previously acquired in action are available for
input (Aebli 1976, 1980, 1981). Recent publications on action-based learning in science education refer
to the learning theories of constructivism, especially those of social constructivism, whose core thesis
is that pupils undergo problem-based learning while dealing with their social, cultural and physical
environment (see Möller 2007; Bönsch 2008; Jank and Meyer 2011).
According to the recent literature, it can be said that action-based learning is a concept in which
learning is considered from the child’s point of view. Its characteristics are:
(1) The
 
child’s thinking is anchored in practical doing.
(2)  Activity is expressed in real or symbolic actions.
(3)  The same school task is given to all children, though the solution can be found individually
through different forms of action.
(4)  A specific result is achieved.

3.2.2. Task-based learning
The concept of task-based learning was discussed in the context of the results of the PISA studies
(Schiepe-Tiska et al. 2013) and the findings of TIMSS (Martin and Mullis 2013), which have shown that
school tasks are too repetitive and do not take the overachiever into consideration. In response to these
findings, focus is now being directed towards studies of task-based learning, which have increased rapidly in recent years (see Pauli et al. 2008; Leuders and Holzäpfel 2011). One prominent piece of research
in this field is the pilot study SINUS-Transfer (IQSH 2008; Krauthausen and Scherer 2010), generated by
the PISA shock, which showed up the evident weaknesses of pupils in their understanding of natural
science and mathematics. Together with the Leibniz Institute for Science Education, SINUS-Transfer
was a project with the goal of developing school tasks for teaching primary science education and
mathematics. It ran from 2004 to 2009, focusing on the development of school tasks that address
heterogeneous competence levels; in one of the school tasks, for example, the pupils are asked to
create their own institute for air research (IQSH 2008, 1.10A–C). Taking into consideration the children’s
interests and pre-knowledge, the school tasks in SINUS-Transfer lead to different thematic emphases
based on the children’s queries.
To sum up, task-based learning is a concept in which the school task is formulated in such a way
that children work on different aspects and at different levels at the same time. The characteristics are
as follows:
(1) Acquisition
 
of competence takes place through the tasks.
(2)  Working priorities are set individually through heterogeneous tasks and different competence
levels.
(3)  Heterogeneous solutions are achieved.
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4. Research approach and design
The TAPSE (Textbook Analysis in Primary Science Education) study analyzes tasks in primary science
textbooks in terms of, first, sustainability content and, second, action- and task-based learning. It examines how the two approaches of action-based and task-based learning are reflected in tasks that affect
sustainability education. This section introduces the study’s methodology and perspectives, beginning
by clarifying the pre-dispositions of the researcher and the current state of research on textbook-driven
sustainability education; the research questions are then elucidated, followed by the research design,
including sampling and methods of analyzing and coding.

4.1. Pre-dispositions of researcher
There are many factors that affect the analysis of tasks in science textbooks, including the researcher’s
pre-dispositions. In the present case, these have been influenced by previous action research studies
carried out by the researcher in the field of science education in which constructivist learning strategies were investigated in primary science classes. In focus was the development of learning activities
that promote multiple perspectives on nature and the environment, illustrated by examples such as
hydropower (Andersen 2010a, 66f.), wind power (Andersen 2010b; 2010c, 83), energy saving means
of transportation (Andersen 2010a, 79f., 104f.), power efficient devices (Andersen 2010a, 91f.), health
(Andersen 2010a, 57f.; 2010b), disaster preparedness (Andersen 2010a, 88, 93; 2016, 189) and environmental pollution (Andersen 2010c, 94; 2016, 192).
The latest study (Andersen 2016), employing participatory observation and visual ethnography,
investigated the interplay between recognition and play in settings in primary school education in the
field of natural and technical science. The key findings of this study were, firstly, that four categories
characterize the interplay between recognition and play in science learning, namely: (1) role and fantasy play; (2) material and experiment games; (3) construction games and (4) sub-play (Andersen 2016,
162). Secondly, it was found that the transition between play and recognition enhances such learning
outcomes as developing one’s own hypotheses, reflecting on known connections in new contexts, constructing personal rules and new views of the world and connecting with prior experience (Andersen
2016, 161, 203). Similar learning outcomes were defined by Wals and Lenglet (2016) as important in
sustainability education with regards the development of agency, competencies and participation on
the one hand, and, on the other, literacy acquisition and specific knowledge. The study presented in
this paper analyzes materials in Luxembourgish textbooks in order to establish whether they foster
more experiential and agency-driven sustainability education, as opposed to inviting teachers only
to focus on teaching content, without staging experiential and agency-driven learning opportunities.

4.2. Current state of research: textbook-driven sustainability education
Empirical research has shown that textbooks allow little space for personal creativity (Vogt 2009),
self-motivated activity (Hus 2013), interpretation or diversity in terms of viewpoints on nature and
the environment (Margadant-van Arcken and Wals 1998). Nonetheless, science textbooks are used as
the general source of scientific concepts by teachers and students (Fulp 2002); for example, learning
about climate change in middle school takes place in large part through textbooks (Choi et al. 2010;
Román and Busch 2016). They represent guiding instruments for teaching and learning (Martin 2001;
Fulp 2002; Kesidou and Roseman 2002; Chambers 2008; Sandfuchs 2010; Hus 2013) and frame what
gets taught and how. Most science teachers rely heavily on textbooks in their instruction (Kesidou
and Roseman 2002; Kloser 2013) although research on the implementation of central teaching and
learning approaches in textbooks for primary science education has been scarce (Kahlert 2010). In the
environmental and sustainability educational sphere, however, some textbook research has been done
on language (Moss 2006; Román and Busch 2016), scientific concepts (Roseman et al. 1999; Choi et al.
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2010), science content standards (Bianchini and Kelly 2003), graphical representations (Mayer and Gallini
1990; Slough et al. 2010), textbook materials (Lijmbach et al. 2002) and teachers’ opinions (Hus 2013).
Focusing on linguistic variables in sections about climate change in middle school science textbooks,
Román and Busch (2016) found that it is framed as an uncertain concept in the scientific community.
Correspondingly, Choi et al. (2010) pointed out that many of middle and high school students’ misconceptions about climate change correlate with similar misrepresentations of those topics within earth
and environmental science textbooks. In the context of climate change (Román and Busch 2016) and
citizenship education (Moss 2006), the underlying message of middle school textbooks is one of students’ exclusion from the possibility of participation in scientific activity and responsible interaction with
the natural world. Yet even though middle school science textbooks include many classroom activities
(Roseman et al. 1999), these activities are either irrelevant to learning key science ideas or do not help
students relate their actions to the underlying ideas (ibid.), often because science textbooks cover too
many topics without developing any of them (Bianchini and Kelly 2003). Most textbooks overwhelm
teachers and students (Shannon 1987; Bianchini and Kelly 2003; Moss 2006; Choi et al. 2010) and provide
graphical representations that are unconnected to the text (Mayer and Gallini 1990; Slough et al. 2010).
Almost half of the science teachers rate their textbooks as only fair or worse (Fulp 2002); however,
there is little information available about which factors constitute quality with regards science textbooks.
Bryce (2011) concretized six actions (e.g. reading aloud, acting out the information) that make textbook
reading more meaningful for primary school students, yet there has not been any analysis of whether
and in what form science textbook tasks encourage such actions. Hus (2013) evaluated primary teachers’
opinions about textbooks in terms of their consideration of constructivist elements and showed that,
according to the teachers, there are differences among science textbooks regarding the stimulation
of pupils’ independence and guidance to more active learning forms, but again, the tasks in these
textbooks were not analyzed, neither those associated with constructivist elements nor the others.
No previous research has taken place on classifying types of sustainability-related school tasks in
primary science textbooks in light of action-based and task-based learning, either in Luxembourg or
in international contexts. The study reported in this article sought to remedy this gap by scanning
Luxembourgish primary science textbooks on content relating to sustainability and evaluating the
teaching practices associated with this content apparent in Luxembourgish primary science textbooks.

4.3. The research questions
Subsequent to the discussion of the results of the PISA studies (see MENFP and Université du Luxembourg
2014, 105; Andersen, Siry, and Hengesch 2015), primary school education in Luxembourg, including
environmental and sustainability education, was reformed from 2003 to 2009 with the aim of enhancing
school quality and promoting the achievement of pupils individually (MENFP 2013; see new structure in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3). As one of the results, science text- and workbooks were developed by the working
group ‘Éveil aux sciences’ that was constituted by the Institute for School Instruction and Pedagogical
Research, University of Luxembourg, and comprised professionals involved in the fields of sustainable development as well as learning and teaching. Current discourses in these two fields refer to the
content-related view of sustainable development (see Section 3.1) and the learning-oriented views of
action-based and task-based learning (see Section 3.2).
Consequently, the principal research questions considered here are:
(1) Which
 
sustainability content is implicitly or explicitly addressed in tasks in current text- and
workbooks used in Luxembourgish primary science education?
(2)  Which forms of two central approaches in primary school education – action-based and taskbased learning – occur in these sustainability-related school tasks?
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4.4. Research design
4.4.1. Sample
As the data corpus for analysis, the study refers to five sets of text- and workbooks for primary science education in Luxembourg. The selected science books are among the most commonly sold in
Luxembourg (developed and marketed by the Ministère de l’Éducation nationale), and are approved
for teaching and learning in Luxembourgish primary science education from Cycles 1–4. Two sets of
text- and workbooks were written before the reform of the primary school education in Luxembourg.
They comprise:
(1) The workbook Éveil aux sciences for Cycle 2 (MENFP and Ministère des Sports 2002), entailing
topics such as children in the Sahel region, indigenous animals and plants, streets and towns.
(2) The workbook Éveil aux sciences for Cycle 3 (MENFP 1994), containing themes such as healthy
breakfasts, from corn to bread, milk and milk products.
Three sets of text- and workbooks were developed by the working group ‘Éveil aux sciences’ in connection with the primary school reform. They comprise:
(1) The workbook Mir experimentéiere mat Waasser (We experiment with water; Ministère de l’Education nationale [MEN] 2006b) for éveil aux sciences (Cycles 2 and 3) and sciences naturelles (Cycle
4), which contains scientific experiments on subjects such as water pollution, water surface
tension, water from the air, hot and cold water and water in liquid and solid form.
(2) The workbook Mir experimentéiere mat Elektrizitéit (We experiment with electricity; MEN 2006a)
for éveil aux sciences (Cycles 2 and 3) and sciences naturelles (Cycle 4), which presents instructions
for experiments such as building an electromagnet, producing heat and connecting switches
and batteries.
(3) The textbook Mensch und Natur (Man and Nature; MEN 2005) for sciences naturelles in Cycle 4,
which contains the four chapters Atmung und Blutkreislauf – gesunde Lebensweise (respiration
and blood circulation – healthy lifestyle), Pubertät – wir werden erwachsen (puberty – we reach
adulthood), Vielfalt der Natur – erleben und verstehen (diversity of nature – experiencing and
understanding) and Ohne Wasser – kein Leben (without water – no life).

4.4.2. Analytical procedures
Analysis of the five text- and workbooks comprises two levels, one content-related, the other learning-oriented (Figure 1). On these two levels, analysis is carried out in three steps, using qualitative
content analysis (Mayring 2014).
Step 1 consists of content-related analysis in which the books are analyzed in terms of implicit and
explicit forms of sustainability-related content. Methodologically, each task in the books is reviewed
to determine whether it connects with topics related to sustainability as defined in the Report on the
UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (UNESCO 2012b) and the Global Education
Monitoring Report (UNESCO 2016), namely, health, global citizenship, disaster preparedness, climate
change and consumerism (see Section 3.1 above). In this first part of analysis, tasks are selected which
resonate with environmental issues. Only these tasks are taken into account for the next steps of analysis.
Steps 2 and 3 focus on the learning-oriented level. In step 2, the selected tasks are analyzed in terms
of the action-based approach by applying the previously developed categories for action-based learning (see Section 3.2) to the material, checking whether the task allows the child’s practical input and
whether individual solutions can be found through different forms of action, while the same ultimate
result is achieved by all children. In step 3, all the tasks selected in step 1 are analyzed in terms of the
task-based approach (see Section 3.2). The focus of analysis is on whether the task has impact on different competence levels and whether it allows heterogeneous solutions.
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Content-related analysis

Step 1: selection of tasks related to sustainability content

Learning-oriented analysis

Step 2: analysis of the sustainability-related tasks

Step 3: analysis of the sustainability-related tasks

in terms of action orientation

in terms of task orientation

Figure 1. Analytical procedures.

In this procedure, all tasks in the five sets of text- and workbooks are analyzed to determine what
sustainability-related content is addressed and in what way tasks related to sustainability content are
accompanied by activity orientation and/or task orientation. The identifying of sections about sustainability, action and task orientation was performed by four coders, three primary school teachers and the
researcher. The three teachers are science teachers who have attended university courses on primary
science education, including sustainability science, as well as on learning and teaching, including actionand task-based learning. The criteria for analysis, namely, the content-related perspective on sustainable
development (see Section 3.1) as well as learning-oriented views in primary school education (see
Section 3.2), were presented to the coders before coding. Interrater reliability was achieved among
the coders by taking only those tasks into analysis which were identified as sustainability-related and
task- and/or action-oriented by at least three of the four coders.

5. Findings: types of sustainability-related school tasks in terms of action-based and
task-based learning
Findings show that some tasks related to sustainability content do exist in the Luxembourgish textand workbooks for primary science education. However, the majority of tasks – such as describing the
appearance of a cat or learning how to write a letter – were not associated by the coders with sustainability-related content. One of the central findings of this study is that in the selected Luxembourgish
primary science text- and workbooks, tasks that implicitly or explicitly relate to sustainability topics
are rare. Particularly striking is the fact that one sustainability-related subject (health) is addressed
significantly more often than others (consumerism, global citizenship), while yet others barely appear
at all (disaster preparedness, climate change). The most frequently occurring topic, health, appears in
one task with reference to saving lives by donating blood (MEN 2005), whilst in other tasks becomes
tangible in terms of staying healthy through, for example, a healthy diet (MENFP 1994) or not smoking
(MEN 2005). In a third field of tasks, the coders identified health content with reference to cookery, in
instructions on how to make items such as butter, yoghurt, quark or buns (MENFP 1994). The second
most often occurring content, consumerism, was seen in connection to wasting/saving water and a
water treatment plant (MEN 2005), and the content global citizenship in tasks concerning majority world
countries (MENFP and Ministère des Sports 2002). Traces of disaster preparedness were identified in one
task (MEN 2005), whereas reference to climate change was not found in any of the tasks.
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In most of the sustainability-related tasks that were identified by the coders, sustainability impact
is not directly addressed, but must be inferred from the given question, exercise or experiment.
Furthermore, the coders found traces of action-based and task-based learning in some sustainability-related school tasks, but not in all. In the following, five very different approaches to sustainability
education are presented based on examples from the work- and textbooks.
In the first approach, links to sustainability are apparent, but no evidence that textbooks foster
teaching approaches for action-based or task-based learning was found. For example, in one task
(MENFP and Ministère des Sports 2002, 11) the children are asked to complete a worksheet on the kinds
of food birds prefer and where they find it. Seven types of food and feeding places are given in image
form and the children have to write the corresponding words on predetermined lines. From the point
of view of sustainability content, this task addresses aspects of consumerism; for example, in one of
the pictures a full package of butter is shown as bird feed. Other pictures show a birdhouse or a pile
of sunflower seeds, whereas images of natural forms of bird food and feeding places are not provided.
Based on the pictures in this task, aspects of consumerism can be discussed. However, reflection on
sustainable development is not engendered, either through exploration of broader dimensions of
consumerism, or by raising issues connected with, for example, protecting or reactivating natural bird
feeding places in our environment. From the perspective of action-based and task-based learning, this
task addresses an average level of competence, which takes neither the under- nor the overachiever
into consideration. The work the child is expected to do is reproductive, as the corresponding terms
for the pictured objects should be found, but no further thought is required. Therefore, the challenge
of this task is not within the range of knowledge construction through action- or task-based learning,
but, rather, it lies in recognizing the visual representations and finding suitable vocabularies; neither
action-based nor task-based learning are present in such assignments. In alignment with the criteria
for analysis (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2), this approach is labeled as having the potential for sustainability
education without action- or task-based learning.
In the second approach, sustainability-related tasks connect with action orientation, although actionbased learning appears in an incomplete way, as only individual aspects are implemented. In one
example that relates to the topic of health (MENFP 1994, 21f.), pictures and text fragments instruct the
children in detailed steps how to prepare a muesli breakfast, listing the ingredients in predetermined
amounts and the order in which to mix them. From the view of sustainability content, this task encourages the children to prepare and eat a healthy breakfast, but does not stimulate their own reflections on
connections between food choices and health. Nor is critical thinking about key elements influencing
the quantity and choice of food (such as routines, marketing, knowledge of nutrition, timing) activated
in this task. Thus the potential for sustainability education is there, but only implicitly addressed. In
terms of action-based and task-based learning, this task promotes practical actions, but the child’s own
reflection is not activated, since the given pictures and text fragments guide each pupil to exactly the
same result, whether or not the child’s prior knowledge may reach further than the competence level
assumed in this task. A comparable example appears in the workbook for Cycle 2 (MENFP and Ministère
des Sports 2002, 14), in which the children are instructed in German and in five precise steps how to
produce a bird seed bell. From the perspective of sustainability, this task implicitly addresses consumerism; however, explicit motivation to discuss environmental issues is not offered by the workbook. From
the view of action-based and task-based learning, the task allows action orientation in predetermined
steps, but not heterogeneity. Following the criteria outlined in the analytic framework in Section 3, this
approach can be regarded as having the potential for sustainability education with incomplete actionbased learning, as it involves aspects of sustainability as well as of practical action, but the opportunity
for heterogeneous solutions is absent. Therefore, traces of action-based learning appear, but there are
no connections made with task-based learning.
A third approach to action-based and task-based learning in sustainability-related tasks can be
characterized as having the potential for sustainability education with action-based learning and possibilities for task-based learning. In this type, elements of the action-based approach appear and taskbased learning is possible, although it does not necessarily occur. One example of interest is a task
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comprising a water filtering experiment (MEN 2006b, 5). The experimental set-up is shown in detailed
steps on information cards which are attached to the workbook and which do not allow heterogeneity
of response. All the required material is listed as well as the exact procedure of how to filter water, so
the experimental framework is not open to question. What is left open, however, is the question of
how to document the results and how to explain the scientific context, that is, that grains of sand are
trapped in a filter, whereas water-soluble substances pass through the pores. Therefore, elements of
the task-based approach are present. From the point of view of sustainability education, this task shows
the potential to generate discussion of aspects of consumerism as it relates to important issues such
as protecting water resources and aiming to provide water for all, and – in connection with the global
water cycle – the implications of precipitation, infiltration, groundwater, evaporation or condensation.
Hence, various links with sustainability are possible, although none is addressed in the workbook.
A fourth approach is labeled as having the potential for sustainability education involving a merger
of action-based and task-based learning. This type of task can be seen in an example (MEN 2006a, 5) in
which the children are asked to find alternative ways of turning a light bulb on and off. They are explicitly encouraged to explore different options for constructing switches but reflection on environmental
issues in terms of, for example, how to save energy by connecting switches and electrical devices in a
power-saving circuit is not activated. This task offers the potential for sustainability education as it can
be associated with significant topics such as energy conservation, energy efficiency or sustainable electricity, although no further sustainability-related reflection is activated, such as ideas about how to place
switches in electrical circuits in order to save energy or to formulate and judge methods of reducing
energy consumption. From the perspective of action-based and task-based learning, the objective is
given by the task and students are urged to test their own hypotheses. Through the statement, provided
simultaneously in German and French, ‘Es gibt viele Möglichkeiten’ / ‘Il y a plusieurs possibilités’ (‘There are
many possibilities’), the children are asked to search for more than one solution, and by doing so they
develop heterogeneous tasks themselves. Here, action-based and task-based learning go together in
a task that has the potential to raise environmental issues for discussion.
In a fifth approach, sustainability-related issues predominate, but neither action-based nor taskbased learning occur. One example of interest is a description about water and its sources (MEN 2005,
78f.). On a double page, information is provided in texts and images about when the first drinking water
pipeline came into operation in Luxembourg, where drinking water in Luxembourg comes from, what
function a water meter has, how much water is used on average per day and per person and how to
save water. From the sustainability perspective, the task offers various opportunities to link it with the
topic of consumerism; for example, it reports on water consumption in different everyday situations
and on alternative ways of saving water. Furthermore, the double page explicitly addresses aspects
of environmental protection as it provides information about protection zones around the sources of
drinking water in Luxembourg, thereby implicitly referring to aspects of disaster preparedness insofar
as protecting one’s own community against potential disasters – such as the loss of drinking water – is
concerned. However, neither action-based nor task-based learning are presented by the content of
this double page. In only one sentence, incomplete action orientation is subliminally addressed by the
suggestion that the amount of the monthly water bill could be checked. According to the criteria for
analysis this approach is called sustainability education without action- or task-based learning.
Overall, sustainability issues are visible in few tasks in textbooks and workbooks for primary science education in Luxembourg. The data demonstrates that very different approaches are taken to
sustainability education although none readily conform to the precepts of sustainability learning as
described in the literature. In summary, this exploratory qualitative study provides five types of sustainability-related tasks (Table 1). In types 1–4, tasks have the potential to contribute to sustainability
education, though sustainability is not directly addressed; only in type 5 is it in prominent and detailed
focus. In type 1, the tasks show the potential for use in sustainability education, but cannot be assigned
to either action-based or task-based learning. Environmental issues are only implicitly addressed and
have to be inferred from the task. In type 2, the potential in terms of sustainability education is there
and action-based activities occur, but a task-based approach is absent as an orientation towards a
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Table 1. Types of sustainability-related tasks in relation to action and task orientation.
Content-related view
Type
1: Potential for SE without action- or task-based learning
2: Potential for SE with incomplete action-based learning
3: Potential for SE with
action-based learning and
possibilities for task-based
learning
4: Potential for SE involving a
merger of action- and taskbased learning
5: SE without action- or taskbased learning

Learning-oriented view

Sustainability content
+

Assignment to action-based
learning
–

Assignment to task-based
learning
–

+

+

–

+

++

+

+

++

++

++

–

–

Legend:
SE: Sustainability education.
++: content/learning orientation is explicitly addressed
+: content/learning orientation is implicitly addressed
–: no assignment to action-/task-based learning.

specific result predominates. In type 3, sustainability content is implicitly addressed. Action-based
approaches are present and the potential is shown for task-based learning, as different solution paths
are possible although not explicitly addressed. In type 4, the tasks indicate a potential for sustainability
learning, allow heterogeneity and invoke heterogeneous solutions. In type 5, sustainability content
is fully addressed, but neither action-based nor task-based learning occurs. In none of the examined
text- or workbooks does a sustainability-related task come close to the SINUS-Transfer criteria for taskbased learning.

6. Discussion: sustainability education in primary science text- and workbooks
This final discussion suggests how these research findings can be introduced to contemporary scientific
and political discourses that address concerns about the content-related and learning-oriented views,
as well as the tension between textbook-driven and more experientially driven sustainability education.

6.1. Concerns about the content-related view
The findings of this study show that there is still considerable unrealized potential with regards implementing environmental issues in Luxembourgish primary science textbooks: few tasks exist therein that
relate to environmental topics, and some content, such as climate change or disaster preparedness,
barely occurs or does not occur at all. This confirms the findings of the 2012 Report on Sustainable
Development in which the Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) data shows that only 35% of the respondent countries report ‘action on Climate Change Education’ (UNESCO 2012b, 20) in primary education,
in contrast to 80% in higher education and 88% in teacher education. Further studies should evaluate
whether topics such as climate change are more prominent in Luxembourgish science text- and workbooks for higher education or teacher education.
The findings show that the request – formulated by, for example, the Education for Sustainable
Development Report (UNESCO 2012b) and the Global Education Monitoring Report (UNESCO 2016) –
to implement sustainability education in primary schools has had some small degree of response in
primary science text- and workbooks in Luxembourg. However, the three pillars of sustainability – the
environment, society and the economy – and the assigned topics, which are labeled health, global
citizenship, disaster preparedness, climate change and consumerism (UNESCO 2012b, 33) are little in
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evidence as, in most of the sustainability-related tasks that were found, such issues are only indirectly
addressed and have to be inferred from the task. The findings of this study give rise to the assumption
that environmental issues need to be included more explicitly into science tasks to ensure that sustainability education finds its way into every Luxembourgish classroom free of the need for inference
and interpretation on the part of teachers and/or pupils.

6.2. Concerns about learning-oriented views
There is still potential for the individual promotion of pupils’ competence via environmental and sustainability tasks in primary science textbooks, as noted in discussion of international primary studies
by TIMSS, PIRLS and IGLU (see Bos et al. 2012; Martin and Mullis 2013). This study has confirmed that
differentiating task-based learning, which aims to achieve diverse solutions through heterogeneous
tasks and different competence levels, has been little deployed in tasks related to sustainability and
that there is still significant potential for doing so in this field to enhance the advancement of pupils,
which was found to be insufficient (Schiepe-Tiska et al. 2013) as learning tasks are too repetitive and
do not take the overachiever into consideration (Bos et al. 2012; Martin and Mullis 2013).
The Education for Sustainable Development Sourcebook calls upon the implementation of sustainability education at schools through the use of ‘a variety of pedagogical techniques that promote participatory learning and higher-order thinking skills’ (UNESCO 2012a, 34). In contrast to this, the findings
of this study show that sustainability-related tasks in the texts examined are dominated by tasks of the
reproductive type. Although action-based learning has been intensively discussed for more than thirty
years (see Bönsch 1993; Hartinger 1997; Möller 2007; Jank and Meyer 2011), and task-based learning for
the past ten (see Pauli et al. 2008; Hattie 2009; Leuders and Holzäpfel 2011), these approaches are not
dominant in the tasks set in environmental and sustainability education. Given that 15 years ago sets
of learning activities had already been generated that could assist authors of textbooks in developing
teaching materials to promote pluralistic views of nature and the environment (Lijmbach et al. 2002), it is
astonishing that task orientation has not found its way more prominently into the sustainability-related
tasks in the Luxembourgish science text- and workbooks.
The action orientation approach is explicitly mentioned in the introduction of the Luxembourgish
science textbooks in the form of requesting that students shall ‘take actions themselves’ and ‘conduct
active dialogue with their environment’ (MENFP and Ministère des Sports 2002; introduction letter to
parents; my translation from the German original); however, action-based learning appears in most
sustainability-related tasks in the Luxembourgish textbooks in an incomplete way, as only individual
aspects are implemented. It is quite apparent that textbooks being used in Luxembourgish primary
science teaching have underestimated the importance of action-based and task-based learning in relation to school tasks in which sustainability content is addressed. Pilot-projects such as SINUS-Transfer
(IQSH 2008; Krauthausen and Scherer 2010) have developed new material for task-based learning, but
not textbooks. Therefore, it is to be expected that for the majority of science teachers this new format
cannot be implemented. A basic condition for the implementation of didactic innovations is their ready
availability. Ambitious and highly motivated teachers might avail themselves of the opportunity to
download task-based exercises, but probably they are not in the majority.

6.3. The tension between textbook-driven and experientially driven sustainability education
The findings of this study show that the science work- and textbooks in Luxembourg give little guidance
on how to implement action-based and task-based learning in teaching pupils about sustainability. The
examined work- and textbooks vary in their styles, but none comes close to a learning resource that
provides access to an experientially driven sustainability education, building on a dynamic learning
cycle of experience/abstraction and action/reflection as described in the foundational work of Dewey
(1916; see also Krauthausen and Scherer 2010). In comparison, the emphasis of textbook-driven education is rather on covering many topics without developing any of them (Bianchini and Kelly 2003),
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which does not help pupils relate to the underlying ideas (Roseman et al. 1999; Choi et al. 2010; Román
and Busch 2016). The findings of the present study give rise to the assumption that more experientially
driven education scarcely touches on the sustainability-related tasks in Luxembourgish primary science
textbooks. However, the few examples of tasks found in the latter with links to both action-based and
task-based learning demonstrate that it is certainly possible to implement experiential learning into
sustainability-related school tasks. The question of whether a science book that solely consists of such
tasks can still be called a textbook or has to be relabeled as, for example, an experiential science book
must be discussed elsewhere.

6.4. Merits and limitations of the analyzed textbook materials
Although traces of task-based learning approaches can be found in the texts examined, it is astonishing
that even after ten years this central pedagogical demand has not received a more satisfactory response
in terms of the tasks suggested for sustainability education. This reflects the conservative nature of
the textbook medium which innovation is slow to penetrate as, usually, older textbooks are merely
slightly improved over time. The findings indicate that the idea of task-based learning is implemented
in some sustainability-related tasks in the Luxembourgish science textbooks and, therefore, that there
is definitely potential for task-based learning in the sustainability-related tasks. In a comparison of the
textbooks that were developed in the context of the primary school reform in Luxembourg between
2003 and 2009 and those developed prior to the reform, it is clear that an action and task orientation
is more prominent in the newly developed textbooks. Thus, this study gives rise to the assumption that
the two central approaches in primary school education – action-based and task-based learning – are
very gradually resulting in the appearance of sustainability-related tasks in science textbooks.
This study has demonstrated that an action orientation, in particular, has found its way into sustainability-related school tasks in Luxembourgish science textbooks, however, it can be assumed that not just
any form of action-based approach supports cognitive activation in sustainability education. Rather, earlier studies (see Klieme and Rakoczy 2008; Pauli et al. 2008; Leuders and Holzäpfel 2011; Andersen 2016)
have shown that certain factors are of key importance in creating learning situations in which pupils
play an active role in knowledge building and solving sustainability-related problems independently,
through constructive engagement with the subject. Linking action orientation and task orientation is
one of the central goals, and requires the development of tasks for environmental and sustainability
education that provide challenging, open problems to be solved in a social context as emphasized by
the Global Education Monitoring Report (UNESCO 2016) and Hattie’s (2009) meta-analysis.
What this study cannot indicate, however, is whether children, while doing these tasks, actually
reflect on sustainability issues and/or work on different aspects and at different levels at the same time.
Further studies should evaluate the extent to which reflection on sustainability is activated and in what
forms heterogeneity occurs in science classrooms when pupils work on these tasks. Limitations also
occur in relation to the question of whether analysis in this study engages with all the implicit ways
environmental content and action and/or task orientation may be inferred from the material. As aspects
of sustainability and learning-oriented perspectives are seldom and barely explicit, it can be assumed
that different evaluators will see different possibilities for environmental and sustainability education
implied by the text- and workbooks.

6.5. Implications for textbook development and future research
This study suggests the need for environmental issues to be more explicitly addressed in the form of
tasks, along with guidance for agency-driven learning opportunities in Luxembourgish primary science
work- and textbooks. At present, the majority of textbook materials invite content-focused teaching and
learning. In terms of sustainability education that generates a critical mindset by comparing content to
personal experiences, a purely content-driven approach to teaching and learning is inadequate (Wals
and Lenglet 2016). The process of nurturing citizens who are able to engage in transforming prevailing
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ways of thinking and doing that can no longer be sustained must start in primary school and must rely
on experiential learning, the foundations of which were developed by John Dewey. In order to inspire
teachers to adopt task-based and agency-driven approaches, textbooks need not only be open to
such possibilities, but also provide explicit examples of tasks and enabling activities. This holds true in
particular in the textbooks being used to teach science in primary schools in Luxembourg. The findings
of this study thus indicate the need to develop models for cognitive activation in tasks in sustainability
education as currently they do not contain sufficient elements leading to such activation and there is
a clear need for improvement. It may be useful in terms of the development of the critical dimension
of sustainability to extend the given tasks in the primary science textbooks.
On the basis of the results, it can be assumed that a representative study of school tasks for sustainability education in the light of the activation of task-based learning through textbooks would
also be valuable in international contexts. In the Luxembourgish context, this study shows that further research on the topic is needed, preferably one involving analysis of all Luxembourgish science
textbooks and workbooks to guarantee representative status. This also implies the involvement of
more coders, including student and professional teachers, as well as pupils. Beyond the production of
textbooks, ICT platforms for exchanging teaching materials fostering individual and group activities,
and the experience gained through their use, would allow enterprising teachers to learn faster about
the adoption of such forward-looking teaching practices. Furthermore, the findings give rise to the
assumption that the Luxembourgish science-policy-practice interface should be altered to accelerate
transformation in the area of environmental and sustainability education.
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ABSTRACT

Farm education organized by farmers and directed towards students and
groups of citizens is a relatively new practice often considered as one specific
business strategy to diversify farmers’ income. Although we endorse the
importance of an economic rationale we argue that this conceptualization
undermines a diversity of perspectives on educative processes that address
societal transformation and the political role of intergroup and interpersonal
deliberation. In this paper, we start from the observation that on the European
level three different competing policy paradigms or discourses are being
advocated. Reasoning from a discourse-analytical perspective these policy
discourses cannot be considered as mere ideas floating in abstraction but
constitute interpretative frames that have concrete implications for practices
in the agro-food domain. Along these lines, we reveal three analytically
distinct educative practices by specifying how each discourse articulates
meaning to make sense of farm education in terms of goals, relations and
actions. Our theoretical assumptions on education are informed by John
Dewey's pragmatist conception of education which starts from the idea
that the mutual recognition of social interests are co-constitutive for the
experience of learning. We use a case study on a regional farm education
network in Belgium to illustrate how farmer's educative efforts can be
enrolled differently in educational practices according to different discursive
frames and how these different educational practices enable or constrain
social and educational arrangements that promote a sustainability transition.
We conclude that farm education is a multifaceted educational practice and
reflect on its potentialities and pitfalls to foster (emancipatory) agency to
re-balance conflicting interests towards sustainable development.
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1. Introduction
In Flanders (the northern part of Belgium), the public has an increasingly positive image of agriculture
(Vilt 2012). However, socio-political tensions between farming and environmental sustainability concerns remain. This was recently once again illustrated by a protest led by the largest Flemish farmer’s
union against the implementation of the Natura 2000 program. The widely dispersed campaign poster
shows a drawing of a giant ‘frenzied’ tree that demolishes farms. Geographically, this tension is connected to Flanders being a densely populated area in which there is much pressure to convert farmland
into other types of land use (Kerselaers et al. 2015). At the same time, a politics of accommodation
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(Lijphart 1981; Frouws 1993; Deschouwer 2009) complicates a change towards a more sustainable
agriculture as contending parties tend to restate their long-standing positions without the intention
to reconcile the economic interests of modern agriculture with environmental interests.
Although Flemish farmers are often influenced by neo-corporatist tendencies e.g. in their defensive stance towards environmental issues (Vandenabeele and Wildemeersch 2012), resistance is often
related to the inability to harmonize sustainability efforts with farming practice. First, ongoing efforts
have failed to integrate sustainability concerns in farmer’s daily routines. Burton et al. (2008) show that
farmers do often not accept greening measures because these measures’ segregative logic of dividing
food production and nature conservation hampers environmental concerns to become part of their
cultural capital. Similarly de Krom (2015) reveals that European top-down animal welfare measures
failed to anticipate their effects on on-farm human-animal relations, leading to undesired side effects.
In this sense, sustainability concerns have often been perceived by farmers as extrinsic to their farming
practices. Second, in Flanders a substantial amount of farmers operates in international markets and
vertically integrated food chains, making them dependent on other food supply chain actors for (1)
the financial retribution for implementing sustainability standards and (2) their communication with
consumers and society (Mondelaers 2010). This enhances the likelihood that farmers miss out in terms
of both symbolic and financial recognition of sustainability efforts (Crivits et al. 2014).
In this respect, Darnhofer, Fairweather, and Moller (2010) argue that the integration of environmental
concerns into agriculture needs to be dealt with by transformations from within agriculture. Before
anything else, internal changes need to ensure long term economic and social sustainability for farms.
Here, promising prospects are innovative diversifying activities such as agro-tourism, energy provision,
green care and farm education (Darnhofer, Fairweather, and Moller 2010). In Flanders, farmers have
increasingly taken up these ‘broadening’ activities that have been put forward as ways to both widen
farmer income and renew agriculture-society relations (Van der Ploeg and Roep 2003; de Krom and
Dessein 2013). In this research, we focus on farm education in which farmers themselves organize an
educative process directed to students and groups of citizens. We wish to explore how we can understand this practice as a relational activity in the farmer’s social environment and as a means to ensure
different forms of sustainability.
In order to do this we will adopt a discursive framework and use it to structure an empirical exploration of a Flemish farm education network. Recent academic literature shows that farming practices
are largely influenced by their discursive environment (Tilzey and Potter 2005; Erjavec and Erjavec
2009; López-i-Gelats and Tàbara 2009; Pyysiäinen 2011; de Krom and Dessein 2013; Swinnen 2015). We
follow this line of analysis and focus on three dominant policy discourses (neo-liberal, neo-mercantilist,
multifunctionality) that currently structure the public and political debate on what agriculture is and
ought to be. From a discourse-analytical perspective these policy discourses are not mere ideas floating in abstraction but are rather ‘interpretative frames’ (Hajer 2003) that have concrete implications for
practices in the agro-food domain. Our approach is consistent with Hajer’s and Dryzek’s conception of
discourses as anchored in a ‘mild social constructivism’ (López-i-Gelats and Tàbara 2009), delineating
discourses as ‘ensembles of ideas, concepts and categorizations through which meaning is given to
social and physical phenomena, and that is produced and reproduces in turn an identifiable set of
practices’ (Hajer 2006, 67).
Based on the three dominant agricultural policy discourses, we delineate three related educative
settings1 for the practice of farm education as a starting point to structure our data. We highlight how
each setting gives meaning to farm education and articulate how underlying ideas and categorizations
can be linked to ongoing educative practices. Based on our qualitative analysis, we assess how these settings are enabled and hampered in their current organization and how they conceptualize the process
of achieving sustainability through farm education. By doing this we hope to depict a more nuanced
interpretation of what farm education can be. Indeed, all too often farm education is considered as (1)
merely one option in a whole series of diversification strategies and (2) suited for a very particular group
of farmers interested in new business opportunities (Hauben and Van Goolen 2012; Boerenbond 2014).
This understanding tends to lead to a division of farm education along a commercial/ideal dichotomy:
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either farm education is about embarking upon a new business model, or it is a matter of free time just
as one would, say, go see friends in a bar. This polarized position seems to underplay both the inclusive
potential of farm education and the intrinsic values underlying education.
In order to scrutinize the interrelatedness of education and sustainability transformations in agricultural practice, we will inform our theoretical assumptions on education by Dewey’s pragmatist and
democratic conception of education. In order to widen our perspective on what education can be,
we will adopt Dewey’s democratic notion of education that builds on the idea that the articulation of
interests in terms of how they affect mutual actions, is co-constitutive for the experience of learning
(Dewey 1916). Thus, we broaden our understanding of what an educational practice can be, which
enables us to draw three qualitatively different educative settings for farm education.
The paper proceeds as follows. First, we introduce the Deweyian perspective on education.
Subsequently, we develop a discursive framework to revealing the three educative settings along the
lines of three currently dominant policy discourses. We then proceed to an analysis of a West Flemish
farm education network, structuring data in accordance with the logic of the three educative settings.
For each setting we present identified strengths and barriers. In our discussion we reflect on how each
educative setting relates to sustainable agriculture and how a discursive framework could serve as a
device of reflection for practice, potentially increasing farmer’s capacity to articulate their interests and
more clearly understand the role farm education might play in enhancing sustainability.

2. Broadening the scope of what education can be
John Dewey, whose theoretical insights continue to influence contemporary education theory, starts
from a pragmatist definition of the educational process. In Democracy and Education (1916) he considers the process of education not as the ability to ‘reproduce’ isolated mental ‘qualities’ but as part of an
experiential and experimental process of interaction between human and world. The act of ‘thinking’
is here not an autonomous abstraction but an important instrument in the anticipation of concrete
practical situations and the solving of concrete problems.2 Dewey emphasizes the importance of learning-through-experience and hereby asserts that education only happens when the overall quality of
thinking (of the mental process) increases through engagements in action. In the field of environmental
and sustainability education (ESE) many authors draw inspiration from Dewey’s pragmatist theory to
emphasize that critical inquiry cannot be condensed to simply choosing among pre-existing realities
but needs to anchored in the idea of progressive growth (e.g. Östman 2010; Rudsberg and Öhman 2010;
Lundegård and Wickman 2012; Quay and Seaman 2013; Caiman and Lundegård 2014).
It is interesting to note that contemporary empirical findings in agricultural research seem to confirm
these insights. It has been shown that farmers are not in need for academically constructed learning
instruments which consider scientific inquiry as integral to problem solving, but rather express a need
for experiential knowledge in which new knowledge is presented in connection with familiar routines
(Leeuwis and Van den Ban 2004; Triste et al. 2014).
In addition to ‘experience’ also the notion of ‘interest’ plays an important role in Dewey’s democratic
conception of education. He argues that a learning process will only really make a difference to the
mere exchange of information or following of instructions, if all parties or social groups consider the
effects of their own actions in relation to the key activities of others. The educational process consists
of a process of mutual interest articulation, i.e. an attempt to better understand and act on behalf of
each other’s interests (Dewey 1916).
For Dewey, interest cannot be reduced to its meaning acquired in liberal democracy, i.e. something
that substitutes the people’s authority by the professional and secluded process of political interest
articulation. This reasoning would be to reduce the relation between democracy and education to
educating those who govern (Dewey 1916). Rather, democracy is primarily found in a ‘conjoint communicated experience’ in ‘a mode of associated living’ (Dewey 1916, 91). Only through contact with
those engaged in different social practices and groups can new conditions to action become liberated.
Again, experience is to be considered as an open endeavor, which allows the reflection that sets us free
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from the limiting influence of sense, appetite and tradition (Dewey, 1910, 156). Education forges an emancipatory effect even to the extent that the business of education might be defined as such emancipation
and enlargement of experience (Dewey, 1910, 156).
To sum up, in this view, emancipatory education takes place when an open process of interest articulation accompanies experiential knowledge. However, in real life, the conditions for such open and
unprejudiced communication are not straightforward due to a myriad of cultural and political phenomena. Also Dewey did not believe that there could always be a possibility to find unity or consensus and
even emphasized that crises are a constant feature of social life (see Caspary 2000, 23, 24). Nevertheless,
he assumed that any attempt to come to a conflict resolution would not be able without some form
of communicative interaction (Caspary 2000). This means that emancipatory education needs to be
preceded or at least accompanied by an inquiry into the discursive structures that inform motivations,
define relationships and delineate values with regard to specific practices, for these structures will
provide a starting point in communicating about interests and its potential road towards novel ways
of interaction and routines.
The Deweyian interpretation of education thus offers two insights for the analytical framework of
this research. First, it broadens the understanding of education as a process of mutual interest articulation to inform action. Second, it specifies that in order for such emancipatory education to take place,
deeper insights into discursive structures that co-steer communication as well as the organization of
practice are crucial.

3. Discursive framework: the translation of three policy discourses to farm education
In this section we elaborate a discursive framework by interpreting and thinking through implications
of three currently dominant agricultural policy discourses as identified in the academic literature. By
comparing how the constitutive elements3 of these discourses are coherently linked to specific social
practices – what Dryzek calls ‘a critical comparative scrutiny of competing discourses’ (Dryzek 2005, 20)
– we will demonstrate how the specific discourses can potentially structure the future development
of farm education.

3.1. Why policy discourses in the context of farm education?
In daily farming practice, the assumptions and goals that underlie existing policy discourses play an
indirect yet crucial role. As enabling and constraining structures, discourses determine perspectives
on the future of agriculture, which ‘natural’ relationships are to play a decisive role and how agency
ought to be guided by particular motivations. Although actors construct their identity by reflecting on
past actions, they also require externally constructed discourse to make sense of what they are doing
(Dryzek 2010; Schmidt 2010; Pyysiäinen 2011).
In their analysis of the agricultural policy domain Tilzey and Potter (2005) discern a neo-liberal,
neo-mercantilist and strong multifunctionality discourse. The authors show how these discourses
structure the selection and operationalization of policy measures, interests and institutional components within the European agro-food policy domain. The discourses do not merely linger within the
political and public sphere but also inform how farmers organize farming practices and how farmers
are represented and influenced through their contact with (other relevant) social groups (Pyysiäinen
2011). A descriptive exploration of how different, partly conflicting discourses externalize in concrete
initiatives, projects and regulations is considered a lacuna in agricultural research (Marsden and Sonnino
2008; Fleming and Vanclay 2009; de Krom and Dessein 2013). Comparative discourse analysis might be
considered akin to Dewey’s conception on what a philosophy of education should try to do, i.e. step
away from the sometimes narrowing effect of the immediate and the conflictual nature of practice and
‘instead of taking one side or the other, indicate a plan of operation proceeding from a level deeper
and more inclusive than is represented by the practices and ideas of the contending parties’ (Dewey
1910, preface).
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3.2. Neo-liberal, neo-mercantilist and strong multifunctionality discourse: from discourse to
practice
We first address the neo-liberal discourse that evaluates agricultural practice along the standards of
the globalized competitive market economy with a focus on economic growth, differentiation, value
capture, efficiency and the pursuit of new opportunities in markets. In this discourse, the farmer is
identified with entrepreneurial ideals such as autonomy and initiative, creativity and perseverance in
his search for new opportunities, markets and customer relationships (Pyysiäinen 2011).
In the context of farm education (Table 1) this discourse translates into a ‘revenue model’ anchored
in rural tourism, in which the farmer-entrepreneur works out a set of services related to the ‘consumption of the rural’ (Woods 2005). Farm education is linked to other diversification activities such as farm
tourism, farm sales and local tourism in which customized arrangements revolve around ‘the creation
and subsequent projection of enticing rural imagery’ (San Eugenio-Vela and Barniol-Carcasona 2015,
109). The elaboration of this discourse in the context of farm education results in (the construction of )
a recreational educative setting in which learning about farm life is connected to pleasurable leisure.
The farmer finds him/herself in a position in which he/she can measure the quality of his/her education
depends on the individual experiences of the customers and the arrangements of competing farmers
and non-farmers (petting farms, playgrounds, etc.).
The second, neo-mercantilist discourse is more hybrid in nature because it associates agricultural
development both with a connotation of protectionism deriving from neo-mercantilist policies as well
as a socio-economic solidarity acknowledging agriculture as a distinctive economic ‘constituency’ (cf.
economic exceptionalism; Skogstad 1998; Potter and Tilzey 2005). It concerns a change of attitude
farmers have to deal with due to changes in the (income) support practices (cf. the 1992 MacSharry
Table 1. Discursive framework.
Constituent elements of the
discourse

Neo-liberal discourse

Neo-mercantilist discourse

Strong Multifunctionality

Policy discourses
Essential notions

Competitiveness, free trade

National interests, food security, public goods
Producer, policy taker

Sustainable development,
rural development
Mediator between different
societal concerns
Farmers and their (social and
ecological) environment,
different societal concerns
and groups
Social innovation
‘Food democracy must start
from the bottom-up, at the
level of villages, regions,
cities, and municipalities’

Role of farmer (agency and
their motivation)
Assumptions about natural
relationships (causal stories)

Entrepreneur, manager

Measures
Storylines

Deregulation
Intervention
‘The increasing exit of farmers ‘They are not subsidies, after
is a natural consequence of
all, but payment for services
how supply and demand
which Europe’s farmers
interact’
have so far provided free of
charge’
COPA, state administrations,
WTO, USDA, MN corp., Mariann Fischer Boel
Franz Fischler

Discourse coalitions
Farm education practice
Educative setting
Goal farm education

Individuals in the market,
demand and supply

Recreational
Provide a rural ‘experience,’
services in market

Natural relationships
Governing mechanism

Farmer – consumer
Market

Evaluative mechanism

Price

Economic exceptionalism,
agriculture is dependent on
state-support

Agriculturist
Public learning about agriculture and its environment,
public service
Teacher – student
Government (schooling
institution)
Quality indicators

Via Campesina, Ruaf, Olivier
De Schutter

Emancipatory
Emancipate through mutual
interest articulation, strong
resolution
Different social groups
Interest and actions
Engagement in Sustainable
development (nested),
creating understanding
across actions
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reform of the EU Common Agricultural Policy) and therefore with the emancipation of a ‘paternalistic’
pattern. But it equally aims to justify – especially in the European context – ‘state support’ (Skogstad
1998) for farmers that meet societal expectations by delivering public goods and services related to
e.g. food security, environmental care and landscape management (López-i-Gelats and Tàbara 2009;
Renting et al. 2009).
With regard to farm education, the supportive role of the state depends on the public services that
farm education can provide (Table 1). Literature provides several arguments that point to the public
value of farm education. A farm can be an authentic and versatile learning environment to support
learners who differ in learning preferences (Smeds, Jeronen, and Kurppa 2015); farm education can be
part of an outdoor education program fostering new connections between curricular knowledge, personal-social education and environmental literacy (Risku-Norja and Korpela 2008) or it can be focused
at tackling low levels of understanding about food, farming and sustainability issues which persists
in students throughout Europe (Dillon et al. 2005) This entails a government’s role to recognize and
meet the farmer’s role as expert and ‘teacher.’ The elaboration of this discourse in the context of farm
education results in what we term an agriculturist educative setting where learning about a locally
embedded farming practice and the many topics linked to it (water, energy, soil, landscape, food, health,
waste, technology, growth process, economy, social relations, …) is embedded in a public learning and
schooling environment. The quality of farm education is here to an important extent measured along
the pedagogical quality of the educative process but also links to a public appreciation of activities
related to agriculture.
The third discourse of multifunctionality is considered in its more strong interpretation (see Tilzey
2006) where a multifunctional agriculture relates to an emerging model of rural sustainable development (Tovey 2008). In this discourse, food production is framed within a nexus of social and ecological
processes and agriculture becomes a key factor in maintaining and integrating different social and ecological functions in an economically viable agricultural sector (Marsden and Sonnino 2008; IAASTD 2009;
Renting et al. 2009). Notably, there are clear similarities between the neo-mercantilist discourse and the
discourse of multifunctionality in how they treat agriculture as imbued with economic exceptionalism.
But a crucial difference between neo-mercantilism and the strong interpretation of multifunctionality is
that the first presupposes no intrusive change within existing power relationships and economic policy,
while the latter argues for an intrusive rebalancing on the basis of social and ecological concerns and
an increased role of civil society (Tilzey 2006).
We assert that this integrative approach has strong affinities with the ‘nested’ sustainability concept,
which understands economic progress as part of a more encompassing social and ecological system. In
this model, human wellbeing is placed central thereby considering economic development as part of
broader social aims. Moreover, society is considered within its ecological boundaries (Waas et al. 2011).
It is along this line of thinking that Wilson (2008) acknowledges that ‘high environmental sustainability
plays a key role in strongly multifunctional systems’ and social reconfigurations are key in establishing
‘different forms of cooperation between stakeholder groups in the food supply chain’ (Wilson 2008, 4).
We argue that the endeavor to rebalance social, economic and ecological interest through cooperation
between different stakeholder groups in the food supply chain closely resembles Dewey’s political
notion of mutual interest articulation between different social groups.
Following the discourse of multifunctionality, farm education becomes an emancipatory educative
setting that may initiate a process of social interest articulation in reconsidering ongoing practices
(Table 1). The quality of the educative process is assessed in terms of the extent to which the process
of mutual interest articulation spurs the influencing of each other’s actions and a re-orientation of the
agro-food system into a more sustainable direction.
The emancipatory setting can be an important instrument for farmers to achieve more sustainability
because in contemporary political practice strong multifunctionality is often defined in terms of political
struggle. Proponents often take an oppositional posture to all forms of capitalist accumulation whether
neo-mercantilist, neo-liberal or other globally orientated modes of production (Tilzey 2006). They thus
take a radical political position renouncing the exchange of food commodities in a globalized context
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per se, implicitly precluding a large part of conventional farming practices. This often leaves the farmer
(and his practice) tangled up in an idea-political struggle in which his own role vis-à-vis other actors
in the agro-food chain (policy makers, interest groups, researchers, supply chain actors, members of
civil society, intellectuals, green movement, …) is not explicated in a clear way (Wilson 2008). Farm
education, as a practice that departs from the lifeworld of farmers, could initiate a more grounded
process of democratic interaction. We now turn to the analysis of the data along the lines of the three
proposed educative settings.

4. Case introduction: West Flemish network for farm education
INAGRO is a regional research and extension institute, which considers farm education as one of its core
tasks. It coordinates a farm education network that centers around two programmes: Met de klas de
boer (school-to-farm) and Samen de boer op (group-to-farm), that support a specific group of regional
farmers in organizing farm education. In 2014, 54 farmers were participating in the network (Figure 1).
After being formed in 2002 by local governmental agents and farmers, the network was scaled up by
integrating them in an INTTERREG IIIA project in cooperation with Northern France (Nord Pas-de-Calais).
In the period of 2002–2006, the network developed teaching materials, promotional channels for
groups and schools, sessions on the practical aspects of organizing farm visits as well as the evaluation of
farm visits. The network actively recruited farmers; 70 farmers joined the networks in this period of time.
In the period 2007–2013 a second phase was initiated. The shifts in emphasis within the INTERREG
program led to another strategic focus within the network. The conditions for European subsidies were
no longer linked to basic activities aimed at supporting farmers at the beginning of their farm education
activities. The renewed focus is on more innovative actions for agricultural education such as e.g. use of
GPS routes for farm exploration or a language exchange project between Wallonia and Flanders (Bonjour
Boer). This more specific focus led the network to target to a smaller group of committed farmers.
To remain a member of the network one must follow at least one organized activity linked to farm
education every year. This minimum commitment ensures that farmers stay in touch with developments
in the network and farm education.

4.1. Methodology
As mentioned above, we wish to provide some insight concerning the consistency of ongoing farm
education practices with the discursive structures of the three proposed educative settings. As detailed
4%
4%
3%
5%

2% 9%

11%

39%

23%

dairy farming

mixed farming

arable farming

Fruit

chicken farming

greenhouse farming

pig farming

beef cattle farming

other (deer, ostrich, CSA, sheep,..)
Figure 1. Percentages of participating farmers per agricultural sector.
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in Table 1, each setting starts from different assumptions on the goals, relationships and norms that
guide farm education. By conducting a qualitative analysis, we attempted (1) to asses in what extent
farmers (implicitly) recognize these assumptions as well as (2) gain some insights in the strengths and
barriers of practices that converge with the assumptions of the identified educative settings.
In this effort, we are aided by the discourse analytical work of Dryzek and Hajer where discourses
are considered as coherent ‘ensembles of ideas’ that give meaning to ‘social and physical phenomena’
thereby justifying a methodological approach which aims to obtain information about specific cultural
and historical context in which discourses are (or can become) articulated (Dryzek 2005; Hajer 2006).
Discourse analysis here necessitates an investigation of how societal or political issues are understood
within a specific domain and therefore ‘does not only focus on what is said, but also who is saying
something, where, in which context, and what practices and expectations structure these utterances’
(Späth 2012, 1260). Accordingly, our methodological approach consists of two steps. First, we identify
how the constitutive elements of established policy discourses (Stone 2001; Dryzek 2005; Wesselinck
et al. 2013) can be found back in the overall domain of farm education. Second, we try to contextualize
these interpretive findings by investigating the social environment in which farmers organize farm
education and how their expectations and routines are consistent with the discursive assumptions.
Again, the structuration of the data along the lines of the educative settings is not to be considered as
a ‘validation’ of those settings, but rather as ‘devices’ to open up the debate on what farm education
can be and how it can be supported.
Our findings are based on a data collection via triangulation of various qualitative sources. First, we
conducted eight in-depth interviews (farmers, 7; coordinator, 1). Criteria to select interviewees were
diversity in farming styles,4 diversity in how actively farmers participated in the network, and diversity
in how farmers approach education. These criteria were discussed and co-assessed with the network
coordinator who has been actively engaged in setting up the network and has visited all participating
farms at least once.
Second, we did participant observation in a study tour on farm education. Here the main author
engaged in dialogue on the role of farm education with several of the participating farmers. Furthermore,
extensive notes were taken during presentations by two Dutch farmers and the organizer of a farm
education program following the discussion. Third, we conducted a document analysis and desktop
research. We studied several brochures, leaflets, websites and documents directly related to the organization and continuation of the West-Flemish farm education network. To further understand the context of farm education in Flanders we conducted a literature study and analyzed all available Flemish
legislative texts and studies on farm education and grey literature.
The interview transcripts were coded via the use of descriptive codes summarizing the content of
each paragraph. Subsequently, a limited set of interpretative codes was used referring to the constituent elements of discourses (agency and their motivation, assumptions about natural relationships,
central notions, metaphors). In conjunction with the insights from established discourse analysis on
policy discourses, these were used to infer the discursive logic of the policy discourses in the context
of farm education (see table). Furthermore, activities related to farm education (farm visits, interaction
between farmers about farm education, organizational issues) that converged with one of the three
settings were analyzed and resulted in a first assessment of the strengths and barriers of each setting.
The other two data sources (document analysis and participant observation) were used to triangulate
the interview data and to further understand the contextualization of ongoing farm education activities.
Fourth, a feedback workshop was conducted with eight farmers.5 This workshop proceeded in three
steps. First, farmers were asked to openly discuss what they find important in their educational efforts,
and what they think works well and what makes it difficult to organize their farm education activities.
Second, the three educative settings were presented as ‘solution paths,’ connecting them to what had
been brought up by farmers during the opening discussion, and to a series of illustrative examples
coming from the interview data and other examples discovered through desktop research. The three
settings were then discussed in group. Guiding questions were: what do you consider possible on your
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farm?; what are you already doing that connects to these solutions? Third, small group discussions were
held to facilitate the generation of innovative ideas. The workshop served as a validation of our findings
by confronting key actors with our analysis. Hajer (2006) argues that a discourse analysis should always
confront respondents with its findings as ‘a way of controlling if the analysis of the discursive space
made sense’ (74). In the workshop, the farmers indicated that they considered the structuring of their
practices along the lines of the discursive frameworks valid and useful.6 During the workshop, no ideas
were brought up that hinted at the existence of fundamentally different discourses.

4.2. Revealing three educative settings in ongoing farm education practices
On the basis of the discourse framework introduced above, we elaborate upon the data to understand
how the three educational settings are and may be represented in ongoing farm education practices.
We also try to gain insight in how structural (discursive and non-discursive) constraints are allowing
and impeding the development of the different types of educative settings.

4.2.1. Recreational educative setting
In a recreational educational setting the relationship between education and rural experience takes
central stage. A rural experience allows consumers (including students) to enjoy farm life and its surroundings. This e.g. concerns participative play (farm golf, farm quest, board games, …), cooking workshops, hiking and cycling routes, interaction with animals, etc. The emphasis is on the noncommittal
nature of the farm visit and a spending of free time (or a school trip) in a pleasant way.
One example shows this relation between education and rural experience in the creation of learning
possibilities for farm guests:
People that stay over can join feeding the calves and help bringing in the cows at night. But also non-functional
things are in the arrangement. For instance, brushing the calves or cooking with milk. That is not functional for
me. So for this they need to pay extra … This is the added value for people who stay here. At least fifteen families
have returned. (dairy farmer, woman, twenties)

In rural tourism, the farmer delivers a service in the market and uses his/her particular assets as a
farmer (e.g. the personal contact that he/she can make, associations people have with farmers) as a
unique selling point vis-à-vis (Wilson 2008, 4) other touristic arrangements (Roberts et al. 2001). The
farmer is thus positioned within a competitive field with other actors of rural tourism (e.g. amusement park, playground, petting zoo). In this quote a farmer explains why she focuses mostly on tourist
arrangements and less on schools:
I do think it is because we have a petting farm nearby, which is heavily subsidized […] At the beginning of the
school year the school receives the information: ‘you can bake a bread for free, you can do that for free.’ Obviously
this is preferred [over visiting her farm]. (dairy farmer, woman, twenties)

This is consistent with the observation that, within the network of farmers, farm education seems to
be commercial only if it is linked to other diversification activities such as farm stays, farm sales, group
events and local tourism. We have found several instances of this connection.
Farm education can be connected to farm sales. In this case, a farm visit ends with a taste session
of their products. Customer loyalty can so be coupled to an increased knowledge about the workings
and whereabouts of the company. Farm education is also inscribed in local tourism. Especially if the
farm business is embedded in a scenically-culturally valuable environment opportunities are created to
connect educational facilities (e.g. learning about the farm’s history, World War I tourism, environmental
education) with hiking and biking trails. Cooperation with local governments appears to have a value
in building up recreational-educative arrangements. Tourist routes with accents on local farms are
worked out together. This farmer notes how she worked out an arrangement with the local municipality:
Next Friday I receive a visit from someone of the tourist service of [municipality x], since I have a lot of hiking and
biking routes passing by and we want to do something on war tourism, to make a stopping point here. (pig farmer,
woman, forties)
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The analysis of the network shows that the reproduction of the recreational educative setting through
the connection of farm education with other farm diversification activities is mainly done by farmers
who have made significant investments in creating an additional income from farm tourism. Farmers
who have done less significant investments will be less inclined to make the link between education
and recreation and will often treat farm education as an ancillary activity (cf. infra).
4.2.1.1. Strengths and barriers of the recreational setting. The connection between farm education
and recreational rural arrangements is bound by specific criteria and not equally accessible to all farmers.
A first limitation relates to spatial embeddedness. The ability to provide a rural experience depends
on the location and architecture of the farm, e.g. whether it is situated in an accessible, distinctive and
picturesque environment, preferably surrounded by bicycle and hiking trails. Farms with a more modern
architectural style or that are situated in a less attractive area, are considerably less suitable. Ownership
structures also play an important role. Farmers that lease a farm will often be in an unfavorable position
to make profitable diversification investments, such as guest rooms or a farm shop, which impedes
them in organizing a recreational setting. Additionally, certain farming styles will be less apt to create
a recreational setting. Intensive farms are a clear example. A specific problem for e.g. intensive pig
farming is the (perceived) bad odor and the risk of transmitting pathogens, making it hard to organize
close contact with the animals and farming practice. Only few larger scale, strongly specialized farms
are part of the farm education network. There are some larger farms that engage in farm education
activities but they do it sporadically, ask more and without the support of the network.7
There are thus specific enablers and barriers associated with the social practices that adopt a recreational education setting in the organization of farm education activities. In the current Belgian situation,
establishing a recreational setting creates the possibility to create additional income. This advantage,
however, has an immediate counterpart in terms of limited inclusion, since not all farming styles have
an equal access to organizing rural arrangements.
Reasoning in terms of ‘reaching society’ these practices have the potential of engaging a lot of customers and to teach these about rural and farm life and its enjoyable aspects. At the same time however
the ‘customer-is-king approach’ and the limited representation in terms of farming styles holds the risks
of simplifying or misrepresenting the intricate and multifaceted practice of farming. The non-committal
nature related to a more consumerist experience is likely to impede a learning process that touches
upon less playful aspects related to political, technical and socio-economic realities (Table 2).

4.2.2. Agriculturist educative setting
Farmers who do not organize recreational arrangements and merely focus on communicating their
farming practices rarely consider this a full blown or time intensive activity. A group of farmers participating in the network are motivated by what they term as idealism, proudness and hospitality. The
facilities of the network are then seen as a way to guide and acknowledge these aspects. The following
quote illustrates this:
At the start there was sometimes somebody asking: ‘can we see your farm?’ Well, of course, we are proud of it and
they are welcome. But you have to take into account, it takes time, you put some energy into it, and often you
don’t dare to ask anything [i.e. any reimbursement]. You know, these are people we know. Until we heard about
the network. We thought, maybe we should do this [join the network]. Then things are more official and we aren’t
so inhibited to ask something for it. (strawberry farmer, man, forties)
Table 2. Strengths and barriers.
Strengths
Provides additional income in the market
Education as a means to strengthen other diversification
activities
In accordance with the spirit of our age: flexible and non-committal
Brings attention to the rural in a positive and pleasant way

Barriers
Is not possible for a lot of farmers
Insufficient as an autonomous educational activity
Might generate an oversimplified image of agriculture and fail
to communicate less ‘pleasant’ aspects related to environmental sustainability and social justice
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For these farmers it is clear that farm education does not have to be considered a commercial activity:
We are ok with what we get. It need not be more. You get about 50 euro, but yes, you have to clean things up,
you’re busy all morning. It’s more out of.. idealism I guess? Or I don’t know, hospitality? But a lot of farmers tell me
they are not interested in this at all. (dairy farmer, woman, forties)

These observations are true for many farmers. Prices for school visits (mostly 2 h to half a day) vary
between 50 and 100 euro for a group of students. Considering minimal (time) investments, this implies
that farm education in terms of school visits is not an additional source of income.
Similar to the above, an important reason for entering the network has to do with the farmer’s will
to acquire didactic skills: ‘At the time I joined because my kids were at a primary school, which visited
me every year. Then I thought, I could as well do this good, no? And now, well.. a few visits per year’
(Beef cattle farmer, woman, forties).
This quote also illustrates the contingent way in which schools and farmers are linked, i.e. as the
result of a spontaneous engagement from teachers or farmers, not as something intrinsic to the school
program. We thus infer that both the altruistic connotation farmers attach to farm education as well
as the contingent nature of school-farm cooperation significantly weakens the image of the state as a
mediator and supporter of farm education in terms of providing a public service in the institutionalized schooling system. This in turn creates a situation in which farmers are not inclined to invest in the
education of students as an autonomous strategy.
Concerning the content of the education, respondents signaled that through the network’s activities they learned how they can communicate with students about the technical processes underlying
agriculture and how they can translate their knowledge to the life worlds of the students. One way is
to explain agricultural processes by offering simple tasks. The following quote illustrates this:
To give an example. A cow eats seventy kilo of grass. You can then let the children pick grass and consequently use
a measuring device to assess, ok, how many grass have we pulled. And compare this with what a cow eats, how
much work it takes to gather 70 kilograms of grass … This is the moment when they are surprised. (Beef cattle
farmer, woman, forties)

Or one makes a connection between a theoretical principle and its application in the context of the
farming practice:
For instance, when we talk about the skimming of the milk. Then, we can explain that this happens due to centrifugal force. (Dairy farmer, woman, forties)

These connections between theory and practice illustrate starting points to relate specific learning
goals within curricula to concrete processes in a farm environment. Depending on the target group
the educational offer is adapted. The trainings organized by the network provide information e.g. on
how to keep attention in a group of school children or how to work out educational topics for different
age groups.
4.2.2.1. Strengths and barriers of the agriculturist setting. Farmers succeed in translating several
aspects of the farming practice to various school groups. In addition, the educational content and
process is related to both farming practice and its environment. Yet, certain farms face restrictions in
maximally deploying their farm environment as an educational resource. Again, what matters is the
ownership structure when e.g. certain interventions or ecological adaptations are made impossible by
the tenant or hampered by spatial planning regulation. One farmer e.g. explained that:
There are some farms […] strongly engaged in environmental education, for instance those that have a puddle
[…] I wanted to build a puddle here, but the owner [of the farm] did not allow it. (Dairy farmer, forties, woman)

Important for the organization of agricultural education as a more public activity is the site where
education takes place. In the network agricultural education is generally considered an on-farm activity. Most farmers shy away from speaking in a classroom. Farm education is generally regarded as an
on-farm activity because here the farmer sees him- or herself as an expert. It is generally supposed that
schools come to the farm and not the other way around.
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Table 3. Strengths and barriers.
Strengths
Can create farm income. Farmer engages in delivery of public
education service
Structurally integrating farm education in school curricula can
significantly strengthen agriculture-society links
Experiential learning on the farm environment can raise awareness on the use of natural resources in a context of farming
and rural development

Barriers
Farmer does not consider him/herself as teacher
Potential costs and trade-offs
Lack of vision on behalf of government and policy actors
Contingent relationship between farmers and teachers
Structural impediments to organize on farm visit (accessibility,
schools means, etc.), lack of freedom as tenant

The role of farmers in contacting schools is also often seen as receptive. As this farmer states: ‘The
teacher needs to be convinced and take the first step.’ This means that the individual interest of a
teacher or school in organizing a farm visit is a crucial driving force in bringing about farm education.
In Flanders, the educational institution is indeed free to decide whether or not to link farm education
content to the expectations of the learning plan and the curricular subjects.8
Schools (in West Flanders) receive a 30-euro compensation to organize class visits. However, all
interviewees confirm that schools without any habit to include farm visits in their educational program,
are not easily convinced take their classes to a farm. A barrier that is repeatedly cited is accessibility
and transportation costs. A main reason why schools choose not to visit farms is related to the costs
of renting a bus:
On that teachers’ fair they had raffled a farm visit. A school from Ghent had won the prize. When they came to our
farm, they said they wouldn’t come back because the bus is too expensive. (Dairy farmer, woman, forties)

In proportion, transport costs are much higher than the price asked by the farmer. In the farm education network they try to develop strategies to address this barrier. Thus they shall, for example, aim
to reduce expenses by linking transport costs to the financial structure of other projects.
We tried to link the bus costs to the MOS project [Environment at School, a project of the Flemish government], which
provided money for schools visiting companies, but we didn’t succeed. (Dairy farmer, forties, woman)
In the project Bonjour Boer we tried to cover bus expenses by addressing the Dutch Language Union. (Network
coordinator, woman, thirties)

This shows that not only individual interest of schools but also a series of more structural impediments play a significant role in the organization of farm education by the network members.
As mentioned above, the practice of local petting farms also influences the agriculturist setting.
Not only do farmers state that the subsidized offer is in direct competition with on-farm activities but
a recurring argument was that the petting zoo’s emphasis on the recreational interaction with animals
does not adequately reflect a modern farm in the sense that ‘today no farm exists with – so to speak –
two cows, two pigs and a two chickens’ (dairy farmer, woman, twenties). This rather simplistic perception
is in contrast with the intrinsic complexities of contemporary farming practice yet plays an important
role in the public perception of farm education.
Currently, however, the state leaves the agriculturist setting to the voluntary engagement of both
farmers and schools. Organizing farm visits and connecting activities with learning goals is largely
conditioned by an agency dimension. Even if a government should not choose to more structurally
embed agricultural knowledge in education, it is at least in the position to lower the contact threshold
between teachers and farmers. Providing such support can involve reimbursing logistic costs to increase
accessibility, organizing school-farm networking events and promoting contemporary agricultural topics to schools and educational commissions.
If further efforts are expected from farmers such as e.g. organizing recurrent farm visits in which
they are also made responsible for ensuring pedagogical quality, at least two further factors should be
considered. First, a greater financial compensation will have to be taken into account. Second, and this is
equally important, certain cultural aspects are at play. Not every farmer is interested in communicating
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his knowledge, partly because s/he does not have this routine, partly because s/he wants to keep his/
her autonomy.9
The table below summarizes a number of strengths and barriers of the organization of the agriculturist educative setting (Table 3).

4.2.3. Emancipatory educative setting
We turn to the emancipatory educative setting, which we have aligned with the Deweyian conception
of education as mutual interest articulation between social groups. This way of seeing education as
political expands farm education to the dialogical encounter between different social groups and their
respective interests, motivations and actions in the agro-food system.
Although this discourse is often not explicitly articulated we do find a series of concrete elements
that support the rationale of the emancipatory setting.
On a policy level, a (2004) decree of the Flemish government on farm education describes its objective as ‘a knowledge exchange, dialogue and vision development about sustainable agriculture and
the sustainable consumption of agricultural products by the public or specific societal groups in order
to strengthen the social basis of agriculture’ (Decree, art. 20, my translation).
Here the emancipatory setting is implicitly supposed since farm education is seen as a dialogue
between farmers, citizen-consumers and other social groups to accomplish a more sustainable production and consumption. However, as outlined above, Dewey’s conception is not limited to dialogue. The
primary focus of interaction is not to obtain shared values, but that actions be reconsidered in relation
to other people’s interests. In this respect, sustainable consumption and production in the agro-food
system cannot be solved without considering a whole series of underlying factors related to price setting, dynamics between long and short food chains, access to knowledge, branding, health aspects and
profitability of sustainability efforts (McMichael 2000; Barbier and Elzen 2012). In this context, it is clear
that interests of several systemic actors conflict. In Flanders these conflicting interest are mostly articulated at a high political level such as the ketenoverleg [supply chain initiative], yet a pragmatic approach
would suggest problem-solving to take place ‘on the ground’ between affected actors and groups, e.g.
famers, food processors, retailers, researchers, policy makers and citizen-consumers (Dijstelbloem 2007).
An example of the emancipatory setting was discussed at the workshop. A farmer describes what
he thinks is the value of a conversation he joined at an Urban Agriculture forum, between two farmers
that bear witness to an unusual collaboration: a CSA (Community Supported Agriculture) farmer leasing
1.25 hectare of land from a conventional farmer leading to a mutual understanding.
[I]t was clarifying to see conventional agriculture and a whole different type of agriculture – more organic – next to
each other. Both are in conflict.. but in this confrontation you notice.. how Jen [organic farmer].. saw that.. that he
does not oppose the ideas on organic farming.. and Jan [conventional farmer].. that from 1.25 hectare an income
can be generated[…]what first seems impossible to bring together in theory, is here done perfectly in practice. I
think it can give society a beautiful image. Because now, people related to organic agriculture, see organic as the
holy goal, and conventional agriculture also has its reservations, but it is always interesting to put these two next
to each other, to give society an image that isn’t as distorted by the interests of [inaudible] agriculture. (Farmer,
thirties, man)

This shows how the focus on mutual action, interest articulation and communication between different social groups can be the focus of an educational setting.
On the basis of our analysis of the farm education network, the emancipatory setting seems less
articulated but farmers do show commitment to at least communicate about common and conflicting interests. The following dairy farmer stresses how she takes into account the interests of the milk
processing company in her educational message. She explains:
Before milk reaches the table a lot of work is done, things need to be taken care of, also in relation to food safety.
If we walk in the milking parlor I emphasize the need for good cleaning. If a cow needs to be treated, it needs to
be taken aside and examined. As a farmer you are responsible if you deliver bad milk. If you deliver a batch of
milk that ends up in a big container of 50.000 liter of milk, it’s your fault that the whole tank has gone bad. (Dairy
farmer, woman, forties)
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Another example of how the communication of interests can be embedded in an educational context
is exemplified in a sustainability project for schools (Food Rock) in which farmers engaged students in
workshops that connect a cooking session to a narrative on sustainable consumption. The participating
farmer comments on what she thinks is the gist of the project:
We were thinking. After the crisis, people are in search for good food, qualitative yet not too expensive. So why not
process your own meat… we want to communicate.. take for instance you want to have 5 kilos of potatoes, you
can go to the shop and pay, say, 4 euro. Or you can get those same potatoes directly from the farmer and only pay
2 euro… Both get better from this really. (Pig farmer, woman, forties)

This farmer, through her participation in the project, became inspired to take a course in meat
processing and to look for ways to offer meat ‘close to home.’ She still delivers most of her products to
slaughterhouses but at the same time saw opportunities to sell part of her products directly to consumers. This is a good example of how communication about mutual interests can lead to reconsidering
practice. But here the solution is still framed in terms of a relatively straightforward solution (lower
price, higher income) based on a win-win situation for both parties.
Sometimes conflicting interests can translate to an educational context. During the annual activity
organized by the network a visit was planned to the House of Food, a recently formed educational
center focusing on how food is produced in Flanders. The following quote illustrates a certain degree
of sensitivity towards the communication of interests:
There was an exhibition stand in which several products could be smelled, e.g. apple juice, milk, .. Indeed a very
nice stand. But it depicted a commercial sign of (brand of soy milk). That’s industry. One woman into on-farm milk
processing, says, I think it is a pity that this only says [brand x] and not ‘farm milk.’ But then of course [brand x]
appears to be the main sponsor of the House of Food. (Deer farmer, woman, forties)

This quote hints at the importance attached to how farmers are represented in the educational
communication of agro-food interests, and the fear of other agro-food actors gaining dominance in that
communication. Here, however, the actual confrontation between the famer and the food processor
never took place.
Related to this practice of representation is also the self-perception of farmers and their farm:
I normally don’t do groups. Once I had a question for a group of retired farmers. .. I did not accept … I think you
should be able to show something spectacular to these people. And well, this is a rather old farm, we use the
old stables for feeding cattle .. those farmers might come from a more spectacular farm of which one says ‘this is
something new.’ (Cattle beef farmer, woman, forties)

The above observation is interesting because it illustrates how the farmer seems to suppose the
agriculturist over the emancipatory setting. Even though from the perspective of knowledge acquisition
rather few innovative ‘facts’ can be communicated (because the group in fact consisted of experienced
farmers), a dialogue on the future of agriculture could be made a topic of an interesting educational
activity in this peer-to-peer context. The interview revealed the farmer to have specific ideas about
how her farm development was related to agricultural advisers, the effects of particular investments
in the dairy sector and the termination of milk quota. An emancipatory setting would not consider
her personal life story as an anecdotal given, but as a potentially new reference point to consider how
mutual interests could be considered, perhaps not leading to her decision to reject the offer.
4.2.3.1. Strengths and barriers of the emancipatory setting. Strictly speaking, the organization of
an emancipatory setting does not require big material investments. Creating such a discursive space
does not at all entail excessive material costs. The main impediments seem to be related to cultural and
institutional barriers. The articulation of interests is often not associated with an educative environment.
Furthermore, many farmers do not believe that emancipatory effects will last. One farmer referred to how
he had addressed several people about how low prices for farmers, buying behavior and competition
in the food chain are interlinked, but that this only led to temporarily changed behavior. He claimed
that a majority of consumers continue to choose based on price and fail to acknowledge what they
learned in a non-buying context.
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Table 4. Strengths and barriers.
Strengths
Focused on understanding mutual interests which sets a basis
for changing social relationships, thereby increasing the
probability of successful inclusive innovation
Can generate future income by initiating the road to a new
level playing field
Can lead to the development of a new framework that channels
the concretizations of new goals in which several qualitatively different interests are reconsidered next to each other (e.g.
biodiversity, food production, rural development, vertical
integration, …)

Barriers
The progressive definition of education is usually not acknowledged. There is no culture in transparently communicating
on common interests
Generates no concrete additional income, can be time
intensive
The role of structural power relations

We immediately add that consumer behavior and pricing are also influenced by sale channels,
competition between retailers and the dependence of farmers on the retailer’s product and consumer
policy (Mondelaers 2010). The emancipatory setting would also need to give a place to these types of
dependencies by e.g. engaging retailers in a direct form of dialogue. On this level, there should be a
consideration of relationships between different social groups of the agro-food system and the need
for a more open attitude in the exploration of mutual interest articulation. Again, this directness in
communication can be contrasted with the current consensus that any agro-food conflict should be
discussed at the ‘ketenoverleg’ [supply chain consultation] between the representatives of food chain
actors rather than between individual stakeholders.
In the short term, an emancipatory setting fails to provide an additional income for farmers. Yet, it
does play a role in organizing a context in which more consideration for mutual interests and problems
(including price setting) becomes possible. Attaining reciprocity in access to the pricing of agricultural
products might than result from such an inter-professional emancipatory setting.
The table below summarizes some contextual strengths and barriers of the emancipatory model
(Table 4).

5. Discussion and conclusions
Our analysis suggests that farm education encompasses more than a dichotomy based on ‘commercial’
and ‘idealist’ motives as is often suggested by agricultural stakeholders (Hauben and Van Goolen 2012;
Boerenbond 2014). Instead, farm education entails a multilayered practice. Our elaboration of the
three settings shows that commercial success cannot be the sole basis to identify whether an activity
of farm education is a professional activity. Each setting can be seen as a structural arrangement of an
educational practice that enables and constraints farmers in undertaking particular kinds of behavior
and routines. Farm education becomes a distinctively different phenomenon when it is conceived and
realized in a framework organized according to either market structures, public service provision, or
interest articulation between social groups. Our analysis has revealed that constituent elements of the
three educative settings can be found in current farm education practices, and that it makes sense to
structure farm education according to the discursive boundaries of the proposed framework.
But how should we consider the potential of each setting in terms of achieving sustainability in the
future development of agriculture? We argue that each setting harbors potential to foster sustainability
starting from ‘within’ agriculture. Based on Marsden and Sonnino (2008) and Darnhofer, Fairweather,
and Moller (2010) we claim that sustainable agriculture should at least be able to (1) add income and
employment opportunities to the agricultural sector; (2) contribute to a renewed agricultural sector
that meets the needs and expectations of society at large; and (3) reduce the environmental impacts
of production systems.
With regard to (1), a recreational setting allows educative processes to become embedded in rural
tourist arrangements where earnings can be expected from combining farm education with other
diversification strategies, hence adding to farmer income. In the agriculturist setting, the epistemic
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dimension underlying farm education may justify it as an integral part of the public service of institutionalized schooling, allowing the government to compensate the farmer-as-teacher. The emancipatory setting allows for a pre-competitive or collaborative dialogue in which an increased awareness of
existing problems, and a potential persuasion that effects behavioral change can spill over to changed
market behavior.10
Furthermore, in relation to renewing the relationship between agriculture and society each setting
suggests different solutions. A recreational setting opens up possibilities to communicate about agriculture to various groups in society combining a playful, interactive and educative approach. Effective farm
investments allow farmers to both communicate personally and engage consumers in daily farming
life. For the agriculturist setting it may reasonably be assumed that when students are stimulated to
systematically learn about, work on and experience farming in relation to food issues this will in time
create increase societal interest and create career interest and entrepreneurship in the agro-food system.
The emancipatory setting takes the aim of social transformation as its very basis by questioning mutual
routines, and thereby inevitably aims to re-think the agriculture-society relationship.
But how should farm education lead to the third goal, reducing the environmental impacts of production systems? The practice of farm education is not primarily focused on integrating environmental
concerns. As discussed in this article’s introduction, a successful integration of environmental concerns
depends largely on how the measures or innovations are in tune with the routines of farming practice.
Here we see the value of an emancipatory setting organized to understand how farm education
can integrate sustainability efforts into farming practice. To approach sustainability in this way, will not
result in sustainability efforts as imposed from outside, but as something that takes shape in interaction
with farmers’ practices and interests. It is in this respect that we argue that all too rigid polarizations
such as ‘commercial – ideal’ or ‘ecological – modern,’ delimit farm education to particular sub-categories
of farming styles and hence forestall an inclusive view of farm education. Although there are quite a
number of farmers who have significantly invested in a more ecological agriculture, taking only this
group into consideration would unjustly ignore potential and essential changes within conventional
agriculture. More ‘industrialized,’ intensive farmers have a range of relevant technological, economic and
social issues worth to be communicated to students, citizens and systemic actors. Both the agriculturist
as well as the emancipatory setting enable their participation. Increased inclusiveness could then not
only enable farmers to communicate a more nuanced image of agriculture but would likely increase
the effectiveness of integrating sustainability concerns in farm education.
But how exactly can farm education contribute to enhancing sustainability? We can only hint at
some suggestions. We have not been able to assess how precisely the educative settings contribute
to the formation of learning experiences. Following Dewey, this would require one to investigate how
experience enfolds as a communicative, historical and cultural phenomenon in the relation between
the individual and the world (Hohr 2013, 1). However, our elaboration of the three settings and their
coherent association with three dominant discourses in the agro-food system does initiate a first step
in structuring a debate about the future development of farm education. Unraveling several discursive
logics can be considered as a resource to scrutinize things from a meta-perspective, before moving
on. In practice, elements of the three (or more) settings will never be separated as strictly as we have
done for analytical reasons. Yet, thinking through how farm education should be organized and why
might be important to (1) give a voice to those clearly underrepresented educational practices and (2)
empower farmers who are not used to defend their position within the public sphere (Vandenabeele
and Wildemeersch 2012). Although today, in Flanders, the recreational setting is still prevalent, more
investigation into the other less explored settings deserves merit, echoing Dewey’s claim that beliefs
need to be tested to assess its true worth (Dewey [1938] 1998).
What our findings suggest, is the need to think through a nuanced position on how discourses
enter the political and societal debate on educational practices and their role in sustainability. We
agree with Van Poeck, Goeminne, and Vandenabeele (2014) who argue that sustainability problems
are never represented in an unambiguous way but should be understood in terms of an intimate
entanglement of a variety of actors, often unknowingly and antagonistically connected to a specific
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issue. This entanglement leads to the caution that none of the ideas on sustainability can be authoritatively assured, partly due to the observation that we can impossible guarantee ‘what might work’ (Van
Poeck, Goeminne, and Vandenabeele 2014). On the other hand, the epistemological assumptions from
which we depart in this research are in line with John Dryzek’s believe that discourses, when clearly
identified and named, have an emancipatory potential (see e.g. Stevenson and Dryzek 2014). In fact,
most contemporary discourse analytical approaches are essentially critical forms of inquiry, focusing on
‘the aim to investigate and analyse power relations in society and to formulate normative perspectives
from which a critique of such relations can be made with an eye on the possibilities for social change
(Jørgensen and Phillips 2002, 3).’
Thus although we can never assume discourses to give an absolute or authoritative account of
what we should do, they do exhibit a legitimate starting point to set up a societal debate because they
structure which things matter, who is given agency, which values are of importance, etc. When can
illustrate this point by referring to how the role of agency shifts distinctively depending on which educative setting is articulated. When a farmer is considered as, respectively, a ‘service provider,’‘teacher’ or
‘participant in emancipatory learning,’ these different ‘subject positions’ will co-determine how sustainability can be put to practice in an educational context. Although the complexity of reality and concrete
experience will always (and luckily) entail the incompleteness and permeability of each perspective
or discourse, a surrender to the intrinsic fluidity of meaning might inhabit the danger of leading to a
position of inactivity.
The act of clearly distinguishing between discourses is a first step towards endorsing its particular
potential in practice. Discourses enable actors to give meaning to what they are doing or want to do
in the future. A discursive framework highlighting different meanings, values and power relations at
stake, is an interpretative act of the scientist and thus needs to be (1) contestable and (2) considered as a
political act that broadens the discursive focus in collective decision-making processes (Wesselink et al.
2013). Therefore, a concrete and reflexive dialogue within the agro-food system about which type of
educative practices can be pursued and about how farm education can be the object of sustainability
might be a crucial step to accommodate the growth of experience with an openness towards the open
and mutual articulation of interest Dewey considered key in the coming about of democratic education.

Notes
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

  setting can here be considered as the discursive and material-functional structure of a practice, which guides
A
routinized behavior within that practice. Agency (individual motivations, personal experiences) as a dimension of
what constitutes a practice is here not considered. For a more detailed account on the relation between structure
and agency in practices see Crivits and Paredis (2013).
 As Dewey puts it in Democracy and Education (136): ‘Mind appears in experience as ability to respond to present
stimuli on the basis of anticipation of future possible consequences, and with a view to controlling the kind of
consequences that are to take place. The things, the subject matter known, consist of whatever is recognized as
having a bearing upon the anticipated course of events, whether assisting or retarding it.’
 Based on Hajer (2009), Dryzek (2005), Wesselink et al. (2013) and Stone (2001) we can refer to the following
constitutive elements of discourse: basic entities (facts, notions that are taken for granted); assumptions about
natural relationships (causal stories); agents and their motives (interests); metaphors, storylines and other rhetorical
devices (symbols).
 Three dairy farmers, one beef cattle farmer, one deer farmer, one pig farmer and one strawberry grower were
interviewed.
 One farmer had already been interviewed. Five other farmers had participated in the study trip.
 As one farmer put it: ‘All things we do, are here shown in distinct elements. It is so, so and so (gestures three columns).
Structure. We do not often think of this. We are so busy on our farms, we are doing so many things, that in fact we
do not realize what we are doing anymore. They have to help us a little, we are teacher, we are care farm, we are
farmer that is [the latter] where we start’ (Woman, Forties, workshop, 2014).
 Outside the context of our case there are international examples of very large scale farms that engage in farm
education see for instance www.fofarms.com.
 Some schools work with a thematic week on agriculture, with the visit as a final piece, other schools organize
extramural internships with farmers as a permanent option for students, and some motivated teachers commit
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to teach on the farm site. However, these are rather exceptions and many schools have built no routine to embed
agriculture education in their educational structure and content.
9.  These cultural contextualities cannot be addressed here in more detail but deserve further attention as they not
only determine the potentialities of farm education, but refer to a wider set of values and ways of thinking related
to the relationship between agriculture and society at large.
10.  This need not be utopic. One example is found in the genesis of a Flemish local food system (food teams). In
this case, a class on globalization effects on agriculture spurred a dialogue between citizens and farmers, which
eventually led to the establishment of the alternative food network that aims to secure farmer income and local
consumption (Crivits and Paredis 2013).
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ABSTRACT

This paper gives an example of how computer-based problem-solving
scenarios can be embedded in a course on sustainability, in order to
illustrate the highly versatile way in which such scenarios can be used to
structure and evaluate learning on complexity on an individual level, as
well as learning in diverse groups. After defining criteria, a computer-based
problem-solving scenario has to meet in order to be useful for training
competencies associated with confronting complexity, the application of one
specific scenario, the Genetics Lab, is empirically evaluated on base of three
student cohorts. Results suggest that existing approaches to sustainability
education can be substantially complemented by computer-based problemsolving scenarios, offering genuine learning opportunities and deepening
and personalizing the comprehension of known phenomena in complex
problem-solving. The paper closes by offering lessons learned from the
presented approach and gives advice and outlook on future applications
of such scenarios in sustainability education.
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1. Introduction
The existential problems of the human civilization in the twenty-first century are complex as they
relate to interactions between humans and their environment, in a world that is experiencing accelerating changes in the technological, cultural, political, economic and environmental spheres. Moreover,
changes in all these spheres are globally interconnected and interdependent. New approaches for
gaining an enhanced understanding of and enhanced repertoire of action on such complex dynamic
social-ecological systems is often cited as one of the main challenges associated with societies’ transition
to sustainability (Jerneck et al. 2011; König 2017; Wiek, Withycombe, and Redman 2011).
This paper highlights how sustainability education in Luxembourg responds to this challenge
between the growing necessity of systems thinking and complex problem solving and the lack of
formal training in this area. The first section reviews why sustainability education is in need to offer its
students learning experiences with complex problems and discusses what is known in other domains
about training necessary competencies in this context. It moreover defines criteria that a computer-based problem-solving scenario has to fulfill to be suited for training students and to meet the
learning goals of the Luxembourgish Certificate on Sustainable Development and Social Innovation. The
second section presents the applied approach including the Genetics Lab, an already established and
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freely available computer-based scenario. It’s shown that the Genetics Lab largely meets these criteria
by adequately assessing students’ varying competency and even reproducing interaction phenomena
that have been reported with real-world complex scenarios. The final section emphasizes in what way
a computer-based scenario can complement training approaches using static models and discusses
the resulting findings with respect to possible take-aways for other programs trying to foster systems
thinking within sustainability education.

1.1. The need for learning to confront complexity in sustainability education
One often claimed goal of sustainability education is the preparation of students for engaging in ‘sustainability science’, a new approach to science that is to take account of complexity and uncertainty
by adopting a systems perspective (Kates et al. 2001). To achieve this goal, increasingly sophisticated
conceptions of transformative sustainability science for fundamentally changing human–environment
interactions are being designed and put into practice (Miller et al. 2013; König 2013; Wals et al. 2014;
Wiek and Lang 2015). Competencies often cited as necessary in this context include (collaborative)
systems thinking, (collaborative) anticipation of plausible futures, and building normative and strategic
capacities (Wiek, Withycombe, and Redman 2011). Crucially, such competencies that would prepare
society for facing complexity with multiple interconnected components have been much neglected in
formal schooling. Leading scholars concerned with complex systems point to the fact that
education tends to only draw simple logical conclusions and defining obvious cause and effect relationships [which]
have no existence in reality. In reality all is indirect effects, networks, connections and time delays. … Our whole
civilisation will succeed […] only if it acquires a far greater knowledge of systemic connections in complex systems.
(Vester 2012, p.17)

Deep changes in the educational system, including in higher education, are thus often seen as a requisite for sustainable societies (Sterling 2013).
Theoretical cornerstones for an educational concept addressing this demand for an increased consideration of systems thinking can for example be found in the study of complex systems. This field of
research investigates how relationships between parts give rise to the collective behaviors of a system
and how a specific system interacts with its environment. The study of isolated parts of a complex system
can not be taken as indicative of the overall behaviour of the system. Relating to sustainability, diverse
approaches to systems thinking can be distinguished, ranging from earth system and climate sciences
that focus on the bio-geo-chemical processes connecting atmosphere, litosphere, oceans, cryosphere
and biosphere, which maintain the stability of conditions in the biosphere (e.g. Rockström et al. 2009), to
more complex systems approaches that are also concerned with human agency, volition, and learning
as drivers for change (e.g. Vester 2012). However, an overarching educational concept for learning to
confront this complexity is still missing, and the teaching of complex systems is mostly conducted by
investigating and discussing (static) models of (dynamic) natural systems without the possibility for
interaction or to apply elaborated interventions and to study their consequences.

1.2. Computer-based scenarios to study and train complex problem solving
1.2.1. Insights from studying complex problem solving
In 1989, Dietrich Dörner asked students and managers alike to be the mayor of a (computer-) simulated,
small village. By investigating their decision-making processes and studying how they solve and cope
with this complex problem, he became the founder of complex problem-solving research which has
provided manifold vital insights. Research on this topic was mostly conducted in the domains of cognitive psychology, economics, and human-computer-interaction (for an excellent overview see Osman
2010a, 2010b), and agreed on certain typical characteristics of a complex problem: A large number of
variables is highly interconnected with some of them changing on their own or causing dynamic developments. The connections are not known to the problem solver and several, partly contradicting goals
have to be achieved (Brehmer 2005; Buchner 1995; Dörner 1989). Evidently, such problems could only
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be simulated using a computer. Following this logic, ‘computer-based problem-solving scenario’, will
be used interchangeably with ‘scenario’ in the remainder of the paper. It will be explicitly mentioned,
if it is referred to a non-computer-based scenario.
Typical problems in dealing with computer-based problem-solving scenarios have been identified
that already start when problem-solvers try to build up a mental model of the system. In most cases,
they follow a rather unsystematic way of collecting and evaluating information. One might say, in the
face of uncertainty what to address first, problem solvers turn to information or problems that grab
their attention and seem ‘intuitively’ important, instead of identifying the crucial issues by deliberate,
conscious planning actions. There are no hypotheses formulated that could be tested and hence, could
serve as guidelines for further actions. This leads to ‘thematic vagabonding’ and the focus on single
goals instead of a holistic problem-solving approach (Brehmer 2005; Güss, Tuason, and Orduña 2015).
When mental models are built that are grounded on this fragmentary problem exploration, another
cognitive bias kicks in: Based on the so-called availability heuristic, problem solvers overestimate the
information that is available at the moment and believe it to be representative of the current but also
of future states of the problem. Thus, feedback delays, or side effects are largely ignored. Crucially,
mistakes made in controlling a system usually lead to worsened problem states. This in turn, increases
the problem solver’s uncertainty and pressure to act successfully and makes the probability of mistakes
even more likely (Brehmer 2005; Osman 2010a).
Problem-solvers also differ in the strategies they apply. Güss, Tuason, and Orduña (2015) identified
two main groups that they describe as active, flexible, and big picture planners and decision makers
on the one hand, and slow, cautious, and single-focused decision makers on the other hand. Although
both groups performed equally well in the first trial to work on a fire fighting problem simulation,
this changed significantly in the second trial. The majority of the active and more flexible participants
clearly benefited from the higher amount of information they created in the first trial and fixated less
on single sub-problems.
A somewhat neglected aspect in complex problem-solving concerns the role of emotions in the
process of engaging with such a difficult situation. Insights from the cognitive sciences suggest that
emotions and feelings have a role to play in terms of which modes of cognition prevail (Damasio 1999,
80). Damasio defines emotions as complicated patterns of chemical and neural responses that form
patterns. Feelings then are private mental experiences of emotions, some of which are conscious. As
Damasio says, the role of emotions and feelings in cognition is an under-researched topic. However,
laboratory studies provide clear evidence that emotional responses include biochemical reactions that
significantly alter certain brain functions. For example, the release of monoamine can induce specific
behaviours, such as exploration and play, or effect the mode of cognitive processing in terms of speed or
focus. Implications from Damasio’s research might trigger investigations whether greater awareness and
reflectivity about one’s owns feelings and emotions might potentially influence how systematically one
might be able to engage in exploration of the complexity of a computer-based scenario. Or if a greater
ability to be aware and influence the expression of emotions might also help to consciously adopt a
more effective ‘big picture planner strategy’ or fall back onto a more single-focus type decision-making
mode? Might such reflectivity and the feelings and emotions one experiences when confronted with
complexity be ‘trainable’? Whilst emotional responses are largely biologically determined, evidence
from the neuro-sciences suggests that learning and culture can modify their expression also in terms
of the associated feelings that are made conscious, and associated meaning. Whilst science is just at
the start of these explorations, it was ensured that the current study design would yield first indications
towards addressing such questions in terms what the students experienced.

1.2.2. Experiences with training complex problem solving
Unfortunately, little is known on the trainability of interacting with complex problems and related
studies are extremely rare (Funke 2006). On the one hand, training with a certain computer-based
problem-solving scenario leads to highly specific knowledge and transfer to other scenarios is hardly
achieved. On the other hand, when training is based on several scenarios, varying in content in order
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to foster domain-general problem-solving strategies, it’s not guaranteed that these domain-general
strategies are in turn helpful for a different domain-specific scenario. Brehmer (2005) suggests that
depending on the purpose of training, different computer-based problem-solving scenarios may be
suited. If specific problem knowledge should be achieved, it is necessary to train with highly sophisticated and detailed scenarios. On the contrary, if domain-general strategies should be trained (i.e.
strategies that are useful across a wide variety of problems), more abstract and simple scenarios without semantic embedding could be used. Such scenarios would have the advantage of being more
accessible to the trainees since no previous content knowledge would be required at the beginning.
One of the rare studies on the topic was reported by Kretzschmar and Süß (2015), who let a university
student sample interact with several, heterogeneous computer-based problem-solving scenarios for
more than 6 h as a training in complex problem-solving. When confronted with a completely new
scenario, these students were significantly more efficient in gathering knowledge about the scenario’s
components than a control group not having received the training. However, the same students did
not outperform the control group when the scenarios had to be influenced in order to achieve specific
states of the scenario. This suggests that mere interaction with several, heterogeneous scenarios leads
to the development of better problem exploration strategies but this does not translate into a higher
competency to influence this scenario in a targeted way. Another study investigating the trainability of
complex problem solving competencies was conducted by Micheli (2016). He showed that a one-hour
lecture on the theory of complexity and characteristics of complex problems had no significant impact
on students’ problem exploration or controlling competencies.
In sum, until now, there is no satisfying approach to exploit the considerable promise of using computer-based problem-solving scenarios to specifically train people in dealing with complexity or even
include them in formal education as requested by several scholars (e.g. Vester 2012).

1.3. Confronting complexity: learning goals and resulting research questions
Given the need for offering students of sustainability education learning opportunities of how to confront and tackle complex problems on the one hand, and the scenarios’ big potential to provide such
experiences on the other hand, it was decided to develop a concept on how to use such a scenario
within the Certificate in Sustainable Development and Social Innovation (henceforth ‘the Certificate’)
at the University of Luxembourg (König 2015; see also Sonnleitner 2018). The Certificate is taught in
two courses, each consisting of several content-specific lectures dealing with sustainability related
topics, for example the water-energy nexus, the agricultural or educational field. One content-specific
lecture specifically discusses pitfalls in dealing with complex problems from the viewpoint of cognitive
psychology. It was decided, to complement this lecture by a hands-on exercise in which the students
have to work themselves on a computer-based complex problem and reflect on their thoughts and
emotions afterwards. This approach was thought as a trial run to gather experience whether such
scenarios could be used in training students of sustainable development in confronting complexity.
In the following, the Certificate’s learning goals are explicated. The Certificate pursues both emancipatory goals to empower students and convey critical thinking skills, and instrumental goals to build
specific competences (Wals 2011), a subset of which relating to systems thinking and complexity are
the focus of this paper. It is discussed how the use of computer-based problem-solving scenarios is
supposed to help achieving these goals. Clear criteria are formulated that such a scenario has to meet
in order to be useful in this context.

1.3.1. Understanding and interacting with complex problems
One of the Certificate’s theoretical cornerstones is its emphasis on adopting a systems perspective that
acknowledges complexity and uncertainty (Kates et al. 2001; Miller et al. 2013). The prime purpose in
learning systems thinking is to invite participants to become aware of and think critically and out of
the box in terms of systemic changes in the way the society functions required for sustainability. The
adopted approach includes the promotion of collaborative development of so-called low-order system
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dynamics (LOSD) models, as used in human ecology (e.g. Newell and Doll 2015; Newell and Siri 2016).
LOSD models are conceptual tools that by definition have few state variables (≤5) and are developed
to identify and illustrate the non-linear effects caused by feedback and accumulation. The collaborative
process by which they are derived serves to characterize what interactions matter most in a particular
situation; in discussing the problem framing the group determines specific boundaries for the model and
decides upon the focus on endogenous dynamics generated within this systems model. Newell suggests
that experience with LOSD models can help a transdisciplinary group to develop an understanding of
basic principles of system dynamics, giving them the ability to ‘see with new eyes’ (Newell and Siri 2016).
However, research on complex problem-solving revealed that even exploring, let alone controlling
systems including 6 or fewer state variables can be quite challenging, especially when such models
contain a certain degree of dynamics (e.g. Sonnleitner et al. 2013). Hence, collaboratively deriving a
LOSD-model and fully being aware of its complexity when set ‘in action’ can be quite different. Given
the Certificate’s goal to deepen learning through as many experiential learning situations as possible
(building on Dewey 1938), we were thus looking for a computer-based tool that (a) simulates LOSDmodels and allows participants to interact with them, (b) inherits a sufficient degree of complexity and
variety to assess students’ already available competencies and strategies to tackle such systems, and (c)
provokes typical cognitive mistakes and emotional reactions as reported in the literature on complex
problem-solving. If these criteria would be fulfilled, students’ understanding of complex systems would
be considerably expanded with an individual learning experience. Phenomena and typical errors that
are referred to in the related literature would not only be taught in the respective lecture but could
also be experienced, enabling a completely different level of insight.

1.3.2. Increasing reflection and awareness for different perspectives on complex problems
Building a set of LOSD models can help a diverse group of stakeholders and experts to develop a shared
view of the problems at hand, and of possible courses of action that seem promising through many perspectives and interests, not just one or two (Newell and Siri 2016). However, thinking together requires
reflection, empathy and some notion of how others and oneself form mental models and predications
they believe in (Newell and Proust 2012). Thus, the Certificate strives to create experiential learning
situations that confront students with a diverse set of mental models and approaches. This is done by
discussing and presenting different opinions throughout the lectures, and by asking the participants
to collaboratively work on certain projects. The underlying conception of transformative social learning
that can occur in such collaborative inquiry as staged in the Certificate is similar to that described in
Barth (2015) and Wals et al. (2014). It focuses on the relation of learning across different scales of social
organization–individual, group, organizational or societal – and builds on prevailing conceptions of
social learning in environmental management (Keen, Brown, and Dyball 2005; Steyart and Jiggins 2007).
To support this approach of identifying and better understanding heterogeneous approaches and
opinions in the lecture on complex problems, the used computer-based problem-solving scenario
should again fulfill certain criteria. First, the scenario has to allow for enough variety in the problem
solving performance to ensure that at least some students experience problems and fail to achieve a
perfect performance. Resulting positive and negative experiences, emotions and feelings could then
become topic of discussion in the related lecture and increase mutual understanding. Second, the
tool should also be able to identify different kinds of strategies to approach complex problems (e.g.
Güss, Tuason, and Orduña 2015), that could then be highlighted in class. If the scenario is successful in
evoking different kinds of experiences among the participants, a common group discussion of these
phenomena and also their possible origins would correspond to the aimed at transformative social
learning. Students would learn about their own behavior when dealing with complexity and at the
same time get experience with and increase their understanding of different approaches.

1.3.3. Structure of the lecture on cognitive pitfalls and related research questions
Given these considerations and in line with the scarce experiences of training complex problem-solving,
we decided to use a relatively simple computer-based problem-solving scenario that triggers more
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domain-general problem solving strategies (Brehmer 2005), and that, in its complexity, would also
correspond to LOSD models (Newell and Siri 2016). It was embedded in the related lecture as follows
(please see Sonnleitner forthcoming for a more detailed account). One week before the content-specific
lecture on cognitive pitfalls in dealing with complexity, the participants got the link to the computer-based problem-solving scenario (for further details see below). They could voluntarily work on it
whenever and wherever they preferred. After working on the scenario, they were asked to reflect on
their experiences by filling out a questionnaire which could by choice be sent to the instructors. In the
lecture itself, current models of human thinking were presented and then linked to research results on
complex-problem solving. This set the stage for a group discussion in which some selected responses
to the questionnaire were presented to trigger further exchange among the participants.
The present study evaluates, how well this structure, as well as the computer-based problem-solving
scenario itself helps to reach the above mentioned learning goals to (a) foster students’ understanding
of complex problems by interacting with them, and (b) increase awareness for different perspectives
on complex problems. Consequently, we investigate the following research questions:
(1) To
  what extent does the computer-based problem-solving scenario capture and provoke a
variety of problem-solving performances, applied strategies, experiences, emotions, and feelings among the participants?
(2)  To what extent can a computer-based problem-solving scenario that contains no more than 6
variables and that therefore is conceptually close to LOSD-models, evoke typical phenomena
found in the literature using scenarios containing a higher degree of complexity?

2. Method
2.1. The Genetics Lab
To confront the course participants with complexity and to assess their competencies to adequately deal
with it, the Genetics Lab was used (Figure 1; Sonnleitner et al. 2012, 2013). The Genetics Lab (GL) was
developed at the University of Luxembourg as a computer-based scenario to reliably measure complex
problem-solving competency within the educational context. In its development, special focus was set
on high psychometric quality of the resulting performance scores and a user interface of high usability.
The GL is freely available online (www.assessment.lu/GeneticsLab) and can be administered in English,
French, German, and Italian which was another consideration for using it in the highly international
and multilingual Certificate.
The GL consists of 12 different problems that have to be addressed consecutively within a time frame
of 35 min. For motivational reasons, the problems are semantically embedded in the environment of a
genetics lab (see Figure 1), i.e. the participants are scientists whose task is to investigate 12 fictive creatures (the problems). Note that due to the applied fictionalization, absolutely no previous knowledge
is needed to solve the presented problems. Each problem contains up to three (input-) variables that
can be manipulated by the participants (genes of the fictive creature), and several (output-) variables
that either are influenced by other variables, change on their own or remain stable (characteristics of
the creature). Participants have to interact with each problem in two phases. First, they have to explore
the unknown connections between genes and characteristics by systematically switching the genes’
activity on or off (see Figure 1a). From these experiments, participants should infer the genes’ effects
on the characteristics and enter them in a related database by drawing a causal model (see Figure 1b).
Confirming the final causal model by the participant starts the second phase during which this gathered
knowledge on the problem has to be applied to reach certain target states of the output variables (see
Figure 1c). Crucially, these target states have to be reached by only applying three consecutive manipulations, forcing the participants to plan their actions and think well in advance. Participants’ performance
on the Genetics Lab is described by indicators of exploration behavior, the gathered knowledge about
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Figure 1. Different tasks that have to be solved within the problem-solving scenario Genetics Lab (Figures taken from Sonnleitner
et al. 2012. (a) Exploration of the creature: Participants have to find out how genes of a fictive creature (depicted on the left) are
influencing the creature’s characteristics (depicted on the right). To this end, the genes can be switched ‘on’ or ‘off’ and by clicking
the ‘next day’ button at the top of the screen, participants can progress in time and study the consequences of their actions. (b)
Documentation of the gathered knowledge: At any time of their exploration, participants can switch to the database that depicts the
same genes and characteristics. They can document their gathered knowledge by drawing arrows between the variables, indicating
the direction and strength of the observed effects. Such a causal diagram can be seen as the participant’s mental model of the
problem. (c)Achievement of target values: In the final phase, participants should use their knowledge to achieve given target values
for the creature’s characteristics. They have to think and plan well in advance because they only have three time steps left to do this.
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Figure 1. (Continued).

the presented problems, and the ability to adequately control each problem in order to achieve target
values (see Table 2 for a detailed description of the resulting scores).
Despite their fictional semantic embedding, the presented problems incorporate characteristics classifying them as complex problems, such as interconnectivity, non-transparency of these connections,
containing dynamics, and contradicting goals (see Section 1.2.1; Buchner 1995; Sonnleitner et al. 2013).
Although they conceptually resemble LOSD models which do not include more than 5 different state variables (Newell and Siri 2016), the presented problems differ in that they realize dynamic developments
and demand direct participants’ interaction. Contrary to the concept of wicked problems which can
be seen as a constant stream of decisions under uncertainty without ever achieving a perfect solution
(e.g. Rittel and Webber 1973), all problems in the GL can be perfectly solved. Despite the fact, that no
computer-based simulation of a wicked problem was available, the chosen approach of simpler and
unanimously solvable problems offers the pedagogical advantages of (a) challenging the participants
without overwhelming them (note that also LOSD models contain fewer variables for this reason), and
(b) having clear-cut standards of how to judge participants’ performances – a difficult endeavor when
using wicked problems for which, per definition, no perfect solutions are known at all. Judgment of
performance on the other hand builds the base for feedback and thus, the opportunity to learn. The
time limit of 35 min for working on all 12 problems contributes to the GL’s ecological validity since most
complex real-world problems include decision-making under time-pressure.
Participants could work on the Genetics Lab online via the recommended internet browser Firefox
at a time and place of their choice. The participants’ behavior which served as basis for the analyses
was stored via log-files in a related data base at the University of Luxembourg. Since the environment
in which the scenario was worked on couldn’t be controlled, participants not working properly (i.e.
not depicting a causal model of the underlying connections or not manipulating the input variables
when target values should be achieved) were identified on base of log-files and excluded from further
analyses. In the end, 47 GL test protocols (about half of the total sample) could be used.
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2.2. Sample
For the analyses data of three consecutive student cohorts (2013–2015) of the course was used.
About two thirds of the participants were students from various bachelor and master studies from
the University of Luxembourg, the remaining third came from a broad range of disciplines and were
either self-employed or working within the public or private sector. Given that participants both in their
interaction with the computer-based scenario and in their questionnaire remain anonymous, further
details on the students’ background characteristics could not be linked back to their responses (see
limitations section below). Table 1 gives the number of course participants as well as the number of
Genetics Lab test protocols and retrieved questionnaires. In total, 97 students participated in the course
with roughly 30 students per semester. As can be seen, the proportion of students that worked on the GL
and handed in their questionnaire significantly increased over the years. This was partly due to a more
insistent demand of the assignment but also due to more motivated student cohorts in 2014 and 2015.

2.3. The self-reflective questionnaire
To provoke self-awareness and reflective thoughts, the students were offered a questionnaire that
they were asked to skim through before and be completed immediately after working on the GL. This
questionnaire consisted of 5 questions targeting the experienced challenges (e.g. ‘Did you like to master
the occurring challenges?’), 3 questions tackling the experienced emotions (e.g. ‘What kind of emotions
(positive and negative) did you experience while working on the Genetics Lab?’), 6 questions concerning the applied strategies (e.g. ‘What strategies did you use to gather knowledge?’), and one question
concerning the learning outcomes (i.e. ‘Did you learn anything about yourself by taking this task or
about your own processes of dealing with complexity?’). All questions were open-ended questions
without restrictions to length or type of answers. Responses had to be brought to the content-based
lecture and served as basis for the group discussion. Handing in the answers in written form was not
mandatory but encouraged. In total, analyses drew on 28 questionnaires which means that 60% of the
students working on the GL also handed in the assignment.

2.4. Data analysis
The approach for analyzing data was twofold, combining quantitative and qualitative data analysis
techniques alike. This strategy aimed at providing a rather holistic picture of students’ efforts and learning experiences. To objectify students’ performance in the complex problem solving task and make it
comparable to previous research literature, the related analysis followed statistical standards in the
field of cognitive psychology and psychometrics (cf. Eid, Gollwitzer, and Schmitt 2011). After computing
descriptive statistics of the GL’s performance indicators, group comparisons were made using Student’s
t-test for independent samples. Level of statistical significance was set to α = 5%.
Students’ open-ended responses to the administered questionnaire were investigated drawing on
standards of qualitative content analysis as reported in Mayring (2003, 2014). Based on previous literature, assumptions were formulated concerning potential categories of respondents. These categories
were compared to classes of students that inductively resulted when structuring the answers, resulting
in a final category system that served well for sorting the responses. By cross-checking the resulting
categories between the authors, we ensured a sufficient level of reliability and validity.
Table 1. Overview on the student sample.
2013
2014
2015
Total

Total course participants
28
36
33
97

Genetics Lab test protocols
8 (29% of participants)
16 (44%)
23 (70%)
47 (49%)

Questionnaires handed in
5 (63 % of GL test protocols)
9 (56%)
14 (61%)
28 (60%)
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To better trace the link participants made between the exercise and the content-based lecture,
questionnaire data was partly complemented by personal observations during the group discussion in
the related content lecture. Specific focus was laid on descriptions of experiences while working on the
computer-based problem-solving scenario and possible references to presented theoretical concepts.

3. Results
3.1. To what extent do students’ performances and experiences vary?
3.1.1. Exploration behavior
The students showed a very thorough problem exploration behavior (see Table 2 for greater details). Only
a quarter of the participants (p25) explored 75% or less of the creatures’ genes’ effects. Whereas the lowest
performing student only investigated 35% of the gene-related effects, 10 students investigated all of them.
The majority, however, did this in a highly inefficient way. On average, only 36% of the used exploration steps were informative in the sense that they unanimously revealed information about the underlying gene–characteristics cause and effect relations. The remaining steps were not informative, since
two or more genes were active at the same time which doesn’t allow for clear inferences. Whereas from
the least efficient student only 14% of the applied steps were informative, the most efficient student
created informative states in 67% of all realized steps.
Students spent around 2 min for exploring each creature with a minimum exploration time of 56 s
and a maximum exploration time of 4 min, 44 s per creature. This indicates a reasonable time management for the majority of the students, given that for 12 problems 35 min were available, leading to an
average time budget of 3 min per problem. As could be expected, students spent more time exploring
on creatures with higher complexity (i.e. having a higher degree of interconnectedness between the
variables).

3.1.2. Knowledge about the problems
In general, the students were quite successful in generating knowledge out of their explorative activities.
On average, 91% of the existing gene-characteristic relations were not only identified but also documented in the database. Even the lowest performing student correctly depicted 58% of the existing
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of students’ performance in the Genetics Lab.
Problem exploration
Completeness
Efficiency
Time spent exploring
Conducted experiments
Style of exploration

Acquired problem knowledge
Existing relations
Strength of relations
Overall knowledge
Controlling the problem
Target achievement
Time spent controlling

Description

Min.

Max.

p25

Mdn

p75

Percentage (pct.) of explored cause and effect
relations between variables
Pct. of informative exploration steps related to
total amount of applied exploration steps
Average time per problem spent exploring (in
minutes)
Number of applied exploration steps per problem
Ratio between time spent exploring and time
spent depicting the gathered knowledge. Higher
values indicate a more reflective exploration
style

35

100

75

83

97

14

67

24

36

50

0.93

4.06

1.52

2.10

2.66

2.92
.21

28.75
3.25

5.33
.48

7.5
.67

10
1.05

Pct. of correctly depicted cause and effect relations
between variables
Pct. of correctly depicted relation strengths
Pct. of correctly depicted problem information

58

100

76

91

97

10
46

100
100

57
73

80
88

92
95

Pct. of applied optimal steps to achieve target
values
Average time per problem spent controlling (in
minutes)

28

100

56

75

89

0.16

1.55

0.60

0.85

1.07

Note: p25 = first quartile (Q1); p75 = third Quartile (Q3).
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connections. Though, students were a bit less successful in identifying the exact strength of an effect
and whether it increased or decreased the outcome variable (Mdn = .80). On this scale, the lowest
performing student only got 10% of the depicted relations correct. When both scores were combined,
thus representing the achieved global knowledge, three quarter of the students depicted more than
73% of the existing relations correctly.

3.1.3. Achieving target values
The participants showed a relatively high ability of controlling the systems and thus achieving the
given target values. On average, 75% of all applied steps were optimal in the sense that they maximally
decreased the distance to the target values. The lowest performing student managed to set about one
third of the applied steps in an optimal way (min = 28%); the best student applied only optimal steps
(max = 100%), thus spanning a relatively large range of performance. Similar to the exploration phase,
students showed an adequate time management with about 50 s per problem. Together with the
median exploration time of 2 min (see above), this adds up to the theoretically available time budget
of 3 min per fictive creature. This also shows that participants spent twice as long to explore a problem
than to control it. Given that the students only had three steps to achieve the target values per problem,
they approximately spent 17 s to plan each manipulation.

3.1.4. Experienced emotions while working on the scenario
Based on the students’ answers to the self-reflective questionnaire, it was possible to better grasp the
emotions they experienced while working on the computer-based problem-solving scenario. Although
over the years, an increasing number of students handed in their answers (see Table 1 for an overview),
in total, we only had 28 such assignments to analyze which accounts for about 60% of the participants
that worked on the Genetics Lab. These assignments were investigated drawing on qualitative content
analysis (Mayring 2003, 2014). Based on the related literature (e.g. Güss, Tuason, and Orduña 2015) we
formulated the assumption that different types or groups of participants exist. By working through
the assignments we inductively formed categories that could adequately describe participants who
answered similarly to the four dimensions of our questionnaire (i.e. experienced challenges, experienced emotions, applied strategies, learning outcomes). In the end we could differentiate between
three clusters of participants: five students who reported a mainly positive experience with the GL, a
large group of students whose attitude was mainly negative (n = 18), and a group with largely neutral
or mixed experiences (n = 5). Based on their most frequent answers to the questionnaire’s domains, we
finally came up with a description of the groups that is presented in Table 5.
The ‘positive’ group really stood out in terms of reported enthusiasm, interest, and motivation within
the task. Both groups, ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ participants experienced knowledge gathering as biggest
challenge. Also, finding a good balance between time spent on problem exploration and controlling
the problem was described as difficult, especially in the light of tight time constraints. The negative
group though, additionally mentioned the high complexity of the problems and technical issues as
big challenges. The ‘neutral’ group didn’t declare any difficulties at all.
Although both groups experienced more or less similar challenges, the emotional reaction to them
was completely contrary. Whereas the positive students mainly described feelings of enthusiasm, excitement, curiosity, adrenaline and motivation, the negative ones reported loss of control, anxiety, insecurity,
frustration, uncertainty, and fear of failure.
Interestingly, these descriptions almost perfectly match the concepts of eustress, a positive form of
stress that relates to an optimal level of arousal, and distress that results in the face of overwhelming
challenges and is perceived as mainly negative (Lazarus 1974). A potential key to explaining these
contrary reactions can be seen in the declared strategies that were used by the participants. Whereas
the positive group stated that they applied systematic exploration strategies, that they made use of the
database to document the knowledge and that they planned every step in advance, the negative group
mostly relied on intuition and made no use of the database. Thus, it seems as if the positive group had
useful strategies at hand to cope with the encountered challenges compared to the negatively tempered
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students that lacked such strategies and thus ‘relied on intuition’. Both groups though acknowledged the
interconnectedness of the variables and therefore aimed at achieving the target values simultaneously.
Diversity could also be found concerning the participants’ subjective learning outcomes. Positive
students highlighted insights into their approach and handling of challenges that trigger motivation
and could be overcome by perseverance, concentration, and ambition. In addition to this motivational
aspect, they also learned that complex problems are at best tackled by first analyzing single components and then studying their connections. In contrast, negative or largely neutral participants reported
almost no learning outcomes. Some mentioned an increased awareness concerning their problems
with complexity and time pressure and reflected their character traits in the light of these challenges.
For some of them it also became evident that complex problems are best tackled by creating sub goals.

3.2. Can typical phenomena in complex problem-solving be replicated?
3.2.1. Different exploration styles
By looking at the ratio between time spent on actively exploring the creatures and time spent on depicting the acquired knowledge in the related database, based on the observations by Güss, Tuason, and
Orduña (2015), we created a proxy for the applied exploration style. The majority of the students spent
more time actively exploring the problems (Mdn = .67) with only about a quarter of them spending an
equal amount or more time on drawing the related causal models (p75 = 1.05). The most active student
spent only a fifth of his exploration time in the database (min = .21) whereas the most reflective student
took more than 3 times as long to work on an adequate causal model than to explore (max = 3.25).
We found further proof for the score’s validity when we split the sample according to the median,
thus creating an active (n = 24) and a more reflective subsample (n = 23) and looked at the related
performance scores. For statistical comparisons, the level of significance was set to α = 5% (see Tables
3 and 4 for further details). Whereas the reflective ones showed a more efficient exploration behavior
(t = −2.95, p < .00) and significantly better knowledge about the problems (t = −2.03, p = .04), the active
ones applied on average 4–5 more exploration steps on a problem (t = 2.62, p = .01). Crucially though,
the reflective students could not use their more detailed knowledge when controlling the problems,
thus showing no statistically significant difference to the active students when trying to achieve certain
target values (t = −.84, p = .41). This result is in line with previous findings, showing that active students
build up procedural knowledge that is at least of equal value when it comes to controlling a system
(see above, e.g. Güss, Tuason, and Orduña 2015; Kretzschmar and Süß 2015).
Table 3. T-test between ‘active’ and ‘reflective’ students.
Efficiency
Overall knowledge
Conducted experiments
Target achievement

t
−2.949
−2.050
2.667
−0.835

df
45.00
45.00
45.00
45.00

p
.01
.04
.01
.41

Mean difference
−12.30
−8.591
3.620
−5.277

SE difference
0.042
4.227
1.381
6.321

Note: Alpha was set to α = .05.

Table 4. Group descriptives for ‘active’ and ‘reflective’ students.
Efficiency
Overall knowledge
Conducted experiments
Target achievement

Group
active
reflective
active
reflective
active
reflective
active
reflective

N
23
24
23
24
23
24
23
24

Mean
30.8
43.1
78.41
87
10.36
6.74
67.62
72.89

SD
0.151
0.135
16.950
11.355
6.247
2.241
21.492
21.838

SE
0.031
0.027
3.534
2.318
1.303
0.457
4.481
4.458
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3.2.2. Typical mistakes in modeling effects and causations
A detailed analysis of the students’ causal diagrams revealed highly interesting insights. Figure 2 shows
the correct cause and effect relations of problem 8 (depicted on the top) compared to two wrong diagrams that were frequently drawn (depicted in the middle, and on the bottom). In the correct model
which is depicted in Figure 2(a), characteristic 1 is positively influenced (+) by gene 1. In addition, it
increases over time, represented by the positive effect (+) from the time variable. Both effects, however,
are neutralized by the strong negative influence (- -) of gene 2 on characteristic 1. The same occurs for
characteristic 3, for which gene 2’s negative effect (−) is neutralized by its own positive development
(+). Whereas gene 3 has no effect at all, characteristic 2 is not influenced by any gene and also not
changing on its own.
Both faulty models, however, can be classified as typical errors as described in the literature on
building mental knowledge models about a problem (e.g. Brehmer 2005; Dörner 1989; Osman 2010a).
In Figure 2(b), the impact of the external time variable that does not belong to variables that can be
manipulated (the creature’s genes), neither to the output variables (the creature’s characteristics) is not
identified and thus omitted in the drawn model. The impact of the time variable on the characteristics is
attributed to the genes 1–3: Whereas in the correct model, gene 1 has a positive effect on characteristic
1, this effect’s strength is increased in the wrong model to also account for the positive influence of

Figure 2. Cause and effect models for problem 8 depicted by the participants. The frequency of each model is given in brackets. (a)
Correct causal model of problem 8 (n = 18). Characteristic 1 is positively influenced by gene 1 and increasing on its own, represented
by a positive influence of the time variable. (b) Most frequent wrong causal model of problem 8 (n = 16). The influence of the time
variable is omitted and its effect is attributed to genes. (c) Second most frequent wrong causal model of problem 8 (n = 12). The
influence of the time variable is acknowledged but not separated and therefore subtracted from other effects.
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time on characteristic 1. Similarly, the negative effects of gene 2 on characteristics 1 and 3 are alleviated
or even missing. Instead, gene 3 that has no effect on the system at all is now depicted as positively
influencing characteristics 1 and 3. Common cause of this problem is a missing explorative step that
deactivates all genes and thus allows to unanimously study the effect of time on the characteristics.
The second most frequently depicted wrong model shown in Figure 2(c) is more elaborated in the
sense that it acknowledges the influence of time on characteristics 1 and 3. The students drawing this
model thus were aware that these characteristics change on their own but were not able to differentiate this effect from the genes’ effects. Whereas the reason for the first faulty model can be found in a
suboptimal exploration strategy, it’s highly plausible that the cause for this kind of mistake lies in the
higher cognitive demand of subtracting the time’s impact from the observed genes’ effects. The awareness of the system-immanent effect gets outplayed by the perception of the actively caused effect of
the genes. In this sense, both faulty models thus represent a hierarchy of mistakes. The high frequency
of both wrong models (16 vs. 12 which accounts for almost 60% of all drawn models) can be seen as
further proof that they exemplify systematic errors.

4. Discussion
4.1. The added value of using a computer-based scenario within the Certificate
The present paper set out to present the Luxembourgish approach to confront students in sustainability
education with emotions and uncertainty in the light of complexity and to evaluate this method by
analyzing the students’ competency and behavior to tackle a computer-based problem-solving scenario. This evaluation centered on the questions, if (a) students’ performances and experiences on the
administered scenario sufficiently vary to demonstrate diversity in problem-solving approaches, and (b)
to what extent known phenomena in complex problem-solving research can be replicated to enable
experiential learning. Results are encouraging, suggesting that the presented approach succeeds in
achieving the learning goals of the Luxembourgish Certificate on Sustainable Development and Social
Innovation. In turn, both research questions will be addressed in greater detail, highlighting the added
value of using a computer-based problem-solving scenario by discussing its’ educational implications.

4.1.1. Diversity in complex problem-solving can be demonstrated by students’ experiences
Results clearly showed that despite students’ high general level of performance to explore, and gather
knowledge about a scenario, individual efforts and strategies heavily varied. When target values had to
be achieved, the majority also showed high ability in correctly manipulating the input variables while
still leaving room for improvements. Given that the difficulty of the scenarios was calibrated using
high school students, the participants were, in fact, expected to perform better. Especially concerning the efficiency when exploring a problem and the level of detail of the generated mental model
of the problem, students showed potential for development. The level of complex problem solving
performance varied also between two identifiable groups that showed differing styles of exploration.
Results suggest that the groups identified in the present study do not perfectly match those identified
in the study of Güss, Tuason, and Orduña (2015). Compared to Güss et al., the more ‘reflective’ students
showed a superior exploration strategy using less exploration steps that led to higher knowledge on
the problems while Güss et al. described lower performance of the slower and more ‘cautious’ students.
This raises the question if the differences were caused by diverse ways of identifying the groups or to
what extent the emergence of groups can be generalized across scenarios. Either way, the identification
of more ‘active’ but planless students seems valid and backed by the data.
From an educational point of view, this discovered variation is helpful for achieving the postulated
learning goals in several ways. To begin with, it indicates that students’ competencies to confront complex problems are adequately captured. Too easy or too difficult scenarios (i.e. including a higher number
of variables/effects and thus complexity) would fail to show potential for development. In line with
teaching experiences based on (static) LOSD-models (e.g. Newell and Siri 2016), results suggest that also
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(dynamic) scenarios including up to 6 variables are optimal in the sense of realizing an adequate amount
of complexity. Thus, using such scenarios would help to complement the study of static LOSD-models
by adding dynamic components and providing room for testing new strategies and interventions.
Having an adequate indicator of students’ competencies though, is the precondition to learn about
their strengths and weaknesses in this context. Thus, another educational implication of the presented
results is that such scenarios are suited to provide feedback to students about their problem exploration strategy, their ability to deduce a mental model of a system and to apply the knowledge to steer
the system that would otherwise be impossible to achieve. This feedback could either be used as a
pointer to individual weaknesses and zones for development or as the baseline or final assessment
for standardized training programs in this domain (e.g. Micheli 2016). In fact, it could be used as an
indicator whether lectures on complex systems or problems as for example suggested by Vester (2012)
are efficient in communicating competencies used to steer and influence them.
Finally, variation is the precondition to discuss different approaches and styles of tackling problems in
order to increase awareness for diverse perspectives. The Certificate’s immanent goal of transformative
social learning by collaborative inquiry (see above), could be realized by explicating these different
approaches to complex problem-solving. For example, when students explained their behavior or
even experienced downward spiral during the group discussion of the content lecture, it helped a
lot in creating mutual understanding among the participants. Such experiences wouldn’t have been
possible without actually working on complex scenarios since students (a) wouldn’t know about their
own reactions when confronting complexity due to a lack of related practice, or (b) would most likely
project their own opinions and approaches on others.

4.1.2. Typical phenomena in complex problem-solving can be replicated
The second research question investigated whether typical mistakes and observations reported in
the literature could also be found with the applied computer-based problem-solving scenario. Such

Table 5. Groups of participants and their characterization based on most frequent answers to questions from the questionnaire.

Experienced challenges (5)

Positive participants (5)
Gathering knowledge and
controlling the process of
problem exploration and
solving; dealing with time
constraints

Experienced emotions (3)

Enthusiasm, confidence, security, interest, excitement,
curiosity, willingness to
learn, ambition, motivation,
adrenaline

Applied strategies (6)

Systematic exploration; use
of database to document
knowledge; achieving
targets simultaneously;
Planning every step
Challenges trigger motivation
to achieve results; Challenges can be overcome by
perseverance, concentration
and ambition; Complex
problems should be tackled
by analyzing components
and their interlinks

Learning outcomes (1)

Negative participants (18)
Gathering knowledge and
controlling the process of
problem exploration and
solving; dealing with time
constraints; high complexity
of problems; dealing with
technical problems; lack of
explanations
Loss of control, anxiety, tension, insecurity, frustration,
disappointment, anger,
doubt, panic, stress, high
uncertainty, fear of failure,
fear of blame
Reliance on intuition; no usage of database; achieving
targets simultaneously
Mixed: from almost none to
awareness of complexity
and time pressure; necessity
of creating sub goals within
a complex task, self-experience/reflection of character
traits in the light of frustration and time pressure

Largely neutral and mixed
(5)
None

Mixture of anger, interest,
ambition, curiousness

No specific techniques or
strategies

Almost none, confirmation of
previous experiences with
complex tasks
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experiential learning would considerably expand students’ understanding of the related content lecture and enable a completely different level of insight into common phenomena in this context. It was
indeed surprising when looking at the qualitative data from the questionnaire and finding phrases like
‘I relied on intuition’ next to experiences of loss of control, anxiety, and high uncertainty. These descriptions were exactly what could be expected when a situation is overwhelming and rational thinking is
outplayed by known cognitive biases (Osman 2010a; Stanovich 2009). Looking at the experiences of
the negative participants, it was suspected that they largely match with the active group that unsystematically explored the problems. Unfortunately, it was impossible to link the questionnaires to the
GL test protocols making it impossible to investigate this hypothesis. The higher number of (unsystematic) exploration steps of the active group, however, could be an indicator of the hectic and blind
actionism of negative participants that lacked other strategies. This again, would match an observation
made by Dörner (1989), who also describes such a downward spiral in his studies. When the situation
worsens, people tend to increase their activity without adequate planning which aggravates the problem even further. The positive participants on the contrary had strategies at hand or developed them
in the course of interacting with the problem. This in turn strengthened their feeling of control and
allowed for conscious planning behavior, most likely resulting in more adequate mental models and a
more efficient exploration strategy. Note that these results also suggest that participants emotionally
responded to the exercise, a circumstance probably not reachable with traditional ways of teaching
(e.g. written material or a lecture).
Another striking finding was the existence of error hierarchies in the depicted models of the problems
as shown in Figure 2. Both illustrated errors, the omission of the time variable and the lack of differentiating its influence from the other effects, could be linked to the availability heuristic that sets the
focus on information that is more salient and leads to overestimating the own impact (e.g. Kahneman
2011; Stanovich 2009). In sum, at least central phenomena in the context of complex problem-solving
can also be caused and observed with the scenario that was used for the lecture, the Genetics Lab.
Thus, with respect to the Certificate’s educational goals, results are encouraging. Given the answers
to the questionnaire, fostering a self-reflective dimension concerning the applied strategies and experienced emotions in the face of complexity was successful. Most students that handed in their assignments critically analyzed their own behaviour while working on the task. Together with the observed
(systematic) strategies and errors, these reflections point to the educational potential of the presented
approach to demonstrate and teach specific strategies in systems thinking as advocated for example
by Dörner (1989), Dyball and Newell (2015) or Vester (2012). Illustrating typical errors in dealing with
complexity within the content-based lecture by drawing on data from the participants themselves might
increase acceptance and thus the learning transfer by strengthening the link to personal experiences.
Discussing the observed problem-solver groups within the lecture could also be a promising avenue
for additionally raising awareness concerning diversity in the approach to tackle complex problems.
Another educational implication concerns the group reflection and discussion on the students’ experiences with the GL. After discussing the human cognitive system and its fallacies in decision-making
and the interaction with complex problems within the lecture (see above), some exemplary statements
of the assignments were presented to the group to start a joint conversation. This usually provoked
at least some personal reports of experiences with the GL. Students actively tried to make the link
between the lecture’s content and their experiences. For example, when they described their behavior
in the light of time pressure, they frequently referred to a specific cognitive system that was previously
discussed in the lecture. Even if some of these statements mainly were made to create a good impression, they strengthened the link between their own experiences and the lecture. On the other hand,
using students’ own expressions from the assignments made previously discussed abstract concepts,
for example such as myopic planning behavior more tangible and also more convincing (note that
the assignment had to be finished before the lecture). In general, statements made within the group
discussion mainly reflected those from the assignments. Future courses could also specifically address
the group of mainly negatively tempered students by making their experienced downward spiral while
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working on the problem an explicit topic of the group discussion. Maybe this succeeds in making the
most out of their negative experience.

4.1.3. Limitations
As one of the biggest limitations of the study looms the missing link between the questionnaire data
and the GL test protocols. Out of anonymity reasons, it was decided to not ask for the participants ID for
the GL but creating such a link would have made the conclusions drawn from the data even stronger.
Given the outlook on providing individual feedback on complex problem solving ability, it should be
reconsidered making this link mandatory. In this context, background information of the students could
be collected, thus making it possible to investigate whether there are performance differences between
regular university students and already employed or self-employed participants.
Another limitation clearly concerns the representativeness of the sample. Only half of the participants
worked on the GL and only 60% of them handed in their personal experiences. It’s impossible to say
therefore, whether the other half of the participants would have scored even higher or would have
had even bigger problems. The often mentioned technical problems were heard and are considered
in future lectures that might offer the GL in a more controlled setting at the University of Luxembourg.
Another approach would be to make the assignment also mandatory. This on the other hand might
cause noisy data when less motivated students are forced to work on the problem-solving scenario.
Again, maybe the outlook of individual performance feedback might increase motivation to participate.

4.2. Conclusions and outlook
In sum, the study has demonstrated that computer-based problem-solving scenarios show substantial
added value for Sustainability Education. They enable to capture and illustrate different competencies
and individual approaches to tackle complex problems. Moreover, they allow for vivifying content lectures by providing students with hands-on experiences on known phenomena in human-decision-making. However, for successfully integrating such scenarios in future classes in this domain, some ‘lessons
learned’ should be considered.
First, the scenario that is used has to meet certain criteria. Besides the obvious flawless technical
realization (e.g. no problems in starting and using the tool even for tech-adverse students), the scenario
has to contain a certain degree of complexity that guarantees a sufficient amount of variety in students
performances and approaches. Only building on this variety enables individual learning experiences,
the replication of certain phenomena, and the possibility for social learning by looking at different
experiences. Enhancing the used scenario itself to incorporate more variables or dynamic developments
might open up even other avenues for application. For example, another structure of the lecture would
also be possible, assessing the students’ initial problem-solving ability at the very beginning and at the
end of the Certificate in Sustainable Development and Social Innovation, thus creating a pre-post-test
design offering unanimous data on potential improvements of students’ ability to deal with emotions
and uncertainty in the light of complexity. The results nevertheless show, that given the learning goals
of the presented lecture, even a scenario (only) incorporating characteristics of LOSD-models like the
Genetics Lab is sufficient. Note that at the time the lecture on facing complexity was drafted, to the
knowledge of the authors no other non-commercial, functioning computer-based scenario that was
not completely technically outdated was available. The search for an appropriate computer-based
problem-solving scenario thus, is not as easy as the mentioned preconditions might suggest.
The second crucial aspect however, is the implementation of such a tool within the overarching
educational concept of the respective course. To deepen students’ understanding of common mistakes
and typical phenomena in complex problem solving, a related content lecture on cognitive psychological aspects is highly recommended (see also Sonnleitner, 2018). Such a link can structure learning
experiences and act as guidance for related group discussions. Though, to counterbalance this cognitive
psychological perspective in commonly interdisciplinary courses of sustainability education, ‘critical
interdisciplinarity’ in subsequent lectures can be recommended, as practiced within the Certificate. By
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juxta-posing perspectives on sustainability challenges derived from disparate fields of knowledge, such
as ecology, sociology of science, and cognitive psychology, contradictions, tensions and incongruences
between underlying assumptions can be identified and used as a space for creative thinking about
possible new ways of problem framing and developing innovative courses of action. Last but not least,
it’s worth mentioning that the offered questionnaire the students had to answer immediately after
working on the scenario also proved very helpful. It offers valuable insights about the participants and
can be used for the following group discussions. A more reflective and self-aware approach to these
problems may be induced, by discussing the diversity of strategies and associated emotions, feelings
and integrated experiences in class.
A complex and dynamically changing environment asks for innovative solutions. Let’s hope that the
presented approach to confront students with complexity within the context of sustainability education
helps finding some of them.
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ABSTRACT

Gathering information, comparing points of view, and designing actions in
and about problematic situations are no longer purely academic activities.
Learning about complex state of affairs is becoming an increasingly widelydistributed necessity and practice, including within civil society. We propose
to give first-hand information – as practitioners and members of a citizens’
wind energy co-operative in Belgium – about the problematic and highly
controversial coexistence between wind farms and red kite (Milvus milvus).
Will be reported the implementation of a community-based management
scheme involving active, original practices of collaboration between
citizens with local knowledge and skills and experts or scientists in order
to produce research and intervention questions, methods, and results that
are claimed to be more sustainable. The sustainability challenges are to
design and set up in context a local space for collaboration and learning
that departs from traditional public regulatory procedures (i.e. impact
studies, public information meetings, etc.). However, the outcomes of this
collaborative approach remain fragile. We shall argue in this regard that
both the Transdisciplinary Environmental Research and the art of diplomacy
may be central to the emergence of reflexive governance within transition
processes that strive to be sustainable.
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Introduction
While energy production is generally considered in terms of its technical dimension, energy transition
generally implies a new context within which its decentralisation and repossession by citizens becomes
a social, political and economic challenge (Raineau 2011). One of these challenges is to know how
these citizens can contribute to the implementation of new relationships with the world and nature, in
particular, while remaining open to new possibilities. Since the end of the twentieth century an increasing number of residents or users associations have been created whose members consider that they
have a civic duty to become informed about their environment and to participate in its management.
Certain authors also put forward the idea of ‘citizen sciences’ (Callon 2011; Charvolin 2007) that is to
say, active and original collaboration initiatives between skilled citizens equipped with local knowledge
and experts or scientists, in order to produce research and intervention questions, methods and results
CONTACT François Mélard
f.melard@ulg.ac.be
†
The Socioeconomic, Environment, and Development (SEED) Research Team of the University of Liège (Arlon Campus – Belgium)
has been participating in the organization of a master’s in environmental science and management, with the accent on
transdisciplinarity, for more than twenty years (http://www.seed.ulg.ac.be/ in French). The study of environment and sustainability
teaching methods from the social sciences perspective is one of its major strands of research.
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that are claimed to be more sustainable (Stengers 1999). We will argue that, in this regard, the art of
diplomacy may be central to the emergence of reflexive governance within the transition processes
that strive to be sustainable.1

The theoretical frameworks
In order to interpret the observations and actions recounted in this case study, we will use two distinct
but complementary theoretical frameworks. Each of these contributes to the characterisation of two
dimensions of the situation: What type of situation/knowledge is at stake? and What type of relations
are needed? First of all, it will be necessary to anticipate these controversial environmental situations
which lead to an awareness of a multiplicity of ways of learning and therefore forms of knowledge
whether these be expert or not. This is what Peters and Wals call epistemological pluralism (Peters and
Wals 2013). Our approach is based on this perspective of transdisciplinary environmental research; as
well as the role we ascribe to ourselves as academics in society. The second dimension and the most
important in terms of our contribution, as a corollary, is the respect to be granted to the specificity of
relations that can stem from this epistemological pluralism. This ethical and moral dimension is crucial
if we acknowledge the idea that knowledge is, at first, experiential (Dewey 1948). In this respect, the
quality of relations is of the utmost importance for creativity, and the production of effective, pertinent,
value-based, and legitimate knowledge (Wals 2010). The concept of the ecology of practice and its
diplomatic stance called for by the Belgian philosopher Isabelle Stengers is inspirational for us in that
it gives value to hesitations and concerns expressed by diverse social and scientific milieux (Stengers
2006, 2010, 2011).

What type of situation/knowledge is at stake? A transdisciplinary environmental research
With Ulrich Beck – as political philosopher (Beck 1992) – and Funtowicz and Ravets – as philosophers
of science (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993) – we share the idea that the occident entered a governance era
facing situations marked by indeterminacy (of action), value-ladenness (of the claims of knowledge),
controversy (of point of view), uncertainties (about knowledge production), complexity (of relations)
and urgency (of decisions to be made). And this is probably best exemplified by the management of
environmental issues. According to Peters and Wals, those fraught situations do indeed call for new ways
of producing knowledge and wisdom (Peters and Wals 2013). And that ‘transdisciplinary environmental
research’ would be a key feature in the pursuit of sustainability research. In this respect, transformative
knowledge and learning processes are presented as an adequate marker of environmental and sustainability education (ESE) (Mezirow 1997; Thomas 2009). On an individual basis, it means becoming aware
of one’s own tacit assumption, a way of defining and framing the situation, in order to be able to change
and improve one’s belief, attitudes and actions (Mezirow 2009). On a more social basis, transformative
knowledge and learning take place in governance issues related to modes of action where ‘local people’
as a group of actors (affected local residents or amateurs) take the initiative in defining the problem, in
investigating and in making and implementing decisions with support from ‘experts’ where needed.
(Conrad and Hilchey 2011). In this respect, we envision transformative knowing and learning process
not in an educational setting but in those of activists and citizens (Leach, Scoones, and Wynne 2005;
Conrad and Hilchey 2011) where deliberations take place through public work. Transformative knowledge processes may occur in suitable spaces where participants have to explore – to work around – an
issue. And, after gathering hopes, concerns and … data, whereby deliberations, uncertainties and
ignorance are commonly acknowledged and open to new insights, questions and propositions. But as
far as we are concerned, what remains to be described is the ways ‘adequate’ relations are produced
between protagonists as participants in a learning process in order to achieve such transdisciplinary
environmental research.
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What type of relations are needed? The ecology of practice and the art of diplomacy
Our contribution to Transdisciplinary Environmental Research is, by taking stock of the relational nature
of Knowledge, and Knowledge production, an illustration of one form that relations can take when
grounded in making context-specific both fact establishment and value judgements. Here is how Peters
& Wals present relational consequences in dealing with sustainability issues:
The science as community perspective calls for an emancipatory approach that recognizes that the dynamics of
our current world are such that all citizens – including scientists and scholars – need to become engaged in an
active dialogue to establish co-owned objectives, shared meanings, and a joint, self-determined plan of action
to make changes that they themselves consider desirable, and that contribute to a more sustainable society as a
whole. (Peters and Wals 2013, 89)

What this present article is all about is the designing of such ‘active dialogue’. We may suppose that the
activeness of this dialogue is related to the ‘degree’ of commitment of their participants. But commitment may also be used in order to persuade, to impose one’s frame of analysis. To what should we be
commited? This question is dealt with by Stengers when she calls for the promotion of an ecology of
practices and thus the quality of this dialogue which respect the specificity of a practice.
Bruno Latour, as a sociologist and philosopher of science, in contrast to two major sources of knowledge production – the matter of fact that relates to the production of undisputable and stabilized body
of knowledge (usually quantitative and scientific one), and the matter of values that relates to the
definition of the desirable, the legitimate in a social milieu – acknowldeges the importance of defining
a third realm: the matters of concern; this state of being that depends on the ability to hesitate, to slow
down, to resist when confronted by a new, controversial, uncertain and complex situation and where the
‘right’ way to think and to act is no more straighforward (Latour 2004, 2008). Concerns may be crucial for
ESE because it involves the active commitment of those who are in a joint-learning process and where
controversies or even conflicts are becoming educational as well as becoming research resources for
citizens (Van Poeck, Goeminne, and Vandenabeele 2014; Mélard, Denayer, and Semal 2015).
At the heart of these matters of concern, lies the distinction made by Stengers between obligations
and demands (exigences in french). Both define the specificities of the practices of a social milieu; both
in terms of this milieu’s way of relating what all their practices are about, and at the same time, in terms
of how to preserve their identities in relation to others. ‘Identity explains a requirement that must be
seen to be recognised by others. On the other hand, their obligations do not mobilise scientists, they
lead them to hesitate’(Stengers 2006).2 Indeed, the obligations are those imposed on practitioners by
their subjects of study or interest:
Contacting a practitioner in so far as he is ‘obliged’ by his practice, is to assert that he is capable of not hiding
behind an identity. An obligation does not in fact identify because it leaves open the question of knowing how
it must be fulfilled or what might betray it. Its purpose is not to unite around one mode of judgement, and it can
also be divisive. In addition, the question as to by what means practitioners have an obligation is never general. It
is always a matter of what compels such a situation, such a proposition. But it also asks those who try to get close
to the practices of ‘not knowing’, the point where practitioners hesitate. (Stengers 2006, 68)

What manifests the ‘ecological’ character of practices is that this coupling of Obligation/Demands does
not have as its aim the manner of ‘correctly’ describing practitioners, ‘but the way to address them’
(Stengers 2006, 67, 68).

The art of diplomacy…
How to address others? This is indeed one of the main issues of diplomacy. According to Stengers:
Linking the question of peace with the art of diplomacy is an answer to the constraints of ecology because this art,
which involves artifice, translates the fact that those who eventually succeed in getting along with each other were
not ‘meant to get along’. Agreement does not stem from the fact that misunderstandings have been overcome,
or that a balance has been reached by resolution of a temporary conflict. If agreement is to ‘stick’, it is not because
the world has become ‘simpler’, stripped of whatever disturbed it, but because a more complicated world has
been created, containing enough extra dimensions to allow what is contradictory to coexist. (Stengers 2006, 252)
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In his article in Nature, Andy Stirling’s advice to all experts facing complex and uncertain situations is
to ‘Keep it Complex’ by ‘supporting more plural and conditional methods’ for more scientific relevancy
and more democratic accountability (Stirling 2010). Following the same line of reasoning, in a previous
article, Mélard and Mormont presented the outcomes experienced by citizens confronted with opening
the black box of a statistical modelling of toxic effects linked to pesticide use in Belgium. We suggested
characterising this learning process by the deliberation and emergent construction of a ‘pragmatic
collective interest’: ‘an interest that collects, which joins several different interests together without
reducing them to a common principle, which would [not] be reductive in order to be efficient’ (Mélard
and Mormont 2013, 2241, 2242). They therefore also offer another way of resolving the paradox of
efficiency: … by ecologising it. Therefore, to quote Isabelle Stengers, it involves favouring ‘the creation
of a local articulation between divergent interests, an articulation between heterogeneous parties that
remain heterogeneous, which connects without unifying, which composes without submitting the
terms of that composition to a common interest’ (Stengers 2006, 243).
A creation which is the responsibility of debatting members of the social milieux as ‘diplomats’.
According to Stengers, two main features define the practices of diplomats: first, the situation produced by diplomats should not publicly stage a strong and a weak position among the protagonists.
They have to adress them as producers of their own questions, their own point of view and their own
position. Which implies, and this is the second feature, an acceptance of the risk of being exposed to
the accusation of betrayal (included by their own mandator) (Stengers 2006, 254, 255). Moreover, ‘only
those who are part of a practice, that is to say, those whom the obligations of this practice cause to
hesitate, can be exposed to an accusation of treason the risk of which calls for diplomatic intervention
and the proposition of peace that stems from it’. In this respect, the role of the social scientist is never
to become spokesperson for those groups but, at least, to favor such a culture of diplomacy.
Despite the fact that Stengers – as philosopher of science – elaborates her theory in the highly specific
setting of scientific knowledge production, her argument is highly significant for other settings where
legitimate knowledge is multiple and disputed; especially in local situations where tensions may arise
between scientific and lay knowldge about how to frame the problem, how to make an assesmment,
how to produce a compromise. The Stengers theory of diplomacy challenges the active disconnection
between scientific and lay realms if we acknowledge the fact that, in the ‘matters of everyday life’, public
policy and regulatory procedures are already made of scientific and technological’s applied knowledges
and artefacts that are produced and reproduced without being necessarly challenged. They carry and
embody social and political visions and conceptions of what should be the role, the competences or
characteristics of citizens, of birds, of technological infrastructures and independent expertise.
An ecology of practices therefore presupposes a meeting under the auspices of diplomats that is
to say, a meeting that keeps the parties – understood as practitioners – in the formulation of their own
requirements (and which somewhat defines the identity they consider themselves to have in the eyes of
others), but also which preserves their obligations in their mode of attachment to what is being debated.

The case study
In 2009, the sky of the Belgian province of Luxembourg was declared open for business: following pressure in favour of the development of sustainable energy sources, and, in particular, large wind turbines.
The national defence forces agreed to free up airspace generally used for fighter command exercises.
This enabled wind farm developers to develop their industrial projects and sign exclusivity contracts
with farmers for the right to rent plots of land suitable for the installation of wind turbines. This ‘wind
rush’ would extend as far as the south of the province, and more precisely, along large infrastructures
(motorways, railways) – areas that have already been impacted from a noise and visual point of view,
and now prioritised by the Walloon public authorities. The commune of Habay constitutes one of the
most suitable regions for the installation of wind farms. Given the increase in installation offers, the
commune opted for a wind-farm developer who was open to local citizen participation in the project
(whether or not this was communal in nature). A small group of citizens then became hesitant: should
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they oppose a new industrial project, or, conversely, seize the opportunity to develop a resource which
could drive the development of sustainable energy in the region that would benefit the citizens living
there. So this group opportunistically created a cooperative – the Lucéole cooperative – in order to be
able to have a say in the conditions under which the project would be developed, particularly during
the construction phase. The priority of the Lucéole cooperative, clearly stated during its foundation in
2010, was to favour the production of sustainable energy which it considered to be citizen-centred in
that citizens would be part-owners of the site, and local, in that members of the cooperative would be
sure to derive economic benefit from it and that sustainable development measures would be implemented in the commune of Habay.
The first wind farm project was radical: it identified an alignment of 17 potential wind turbine installation points. This number dwindled away following consideration of an increasing number of variables
only one of which is of interest to us in the context of this article: the conservation of biodiversity. It
seems that the future wind farm is situated at the boundary of an exclusion zone established by the
Natagora association for nature protection. One of the motivations behind the establishment of this
zone was the presence of an industrial landfill centre (CET) which was favourable to the presence of birds
of prey, the red kite; a protected species (listed in annex 1 of the bird directive 79/409/CEE & International
Union Conservation Nature – IUCN – red list.). For this reason, the opinion of the DNF administration
(the Walloon Nature and Forests Administration) was unfavourable following an evaluation by DEMNA
(its scientific division): there are conservation issues including a protected species : the red kite (Milvus
milvus). There was a risk of collisions and potential impacts. Therefore the existence/presence of red
kites became relevant to the project and the threat to their future was described.
For a significant number of the members of the Lucéole cooperative, the potential threat to red kite
populations on the site was a problem. They took the view that it was their civic duty to deal with this
threat given that their cooperative involved citizen participation. It appears that a cooperative based
on the challenges of sustainable development, and, in this case, sustainable energy management,
mobilises a large diversity of citizens/members: not only engineers, economists, financial experts or
lawyers … but also ecologists, biologists and ornithologists (both professional and amateur). It is this
very diversity that also underlines the complexity of the collective: working together to reconcile different dimensions of the project that, at first glance, seemed contradictory or opposite.

The workshop
Objections by the DNF Administration with regard to the suitability of installing wind turbines on the
territory of the Habay parish is based on a primary concern: that of ensuring the conservation of red
kite (and black kite) populations. This concern is based on the fact that this species is on the IUCN red
list as an endangered species and also the fact that ornithological observations revealed the presence
of nesting sites near the site of the future wind farm. But what relationship can be established between
this concern and the development of the wind farm infrastructure? What knowledge and what consequences is this problem made up of? Is the knowledge adequate with regard to the objectives being
pursued? And what are these objectives exactly? Potentially contradictory objectives can often lead to
conflict if they are not articulated properly. In other words, how can the knowledge produced about the
kites be used in the search for a coexistence with the wind farms? It is to this end that Lucéole cooperative and Natagora, the main regional Association for nature protection, decided to invest in this join
knowledge and learning process: giving a status report on knowledge about the red kite populations
and appreciating the consequences for the management of the future wind farm project.
In the winters of 2011–2012, the one-day seminar, which took place in a room in a local food co-op in
the south of the province of Luxembourg, brought together 7 professional experts (in ornithology and
nature management), 5 local ornithologists, 11 members of the Lucéole cooperative (among them 2 translators). The seminar was delivered into English and French, it was necessary to facilitate a convergence of
international (NL-D-Lux – B) and local experiences with regard to red kite observations, in particular, with
regard to its interactions with wind farms. This initiative, which was jointly created by the two partners,
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made it possible to deal with any grey areas in terms of knowledge: particularly in terms of the fragility
and complexity of the population dynamics of the red Kite (and the black kite), the interactions of these
species with human beings, land zoning and the interaction between the red kite and the wind farm.

The knowledge and learnings outcomes
The exchange of information about the behavioural traits of red kite populations led to a better understanding of the different factors affecting the vulnerability of the species. The first point to be made
was that 25% of flights by the species take place at an altitude of between 50 and 150 m, which is
the height at which the wind turbine blades rotate, thus leading to an increased risk of collision. The
second point to be made was that due to the low reproduction rate of this species, accidental deaths
were not quickly compensated for. Finally, in the territory in question, the most sensitive period was
that affecting the success of reproduction by the species, that is to say the nesting and feeding period
for the young birds which runs from the beginning of April to mid-July.
The experts and the local ornithologists recognised that the development of two contextual factors
had uncertain consequences for the red kite populations nesting in the zone. On a global level, global
warming has changed the red kite’s migration route and because the Belgian population is located close
to the boundary of its expansion, its numbers could be affected. At a local level, nobody can predict
the effect of the reduction and disappearance of organic waste treatment at the CET industrial landfill
centre which was probably the reason why the red kite returned to the region during the nineties.
Knowledge gaps were identified by the participants with regard to the ecology of the red kite: particularly in terms of the link between the zones of Spanish hibernation and the decline of red kite populations
in the north of Europe; on the competition relationship between the red kite (protected) and the black
kite in terms of nest-appropriation, and, finally, measurement of the real impact of the intensification
of breeding practices (through early mowing and corn silage production) on the red kite populations.
In a second part, the seminar helped to develop familiarity with the instruments of public action
generally used in such situations and the corresponding measures. The knowledge produced in this way
was articulated in terms of German expertise on the subject in terms of mitigation and compensation
measures. The question addressed was to know what such measures were capable of achieving and to
share experience with regard to their relevance. A crucial knowledge challenge was that of defining the
minimal distance necessary between turbines and the hunting territory (‘home range’) of the kites in
order to significantly reduce the risk of collision, knowing that red kites couples come back to the same
nest (a nesting site) from year to year. The German expert explained that, during the most sensitive
period, nesting (March–July), the kites carry out 50% of their flights within a 1000 m radius of their nest
and 90% within a 1600 m radius (Mammen et al. 2009). Natagora, which centralises the observations of
local ornithologist via its website www.observation.be, shared the map of the nesting sites. Therefore, in
accordance with the location of nests and the 1600 m radius defined by the experts, but also from the
point of view of the particular attractiveness that the presence of organic waste in the local industrial
landfill centre offers, a turbine exclusion zone was defined. This made it possible to validate 7 of the 8
proposed installation sites. The invalidated site was abandoned as the project moved forward.
Conversely, the new redesigned installation sites and the principle of a 1600 m radius exclusion zone
enabled the mapping of a sensitive area that should avoid any kite nesting. To this end, Lucéole could
use the two instruments of public action identified in the impact study. The mitigation measures should
reduce the attractiveness of the sensitive zone while the compensation measures should increase the
attractiveness of the zones located outside the sensitive zone and these would be reinforced if they
were situated beside the CET landfill site that had been identified as attractive.
By moving from a static image of the Red Kite to a dynamic understanding of its ecology, this seminar revealed the necessity to put in place a monitoring programme for the red kite populations on the
territories impacted by the wind farm project, in order to establish a benchmark making it easier to
better assess the future situation of the populations of the species as well as the relevance of measures
taken in case the wind farm project went ahead.
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Discussion
The fragility of the setting as a condition (but not a guarantee …) of success
Despite the success of the seminar as manifested in the resulting report3 and the conclusions which
were validated by all the participants, the following indications of the fragility of the process should be
noted: the suspicion and unwillingness of the local ornithologists to engage, outside the exploration
context, in a kite monitoring programme in collaboration with members of the Lucéole cooperative
and the failure to implement this monitoring due, in particular, to the latent tension produced by the
ambiguous position – in the view of its local members – of the Natagora Association as exemplified by
its involvement in a potential collaboration with a wind farm developer while at the same time being
responsible for the submission of an ‘independent’ opinion in the context of the impact study.4
We think that it was the explanation of these assumptions, clarifications and principles between the
two parties that made this original and improbable meeting possible (with regard to legal practices).
The limits of this meeting reside precisely in the fact that the results were not binding (as those emanating from independent and accredited valuations would be). But it is also precisely because it was an
open and exploratory approach that these results were so rich in information. The fragility of the local
deliberation process that was implemented – and which was based on the risky condition that any party
could leave the process of their own free will – was a condition for its success but did not guarantee this
success: it was precisely the uncertainty surrounding the process itself that was, in a way, its strength.
We could also make the assumption that looking for a guaranteed result (whatever it might be,
especially when it is aimed at influencing the decision of a public authority) is to leave oneself open
to compromises that could weaken the relevance of the expertise with regard to the issues, which are
territorial in this case. This is particularly the case when the DNF curiously seems to attach more importance to compensation measures – most of which are generic – than to mitigation measures, which, by
definition, are more targeted and whose impact is more established. On this matter, it should be stated
that the administration often has no other choice than to prefer measures that have recognised generic
effects (hedgerows, late mowing, etc.) to targeted measures whose impacts can only be measured by
an applied knowledge of the problem.

The art of diplomacy in action
The participants in the seminars are practitioners in the Stengers sense: they represent a heterogeneity
of preoccupations – energy, citizen, location, nature, bird, conservation, management, future generations, land management and planning which bring them into conflict. More precisely, learning is both
informed and threatened by a double tension: the confrontation between parties – wind farms against
the Red Kite – and that of the heterogeneity of opinions within each party. This is where the art of
diplomacy, of which we identify three modes of operation, comes into play: (1) cultivating divergence
within the participating parties, (2) producing diplomats, (3) establishing a bilateral exploration protocol.
The Lucéole cooperative, founded on a principle of autonomy and as a citizen entity,5 chose to
position itself independently of expert biologists and windfarm developers on the environmental impact
of the windfarm project. Within its ranks, the Competency and Propositions Group for ‘environment and
health’ (GCP Envi), composed of 5 co-operators with varying attachments to the territory: ornithologist –
naturalist – environmental sociologists built a collective competent body which informs and directs
the council without making decisions. By documenting the question of the impact of wind-farms on
avifauna, the GCP confirms the impact of wind farms on the Red Kite (risk of collisions) as pointed out
by the administration. This generates within the Lucéole council and by means of an animated and
tense debate, a deeper problem than the administrative opinion of the DNF. Thanks to the work of the
GCP the Red kite is progressively becoming part of the wind-farm project even if that sometimes seems
to be done grudgingly by some of their administrator colleagues that have more of an ‘engineer’s’ or
‘manager’s’ profile. In return, the GCP is mandated to design a process of dialogue with local, regional
or international spokespersons for the Red Kite: ornithologists. The mandate is explicit: defining in a
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contextualised and informed way the problem of coexistence between wind-farms and the Red Kite
on the occasion of a closed-expert seminar.
The invitation to ornithologists is viewed in very different ways. The response of Dutch, German
and Luxembourgish experts is somewhat enthusiastic: by virtue of its experimental character, it should
highlight their – action-based – field of expertise while at the same time protecting them from the
presence and interests of industrialists due to the fact that it is local and citizen-based. On the other
hand, this is not sufficient to reassure local ornithologists and the regional association Natagora which
is much more distant and more used to being mobilised by the arguments put forward by opponents
to the wind farms. Two local ornithologists identify a risk of instrumentalization which is incompatible
with the independence imposed by their work.
But the art of diplomacy is also the art of slowing down. Slowing down in this case means taking
the time – postponing the seminar by several months – in order to create the conditions necessary for
a quality dialogue. This will be achieved thanks to the emergence of a double-edged diplomacy: the
diplomacy of the GCP environmental coordinator and that of the director of the study department of
the Natagora association. The first part of this two-edged diplomacy is provided by one of the founders
of the cooperative. His expertise as an environmental sociologist and collectively-held knowledge are
a good representation of the requirement for autonomy suggested by Lucéole, by permitting himself
to hesitate in the light of the efficiency of the impact analysis report in a complex and indeterminate
situation. But paradoxically, and this is an implicit rule within Lucéole, he refrains from legitimising his
proposals based on his professional qualification but on the collective construction of a methodology
effected by GCP environment: a work of conviction, sometimes tense to articulate the heterogeneity
of forms of attachment to nature within the GCP, but a work which requires Lucéole to recognize its
collective and territorial competence to reconcile wind farms and the red kite in the face of the recognised expertise of the ornithologists.
The second part of this double-edged diplomacy, Natagora, is that of its Director of Studies. His hierarchical position and his first competence (management of the database observation.be contributed to
by professionals and amateurs) confers on him the authority of a guarantor with regard to members of
the association. Therefore he knows how to negotiate respect for their requirements and to not publicise
their rare observations (respecting an approximate 500 m). This practitioner nonetheless hesitates on
three crucial points. His very long practise in the field which he shares with amateur and professional
ornithologists that he supervises and supports, oblige him to contextualise the results generated by
his models which he knows to be incomplete. Then, moving between – thanks to his models in particular – this landscape and international arenas, he is sensitive to the dilemmas posed by biodiversity
and climate issues when these are confronted on local, regional and international scales. Finally, as one
of the managers of AVES-Natagora he juggles the conservation current (AVES the ornithologists) and
management (Natagora) whose relations are not without ambiguity.
Slowing down is also to allow a space for hesitation to emerge – of matters of concern – for which
our diplomats are to design a framework: the investigation protocol.

How to take into account of the matters of concern? The join elaboration of preliminary
agreements
From a methodological point of view, it was necessary to ensure the coexistence – as in the case of the
wind farm and the red kite – of their respective spokespersons. For this to happen, it was necessary to
clarify the commitments made by all the parties involved and to respect their respective confidence
zones; and this needed to be done in such a way as to allow the parties to remain loyal to their respective causes : the installation of a citizen wind farm for the members of Lucéole, while at the same time
respecting those who were attentive to the cause of the red kite, and its conservation, in the case of
Natagora, respect for the practices of their members as amateur ornithologists.
Therefore, the challenge of defining this methodology was to equip potential participants with a
clear description of an approach that Natagora was ready to support. This approach aimed to respond
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to legitimate questions raised by the ornithologists who, quite rightly, did not want to see their concerns
become sacrificed ‘in the greater interest of renewable energy’. In the same way, it was necessary to
convince the Lucéole board of the advantages of a possible approach without jeopardising the progress
made during extremely complex negotiations with the industrial developers.

Two assumptions, three clarifications and two principles …
The two common assumptions – value-laden – that led to holding this seminar were the following: (a)
A dialogue at local level would lead to a better understanding of the complexity of the problem; and
(b) this dialogue offered better guarantees with regard to monitoring the impact of the wind farm both
in terms of the measures taken and the actual impact itself. Those two value-added assumptions are
similar to what Peters and Wals refer to as the civic role for academic professionals in the facilitation of
learning and the production of knowledge and the importance of one’s practices to be ‘engaged rather
than detached from the public work of democracy’ (Peters and Wals 2013, 82).
The preliminary clarifications on the negotiation space were the following (‘conditions and limitations of dialogue’):
(1) Lucéole
  
co-op has its reserved domain: it has no control over the number of wind turbines
demanded in the current permit. This can be explained by the fact that Lucéole had not
been officially recognised by the community and the industrial operators as a negotiation
partner until 5th October 2011. The margin of negotiation was centred around mitigation/
compensation measures, but especially in terms of monitoring the ongoing understanding
of the impact as well as the negotiation of a future extension to the wind farm;
(2)   Natagora has its reserved area: the current map of nesting sites. Natagora can supply past
and current data, and, within a radius of 15 km around the wind farm installation project, can
indicate the nesting sites on an IGN map with a precision of 500 m;
(3)   The industrial developers have their reserved domain: the piloting of the technical study
including the impact study based on the planned installation zone.
Finally, two principles were approved in order to allow for the exploratory character of the seminar.
The first was that of a ‘reversal of the balance of power’: the majority of the participants were local actors,
and also setting aside the industrial developers and administrations in charge of the dossier that were
considered to be both too involved in the project and were deemed to have an interest in proceedings
that was too general to allow them to accept an exploratory approach. The second principle was a general
deliberation instruction: ‘tell us what you know and not what we have to do’ which aimed to dissociate
the question of knowledge from the power to make decisions. The philosophy behind this ‘protocol’ can
be found also in the sub-title of the seminar For an open exploration of a complex question (Lucéole 2012).

The transformative nature of sustainable knowledge and learning process
We think that this largely experimental and specific mode of knowing and learning process exemplifies the kind of science community practices that, according to Peters & Wals, share the following
characteristics:
(1) view learning as more than merely knowledge-based, (2) maintain that the quality of interaction with others and
with the environment in which learning takes place are crucial, (3) focus on existentially relevant or ‘real’ issues that
affect and engage learners, 4) view learning as inevitably transdisciplinary, ‘transperspective’, and transboundary in
that in cannot be captured by a single discipline or by a single perspective and (5) see indeterminacy as a central
feature of the learning process in that it is not and cannot be known exactly what will be learned ahead of time,
and that learning goals are likely to shift as learning progresses. (Peters and Wals 2013, 90)

Learning in uncertain conditions means transforming a situation by involving the actors in a question
that concerns them (1), by accepting to decomplexify its understanding (2), by learning about its contextualisation (3) and by realising its potential (4). The seminar succeeds in this quadruple operation
in the following way.
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What first involves (1) the 11 Lucéole co-operators and the 10 spokespersons for the red kite is the
diplomatic protocol which involves the participants in a dialogue of quality and it is the identification
of a crucial question for each of the two parties concerning coexistence between wind farms and the
red kite. This question concerns the minimal distance between the nest of the kite and the installation
of wind turbines. It enables the ornithologists to measure the risks of collision between the red kite and
Lucéole to define the boundary between mitigation and compensation measures.
The question for the red kite forces an understanding of (2) the installation of wind turbines in
accordance with new dimensions, those of the nesting grounds but also the areas of local attraction
(such as the CET). In a symmetrical way, as underlined by the manager of Natagora, ‘the wind turbines
clarify the question of the red kite because the latter was a “forgotten species” during the designation
of Natura 2000 sites; it occupies landscapes rather than particular habitats’. Understanding the impact
of wind turbines implies an acceptance to learn (3) about the ecology of kites which requires a multiplication of perspectives and a willingness to go beyond certain boundaries. Finally (4) if the concept
of learning took the place of that of evacuation, it is because the participants recognised in the joint
conclusions of their seminar the indeterminate aspects of the factors that influence the development
dynamic of kites and which are linked to both to knowledge gaps which concern the ecology of kite
populations including their ability or not to learn to avoid the wind turbines, but also the fragility of the
ways to gain this understanding and the incompleteness of observation data this represents (Stassart
and Paquet 2012).
Committing, making more complex, understanding and recognising indecision are characteristics
of an ideal way to learn who makes the choice between hybridity and synergy between multiple actors
(Peters and Wals 2013, 90). This hybridity produces generative conflicts. A Lucéole co-operator draws
the following conclusion ‘I started from scratch and I learned a lot. The problem with the Red Kite is
disturbing because the impact is not negligible and this awareness affected me. I can see possibilities
in the research of methods of compensation and mitigation’. But these conflicts transform a wind farm
project by changing it into a project of coexistence between wind turbines and kites and makes it a
viable experiment. As mentioned above, the experiment took the following original form: the decision
was taken to design a joint reference condition for red kite populations and to commit to a short and
long-term monitoring programme on the impact of a future wind farm on these populations.

Conclusion
To come back to Isabelle Stengers’ frame of analysis, we argued that transformative learning implied
the joint elaboration of new modes of relations between protagonists that normally are not meant to
collaborate. For the initiators, this supposed to take a risk in their relations with others and within one’s
own milieu and this is rendered possible because at some point it is necessary to respect – beyond their
demands – their obligations. This means that there are no straightforward conditions of felicity for such
an ecology of practice. Even, the preliminary agreement between the two diplomats of Lucéole and
Natagora (that took the form of a type of protocol for the running of the conference), is an achievement
and the result of specific, contingent elements that could not be anticipated from the beginning. It
means that the transformative knowledge and learning process encountered in this case, should not
be taken as a guide to follow step by step as it is for best practices because it is largely historical and
contextual based. A new ecology emerged from a culture of diplomacy (Stengers 2006) where social and
practical wisdom has a part to play, as it is ‘indispensable for the work of making context-specific value
judgements about ends and means’ (Peters and Wals 2013, 81). There was the shared intuition between
the two diplomats that something more important was at stake when confronted with conventional
public regulation which legally organise the dissociation/opposition of Science and the Social; with
the impact studies and their ‘neutral expertise’, and the preliminary information meeting or the public
survey with their ‘passions and irrationalities’. An ideal way to learn from a situation, is to experiment
and transform it (Dewey 1938) and find new forms of deliberation locally.
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Notes
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

  we will later explain, in a transformative learning approach, it is necessary to explain the nature of our own
As
position with regard to the events presented. As the authors of the present article, we recount an experience we
had with regard to the creation of an original group, a citizen cooperative for the production of renewable energy
– Lucéole); an experience which is also a social experiment (in the sense of the American pragmatist John Dewey)
half way between a ‘research intervention’ approach in which researchers participate both in the construction of
the problem and that of the corresponding collective (Maurer and Ghitens 2010; Stassart, Mathieu, and Mélard
2011) and a social commitment approach on the part of the researcher. In the present case, each member of the
cooperative – and therefore including the authors of this article – commits first and foremost as a citizen, with his
or her own set of socio-professional skills. We think that by sharing these experiences and insights and by drawing
from them, they can be of interest from a scientific point of view.
 Quotations taken from Stengers (2006). La vierge et le neutrino. Les scientifiques dans la tourmente. (The Virgin
and the Neutrino. The Scientists in the Storm) Paris, Les empêcheurs de penser en rond, are translated by ourselves.
 This is freely available (in French) at the Lucéole website: http://www.luceole.be/coexistencemilan.pdf (accessed
23 June 2016) or http://hdl.handle.net/2268/130987
 Natagora issued a favourable opinion to the development of the Lucéole project. This is undoubtedly not
unconnected to the approach adopted by the seminar, the reciprocal learning and confidence generated by the
success of this joint approach.
 PV 27.08.2011 GCP Environnement Lucéole.
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ABSTRACT

The paper analyses the contribution of critical pedagogy to the reflection
on environmental and sustainability education. It links this reflection to a
case of a Flemish/Belgian citizen movement that sensitizes the public for
the issue of silence, through various educational and community-based
practices. These practices inspired the author to try and find out how the
narrative of the organisation could be framed in terms of critical pedagogy.
He therefore investigated how scholars on environmental education,
particularly in this journal, have discussed over the years several theoretical
and practical approaches of community-based environmental education.
In addition he also explored how the notion of equality of intelligence
developed by Jacques Rancière, and the concept of plurality developed by
Hannah Arendt, could inspire that debate. It helped him to take a stance
in the tension between individual and social transformation and connect
it to the democratic practices of the citizen’s movement on silence. These
investigations eventually resulted into an attempt to redefine good practices
of critical environmental and sustainability education.
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A few years ago, I got acquainted with a Flemish organisation called ‘Waerbeke’, located in small, remote
village with almost the same name: Waarbeke. This small, but significant and energetic adult education
initiative has been promoting for more than ten years a culture of silence in present-day Flemish society,
through courses, conferences, meditation activities, walks in nature, broad sensitizing actions, etc. In
doing so, Waerbeke contributes to making public some of the problematic environmental features of
the Flemish region in the Belgian context. Flanders is a very densely populated region with little open
space left, where the sounds and noises of hyperactive modern life penetrate even its most remote
corners. The entire Flemish territory is often described by urban planners and geographers as a diffuse,
dispersed city. The distinction between urban and rural areas has become blurred since the rapid economic and demographic changes in the fifties and the sixties. The result of this is the dissemination of
the urban features through the entire region, with city fragments all over the territory, a problematic
condition of sustainability, a wasteful soil use, a disfeatured nature, a chaotic urban planning and an
unattractive environment (Boudry et al. 2003, 27, 28).
The major ambition of Waerbeke, in response to these negative features, is to make silence a matter
of public concern, while connecting to the broad public debate on issues of sustainability. To achieve
this the initiators stimulate, next to their educational and sensitizing actions, the development of ‘zones
of silence’ in the Flemish territory and the city of Brussels. These zones are selected because of their
qualities with regard to silence, serenity and space. In the longer run a network of walking and cycling
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trails should connect these zones to each other, resulting into a patchwork of silent areas throughout the
territory. The initiators try to link their activities to various other initiatives and movements in Flanders
that engage in improving the quality of the public space. They describe their mission as follows:
In recent years, in many places in Flanders and Brussels – transgressing different policy domains – civil initiatives
or communities of practice emerge, engaging in matters of silence, serenity and space. The activities spring from
a broad undercurrent of experiences, perspectives and theoretical reflection that, as a rhizome, time and again
obtains new forms and dimensions. Since the effect of the slow operation of silence, serenity and space is not
always obvious or easy to trace, the rhizome is – for Waerbeke – an adequate metaphor to designate the growing
need for and attention to silence, serenity and space that emerges at various places and among different persons
in all sorts of dimensions. In the undercurrent of silence connections emerge that can appear in diverse ways and
places. (Waerbeke 2015, translation DW)

This organisation is exemplary for the wide variety of initiatives in the worldwide context, engaging
in the struggle for a sound environment and for sustainable development, with educational and sensitizing actions at the heart of their operations. Such initiatives have been researched and studied
intensively and reported in numerous publications. Many of these actions have been concerned with
practices of awareness raising, trying to sensitize the broad public to engage in the public debate
about environmental and sustainability issues. Very often these attempts have been framed as actions
to stimulate critical reflection about the causes and effects of environmental degradation, hoping that
these reflective activities will change the attitudes and behaviour of the public involved. The Waerbeke
organisation is a sensitizing and educational initiative of a special kind. It is not directed at ‘convincing’
the public about the right way to consider issues of sustainability. It does not attempt to teach the
right answers. On the contrary, it invites the public to become acquainted with the qualities of silent
places and spaces in contrast with the familiar contexts of noise and rumour. It invites people to make
connections between silence and issues of mobility, health, urban planning and even social justice.
It invites other profit and non-profit organisations to consider the value of silence in connection with
their own activities. It tries to play a mediating role between citizens and policy makers so as to turn
silence into a matter of public concern.
The particular approach of Waerbeke has appealed to me from the very moment I got acquainted
with it. Since 2012, when I first got acquainted with the organisation, I had several conversations with
the two initiators. They also invited me a few times to comment their practices at public occasions.
During that period, I remained mainly in the position of a distant observer. However, recently, I decided
to get more actively involved, as a participant observer, while becoming a member of its general council.
My interest and commitment has made me reflective about its practice, trying to make sense of the
educational dimensions of its mission, its objectives, its activities and its achievements. In the following
parts of this paper, I want to deepen my own understanding of ‘critical environmental and sustainability
education’ in connection with the approach I have encountered in the Waerbeke initiative. In doing
so, I will first explore the value of silence as a public issue. In the second place, I will engage with the
current debate on critical environmental and sustainability education, and more widely, on critical
pedagogy, particularly with the help of the insights of Jacques Rancière, a French philosopher who
currently enjoys an increasing interest among educational researchers. In a next step I will also clarify
how and why I struggle with his scepticism vis-à-vis social emancipatory movements and actions. In
response to this, Hannah Arendt’s notion of ‘plurality’ will help me to explore an alternative view on
the importance of communities for individual and social transformation. This will bring me to describe
critical environmental and sustainability education as ‘places of transition’. And finally, I will return to
the case of Waerbeke, to arrive at the conclusion why this initiative appeals to me in terms of a renewed
vision on critical environmental and sustainability education.

Silence – a matter of public concern
In present-day society, there is a growing awareness of the negative effects of the noises that permanently surround us. The traffic with cars, trains and planes, the industry and various kinds of commercial
entertainment go together with an unheard increase of noise. Silent places and spaces are becoming
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rare. At the same time, this overload of noise directs our attention to the value of silence. Silence increasingly is a sign of a longing for a life that fosters values such as rest, relaxation, meditation, slowness and
sustainability, in contrast with a life full of stress, hectic activities and environmental degradation. The
soft value of silence is often linked to the search for meaning, to the qualities of nature, to poetry and
art, and sometimes also to therapy and trauma-processing (Zymbilas 2012). Yet, we also realize how
vulnerable this silence is in a tough world of competition, velocity, flexibility and commercialization
of public space. Estate agents propagate the calm and quietness of the green environment, yet, only
accessible to a select group of wealthy people. Tourist agencies exploit new forms of meditation and
focus on an elite clientele that tries to escape from everyday stress. Gated communities shut off from
the (noisy) disturbances of the outside world. Silence is getting privatized for those who can afford.
Bollier (2014) considers such privatization and commodification of our shared wealth as one of
the great unacknowledged scandals of our time. He describes this tendency as the enclosure of the
commons.
It’s a process by which corporations pluck valuable resources from their natural contexts, often with government
support and sanction, and declare that they be valued through market prices. The point is to convert resources
that are shared and used by many to ones that are privately owned and controlled, and treat them as tradeable
commodities. (Bollier 2014, 37)

These enclosure processes occur in different domains such as nature (privatization of land, water, local
foods), public spaces and infrastructure (privatization of parks, highways, bridges, telecommunication
systems), and knowledge and culture (marketization of folk music, commodification of academic knowledge). However, in reaction to these enclosure tendencies, he observes also an increasing number of
counter-initiatives like local food movements and cooperatives, open source initiatives on the internet,
grassroots movements against the privatization of water distribution, lawsuits against the patenting
of seeds or human genes. These are all initiatives in defence of ‘the commons’ which are goods and
practices ‘that we inherit from nature and civil society, which we are duty-bound to pass along, undiminished, to future generations’ (Bollier 2007, 11). Yet, there is more at stake than just defending physical
and intangible resources. In Bollier’s view commons are the result of a decision by a community that
engages in social practices to manage a resource for the benefit of all. Such engagement includes a
narrative about the value of that particular resource, but also principles and practices to install and sustain it. In line with this, he prefers to define commons as paradigms that combine a distinct community
with a set of social protocols, values and norms that are used to manage a resource. Put another way,
a commons is a resource + a community + a set of social protocols (2014, 15).
In this sense, Waerbeke could be considered such a community since it develops different practices,
such as creating silent spaces, sensitizing public opinion and authorities through conferences and performances, in order to preserve and reclaim silence as a resource for the benefit of all and not just for
a privileged group of people. Hence, Waerbeke contributes to making silence a public issue for which
we have to take responsibility and which we have to make negotiable in the public sphere. In doing so,
Waerbeke locates itself in the tradition of the critical adult education movement that in the past brought
to the public forum societal issues such as schooling, health care, sustainability, poverty, redistribution
of wealth, etc. It is taken-for-granted is that such practices should also enhance the ‘critical reflection’
of citizens. But, what does that mean, and how do critical educationalists consider this matter today in
connection with sustainability issues?

Critical environmental and sustainability education
In a review of the research on environmental education of Danish and Swedish scholars, Wals (2010)
observes four major tendencies: a concern for democracy and participation; a commitment to solidarity and preservation of the public good; a privileging of dialogical and transactional forms; and
the need to reflect on (implicit) normativity. This seems to me, not only an adequate positioning of
these Scandinavian scholars, but also an interesting synthesis of what critical environmental and sustainability education is about: critically assessing the state of the environment, including the different
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interpretations related to it, together with the exploration of alternatives in a democratic and dialogic
way. He further points to a major paradox in the work of these scholars, namely, that on the one hand
they show a deep concern for the preservation of the planet, which necessitates urgent measures, yet,
on the other hand they are convinced that, it is wrong to use environmental education as an instrument
to persuade participants about one’s own opinions, however right they may seem. Environmental
educators will definitely recognize this paradox. It relates to the sense of urgency connected to preservation of our planet on the one hand, and on the other hand, to the intuition that in education slow,
transactional and non-instrumental processes are needed to understand better why and how humans
should and could engage with matters of degradation and preservation. It raises the question whether
an effective response to the urgent demands of the environment can go together with a view on education that, as in the case of Waerbeke, emphasizes silence, serenity and space in a non-instrumental way.
With regard to this tension, also Van Poeck and Vandenabeele (2012) criticize the dominant instrumentalizing approaches in education for sustainable development (ESD). In such approaches, ESD is
considered a kind of preparation to, or introduction into the true and real knowledge about sustainable
development. Contrary to this perspective, they suggest to consider sustainable development a public
issue, meaning that the concept and the validity claims related to it, is a controversial matter of public
concern which is subject to democratic debate and decision-making. In line with this they connect ESD
to democratic citizenship education and furthermore contrast ‘learning for sustainable development’
with ‘learning from sustainable development’. The concept of ‘learning for sustainable development’
presents indisputable matters of fact, it is driven by clear knowledge, it has indispensable targets, it
works with universal sustainability claims and it has predetermined answers. The concept of ‘learning
from sustainable development’ presents puzzling matters of concern, it is driven by concern and commitment, it is characterized by continuous quest and it raises difficult questions. While choosing the
‘learning from sustainable development’, they clarify their position in the debate on critical environmental and sustainability education as defenders of a non-instrumentalizing, open-ended approach,
with dissensus as a core characteristic.
Still other authors articulate a similar perspective. Laessoe (2010) considers various participatory
practices related to sustainable development. He observes, that many of these practices are inspired by
the framework of ecological modernisation. Such framework, which currently puts a strong emphasis
on a market-driven technological innovation to deal with environmental challenges, risks to exclude
important themes such as material growth and global social injustice. It also reduces participatory
practices to consensus oriented processes. In contrast with this, Laesoe argues for sustainability oriented participatory practices that ‘work with dilemmas, dissensus and deliberative communication’
(ibid., 54). In a similar way, Sund and Öhman (2014) criticize a-political approaches to environmental
education that, in their view, propagate a cosmopolitan and instrumental perspective on how to deal
with the challenges of the environment. ‘The critique of cosmopolitanism advises us to try and move
away from instrumental methods for sustaining the future world and instead turn towards an inquiry
into the ethical grounds of our responsibility by recognizing the multiplicity of competing notions of
universality’ (ibid., 654).

Reconsidering critical pedagogy
The above mentioned authors who articulate such a non-instrumentalising, critical position with regard
to critical environmental and sustainability education, reiterate viewpoints present in wider reflections
on critical pedagogy. This particular pedagogical tradition, with roots in the reform pedagogy of the
twenties and the thirties of the previous century, was strongly revitalized by Paulo Freire in his ‘Pedagogy
of the Oppressed’ (1972) and by many of his followers from the sixties and the seventies onwards. In
this approach, an opposition is constructed between ‘oppressors’ and ‘oppressed’, or between powerful
minorities and misguided and deceived majorities. Freire analyses how traditional education – which
he calls banking-education – often reproduces such oppression. In opposition to this, the task of critical
educators then is to ‘conscientise’ the public to become aware of their condition of oppression. This
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critical pedagogy tradition has also influenced approaches of environmental education that connect
with social and environmental movements (Finger and Asún 2001; Sumner 2003; Walter 2013), or with
educational activism. In Clover’s view, the basis of environmental education is ‘conscientización’ which
is ‘about recognising, respecting and nurturing people’s (sometimes hidden) ecological knowledge(s)
and their experiences through a lens of economic and political structures and forces that contribute
to environmental problems and the undermining of an “active” citizenship’ (Clover 2002, 318). This
view is indeed very much in line with Freire’s approach, whereby the experiences of participants in the
educational process are collected and interpreted by educators through a critical lens, and thereupon,
returned to them in the form of codifications that stimulate the critical, reflective process. Clover emphasizes that this approach is empowering, in contrast with many ‘awareness-raising’ attempts following
principles of behaviour change. In her view the latter agenda is disempowering and insufficient because
it ignores people’s knowledge and reinforces the position of the expert, or the professional (ibid., 313).
In contrast with this, she shows how women throughout the world are very well aware of the problematic condition of their environment, affecting strongly the quality of their personal and family lives.
There is no need to teach them about the related risks and dangers. The awareness-raising approach is
furthermore disempowering, because it is individualising. It blames the victim and looks for solutions
in individual behaviour change, while ignoring the structural causes of environmental degradation.
In spite of these emancipatory ambitions of critical pedagogy, there are also sceptical voices about
the way critical teachers sometimes try to empower students, or enlighten them with critical insights
about the oppressive dynamics in society. In a personal in-depth reflection on her own teaching experiences, inspired by Freirian pedagogy, Ellsworth (1989) wondered why such practices often ‘did not
feel empowering’. She wondered why she herself failed to realize empowerment as one of the crucial
dimensions of a critical, anti-racist pedagogy. Her teaching paradoxically seemed to bring about new
forms of exclusion and dependency rather than emancipation.
I found myself struggling against (struggling to unlearn) key assumptions and assertions of current literature on
critical pedagogy, and straining to recognize, name and come to grips with crucial issues of classroom practice
that critical pedagogy cannot and will not address. (1989, 303)

She even concluded that some of these key assumptions about critical awareness raising functioned
as ‘repressive myths’. Also Edwards and Usher (2000) influentially contributed to this debate. In line
with the French post-structuralists, they examined the humanistic and enlightenment assumptions of
traditional adult education approaches.
For many, the experience of Reason’s Dream has been a matter of disillusionment and disconfirmation with the
Dream becoming a nightmare. The humanistic project of education is itself questionable for manifestly the ‘grand
narratives’ which provide its rationale benefit the few with the cost being paid most obviously by women, black
people and the poor. (Kosmidou and Usher 1992, 88)

Assuming equality of intelligence
Confronted with such questions about the validity of classical critical pedagogy, various scholars have
investigated new forms of ‘critique’ and ‘critical education’ (Gur-Ze’ev 1998; Masschelein and Simons
2011; Papastergiadis 2014). A point of departure is the observation that, what we consider to be ‘right’,
‘correct’ or ‘necessary’ is neither a definite truth nor certainty. The truth or the certainty rather is contingent upon the moment and the place of its articulation. However, particularly because of this acknowledgement of contingency, opportunities emerge to consider critical pedagogy in new ways. And a new
way of conceiving of critical pedagogy is to define it as the joint shaping of a (public) space, in which
both teacher and student engage in a process of research and experiment, whereby the right outcome
of the process is not known on beforehand, but verified when being realized. Jacques Rancière has
thematised such ‘unknowing’ in his book ‘The Ignorant Schoolmaster’ (1991) in which he criticizes the
educational practices of the ‘master explicator’. He suggests that many of these practices often start
from the assumption of an initial inequality between the teacher and the student.1 In such relationship,
the teacher is the one who knows and the student as the ‘ignoramus’ who does (not yet) know. It is the
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teacher’s responsibility to reduce that gap, yet unfortunately, in so doing, he often re-creates the gap.
‘To replace ignorance by knowledge, he must always be one step ahead, install a new form of ignorance
between the pupil and himself’ (Rancière 2009a, 8). And this procedure, often well-intended, is the
cause of stultification. In Rancière’s view,
The stultifier is not an aged obtuse master who crams his student’s skulls full of poorly digested knowledge, or a
malignant character mouthing half-truths in order to shore up his power and the social order. On the contrary, he is
all the more efficacious because he is knowledgeable, enlightened and of good faith. (…) Such is the concern of the
enlightened pedagogue: does the little one understand? He doesn’t understand. I will find new ways to explain it to
him, ways more rigorous in principle, more attractive in form – and I will verify that he has understood. (1991, 7, 8)

Contrary to such approach, Rancière suggests to consider educational practices from the perspective
of ‘equality of intelligence’.
The human animal learns everything in the same way as it initially learnt its own mother tongue, as it learnt to
venture into the forest of things and signs surrounding it, so as to take its place among human beings: by observing
and comparing one thing with another, a sign with a fact, a sign with another sign. (Rancière 2009a, 10)

For Rancière all humans are indeed potential translators of signs into other signs, of creating linkages
between what they see, hear and what is being done.
From this ignoramus, spelling out signs, to the scientist who constructs hypothesis, the same intelligence is always
at work – an intelligence that translates signs into other signs and proceeds by comparisons and illustrations in
order to communicate its intellectual adventures and understand what another intelligence is endeavouring to
communicate to it. The poetic labour of translation is at the heart of all learning. (ibid., 10)

Hence, the assumption of equality of intelligence is connected with the observation that all humans
have a basic capacity – not necessarily the same capacity – to engage in intellectual adventures. In
either case, equality can neither be planned nor accomplished. It can only be practiced and through
this practice verified. Rancière’s
confidence in the equality of intelligences has nothing to do with the elevation of prior learning or the delivery of
a miraculous formula for the enlightenment. It is drawn from his belief in the inherent capacity that everyone has
for learning by means of association. (Papastergiadis 2014, 22)

By assuming this ‘equality of intelligence’, Rancière makes a political statement. He does not depart
from the classical distribution of intelligences, as observed by psychologists and sociologists. He does
not deny these differences. His assumption of equality of intelligence is similar to the historical human
rights declaration that in a democratic society, every citizen has equal rights and is equally free. Such
assumption is political in the sense that it refers to an act of will as expressed by a community, that
dramatically changes the taken-for-granted hierarchies in society: ‘we hereby declare every citizen is
free and equal in rights …’. Equality exists to the extent that a subject acts and speaks on the assumption that equality exists.
In addition, it is important to recall that in Rancière’s approach to education it is not only equality of
intelligence that matters, but also the role that ‘the will’ plays in his view on the educational encounter
(Rancière 1991, passim). The will and the intelligence are together at play in the act of learning. And, it is
the will of the emancipated subject that gives direction to his/her intelligence. It is not the intelligence
that serves the will, but the will that serves the intelligence. Or, in other words, meaning is the work of
the will of the emancipated subject. This is
the secret of those we call geniuses: the relentless work to bend the body to the necessary habits, to compel the
intelligence to new ideas, to new ways of expressing them; to redo on purpose what chance once produced, and
to reverse unhappy circumstances into occasions of success. (ibid., 56)

In connection with this, the emancipatory master does not give direction to the intelligence of the
participant, yet s/he may give direction to his/her will, by requiring concentration and attention for
the task at hand.
A person (…) may need a master when his own will is not strong enough to set him on track and keep him there.
But that subjection is purely one of will over will. It becomes stultification when it links an intelligence to another
intelligence. (ibid., 13)
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The in-between spaces with other human beings
In Rancière’s work another key notion is ‘emancipation’. Emancipation and equality of intelligence are
two sides of the same coin: the one underlying supposition is that there is no knowledge that is enlightening and emancipating by itself. Emancipated subjects are not people who learn to think as others
(teachers, masters, intellectuals, experts), but who think for themselves, who break with the takenfor-granted ‘order of the sensible’ and develop their own, personal answers, under the assumption of
equality of intelligence. Emancipation is not given, but taken by individuals who, in so doing, demonstrate equality in their relationship with others. Rancière’s particular understanding of this notion goes
against the general idea that ‘emancipation can be brought about if people gain an adequate insight
into the power relations that constitute their situation, which is why the notion of “demystification”
plays a central role in critical pedagogies’ (Biesta 2013, 81). Rancière indeed is very sceptical about such
enlightening practices. In addition he doubts whether groups and movements can play a central role
with regard to critical thinking. Groups and movements tend to install new forms of conformity when
people uncritically identify with their values and ideas.
If people rely on the intellect of others, accepting others’ opinions and neglecting to form their own, they fail to
attend to their own will and equality is no longer enacted. The consequence of this argument is that reliance on
a group will undermine equality, making all societal institutions enactors of inequality and inherently oppressive.
(Galloway 2012, 161)

I am not sure if I can entirely agree with that argument. I personally have a more ambivalent understanding of how groups, communities and movements can both empower and disempower individuals,
depending on the conditions in which such groups operate. Groups, communities and movements
have in the past often stimulated emancipatory actions, while fostering critical reflection among their
participants. Yet, at other occasions, they have also provoked compliance and conformity. Rancière’s
scepticism also seems to go against my own observation that initiatives like Waerbeke can and do play
an important role in fostering critical reflection among individuals, particularly when they try to create
conditions for people to jointly turn private troubles into matters of public concern. I don’t see how
individuals can achieve that without the support of allies. Such emancipatory practices indeed have
an important social dimension (van der Veen et al. 2007). They do not take place in a vacuum, but in
interaction with others. Without such interaction, which occurs when one is addressed by real others,
by strangers, by ideas, by insights and experiences that come from without, it is hard to conceive of
how an individual can engage in actions of critical thinking, or in Rancière’s terms, can subjectify.
Subjectification only comes about when someone is being addressed, or spoken to. The belief that
emancipation is situated exclusively within the individual, seems to neglect various insights that direct
our attention to the dynamics of groups and social systems in critical learning processes.2 Take the
example of how diverse groups of people and social movements of women, workers, blacks have in
the past questioned familiar beliefs, and hence have invoked mutations in the way individuals used to
experience themselves and the world. Many individual learning processes indeed connect with such
social learning processes (Wildemeersch 2014). Therefore, I’d rather consider individual and social emancipation as complementary dynamics and avoid to conceive of groups, communities and collectivities
predominantly in negative terms as conformity producing entities.
A rich source of inspiration to consider the meaning of the presence of others for emancipatory
practices, is Hannah Arendt’s notion of plurality, which she develops in her theory of the ‘vita activa’
(Arendt 1958). In that theory she distinguishes between three basic forms of human activity: labour,
work and action. Labour is related to the everyday activities of reproduction, like collecting food, keeping
warm, etc. Work has to do with the exercise of a craft, in order to realize practical achievements such
as the making of instruments or the creation of services that make life easier. And action refers to the
way human beings engage in the exchange of meaning about themselves and the world they inhabit.
These three forms of human activity are interrelated, yet cannot be reduced to each other. They have
their own distinctive principles and criteria of judgement.
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Labor is judged by its ability to sustain human life, work by its ability to build and maintain a world fit for human use,
and action by its ability to disclose the identity of the agent, that is, to actualize the agent’s capacity for freedom
and to endow his or her existence with meaning. (Passerin d’Entrèves 1998, 318)

Activities of labour and work can be performed individually, even in isolation. Action however, is not
an individual activity. It essentially takes place between human beings.
For Arendt, a basic feature of action, and hence of the human condition, is ‘plurality’.
For if to act means to take initiative, to introduce the unexpected into the world, it also means that it is not something that can be done in isolation from others, that is independent of the presence of a plurality of actors who,
from their different perspectives, can judge the quality of what is being enacted. (ibid., 319)

Who we are, our unique identity, can only appear when we speak with each other in the in-between
spaces with other human beings. Our uniqueness reveals itself in action with others. ‘Thus, human
beings are not simply distinct, but they distinguish themselves; that is, they actively put forward their
who-ness in the very gesture of their words and deeds’ (Todd 2011, 105). The notion of plurality, as
Arendt developed it, points to the necessity of the presence of others for one’s identity development,
but also for processes of emancipation and critical thinking. The solidarity with others, in groups or
communities, is necessary to mobilise power against those who obstruct attempts for a new beginning. Empowerment never is a solitary activity in Arendt’s view. In line with this Nixon (2001) observes
that ‘The originality of Arendt’s philosophical legacy lies in her insistence that power resides not in the
individual capacity of the individual agent, but in the potential capacity of plural agents to deliberate
and act together’ (225).

Spaces of transition
In my view, Waerbeke, the organisation that draws our attention to the issue of silence, creates such
opportunities for empowerment. The initiators bring people together in diverse spaces where they
make evident and surprising connections between arts, meditation, politics, environmental action,
public health, experiences of trauma and care, etc. They invite people to develop responses to these
issues, without trying to streamline or homogenize the opinions. Because of the connections they make
between silence, space and landscape, their practices remind me strongly of a pedagogical approach
developed by Elizabeth Ellsworth in her book ‘Places of Learning: Media, Architecture, Pedagogy’. The
work is an attempt to ‘re-imagine pedagogy in and as public space’ (Ellsworth 2005, 98). It is an invitation
to explore spaces between education and architecture; education and performance; education and
sculpture; education and media; and education and public exhibitions and events. ‘Spaces between’ or
‘transitional spaces’ are central notions in this work. They refer to processes of moving away from fixed
securities, and moving beyond the taken-for-granted ways of experiencing the world around us and
ourselves as citizens, as learners, as city-dwellers, as consumers, or as arts audiences.
Transitional space opens up the space and time between an experience and our habitual response to it. It gives
us time and space to come up with some other way of being in relation to that moment. It introduces a stutter,
a hesitation. It jams the binary logics that keep self/other, inner/outer, individual/social locked in face-to-face
opposition. (Ellsworth 2005, 57)

The learning experiences in these circumstances are not necessarily comfortable or joyful. The experiences Ellsworth refers to create hesitation, disjunction, discontinuity and even conflict. They are incited
at places and in situations that are ‘anomalous’, meaning that they are to a certain extent unusual, bizarre
or exceptional. According to Ellsworth, these anomalous places are created by:
architects, artists, performers, media producers, and designers of content based experiences, museum exhibitions,
and public spaces are inventing processual paths, communicative instruments, urban critical vehicles, theatrical
performances, provocative interactive encounters, architectural spaces, and mediated cityscapes with pedagogical
intent, and they are doing so in ways that emphasize noncognitive, nonrepresentational processes and events such
as movement, sensation, intensity, rhythm, passage, and self-augmenting change. (Ellsworth 2005, 6)

Important in this approach is that it manages to locate the learning process not so much within the
individual learner, but between the inside world of the learner and the outside world. In doing so,
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it brings a spatial and even material dimension into our understanding of learning. The spatial and
material dimensions are situated in this inside/outside dynamic, in the encounter with the ‘space of
the other’ and the material space. Therefore, such learning is always relational, just like the encounter
with a work of art. The value of a work of art is not located in the work itself. It is situated in the interaction between the work and the observer. The art component ‘is not something that we can point
to in its content; rather we can detect the “art component” of a work only through the nature of our
response to the work’ (ibid.). In a similar way, the value of a learning process is situated ‘between’ the
learner and the transitional object, between the learner and the space, the person or the situation
that interrupts the fixities of the self-evident understanding of what we, and the world, are about.
This is in line with Rancière’s insight that thinking is always a transaction between a human being
and a given world.
It’s important that these spaces of transition are ‘free spaces’ where participants can freely question, explore and experiment, without pressure to produce urgent responses to matters of public
concern. Spaces where ‘Kairos’ can be experienced, which according to Hermsen (2014), refers to
the capacity to remain patient, to be able to wait for the right occasion for and the right measure
of action (286). Such free spaces enable a degree of slowness, of unknowing, of contingency and
plurality, or as mentioned before, of stutter and hesitation. They invite people to speak and respond
for themselves in conditions of equality, however diverse the backgrounds may be. One could call
these spaces, as Foucault (sd) does, heterotopias, or other places which, in his view, are ‘real existing
places, yet also counter-places where utopia becomes real’. In spite of the fact that the state of the
environment requires urgent measures and actions, such spaces can create opportunities to interrupt
the rush and hurry so typical for our times and to engage attentively and intensely with matters of
public concern. Such spaces have the capacity to enhance personal transformation. Yet, they can
also be spaces or places of democratic experimentation when dealing with public issues such as the
future of our commons. According to Biesta, quoting Wright Mills and Bauman, democratic experimenting should be understood particularly as processes transforming ‘private troubles’ into ‘public
issues’. The democratic experiment needs to be understood as pointing to collective interests and
the common good(s).
What is always at stake, therefore, in the democratic experiment, is the question to what extent and in what form
private ‘wants’ – that what is desired by individuals and groups – can be supported as collective needs, that is, can
be considered desirable at the level of the collective, given the plurality of individual wants and always limited
resources. (Biesta 2014, 7)

I think that is what happens in the varied activities of the Waerbeke organisation. In a recent conference
on ‘conflict and compassion’ diverse contributions connected experiences of individual trouble such
as burn-out, depression and refugee trauma to the issue of silence both as a way to deal with these
private troubles and as a matter of public concern. The conference was a fine and interesting example
of how the organisation, through its varied activities and actions, tries to link private matters to the
public issues. ‘In the undercurrent of silence connections emerge that can appear in diverse ways and
places’ (Waerbeke 2015, translation DW).

In conclusion
In a research paper that investigates how personal answers emerge from the exposure to public space
and how this can inform educational practices, Ellsworth and Kruse (2010) give the example of the
American Center for Land Use Interpretation (CLUI). It is a centre that was established in 1994 by Matthew
Coolidge and that, in the meantime, has developed into an extensive documentation centre about land
use in the US. It is also an educational centre that makes publications, develops courses and multimedia,
and also organizes bus tours to visit remarkable landscapes and sites with groups. Matthew Coolidge,
in an interview with Jeffrey Kastner, expresses a view on the research and educational practices of the
organisation that, in my view is very close to what Waerbeke in the Flemish/Belgian context tries to
achieve. The role of research, and I think he also means education, in the organisation is:
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Maybe one that allows you to become less sure, to realize that things aren’t quite as certain as you thought. We try
to suggest with the database and exhibits that the landscape is fairly rich as it is, and in a way, you don’t need to
do too much to it other than change your perspective. Familiar objects, often unseen because they’re so familiar,
become more interesting and become something else if you change the context in which they’re presented. It’s
in that state of uncertainty that your mind is most active. That’s the space of change, and anything can happen in
that space. And if we can get people untethered, even briefly, then things change slightly, individually, and perhaps
even collectively down the road. (Kastner 2005)

This approach also reflects many of the ideas which I have tried to develop in the context of this contribution. This paper also considered the question how people are transformed individually and perhaps
collectively through participation in practices of critical environmental and sustainability education. I
got inspired by the case of a citizen movement in my country that, in my view, interestingly combines
education and action through its varied activities. Its approach has stimulated me to reflect more deeply
about what critical environmental and sustainability education can mean today. For this reason, I have
explored various theories that connect environmental education/learning to matters of public concern,
and found that they reflect many of the principles, but also the doubts, that are currently related to critical
pedagogy. The main doubt has to do with the paradox that empowering practices, in spite of the good
intentions, often recreate disempowerment and dependency. I investigated this paradox more deeply
with the help of insights of Jacques Rancière, who criticizes the stultification practices of master explicators and, in response, presents an alternative with his notion of ‘equality of intelligence’. His intriguing,
yet also inspiring, suggestion to start educational practices from the assumption that participants are
emancipated, rather than in need of emancipation, opens new horizons to try and avoid such stultification.
However, I also raised some doubts about Rancière’s scepticism concerning the emancipatory potential of
groups, communities and movements. In his view such aggregations are oppressive, rather than emancipatory. Hannah Arendt’s notion of ‘plurality’ represents, in my view, a more adequate perspective on
the emancipatory potential of both individuals and communities, yet, on condition that the uniqueness,
or difference, of each individual is respected and is not sacrificed on the altar of the one and only truth. I
have suggested in this paper that the practices of Waerbeke create opportunities for such individual and
social transformation, in connection with public issues such as silence, serenity and space. This practical
observation, in connection with some theoretical considerations bring me to the conclusion that:
Good critical environmental and sustainability education creates in-between spaces for individual and social transformation, where participants speak and are spoken to, on an equal basis and with respect for their uniqueness,
about their concerns for the environmental commons. It is an open ended and democratic practice, that carefully
navigates between a sense of urgency and the need for moments of silence, serenity and space.

Notes
1.

2.

 other works Rancière extends this oppressive relationship to art practices and to political practices, where the
In
public is also considered ignorant and in need of the right or correct interpretation then delivered by the artist
or the politician.
I refer here to theories that connect the learning to groups, communities and social systems such as ‘situated
 
learning’, ‘social learning’, ‘activity theory’ or ‘communities of practice’.
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ABSTRACT

Regional sustainability networks in the Netherlands are rooted in regional
culture and have an emphasis on social learning and effective collaboration
between multiple actors. The national ‘Duurzaam Door’ (Moving Forward
Sustainably) Policy Programme regards these networks as generative
governance arrangements where new knowledge, actions and relations can
co-evolve together with new insights in governance and learning within
sustainability transitions. In order to understand the dynamics of the learning
in these networks we have monitored emergent properties of social learning
between 2014 and 2016. Our focus is particularly on the interrelated role of
trust, commitment, reframing and reflexivity. Our aim is to better understand
the role and the dynamics of these emergent properties and to see which
actors and roles can foster the effectiveness of social learning in regional
transitions towards more sustainable ways of living. We used a retrospective
analysis with Reflexive Monitoring in Action (RMA), which we combined with
the Most Significant Change approach. We found that reflexivity in particular
is a critical property at moments that can make or break the process.
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1. Introduction
In The Netherlands, a new policy on ‘Learning for Sustainability’ became active in the year 2000, as a
follow up to earlier national programs on Environmental Education (EE). The Learning for Sustainability
Policy can be linked to the 1992 Earth Summit and Agenda 21 in that it promotes boundary crossing
between different societal actors. This policy focussed on themes that went beyond the traditional EE
themes (e.g. issues related to health, economy and social equity were also included, not just the usual,
water, waste, air, energy and nature). Also, novel in the policy was the move away from outcomes to
processes. The facilitation of learning processes and the brokering of interaction between actors (from
the world of civil society, education, research, business and government) and levels (individual, organisation, community, region, country) was considered a core mechanism for transitions to sustainability.
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The successor policy of this program, the ‘Duurzaam Door’ (Moving Forward Sustainably) Policy
(2014–2017) focuses even stronger on the capacity building for organisational and societal learning in
and through local and regional networks. The programme anticipates on ‘the creation of new societal
tissue, new value communities and responsible citizenship, a “silent revolution” that eventually opens
windows of opportunity for sustainable solutions for energy, raw material resources and the quality of
food’ (Duurzaam Door, 3, 2015a). One aim of Duurzaam Door is that those regional networks develop as
equal partnerships, towards, for example, local/regional energy cooperatives. As such, the programme is
intended to strengthen the societal social basis in regional/local networks for working towards sustainability. The programme therefore connects with the dreams of the people in place based sustainability
networks, working for circular economy and new value streams (e.g. chains that create value other
than material or monetary ones). An interesting notion is that the programme also aims to ‘redefine
its role and learns on the basis of equal participation in those networks’ (Duurzaam Door, 7, 2015a). In
other words: the policy’s success does not so much depend on the realization of hard predetermined
measurable socio-ecological outcomes – in fact none were identified of that nature – but rather on the
extent to which the policy successfully facilitated interaction and dialogue and to which the program
itself could learn from successes and failures in the interaction. As such, the policy can be considered
as one of the first ‘reflexive’ policy programs in The Netherlands that reflects, what we might call, a shift
from governing sustainability to sustainability governance.
On paper, these ambitions might sound great, but how are they enacted in practice? What are the
actual social learning processes taking place in these place-based governance networks that are supposed to have high levels of autonomy, self-determination and interaction?
In order to understand these social learning processes within these new governance dynamics we
have studied three regional ‘Duurzaam Door’ policy supported networks in the Netherlands. These
networks can be regarded as social transition arenas where uncertainty is faced and challenged. The
monitoring of the processes in the three cases is focused on: (a) initial network visions and expectations,
(b) the diversity of actors, (c) social learning dynamics and the perceived levels of trust, commitment and
reframing (Sol, Beers, and Wals 2013), and (d) how reflexivity and change agency is applied in concrete
local/regional sustainability aims, in the nexus nature, energy and food.
First we will introduce the theoretical framework (Section 2), followed by methodological aspects
and methods used (Section 3) and the empirical findings in the three regions (Section 4). In Section 5,
the findings are discussed through the lens of new trends in governance networks and some overall
conclusions are drawn.
We should preface the theoretical section by declaring what might be seen as a bias towards Dutch
transition and social learning scholars which we justify by our own familiarity with these scholars, their
international status (they are often cited in these areas internationally) and the focus of this special
issue which in a sense invites such a bias. This is not to suggest that there are no others outside of The
Netherlands (we inevitably do refer to some already) who have something to say about these emergent
areas. On the contrary, there is a growing group of transition scholars around the world whom we could
have brought into this article as well but chose not to.

2. Theory
2.1. A sustainability transition perspective
Current societal problems such as environmental degradation, failing educational systems and economic crises are regarded as wicked problems (Rittel and Webber 1973) in that they are complex, contested and ambiguous with respect to their underlying values and causes. All these characteristics make
them essentially unsolvable; at best, attempts can be made to improve the situation and to learn from
the attempt. In order to meaningfully engage with wicked problems and to adapt to changing situations,
a so-called transition perspective is advocated by activist scholars. One of the key transition scientists
and advocates in The Netherlands, Jan Rotmans, describes a transition as entangled non-linear processes
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of social change by which a societal system is structurally transformed (Rotmans and Loorbach 2006).
A transition perspective suggests that rather than optimizing existing systems, practices and routines
(continue doing the things we do, but only better), we need to radically reconsider the assumptions and
values upon we have built these systems, practices and routines in the first place (doing better things
altogether). A transition perspective implies new ways of policy (e.g. a shift from ‘governmentality’ to
reflexive governance; Beck 2006; Grin 2006), behaviour (e.g. a shift from individual learning, personal
development and competition to joint learning, community building and solidarity), new relationship
building (trust) and radical new ways of knowledge creation and learning.
Capra (1996) writes that a more diversified and complex network enables many different relationships and approaches to problem solving and learning, which can lead to the enrichment of both the
individual and the whole community. It appears that sustainability transitions evolve from a stage
of self-perpetuating and self-replicating unsustainability towards one that is more sustainable. This
requires that, among other things, we need to make better use of diversity by inviting voices that
represent different ways of viewing and knowing the world or, put more academically, by inviting
epistemological and ontological pluralism.

2.2. Governance networks
Governance networks are networks where many actors are involved (e.g. municipalities, entrepreneurs,
educational institutes, NGO’s, citizens and other actors), with a relatively stable character where solutions
proposed for (wicked) problems and challenges are contested. The different actors are engaged in relationships with a high degree of interdependency (Klijn, Edelenbos, and Steijn 2010). Governance networks are
regarded as a sort of platform ‘where a multitude of actors are involved in multilateral negotiations’ (van
Kersbergen and van Waarden 2004, 150). These networks can help communities respond to wicked problems, as they consist of a plurality of actors in society and aim to co-create new knowledge, new relations
and new policy. Governance networks (Hajer and Versteeg 2005; Newig, Günther, and Pahl-Wostl 2010;
Termeer and Dewulf 2012) seek to invite this pluralism in situations where old routines no longer suffice
in light of wicked sustainability challenges. As such, governance networks can be regarded as multi-level
networked forms of governance (in contrast to mono-centric forms, with state hierarchy), and are considered to self-organize, resist government steering, to develop their own policies and to exchange resources.
Many governance networks are guided by governments, using subsidies and/or different types of
coordination and facilitation (Beers and Geerling-Eiff 2013). As such, they can be regarded as facilitated
governance networks. The regional networks of Duurzaam Door, which are studied in this contribution,
can be considered facilitated governance networks because the national government creates and facilitates them with subsidies and some coordination through provincial support. Without facilitation these
networks would either not exist or would purely function as grassroots networks that are empowered
from within (van den Heiligenberg et al. 2017).
In terms of goal formulation, problem definition and equity (Rittel and Webber 1973) such networks
act in a flexible, place-based and contemporary way, because each network can represent local/regional
identities and culture by bringing together relevant actors from both state and society, creating issue-specific constituencies (Termeer and Dewulf 2012). A network becomes, so to say, tailor–made. This gives a
governance network an advantage over more ‘top-down’ forms of government as governance networks
are de facto ‘rooted in trust and regulated by rules of the game negotiated and agreed by network participants’ (van Kersbergen and van Waarden 2004, 148). It seems that especially trust in and within governance
networks is important for achieving better outcomes (Klijn, Edelenbos, and Steijn 2010).
Governance networks can be used to trigger a transition as stated before: a structural change of
the result of developments that interact, influence and enforce each other (Rotmans and Loorbach
2006). Moreover, governance networks can be seen as a potentially reflexive since they provide room
for experimenting and developing the means for transforming information to new interpretation and
action (Sotarauta and Srinivas 2006). In this study, we are particularly preoccupied with the social
learning learning dynamics and the role of reflexivity in governance networks.
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2.3. Social learning
Before we will elaborate on different concepts of (social) learning, we will first explain that we look from
a social-constructivist background, mixed with educational and organisational learning theories. We
see learning basically as a social interactive process (Wenger 1998) where boundaries (Akkerman and
Bakker 2011) and zones of development (Vygotsky 1978) are playing a role in the making and changing
of meaning. Argued by Vygotsky is, that interpersonal communication is transformed during development into intrapersonal communication (talking to the self ). In this, learning supposes a specific social
nature (Piaget 1964) in which the learning actor or learner learns from its own practice (Friedman 1987).
Because social learning in turn presupposes individual learning, but it is as well more than the sum of
its parts -of individual learning- (Wildemeersch 2009, 4), we like to explain the definition of learning first.
A quite general definition of learning is about changes in behaviour (including conscious thought), or a
change in practical activity (Friedman 1987; De Houwer, Dermot, and Moors 2013, 631). Leaning can be
understood as ‘the process of using a prior interpretation to construe a new or revised interpretation of
the meaning of one’s experience as a guide for future action’ (Alexander, Schallert, and Reynolds 2009),
which is mostly induced by an disorienting dilemma (Mezirow and associates 2000). This definition
can be applied on both an individual and social level. The concept of learning can also be understood
with the opposed features of non-learning: ‘when processes are self-sealing, compulsively repetitive,
non-interruptible and non-changeable by the very people’ (Argyris 2003, 1178).
Learning encompasses the ability to detect and correct errors and when this happens without changing the underlying values this is called single loop learning. Learning is called double loop learning
(Argyris 2003), when the underlying values and other features of the status quo are changed first.
Double loop learning is seen as transformational in nature, rather than transactional and occurs when
understandings, insights and explanations are connected with action and effectiveness (Argyris 2003).
Double loop learning is akin with the concept of transformative learning because it basically implies
changes in the identity of the learner(s). Transformative learning refers to the process by which we
transform our taken-for-granted frames of reference (meaning perspective, habits of mind, mindsets)
to make them more inclusive, open and involves participating in constructive discourse. Transformative
learning has both individual and social dimensions and implications (Mezirow and associates 2000).
It is accommodative in the sense that the learning actor changes its meaning, perspectives or ways of
behaviour in certain situations. In this, the learning involves overcoming barriers in the form of defence
or resistance (Illeris 2014). Although both Argyris, Illeris and Mezirow seem to speak about an individual
learner, we would like to propose that these definitions of learning equally apply to any actor, either
an individual or a group, team, organisation or network. What matters is the learning process and its
outcomes.
Transition scholars (Kemp, Loorbach, and Rotmans 2009; Loorbach 2010) argue that learning processes are at the core of transitions (see also Beers, Van Mierlo, and Hoes 2016, Beers et al, 2014).
However, they have offered little on the way of conceptualising these learning processes, which makes
it difficult to study and foster those (Beers, Van Mierlo, and Hoes 2016). The concept of social learning
is promising in this context (e.g. Wals 2007; Ison, Blackmore, and Iaquinto 2013; Vinke-de Kruijf and
Pahl-Wostl 2016), because it takes the diversity of actors, knowledge, perspectives, languages and
interests, which is inherent in transitions, as a starting point (Wals 2007; Sol, Beers, and Wals 2013) for
the creation of new shared knowledge (van der Wal 2015).
The concept of social learning has been developed to understand processes of social transformation
as learning processes (Wildemeersch 2009) as being a form of tacit and informal learning (Friedman
1987). Through this lense, social learning can be seen as a double-edged process: where individual
learning and interactive learning take simultaneously place ‘in a process of social change with effects
on wider social-ecological systems’ (Reed et al. 2010, 2). Social learning as defined by Reed et al. (2010,
6) is ‘a change in understanding that goes beyond the individual to become situated in wider social
units or communities of practice through social interactions between actors in social networks’. Social
learning manifests itself by changes in attitude, behaviour, norms, trust and respect. Based on a review
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of social learning discourses (Rodela 2011) it appeared that scholars tend to see the mechanism ór the
emergence of social learning. Secondly, it appeared in this same review that scholars approach social
learning as either individual-centric or network-centric. As there are quite many different definitions
and approaches of social learning altogether, we define social learning as ‘an interactive and dynamic
process in a multi-actor setting where knowledge is exchanged and where actors learn by interaction
and co-create new knowledge through on-going interaction’ ( Pesch 2015). In this sense, it is a process
that can contribute to system innovation by providing a basis for action (Beers and van Mierlo 2017).
Moreover, we believe in dealing with wicked problems, that there is a way out -exactly through reflexive
social learning- in governance networks, because in social learning we can make effective use of the
diversity of actors for looking at possible root causes and possible solutions.
Due to the diversity of actors (research institutes, firms, government, NGO’s, societal initiatives,
educational institutes etc.) engaged in social learning and therefore the implicit or explicit differences
in perspectives, interests, values, cultures and languages, social learning can either lead to surprising
processes of knowledge cocreation and/or towards deep conflicts. Moreover, social learning cannot be
seen in a vacuum: ‘it is a vulnerable activity, which can be greatly influenced by the context in which
it takes place. Especially when these contexts are turbulent or discordant there is a great chance that
these characteristics will affect the inner dynamics of social learning within the system involved’ […]
Apparently double loop learning takes place in more or less protected zones or discursive spaces,
(Pesch 2015; Wildemeersch 2009, 113 ). This means that social learning entails both opportunities and
risks. Effective or successful social learning processes can be recognised by high information sharing, improved communication, relation building leading towards new knowledge, new relations and
new actions (Beers and van Mierlo 2017). Ineffective or weak and unsuccessful social learning can be
recognised by lack of engagement, lack of accountability, ambiguous decision-making and deficient
coordination (Reed et al. 2010).
Although there is some evidence of effective and ineffective social learning (Leys and Vanclay 2011), it
is not clear which properties play a role in the dynamics of the social learning processes. And although in
some cases social learning has been proven to foster innovation and to create avenues for sustainability
transitions (Keen, Brown, and Dyball 2005; Wals 2007), the challenge of understanding the interactions
and the dynamics in knowledge and relations remains (Sol, Beers, and Wals 2013).
These dynamics are for example manifested in a sudden increase or drop in trust and commitment.
We hypothesize that a better understanding of these dynamics can help improve the facilitation and
support of social learning in complex change processes involving multiple actors. Our assumption on
successful social learning is that changes in reflexivity, trust, commitment and reframing foster the
effective use of the diversity of actors.
Social learning outcomes emerge from communicative interactions among learning partners when
they are giving meaning to problems, new technology, social innovations and societal developments.
Learning processes and outcomes that contribute to system innovation are assumed to include knowledge, actions and relation (Beers and van Mierlo 2017, 244). Knowledge is considered as new insights,
ideas, views and visions. Actions is considered as new agreements and decisions that will possibly be
followed by real world actions. And new relations are seen as new roles and identities between (new)
actors (Beers and van Mierlo 2017). Social learning outcomes are regarded as emergent too; and could
be distinguished as rather ‘soft and invisible’: such as empathy, involvement and trust or rather ‘hard
and visible’ such as knowledge, decisions, new relations and actions .
The learning outcomes arguably include change agency (Grin et al. 2011) and the new surprising
ways of looking, deciding and developing new knowledge, policy and action (Guijt 2008). So social
learning can be regarded both as a process for achieving change and as an outcome of an ongoing
emergent process of reflexivity in interaction, relationship building and generative conflict. Investing
and or engaging in social learning is thought to potentially transform complex situations when the
social learning persists over time (Ison, Blackmore, and Iaquinto 2013).
Within networks social learning takes place within a discursive space (Pesch 2015) where different
meanings, perceptions and behaviours interact, take place and shape new meaning, new knowledge,
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new worlds and actions in the making (Chaves 2016). This space can also be regarded as a reflexive
space, where opportunity for dialogue, negotiation, and learning is available. If not, the space can
become an arena, where new ideas are slaughtered and lack of trust creates inflexibility and ineffectiveness (Thompson and Pascal 2012) which might lead to an inability to deviate from the path taken
even in light of clear signs that it’s the wrong path to take, a phenomenon sometimes referred to as
lock in (Barnes, Gartland, and Stack 2004; Klitkou et al. 2015). The challenge might be to find the right
balance between open curiosity and fixed standpoints within an arena with enough courage and
safety, to ‘freely engage in conflictive social practices, with unpredictable outcomes’ (Castells 2000, 5).

2.4. Reflexivity, trust, commitment and reframing in transformation dynamics
Trust, commitment and reframing are regarded as emergent and dynamic properties (Sol, Beers, and
Wals 2013), lubricating the permeability of existing actor’s frames and essential in triggering transformational change. Emergent means that they gradually evolve, sometimes dissolve and pop up at
unexpected moments, in a rather unplanned way.
Trust we define as (Sol, Beers, and Wals 2013) as the expectation that others will act in a way that is
agreeable for you without the possibility of you intervening (based on Peeman 2009). Commitment
refers to how and the extent to which participants and their organisational backgrounds expend their
resources on the goals of the project. Resources can be motivation and passion, but also time and
money. Reframing here refers to ‘the emergence of new, shared perceptions on the issues faced by a
relatively heterogeneous group exploring a mutually perceived but somewhat ill-defined challenge
such as regional sustainable development’ (Sol, Beers, and Wals 2013). Trust, commitment and reframing
are different, but interrelated aspects of the process of social learning. For example, a slow decline in
commitment from specific actors in a network can result in sudden decline of mutual trust later on.
Or, when trust is high in a network, a process of reframing can start when actors are willing to drop
old beliefs and exchange them for new beliefs about for example a regional identity (Sol, Beers, and
Wals 2013).
The scholarly literature offers some variation in how reflexivity is defined. Reflexivity concerns
the ability to recognize our own influence on the type of knowledge we create and the way we
create it (Fook 1999). Reflexivity also refers to the ability to consciously understand one’s place in the
social structure and to shift this (Malthouse, Roffey-Barentsen, and Watts 2014). This is also called
agency, the capacity to position oneself within the broader social and organisational context and
create change or exert power. Through reflexivity an experience becomes transformative, in that it
involves an expansion of one’s perception of the world, which can be noticed when actors attach
new significance and meaning to an aspect of the world (Pugh 2011). So some expansive activity
is needed. In addition to this view of understanding, Mezirow describes reflexivity as a strategy of
dealing with complexity: ‘the process of using a prior interpretation to construe a new or revised
interpretation of the meaning of one’s experience in order to guide future action’ (Mezirow 1991,
162) by mulling over, evaluating, recapturing experiences, and re-orienting on actions. As such,
being reflexive gives options to handle situations where frictions, misunderstandings and conflicts
are rising. In a similar manner, ‘reflexive monitoring-inaction’ (van Mierlo, Arkesteijn, and Leeuwis
2010) enhances the process of making the implicit explicit, especially in relatively unplanned
innovation processes (Regeer 2010).
For the use of the concept reflexivity in this article we decided to combine the definitions of Pugh
(2011), Malthouse (2014) and Mezirow (1991) as follows: Reflexivity is reorienting and making the
meaning of one’s beliefs and experiences explicit by assessing and articulating the new significance and
meaning of this. As such, reflexivity includes the willingness to explore underlying frames and create
unpredictable new frames. We consider reflexivity to be an active notion. It is a more expansive way of
learning, leading to a change in perception and behaviour.
Reflexivity can occur at an individual level, but also as social reflexivity (Archer 2010), which refers
to the sharing of individual findings and the shared act of defining new explicit beliefs, intentions and
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acts. It is believed that a reflexive society, where creativity, flexibility and diversity are encouraged (Wals,
van der Hoeven, and Blanken 2009) has the capacity to make existing routines, norms and values more
explicit and has the power to reframe and reorient beliefs and actions. Even so, a ‘reflexive turn’ has
been emphasized, to be seen as a reflexive change being related to a change in learning outcomes
(Beers and van Mierlo 2017). Reflexivity is seen as important for system innovation, learning and sustainable transitions, it is an approach ‘that systematically raises doubt about its own assumptions and
practices and seeks to find an enlightened alternative’ (Perez 2014). It can unlock the tacit knowledge
and understanding that actors have of their experience and us this to generate knowledge for future
practice (Malthouse, Roffey-Barentsen, and Watts 2014) These acts of critical reflexivity belong to a social
learning process (Groot 2008) because social learning requires reflection and reflexivity throughout
the entire process, if only to improve the quality of the process itself and to monitor change progress
throughout (Wals 2007, 41).

2.5. Agency, change agents and free actors
As indicated before, social learning dynamics and outcomes can create a certain change agency (Chreim
et al. 2010) which may contribute to transitions. Agency here refers to as ‘The making of independent
choices by actors’ (Grin et al. 2010, 78). Grin (2006) suggests that agency influences whether, how and
how fast a particular transition will develop. A network consists both of change agency and change
agents. A ‘free actor’ (Wielinga and Geerling-Eiff 2009) is a change agent with the ability of exercising
discretion in choosing to act, who acts as a network manager, identifying which actors that are crucial
in the network, and then activating and connecting these actors in the network. Such an actor must
have ‘connective ability’ (Klijn, Edelenbos, and Steijn 2010). We will use the above concept of change
agent in the sense of a free actor. Free actors behave as change agents, because their intervention
might lead to more trust, commitment or reframing and/or new knowledge, decisions and behaviour.
This can be regarded as free actors fostering the social learning process. If they would not do this, the
dynamics and development of the network eventually might crash (Zaalmink et al. 2007).

2.6. Aim of research and research question
The aim of the research is to find out what fosters (un)successful social learning in governance networks
dealing with sustainability transitions. Our focus is on social learning processes aimed at transformative
change. Specifically, we want to know whether there is a relation between the social learning dynamics
and the outcomes of social learning in governance networks.
In this article, we explore the role of reflexivity, trust, commitment and reframing in social learning
processes. Second we will focus on the role of change agents in social learning. In education for sustainability, understanding these dynamics is relevant in the current development of living labs and other
hybrid learning contexts ( Malthouse et al. 2014, Cremers et al. 2016; Oonk 2016).
In (Sol, Beers, and Wals 2013) we have assumed that emergent properties such as trust, commitment
and reframing play a significant role in social learning, based on a descriptive case in the North of the
Netherlands. In Sol and Wals (2015) we have explored and experienced the concept of reflexivity within
a Dutch Policy Framework on Biodiversity and found it to be a condition in enhancing the emergence
of social learning processes and its outcomes. In this article, we assume that reflexivity fosters the
reorientation of ideas, values, aims, others, roles, visions etc. Reflexivity in this way may lead to more
relational trust, more commitment and more willingness to reframe.
In this article, the hypothetical model on trust, commitment and reframing has been combined with
the notion of reflexivity. Also, we position reflexivity as rather central. Assumed is that reflexivity fosters
the possibility to reorient ideas, values, aims, others, roles, visions and their relation with the current
situation. When engaged actors share this reflexive process it more relational trust, more commitment
and more willingness to reframe may emerge. If so, then social learning can reshape emerging knowledge and relations within governance networks leading to new actions. In and between these phases
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we might witness and foster sustainability transitions in the different niches and/or regime or landscape
levels. Furthermore, we assume that a change agent can influence these processes in all phases with different interventions. The different concepts can be modelled as being related as following (see Figure 1).
This analytical framework has been applied in three Dutch regions in 2014 and 2016, in order to find
empirical evidence about the relation between social learning dynamics and social learning outcomes.
We will turn to the empirical cases studies to explore whether reflexive attitudes, together with trust,
commitment and reframing lubricate processes of social learning through which the effectiveness and
speed of innovation for regional sustainability and reflexive governance grow. Secondly, we explore
the roles of change agents in inducing reflexivity, connecting actors, and creating opportunities for
social- and system learning towards sustainability transitions. In short we ask:
(1) What
 
is the role of reflexivity, trust, commitment and reframing in social learning dynamics
and how are they interrelated
(2)  What are roles of change agents in fostering the emerging properties of reflexivity and trust,
commitment and reframing in social learning

3. Research methodology
3.1. The Duurzaam Door programme
Duurzaam Door’s regional network approach is comprised of 12 provincial programmes, organised in
12 regional networks. The core activity of Duurzaam Door is to supply visions and social tools to support
social innovation for a green economy at mainly a regional level.
Concrete network cooperation is emphasized between, ideally, five types of societal actors
(Governments, Entrepreneurs, Schools, Research Institutes and NGO’s) per region. As a guiding principle, the programme upholds ‘the three Cs’: coalitions, co-creation and co-financing. This principle is
intended to include a certain level of personal commitment and inspiration (Yearly Report Duurzaam
Door, 2015b).

Figure 1. Analytical framework: relations between the concepts.
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In deliberation with the Duurzaam Door coordination platform, it was decided in 2014 to select the
three most promising networks for this study. Promising was regarded as: being able to produce results
(network projects with sustainability outcomes), have good network collaboration and realise a stable
self-supported network without government interventions.
Some networks can be recognised by ‘people with a common drive who really want to realise something, if needed right through existing structures’ (Public Thought, 2016). The research started in 2014
and ended in 2016.

3.2. Methods
Our research aims at contribution at two levels: (a) understanding the dynamics of the learning processes
in governance networks and (b) contributing to dealing with sustainability problems. Our methodological approach is part of a broader trend of sustainability research on governance networks (Klijn 2010);
that experience social learning processes (Wals 2007) in relatively protected discursive spaces (Pesch
2015). Examples of such research approaches can be found in a broad range of urban sustainability
labs, real world laboratories, etc. (Schnäpke et al. 2015).
Given that the start of the Duurzaam Door networks preceded the start of our research, we faced the
challenge of retrospectively assessing part of the network dynamics. In order to grasp past perceptions
of actors’ behaviours and interactions between the actors in sustainability networks between 2014 and
2016, we used three divergent but complementary methods.
(1) Reflexive
 
Monitoring in Action (RMA) (van Mierlo et al. 2010) techniques were combined with
the Most Significant Change approach (Davies and Dart 2015) and were applied in all three
networks in both 2014 and 2016. RMA is a monitoring approach that is used when heterogeneous (governance) networks have (shared) ambitions for system innovation. RMA helps to
reflect on relations between ambitions, and practical developments and is action oriented. RMA
techniques were applied at both personal and network level on perceptions of experiences
and in discovering new perceptions for actions.
The Most Significant Change (MSC) approach consisted of asking participants -during for example a
RMA workshop- to reflect on the most significant changes in time and to reflexively look at underlying
values and assumptions in them. How we did this: all the network participants in the facilitated meeting
were asked to remember at least three significant network moments since 2014. They were asked to
shortly note these on post-its, which were sticked on a big wall with a time line until 2016. In little groups,
people would talk deeper about a few selected moments, about changes in perceptions, attitudes and
actions. After that, a plenary discussion followed in order to summarize the learning insights and the
new future plans for action. All was written down in a small report, which they all received.
This led to specific personal and network eye-openers about roles, barriers and new opportunities in each of the networks. We regard these significant moments of change as crucial moments. The
insights gained from the workshops in 2014 were representing how the actors perceived themselves
at that moment. The reflexive workshops in 2016 provided more data than the workshops in 2014,
because the reflection covered a period of two years with several significant changes per network and
also led to new windows of opportunity. The analysis in both 2014 and 2016 was done with a group
of researchers from different institutes and resulted in a deeper understanding of the social learning
dynamics in the networks.
(2) Surveys
 
with active network partners were conducted in 2014 and in 2016. Network partners
were considered active by the coordinators if they participated in meetings and were taking
responsibility for the development of the network and/or specific tasks such as leading projects.
The surveys consisted of questions about networks actors, network dynamics and network
learning with for example: ‘What do you consider to be a successful learning network’. The
survey asked about network ambitions and perceptions on trust, commitment and reframing
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in 2014 and 2016. In 2016, ten statements were added referring to levels of trust, commitment
and reframing. These statements were answered on a Likert Scale ranging from totally not
agree (1) to totally agree (7), with room to comment in Utrecht and Flevoland. In Limburg, a
mini-survey was used, because this network did not yet have enough history.
(3)  Learning histories were obtained through face-to-face interviews with three active network
partners per regional network in 2016, in order to gain deeper understanding of interventions done. The selection of these actors was based on communications with the regional
network coordinators. The interviews focused on changes in perceptions, actions and effects of
change agents. All interviews were transcribed and coded using reflexivity, trust, commitment,
reframing, learning and change as categories. Based on the analysis a learning history for each
network was constructed. Each learning history was validated and, if necessary, adjusted by
the respondents.

3.3. Planning of the research
The research took place in 2014 through surveys and learning workshops in all three networks. The
follow-up research took place in 2016, in the same way with mostly the same questions, added were 3
interviews key actors per network to obtain individual learning histories of the period between 2014
and 2016. An overview of methods used is listed in Table 1.

3.4. Mixed methods
Combining different approaches within one research is referred to as ‘mixed method research’, which
refers to a ‘combination of research methods [is] designed to balance out the strengths and weaknesses
of any one method to produce a richer set of evidence’ (Pearce 2012, 844). Reflexive monitoring is considered to be the most suitable for the monitoring of system innovation and transition (Arkensteijn, van
Mierlo, and Potters 2007; Groot 2008). By using RMA in combination with survey data and interviews with
network partners, we aim to create a representation of the partners’ perception of (learning) dynamics
in the network, while working with the practical limitations of authentic case studies.
The data from the survey in 2016 made it possible to better understand different levels of trust,
commitment and reframing. The analytic coding was based on the following definitions. Reframing:
the emergence of new views, new problem orientations, new solutions and visions. Trust: Stakeholders
actions and utterances that suggest (daring to be) vulnerable to others’ actions. Commitment: stakeholder’s actions that commit time, money, and other resources to shared goals, values and interests.
In treating trust, commitment and reframing as emergent properties of social learning (Sol, Beers, and
Wals 2013) we also tried to characterise the underlying (inter)active processes for each of the regional
network. Rather than identifying every action and every discursive space (to which the data give limited access), we opted to rather give ‘thick descriptions’, combined with the visual toolbox (Vicente,
2016) based on the data. This was combined with interpretations on ‘levels of trust, commitment and
reframing’ from the interviews, the learning workshops, and the observations in both 2014 and 2016.
The triangulation of data from these different methods made it possible to construct several figures

Table 1. An overview of methods used for each network in 2014–2016.
RMA 2014
RMA 2016

Utrecht
Network meeting: workshop
Network meeting: workshop

Flevoland
Network meeting: workshop
Learning history with coördinator

Survey 2014
Survey 2016
Interviews 2016

8 actors
7 actors
3 change agents

8 actors
8 actors
3 change agents

Limburg
Network meeting: workshop
Observing meetings and learning
history with coordinator
6 actors
10 actors (minisurvey)
3 change agents
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(see Section 4), visualising the emergent properties of the social learning dynamics in time. This methodological data triangulation refers to the finding of similarities between results from different research
methods (Joslin and Müller 2016). Remarks and data on trust, commitment and reframing from the
survey were taken as a starting point for constructing the values ‘low, moderate, high’. The results
therefore are not necessarily generally applicable mechanisms, but provide additional insight in how
social learning dynamics become manifest in governance networks.

4. Results
In this section, the three regional networks are evaluated separately: first, we describe the Utrecht
network, second the Flevoland network and third the Limburg network. For each network, we describe
the situation as perceived by the network partners in 2014, with attention on the network structure,
indications of trust, commitment and reframing and the main network ambitions. Then we describe
the situation and the concrete network results in 2016, followed by a retrospective view on social learning dynamics regarding the emergence of reflexivity, trust, commitment and reframing. The data are
used to construct several figures (2, 3 and 4) visualising the emergent properties of the social learning
dynamics in time; trust, commitment, reframing and reflexivity as they changed over the course of the
network (horizontal axis). These properties of the learning dynamics are understood to vary from low (l)
to moderate (m) to high (h) (vertical axis). Finally, conclusions will be drawn about the (self-) governance
and change capacity of the regional network.

4.1. Utrecht regional sustainability network
4.1.1. The situation in 2014
The network partners indicate that they do not regard the network as a network, also because the
status and role of this network is not (yet) clear. They rather regard it as a programme, a temporary
formation for the time being. The ambition of the network is to accelerate sustainability through grassroots collaboration, sharing of knowledge and connecting. The network partners each bring in their
own projects to work on in collaboration with the network partners. As illustrated by a statement from
one of the network actors: ‘I don’t have the feeling that the common interest is very important’. We
conclude that there is some tension concerning the long-term abilities of the network; actors do not
yet see or experience the benefit of the network and give priority to their own projects. Network trust
and network commitment are present, but perceived as moderate.

4.1.2. Network roles and results 2014–2016
By working on projects in thematic ‘sub-networks’, the Duurzaam Door network is realising initiatives
as for example ‘Energy Explore Lab’, and ‘Change Lab’. In these initiatives, different stakeholders such as
high schools and entrepreneurs collaborate, see Matrix 1: Three project examples of the Utrecht network.
The coordination is delegated to an NGO (NMU). The partners are asked to sign a formal agreement
to commit to the network, but none of the partners really feels committed. This undermined the trust,
the social learning and network development. One of the network partners mentioned: ‘We did not
know what kind of collective we really were and what it meant to sign an agreement’. However when
Matrix 1. Three project examples of the Utrecht network.
Theme
Social entrepreneurship

Title
Change Lab

Energetic Society
Energy saving in the construction of buildings

The Great Transition
Energy Explore Lab

Output
Increased the involvement of youth in tangible sustainability issues and creating future leaders
The stimulation of participation of citizens in projects
Supported high school students to advise companies
and private owners to co-design energy saving
buildings
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network successes became visible, a network partner stated: ‘These are the highlights I need to embrace
in order to have confidence in the future [of our network]’. This partner demonstrated how output
relates to trust in the network.
During 2016, the provincial government constituted additional requirements for subsidies, which
again put pressure on the partners’ trust in the network.

4.1.3. Social learning dynamics
From the survey and the interviews in 2016, it becomes clear that network partners experienced a
breach of trust in 2015. The signing of the agreement in 2014, where all actors promised to commit to
the timely reporting of activities, was at risk the end of the programme in 2016. This failure to comply
was sanctioned by withholding subsidies in 2015 by the provincial government. This seriously brought
the network trust under pressure. One of the network partners indicates there is a real lesson on trust:
‘Only sign an agreement when there are really explicit and binding terms, including the right mandates
to make decisions’.
Also during 2015 (the second year of the programme) the coordinator realised that all subnetworks
are performing well, but connecting and learning at network level is still weak. At this point, a significant change was created by the coordinator, who decided to organise ‘Learn & Knowledge meetings’
in order to collect the different sub-network actors towards a more joint vision and self-awareness of
the network. Critical issues such as ‘what can we do to create a shared identity, how can we prevent
dismemberment, how can we anticipate on agendas outside the network?’ were addressed. This meeting enhanced reflexivity and provided possibility to reframe on existing patterns and created more
relational trust.
The meetings helped to discover a sense of shared network identity leading to a joint decision about
skipping several small projects. Such a decision is considered as taking a risk, in becoming vulnerable
for the actions of others. This indicates that trust was emerging that the network was committed to
make a change, and that for this a process of joint reframing must have been taking place.

4.1.4. Governance and change agency
In 2016 (the third and last year of the programme), the network coordinator negotiated with the provincial government that the administrative process needed to be more flexible, because the network was
experiencing an administrative burden, considering the conditions for funding. This can be regarded
as a significant change, however outside the boundaries of the research.

4.1.5. Conclusions Utrecht
We can learn from Utrecht that the dynamics of TCR show a start in 2014 with medium-low trust and
commitment (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Dynamics of reflexivity, trust, commitment and reframing in the Utrecht network (h = high, m = medium, l = low,
= significant change).
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In the year to come due to unclear criteria, top down regulations, lack of experience and lack of
mutual learning; trust, commitment and reframing decrease even further. This is sensed in 2015 by
the coordinator (NMU) and action is taken. We can regard this as a reflexive capacity and leadership
of a change agent, who also creates an intervention by inviting the whole network for a ‘Learn and
Knowledge’ event. This event demarcates a significant change in the social learning process, because
the dynamics show that after this event trust, commitment and reframing within the regional network
increase. A joint decision about skipping several small projects altogether, expresses a shared reframed
decision based on social learning. In retrospect, this is regarded as a valuable learning process by the
whole network. A growth in ambition is sensed in 2016, which is expressed in the future plans for
2017–2020. However, the survey also indicates that flexibility, self-steering capacity and network vigour
are quite low. This can possibly be explained by the still relatively low rates of trust, commitment and
reframing. Fact is that the partners in the network still tend to focus on their own projects instead of
network projects.

4.2. Flevoland regional sustainability network
4.2.1. The situation in 2014
The Flevoland network partners regard the network as strong, in 2014, because it is synoptic; partners know each other quite well from preceding years. There is ambition and a feeling of possibilities;
respondent: ‘I want Flevoland to be sustainable testing grounds and I expect this is possible through
cooperation’. The central focus in this region is on social innovation: ‘to develop knowledge and create
connections between persons, organisations, initiatives and networks’ (Flevoland 2015, 1). The partners
realize that coming into action is important but difficult when priority is given to the successful development of projects for only the own organisation. Some respondents in the survey note this point of
competition. Many respondents regard all features trust, commitment and reframing as moderate/high,
but not all respondents share this view. Some even regard all properties as low; which is illustrated by
the comment: ‘we like to talk about our successes but we are not really willing to experiment and learn’.
This is an indication of low reflexivity. Remarks on expectations about the leading role of the provincial
government are made several times. In sum, the atmosphere seems positive, but there are some points
of concern considering partners, roles and learning.

4.2.2. Network roles and results 2014–2016
The network composition changed a bit during 2015 by the addition of the Higher Education Institute
CAH in Almere and the Water board Flevoland. The three main themes are: energy (local and sustainable),
food (city farming, regional products, healthy food and connections in the food chains) and resources
(bio based economy, energy from biomass). Between 2014 and 2016, approximately eight different
projects have been realised within the themes, such as: ‘Students looking for value’, ‘Sustainable Energy’,
‘Social Innovation for a sustainable food landscape’ (see Matrix 2). Network partners in the survey confirm this high output of projects.
Most participants experience a better network collaboration in 2016 as the result of the Duurzaam
Door programme: ‘The benefit for all is that we know each other better and know how to find each
other on joint themes’.

Matrix 2. Three project examples of the Flevoland network.
Theme
Food Sovereignty

Title
Social Innovation for a sustainable foodscape

Sustainable Energy
Learning Young

Learning and stimulating about energy
Student looking for value in residual flows

Output
New connections between educational institutes and
entrepreneurs
A service point on energy for citizens and a symposium
Sustainability is more integrated in the school curriculum
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4.2.3. Social learning dynamics 2014–2016
Short after the start of Duurzaam Door Flevoland, relational network trust declined due to unclear
procedures in project funding. The provincial government was expected to provide this as well as the
management of the network, but hesitated to do so. Commitment towards the programme activities
and the network project became low too, because a risk of investing time without acquiring subsidies
in return was realistic. A solution was to create networks around themes, such as an energy network,
a circular economy network and a food network. Within these themes, projects were formulated. The
consequence was that this divided the whole provincial network into subnetworks that did not feel
connected as a whole. In a particular project on sustainable food reflexive monitoring was applied,
which yielded effective social learning and change agency. The reflexive questions in this specific project reframed people’s perception about participation, after which they started to include neglected
partners, such as schools and municipalities. Figure 3 illustrates the development of the emergent
properties of the social learning dynamics.
This process implies a relation between learning, reframing and change agency. The reflexive monitoring meeting in 2015 is here regarded as a significant change, on the level of a subnetwork.
A second significant change is experienced halfway 2016, when a facilitated reflexive monitoring
atelier is held with the whole network. This reflexive meeting is experienced as a social learning process and results in higher network commitment and trust in the different roles and ambitions of the
partners and the network.

4.2.4. Governance and change agency
Because of the pragmatic division in subnetworks, the network as a whole was still highly dependent
on thematic subsidies. For 2017 and onward more investments need to be done in the collaborative
learning (i.e. reflexive) capacity of the network as a whole, in order to become self-supportive and
self-organising.

4.2.5. Conclusions Flevoland
Because of the thematic approach, the network developed thematic sub-networks with relatively high
trust, high commitment and high willingness for reframing. Actor (2016): ‘Our cooperation is good; this is
illustrated in the openness in our conversations’. At the level of the regional network however relatively
low trust and commitment was developed because actors did not really need each other there. For the
future of the network agency and the social learning capacity, this might have some consequences.
Considering reflexivity we see two significant moments: in 2015 and in 2016, both in and around a
reflexive social learning activity (a reflexive monitoring in action meeting), and its effects. Core of both
these discursive RMA practices was to reflect as a network on reflexive questions such as ‘How do things
go? Are we doing the right things? Are there possibilities for doing things differently?’ By exchanging

Figure 3. Reflexivity, trust, commitment and reframing and in the Flevoland network (h = high, m = medium, l = low,
change).

= significant
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ideas about these questions, the discursive space became accessible and reflexive for all actors through
which possibilities for reframing, trust building and new commitment grew.
An unintended effect is the governance effect: this network makes itself dependent from a regime
actor (for coordination) and makes itself dependent from learning interventions (from facilitators). The
effect is that the network creates discursive space: by demanding the provincial government into a
coordinating role, network learning and negotiation can take place. Meanwhile the facilitated interventions make the discursive space accessible and reflexive for all actors through which possibilities
for reframing, trust building and new commitment grow.

4.3. Limburg regional sustainability network
4.3.1. The situation in 2014
In Limburg, three actors create the central network that aims at social innovation in the region. However,
the three actors experience little support from the provincial government, which does not give priority
to the Duurzaam Door programme. They feel the provincial government is operating at a different speed.
The provincial government on the other hand, experiences the three partners as too ‘aggressive’. The
impression in 2014 is that the high ambition is not really supported by trust between all actors and
commitment for the plans.

4.3.2. Network roles and results 2014–2016
The output of the network is not very high until the end of 2015. In the spring of 2016, the Limburg
network got new inspiring leadership in the form of three individual actors (of whom two are new
to the network) who cooperate closely and trust each other. They represent respectively a NGO, the
Duurzaam Door programme (RVO) and a facilitating agency. Together they work as a trusting nucleus for
social innovation. They agree on the strategy to create a committed network for sustainability. Several
projects are started of which we show three examples in Matrix 3.

4.3.3. Social learning dynamics
Due to different characters and different interests, relational trust became really low in 2014 and 2015.
Halfway the year 2015 the network collaboration between the three organisations was suddenly
breached. This is the first significant change, where the RVO actor became aware that process knowledge
was lacking. In order to secure this competence, RVO connected in 2015 with a facilitating agency, and
ensured sufficient ‘process money’ for this consultancy from the provincial government. Furthermore,
an independent regional actor, an NGO, was asked to take a coordinating role. In this collaboration of
three persons, high trust and commitment existed as well as high willingness to reframe. The three
persons worked intensely together from spring 2016 onward in order to create a vital network of networks. They felt free space for manoeuvre. They mainly foster the growth of trust, commitment and
reframing in the network.
Their jointly reframed philosophy is to work from the bottom up, in connection with people’s initiatives. For the first meeting in June 2016, they invited about 20 representatives of different bottom up
initiatives on energy, citizenship and food production for an exchange on values and wishes. From then
on, a preliminary network was created from educational institutes, citizens, NGO’s, entrepreneurs and
government officials. The encompassing theme is regional energy. This meeting created trust and can be
Matrix 3. Three project examples of the Limburg network.
Theme
Energy

GLOEI

Title

Circular Economy

ZERegiO

Economic Energy

Nuth on the way to sustainability

Output
A regional energy cooperative of engaged citizens and entrepreneurs
Getting maximum value from products that reached the end of their
life- or user cycles
Making energy saving a simple money saving activity
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Figure 4. Reflexivity, trust, commitment and reframing in the Limburg network (h = high, m = medium, l =low,

= significant change).

regarded as a second significant change: the facilitator realised that reflexivity is needed and should be
organised. The second meeting was also more analytic in character. This resulted in reframing of mindsets and knowledge in the network. The third meeting created commitment because specific fields of
actions became manifest. See Figure 4 for the significant moments of change. Participants pointed out
to which topic and which action they would provide energy, time and resources. The fourth meeting is
still to come; the anticipated agenda is to create a joint vision of the network.

4.3.4. Governance and change agency
‘More difficult than realising a sustainability project is to change the mind-set. We need more knowledge
of processes. That is not sufficiently seen yet’ (respondent).
The RVO approach includes on three levels of learning; first the local network level, second the
thematic level (which can be inter-local) and third the regional level. On this third level, we see change
agency, realising sustainable output.

4.3.5. Conclusions Limburg
Lack of trust, a hard confrontation and the breach that followed brought about a deep learning insight:
what comes first in collaboration, high ambitions and money, or shared values and honesty? The RVO
coordinator took this lesson to heart in 2015. From then on, a bottom up reflexive path was developed
from a small trusting core network that engaged approx. 20 others. The culture in this whole network
has been open, curious and reflexive. There has not been sufficient time to experience the concrete
results of this practice. The paradox is that there is no outcome yet, but trust and commitment in the
network is very high. The social learning process is regarded as viable. Change agency seems to be
derived from the triangular cooperation of three collaborative change agents, engaging others in the
network to become trustful, reflexive and committed. This seems to be a very promising approach.

5. Conclusions
In this study, we have empirically examined two issues. First, we explored the role of reflexivity, trust,
commitment and reframing as interrelated and emergent properties in social learning. Second, we
have investigated the role of change agents in social learning processes.
Based on three retrospective case studies of new, Dutch regional governance networks for sustainability transition, we found that reflexivity fosters to the emergence of trust, commitment and
reframing. In turn, the case studies also suggested that reflexivity can be an outcome of social learning,
suggesting that is can be seen as an emergent condition for social learning. Additionally, we found
that trust, commitment and reframing evolved together as they seemingly interact and influence each
other. Higher trust was found together with higher commitment and higher reframing activity in all
three regional networks. As such, these emergent properties both appear to foster social learning and
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result from social learning. These findings are in line with earlier research (Sol, Beers, and Wals 2013).
In the following paragraphs we will substantiate these main conclusions.
We have seen that taking up reflexive attitudes and performing reflexive activities helps to reorient
on better and other practices (Utrecht meeting in 2015). The reflexivity here induced the social learning
dynamics and double-loop learning processes (Argyris 2003) with impact on levels of trust, commitment
and reframing, leading to high network ambitions in 2016. In the Flevoland region, where reflexivity
was facilitated in a monitoring meeting in 2015, insights about roles and possible engagement patterns
of various partners were created. In Limburg, the reflexive attitude of three cooperative central actors
fostered the growth of trust, commitment and reframing in the network; reflexivity induced trust in
social learning processes (Klijn 2008). We conclude here, that reflexivity (Mezirow 1991; Pugh 2011;
Malthouse 2014) works as a sort of lubricant in the dynamics of social learning: it fosters the emergence
of trust, commitment and reframing in the social learning process.
We additionally explored a possible relation between social learning dynamics and social learning
outcomes. As indicated before, in our theoretical paragraph; effective or successful social learning
processes (Leys and Vanclay 2011) can be recognised by high information sharing, improved communication, relation building leading towards new knowledge, new relations and new actions (Beers and
van Mierlo 2017). This, in turn, feeds into the notion that, to an important extent, effective learning
comes from the experience of changing reality (Friedman 1987, 216). The present study suggests that
the same holds for the three regional networks that we studied. For example, in Flevoland the new
insight in the food project is, that they need new and different partners. This can be regarded as relation
building, by including schools and municipalities in the project. In Utrecht, improved communication
resulted in a stronger regional network identity and the joint decision to skip some smaller projects. In
Limburg, new knowledge is demonstrated by the insight that a more bottom up approach is needed.
The three leading actors put this understanding into effect by asking twenty local initiatives to meet
and to share values and wishes. Social learning appeared to be a valuable contribution to emerging
network relations (cf. Beers and van Mierlo 2017) on sustainable energy in Limburg region. The three
cases suggest that taking up reflexive attitudes and performing reflexive activities helps to reorient
on better and other practices. This in turn is indicative of a relation between social learning dynamics
and outcomes.
The second research issue concerned the role of change agents in social learning dynamics. It is
interesting to see that some change agents (Zaalmink et al. 2007; Grin 2011), be it in a coordinating
role (Utrecht), a project-leading role (Flevoland) or a ‘free actor’ (Wielinga and Geerling-Eiff 2009) role
(Limburg) can influence the development of a the network. Change agents became active at significant
moments, when trust and commitment were low and social learning became difficult, and when the
change agency of the whole network was under pressure. The reflexive interventions these agents did
at these moments had important impacts on awareness, knowledge creation, relational trust and new
orientations on action in the three networks. Through this, moments of significant change were created
and experienced (cf. Davies and Dart 2005). In the Utrecht region, the intervention was to organise a
‘collaborative learning event’, which created a reflexive social learning moment, after which the network
members knew each other better and trusted others more. This led to more collaboration and joint
network ambitions than before. In the Limburg region, we saw three change agents collaborating in
a very flexible and reflexive style, constantly reorienting what to do next, without fear. This attitude
inspired the network members to create trust and collaboration for a next step in creating a shared
vision. This indicates that even a small number of change agents can make an important difference,
in the ‘free actor’ role. In addition, we saw that change agents can free up the space for reflexivity, for
example, when there is a threat of internal competition within the network (Utrecht region) or a programme to be unsuccessful (Limburg region).
Overall, we found that change agents can (often) foster spontaneous or facilitated reflexive practice in
governance networks, which induces changes in different emergent properties such as reflexivity, trust,
commitment, reframing, knowledge, relations and action in the three Dutch sustainability networks.
With that, we saw an important role of change agents in social learning processes.
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5.1. Discussion
In all three networks, which operate independent of each other, we have witnessed reflexive turns (Beers
and van Mierlo 2017). Reflexive turns involve a certain change in network perception or action, which
can become clear in meetings. Reflexive turns can be a reaction to a threat, such as the falling apart of
the network, or the missing of funding possibilities. On the one hand, the results showed that there was
a trigger to become reflexive. On the other hand, we found reasoning and tendencies to be non-reflexive, such as possible attachments to the past, tendencies ‘to fight for what we have’ (Friedman 1987).
Ideally, according to Zaalmink et al. (2007); reflexivity is fostered either by neutral coordinators or by
free actors who can facilitate the network from time to time. The challenge remains in creating a reflexive
governance network that is able to adjust, reorient and change in a flexible and surprising way (Guijt
2013). The facilitation of learning processes and the brokering of interaction between actors (from the
world of civil society, education, research, business and government) and levels (individual, organisation,
community, region and country) are considered core mechanisms for sustainability transitions. However,
reflexivity, and the explicit sharing of ideas, interests and visions may be so challenging, that it leads to
new lock-in situations (Klitkou et al. 2015) where actors step out of the discursive space and withdraw
within safe boundaries. This indicates that reflexive turns can result as a resilient (implicit) reaction by a
network to a threat (as we saw in Limburg and Utrecht region) or from a planned and facilitated intervention (as was the case in Flevoland). However, it is always possible that other influences play a role in
this mechanism. If for example funding had stopped in 2015, what would have happened in the three
networks? Maybe some networks would have become extremely reflexive and would have proceeded
successfully. This raises another concern: is it desirable, if possible, to direct and structure reflexivity?
A partial answer to this concern could be our perspective about the role of reflexivity in the development of agency. Reflexivity as part of social learning dynamics can be regarded as taking place in
a discursive space (Wals 2007; Pesch 2015): a challenging arena with potential for sustainability transitions. These spaces possibly need reflexive practice and seem promising for further development of
governance networks (Termeer and Dewulf 2012). The regional experimental projects in our study can
be regarded as niche experiments or testbeds for social learning. In fact, the emergent properties of
trust and commitment combined with the tangible outcomes of the social learning process such as new
knowledge, relations and actions can be regarded as change agency. Change agency is an emerging
result of experimenting and social learning and visible in new, shared knowledge, different behaviour
and different roles of actors (Grin et al. 2010). This change is based on reflection, interaction, reflexivity and co-creation; all based on relational trust of network actors (Klijn 2008). Change of behaviour
becomes visible in more openness, more flexibility and the (courage of ) taking new roles, in all three
regions. Change agency can be witnessed in more self-steering initiatives of for example the Limburg
network and by a less controlling approach from a government actor.
In perceiving governance networks as test-beds for reflexive governance (Marsden 2013) we like to
discuss here, that monitoring new governance roles in these networks might foster this. Although facilitated governance networks (Beers and Geerling-Eiff 2013) such as the Duurzaam Door networks have
a reflexive attitude, and are aware of their experimental role in the sustainability transition (Loorbach
and Rotmans 2010), still the social learning can be regarded as less democratic (Johansson 2004; Biesta,
Bouverne-De Bie, and Wildemeersch 2014) than expected. Also, we can see here that social learning
cannot be seen in a vacuum, and therefore is a vulnerable activity (Pesch 2015; Wildemeersch 2009).
The networks are being affected by implicit beliefs about governmental roles: in for example a coordinating role in the Flevoland network and about unexpected hierarchy and control in the Utrecht
network. In addition, there is a neglected role of the province in Limburg. All this indicates a quest for
new government roles and new actors’ roles in governance networks, and most of all, the need for free
actor roles for fostering learning processes. This might lead to more equal, flexible and open attitudes
of actors, by which the discursive space becomes inviting to be reflexive. It seems interesting to keep
a close eye on programmes like ‘Duurzaam Door’ in the coming years as it can be regarded as a living
laboratory for reflexive governance (Marsden 2013) and sustainability transitions. From the point of
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view of transitions and social learning, it would be worthwhile to foster and monitor the reflexivity of
these experimental governance networks.
As trust, commitment and reframing are regarded as emergent properties of social learning, we
might consider these properties also as indicators of progress. In light of our findings, we would like to
suggest here that new knowledge, new relations and new actions together with increases in reflexivity,
trust, commitment and reframing could be indicators for effective social learning processes (Friedman
1987; Leys and Vanclay 2011). An in-effective social learning process would be regarded as the situation
of lock-in (Barnes et al. 2004; Klitkou et al. 2015), a situation of inflexibility (Thompson and Pascal 2012)
where changes and learning are hard or impossible. These findings need to be approached with some
caution; whether effective social learning contributes to effective governance networks with agency
(Grin et al. 2010) let alone sustainability transitions (Rotmans and Loorbach 2006), are relations we
consider as possible topics for further research.
The present study suggests that knowledge, relations and actions, as outcomes of social learning
processes in a governance network, can be seen as relatively more salient and explicit than trust,
commitment and reframing. In other words, knowledge, relations and actions are more visible than
the growth of trust, commitment and reframing and maybe even a more reflexive culture. Only by
trying to understand some of these rather invisible ‘undercurrents’ we can attempt to make them more
explicit (Regeer 2010). Through reflexive interventions, we might be able to witness dynamics in trust,
commitment and reframing, and become aware of what is happening and what is needed to facilitate
social learning processes.
Overall, we can say that we have contributed to the search for more insight in the emergent properties of social learning and their underlying dynamics. At this point, we might say that the analytical
framework (Figure 1) is useful, because it allows us to see and discuss possible relations between reflexivity, trust, commitment and reframing, social learning, outcomes such as new knowledge, relations
and actions within the context of governance networks and sustainability transitions. Further research
could also elaborate on the roles, reasons and risks of reflexivity and the effects of reflexivity in order
to create a more ‘reflexive culture’ within social learning processes.
For environmental and sustainability educators, but certainly for environmental and sustainability
policy-makers and those working on curbing climate change, halting extinction, reducing inequity and
poverty, and so on, one important question remains: does improved social learning lead to concrete
socio-ecological outcomes? This article did not attempt to prove that it does, but if environmental and
sustainability education is to be supported in the future, then the contributions of (facilitated) social
learning need to be shown in one way or another, for otherwise a return to instrumentalism is likely,
as much in the Dutch context as in any other.
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ABSTRACT

Literature about education’s role in realising a more sustainable world
emphasises the importance of acknowledging democratic and political
challenges in environmental and sustainability education (ESE). This article
offers an empirically grounded theoretical and methodological contribution
to future research on how ‘the political’ is introduced, handled and
experienced in ESE practice. It presents an analytical method, ‘Political Move
Analysis’, for investigating how educators’ actions open-up or close down a
space for the political in learners’ meaning-making. The method has been
developed through empirical case studies that allowed to identify a variety
of ‘politicising’ and ‘de-politicising moves’ performed by educators. Through
these moves, educators can engage in very diverse teaching practices which
differently affect the direction of people’s meaning-making. These findings
are theoretically discussed in view of how to understand the entanglement
of the educative and the political in ESE. Prospects for future research and
for inspiring teaching practice are pointed out.
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1. Introduction: education and the political challenge of building a more sustainable
world
The UN Agenda 2030 (UN 2015) clearly demonstrates that the pursuit of a more sustainable world is
one of the most important and difficult challenges today. As it is the case with many societal problems
(Simons and Masschelein 2006), sustainable development is often regarded to be a learning challenge (Van Poeck, Vandenabeele, and Bruyninckx 2014), i.e. a challenge that can be met by teaching
and learning the proper solutions, desirable attitudes, correct behaviour, necessary competences, etc.
Policy-makers (e.g. UNESCO 2015) as well as scholars repeatedly argue for ‘learning our way out’ of
unsustainability (Finger and Asún 2001). However, the role of education in tackling societal problems is
not self-evident. It is the subject of an on-going discussion in educational scholarship and, specifically
in relation to education’s role in realising a more sustainable world, several scholars emphasise the
importance of acknowledging democratic and political challenges in environmental and sustainability
education (ESE). In particular, both educational theorists and ESE researchers emphasise the importance of paying attention to ‘the political’ (Mouffe 2005) within educational practices. Considering
that sustainability issues are often very uncertain and controversial (both in factual and normative
terms) and drastically affect our planet and its inhabitants it is argued that sustainability issues raise
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major democratic challenges. Facing the omnipresent controversy arising in the pursuit of sustainable
development, ESE researchers argue that being mindful of dissonant and conflicting voices is crucial
(e.g. Lundegård and Wickman 2007; Knutsson 2013; Sund and Öhman 2014; Van Poeck, Goeminne,
and Vandenabeele 2016). Theories of radical democracy developed by Jacques Rancière and Chantal
Mouffe have inspired educational scholars to conceptualise the relation between the educative and
the political by acknowledging conflict as an integral part of education (e.g. Ruitenberg 2009; Todd
2010; Biesta 2011, 2012; Säfström 2011). Both Mouffe and Rancière reject a consensual understanding
of democratic politics. For Rancière (2003), politics is ‘dissensus’. Mouffe (2005) criticises a rationalist
approach that denies the ineradicable character of antagonism and the existence of conflicts for which
a rational solution can never be found. Democratic politics, she argues, always requires making choices
between conflicting alternatives. It is a matter of passion and commitment, arising from people’s dreams
and desires, and requires a common symbolic space where conflict can emerge.
With this article we want to nurture this on-going debate and to progress theory development on
education in relation to sustainability challenges by further conceptualising how the educative and the
political are intertwined in ESE practice. We explicitly aim, however, to move beyond a purely theoretical
discussion of this issue. Whereas, from such a theoretical point of view, researchers increasingly argue
for ‘alternative pathways that can challenge and complement mainstream [ESE] research’ which is too
strongly ‘embedded in a postpolitical logic’ (Knutsson 2013, 105); or for repoliticising ESE by ‘unmasking
the political dimension […] seeing beyond the relativist and objectivist divide and using passion as a
moving force’ (Sund and Öhman 2014, 639), there is currently not much empirical research literature
available that examines and describes how such political challenges are actually approached in ESE
practice (Rudsberg and Öhman 2010). Some exceptions, however, show the potential of attempts to
apply this growing interest in ‘the political’ in ESE to empirical studies, e.g. Lundegård and Wickman’s
(2012) analysis of how students constitute political subjects in discourses on sustainable development,
Van Poeck, Goeminne, and Vandenabeele’s (2016) case studies on different ways to deal with conflicting interests, values, concerns, etc. in ESE practices, Håkansson’s (2016) work on how students make
meaning of experiences of antagonism in ‘political moments’, Öhman and Öhman’s (2013) case study
that showed how students tend to avoid to confront each other with conflicting views in discussions
on climate change and Håkansson, Östman, and Van Poeck’s (2017) construction of an empirically
grounded categorisation of different types of practical manifestations of the political dimension of ESE
(‘the political tendency’) and how this brings about different kinds of educational practices. We believe
that substantial additional empirical research has to be done in view of observing and deepening our
understanding of how the entanglement of the political and the educational takes shape in concrete
practices. Therefore, we develop and present an analytical method that can foster future research in
this respect. Empirical research on introducing, handling and experiencing the political in educational
practice can be oriented towards a variety of aspects: the subject matter, educational tools, discourses,
student interactions, learning environments, etc. Here, as we will further explain below, we focus on
educators’ actions, i.e. their teaching practice (practical and conversational interventions) and what this
brings about in view of creating a space for the political in learners’ meaning-making.
Thus, with this article we want to offer an empirically grounded theoretical and methodological contribution to the field of ESE on an, in our view, topic of major importance. First, we outline the theoretical
background that underpins the method we developed. That is, we explain how we conceptualise ‘the
political’ and how transactional theory on teaching and learning inspired our analytical perspective.
Next, we describe how we expand the analytical framework of Epistemological Move Analysis into
‘Political Move Analysis’. We then show how we developed the method through an empirical study of two
educational practices in Belgium. Analysing how the political is introduced and handled in the activities
we observed allows us to identify a variety of ‘politicising’ and ‘de-politicising moves’ performed by the
educators. Next, we re-address these moves from a meaning-making perspective, thereby showing
how the diverse teaching practices we identified differently affect the direction that meaning-making
takes. Finally, we theoretically discuss our results in view of how to understand the entanglement of the
educative and the political in ESE, we put forward some prospects for future empirical research as well
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as for how the presented analytical method could be translated into a didactic model that, we hope,
could contribute to preparing (future) educators to deal with the political in ESE.

2. Theoretical background: ‘The political’ and ‘the educative’ in ESE
2.1. The political
Before engaging in an empirical analysis and deepening our understanding of how ‘the political’ can
emerge and be handled in ESE practice, it is vital to elaborate on this key concept of our study by
specifying what we consider its crucial features (see also Table 1 below).
First, the experience of the political is always related to ‘something that matters’. As Marres (2005)
argues, it is always an issue, a common concern that brings about public involvement in politics. A
public, then, is caught up in the issue at stake by all kinds of institutional, material, economic, biological,
legal … ties as well as by being commonly touched, implicated and mobilised. In the issue of climate
change, for example, diverse actors are commonly involved through various kinds of attachments
such as the economic interests of the automobile industry, the physical characteristics of greenhouse
gasses, Western consumers’ association of materialism with the idea of the good life, rising sea levels
and Maldivians’ fear of losing their habitat.
Drawing on the work of John Dewey, Marres argues that an issue qualifies as a public affair if private
and public interests are entangled and stresses that actors are not only jointly but also antagonistically
implicated in the issue. What binds actors is that, in order for them to take care of an issue, they must
take into account the effect it has on others. Latour interestingly elaborates upon this by referring
to the etymology of the old word ‘Thing’ or ‘Ding’ that originally designated a certain type of archaic
assembly. Early senses of the word included ‘meeting’ and ‘matter’, ‘concern’ as well as ‘inanimate object’.
Ancient Icelandic deputies, for instance, were called ‘thingmen’ and gathered in the ‘Althing’, in an isolate
place where disputes were addressed. This old etymology shows, according to Latour, that we don’t
assemble because we agree or because of any common lifestyle, interest, or commitment. Instead, ‘we
are brought by divisive matters of concern into some neutral, isolated place in order to come to some
sort of provisional makeshift (dis)agreement’ (Latour 2005, 13). The Ding or Thing thus means ‘the issue
that brings people together because it divides them’. (Latour 2005, 13 – emphasis in original). Thus, it is
precisely the irreconcilability between different, entangled private- public interests that turns certain
problems into political issues.
For someone who experiences the political, there is thus always something at stake. It involves passion and commitment. Together with others, (s)he is affected by a matter of public concern through
irreconcilable yet emotionally invested values, interests, ideals, concerns, etc. As (s)he has no indifferent
relation to the issue at stake, an awareness of the possibility that one’s passions and commitments are
not taken into account can bring about a deep experience that moves beyond the purely rational-cognitive level. The one who experiences the political is emotionally engaged since there is something at
stake that concerns him/her deeply.
Marres (2005) interestingly refers to this state of affectedness with the notion of ‘attachment’: a
mode of being affected by something whereby one is both actively committed to an object of passion
and dependent on it. As one’s pleasure, fate, way of life and perhaps even the meaningfulness of one’s
world is conditioned by it, one must do a lot of work so as to sustain this object of passion. Marres’ claim
Table 1. The political.
Key features of ‘the political’
• Focus on matters of public concern in which diverse actors are jointly involved
• Entanglement of irreconcilable private and public interests
• Something at stake: passions, commitments, values, interests, ideals, concerns, etc.
• Confrontation of mutually exclusive yet emotionally invested attachments
• Inevitable decision of inclusion and exclusion regarding what to care about
• Undecidability: lack of universal ethical or rational foundation for decision-making
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that actors are not only jointly but also antagonistically implicated in matters of public concern stems
from the acknowledgement that they have divergent attachments and the care for these attachments
is threatened by other, irreconcilable attachments.
The occurrence of the political is thus also connected to the enactment and experience of an unavoidable decision of inclusion and exclusion concerning the conflictual attachments at stake. This implies
a struggle over what to take into account, what to care about – and what not. Referring to Laclau and
Mouffe’s ([1985] 2001, xi) concept of ‘undecidability’ we can understand this as an inescapable decision
that has to be taken ‘in an undecidable terrain’. This experience of undecidability reveals the inherent
political nature of what is at stake. This differs from a moral, ontological or epistemological point of
view in that it recognises the fact that this decision cannot be grounded in a universal ethical foundation (Sund and Öhman 2014) or in an absolute conception of scientific ‘truth’ (Ashley 2000) regarding
the mutual exclusivities between various attachments. Both the experience of undecidability and of
the inevitable process of inclusion and exclusion come together in a political situation. They occur
simultaneously in the enactment of the irreconcilability of the actors’ attachments (Marres 2005). As
such, the political pops-up on that moment when the point at which attachments prove exclusive is
made manifest. It is about demonstrating publicly that something must give way by taking seriously
the irreconcilability of attachments.

2.2. A transactional perspective on teaching and learning
Transactional educational theory (e.g. Dewey [1938] 2015; Dewey and Bentley [1949] 1991) offers an
interesting perspective to further conceptualise how the educative and the political come together in
ESE practice. It draws attention to processes in which both people and their surroundings (the self and
the world) transform continuously and reciprocally, i.e. ‘in transaction’. As Dewey ([1938] 2015) argues,
‘an experience is always what it is because of a transaction taking place between an individual and
what, at the time, constitutes his environment’. The latter encompasses both the social and physical
surroundings. It can consist of persons with whom one is talking, the subject talked about, a book one
is reading, materials used, imaginations, etc. Learning and meaning-making, then, are understood as
processes that take place through such encounters between a person and an environment. Meaning is
not seen as a static cognitive property that can be achieved but as something that is dynamically made
and transformed in and by action. It comes about through a continuous process of doing and undergoing the consequences of acts. Hence, continuity and change are seen as two sides of the same coin:
every experience enacted and undergone modifies the one who acts and undergoes, while this modification
affects, whether we wish it or not, the quality of subsequent experiences. For it is a somewhat different person
who enters into them. … [T]he principle of continuity of experience means that every experience both takes up
something from those which have gone before and modifies in some way the quality of those which come after.
(Dewey [1938] 2015, 35)

Meaning-making is always related to previous experience through the process of re-actualisation: it
is through this re-actualisation of experience in a new encounter that both the present situation and
the previous knowledge acquire new meaning on which subsequent experiences can build. Teaching
and learning is thus viewed as a continuous process of reconstruction of experience leading out into
an expanding world of subject-matter, facts, information, ideas, etc.
Hence, offering learners opportunities to experience and make meaning of the political in ESE practice requires encounters – through conversations with peers and educators, inquiry on the subject
matter, texts and materials used, etc. – that foster people’s exposure to what we defined as key features of the political (see Section 2.1): issues of public concern, a diversity of actors caught up in them,
intertwined and irreconcilable private and public interests, passions, values, emotions, commitments,
inevitable decisions of inclusion and exclusion, etc. In the next Sections 3 and 4, we present an analytical
method developed for empirically investigating this with a focus on how the educator’s actions affect
the students’ meaning-making. Subsequently (5) we take the analysis and discussion a step further by
exploring the influence of educators’ actions from a meaning-making perspective.
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3. Constructing an analytical method: Political Move Analysis
3.1. Expanding Epistemological Move Analysis
For the development of an analytical method that allows researchers to empirically investigate whether
and, if so, how educators’ actions enable encounters that expose learners to the political, we drew
inspiration from an earlier developed and well-tested analytical method: Epistemological Move Analysis
(EMA). EMA has been developed by Lidar, Lundquist, and Östman (2006) with the purpose of clarifying
the actions that educators perform in order to guide students in their learning process and the effects of
these actions in terms of learning and meaning-making. Using this approach, the analysis of empirical
material centres around the analytical concept named ‘epistemological moves’ – interventions by the
educator that bring about a change or enforcement of the direction of students’ meaning-making. In
transactions with learners, educators perform many actions – both practical and conversational – that
communicate which knowledge, skills, values etc. are valid and which are not as well as which ways of
creating these knowledge, skills, values, etc. are correct and which are not in a given situation (Lidar,
Lundquist, and Östman 2006). These actions can affect what is taken into account and what is not and
thereby govern the learning process in a certain direction. EMA was designed to analyse such processes
of what Wertsch (1993) calls ‘privileging’. Participants in the meaning-making process evaluate and
judge certain meanings, questions, artefacts, and so on, as reasonable, while others – although fully
conceivable – are either ignored or disregarded (Lidar, Lundquist, and Östman 2006; Östman 2010).
The effect of privileging – which is a process of inclusion and exclusion – is that meaning-making
takes a certain direction and is thereby directed towards certain content. Through EMA it is possible
to describe the role that educators play in the students’ privileging process. EMA can thus be characterised as ‘a high-resolution analysis of how people proceed with their activity and what the learning
consequences are’ (cf. Östman 2010, 83), an approach with resemblance to how Latour and Woolgar
(1986) analyse meaning-making in scientific research. Doing so allows taking into account both the
process and the content of learning as well as their relationships, all vital aspects when it comes to
fulfilling educational purposes.
EMA has been used in different studies (e.g. Lidar, Lundquist, and Östman 2006; Rudsberg and
Öhman 2010) to examine the role of teachers in helping students to identify what counts as knowledge,
what they need to pay attention to, and what is the proper way to create knowledge. As the method
has thus been used within epistemologically oriented practices it is centred around the key concept
of ‘epistemological moves’. In line with our somewhat different research interest in how the political is
introduced, handled and experienced in educational practices, we will now expand the method of analysing educators’ moves by introducing ‘political moves’ as the key concept of what we will call ‘Political
Move Analysis’ (PMA). EMA and PMA share a common interest in how educators’ actions affect people’s
privileging process, yet with PMA the attention moves from an epistemological focus on knowledge to
a focus on the political. As we will show, identifying and describing a variety of ‘politicising’ and ‘de-politicising’ political moves allows researchers to explore how educators can, respectively, open-up or
close down a space for ‘the political’ in ESE practices. That is to say, it enables us to observe and better
understand educators’ impact on whether or not – or to what extent – the above described key features
of the political are taken into account (i.e. privileged) in the meaning-making process.1

3.2. An empirically constructed analytical method
We developed the PMA method by purposefully engaging with carefully selected empirical material.
The purpose that guided our work, is the above elaborated ambition to foster theoretical and empirical
research on how the political and the educative are entangled in ESE practice and, more specifically, to
develop a method that is useful for analysing how educators’ actions open-up or close down a space
for ‘the political’ in ESE practices. In line with the pragmatist insights underlying the development of
EMA (see further below), we here also opted for an empirically grounded development of the analytical
method (i.e. PMA).
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Through purposeful sampling we selected two information-rich cases (Patton 2002) that allowed us
to explore a diversity of educators’ moves in ESE practices. A research project consisting of seven case
studies2 in Belgium (Van Poeck 2013) provided us with a rich body of empirical material: documents
(78), transcripts of audio-recorded in-depth interviews (19) as well as field notes and transcripts of video-recorded direct observations of educational activities (45) that varied in duration from half an hour
to maximum a whole day. In view of our intention to conduct a ‘high-resolution’ analysis of educators’
actions, only the transcripts and field notes of observations were useful for identifying and describing
political moves. Scrutinising the variety of data as well as earlier research on the same cases allowed us
to select the transcripts, video-recordings and field notes of two of the observed activities of which we
could reasonably assume that they would be information-rich in relation to our research interest. The
first case we selected is a guided tour of a CSA farm (Community Supported Agriculture) for a group
of students in bioscience engineering. They visited this farm, besides others, in the context of a master
course on ‘sustainable production systems’. The students were accompanied by their professor and the
tour was guided by the farmer. It is the latter that we consider the educator in this activity and, thus, we
focus on the political moves he performs. The second case is a workshop about the ecological footprint
for employees of a printing company. The activity was organised within working hours and given by a
freelance educator of an environmental organisation that aims to promote ecological behaviour change.
Scrutinising the empirical material, i.e. verbatim transcripts of the Dutch-spoken video-recorded conversations complemented with descriptions of the observed non-verbal aspects of the setting (gestures,
movements, material context, etc.), revealed that both cases would allow us to identify and analyse an
abundance of educator interventions in the conversations that were highly interactive and lasted for
more than 2 h. Furthermore, earlier research on these cases showed that the participants of the guided
tour on the farm were offered many opportunities to explore controversies on sustainable agriculture
as well as the conflictual attachments of a variety of actors (Van Poeck and Vandenabeele 2014) while
in the ecological footprint workshop the room for conflict and contestation was limited (Van Poeck,
Goeminne, and Vandenabeele 2016). In line with this, an analysis of both cases in view of constructing ‘the
political tendency’ (Håkansson, Östman, and Van Poeck 2017), which is a classification of different ways
to deal with the political dimension of ESE, shows that whereas dialogues during the ecological footprint
workshop can be characterised as ‘normative deliberation’ (oriented towards an a priori specified result
put forward by the educator as the only correct one), the conversation on the CSA farm is largely characterised as ‘conflict-oriented deliberation’ (oriented towards opening up for the conflictual, for raising
and defending opposite and contesting perspectives). Considering all this, we assumed that the selected
cases were information rich both in terms of the number of observable educator interventions and as an
empirical basis that would allow us to identify and explore ‘politicising’ as well as ‘de-politicising’ moves.
We deliberately chose to analyse observed activities in order to develop the PMA method instead of,
for instance, interviewing teachers about their actions, because we wanted to observe what educators’
interventions brought about in concrete interactions rather than trying to grasp the intentions they have
with their actions. Dewey’s pragmatism and Wittgenstein’s approach to language conceive of the dualist
distinction between an inner mind and an outer reality as a theoretical construct (Öhman and Östman
2007; Rudsberg and Öhman 2010). Not pre-supposing an a priori separation of mind and reality makes
it possible to study intention as action. If one does not believe that an absolute neutral position, outside
human practices, exists where the world can be perceived regardless of our needs and actions, it is
not necessary to think of knowledge and truth in universal terms (Lidar, Lundquist, and Östman 2006).
Instead, knowledge and truth can be perceived as ‘a truly human enterprise’ (Ibid., 150) and epistemology
can be understood as a practice, as an integral part of everyday discourse practice. This means that we
avoid having to guess the educator’s intention as the latter becomes visible through how people respond
to his/her actions. In methodological terms this implies that at least three turns need to be analysed
in order to define the effect of the educator’s actions, i.e. in order to grasp changes or enforcements in
learners’ privileging process. Such a three-turn analysis can have the structure of (1) an educator’s action,
(2) students’ responses, and (3) the consequences of students’ responses on the educator’s reaction. Whether
or not the educator experiences the students’ responses as in line with his/her intervention will be visible in
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his/her subsequent action. Another possible structure is (1) a student’s utterance, (2) the educator’s response
and (3) the student’s reaction. Here, too, the change or enforcement in the privileging process becomes
visible in the third turn. As our analysis below shows, however, in practice it is often necessary to take into
account more than three turns in order to grasp the privileging that takes place since real-life conversations
are often less linear and more complicated than the two abovementioned structures (e.g. because people
refer back to previous utterances, connect different lines of reasoning, etc.).
Our analysis started with repeatedly examining the video-recordings and transcripts of the
discussions. Doing so, we became increasingly acquainted with the conversations and searched for
sequences related to our specific interest for the political in ESE practices. We identified and selected
situations where the political was introduced in the conversation – be it by the educators’ interventions or
by the students’ (re)actions. The key features of the political outlined in Table 1 guided the identification
of these situations and, thus, the selection of transcript excerpts that were further analysed. Then,
we coded actions performed by the educators in relation to their function for how the political was
handled within their teaching activities. In particular, we aimed to identify a variety of political moves
through which an educator can maintain, enable, foster or prevent the enactment and experience of the
political in ESE practice. An iterative process of examining the transcripts, identifying and coding actions,
comparing the functions and modifying the coding accordingly facilitated the identification of different
categories of ‘politicising’ and ‘de-politicising’ political moves. Two criteria guided our categorisation:
internal homogeneity and external heterogeneity (Patton 2002). In the next section, we demonstrate
our PMA method, present the identified political moves and illustrate our findings with excerpts of the
transcripts that have been translated to English, thereby trying to reflect the original wording.

4. Identifying political moves
In order to elucidate how educators’ actions open-up or close down a space for the political we identified
different ‘politicising’ and ‘de-politicising’ moves, using the key features elaborated above (see Table 1)
as a guiding framework for our analysis. We draw on exemplary excerpts of transcripts from the CSA
case to present and illustrate our findings regarding politicising moves and on pieces of data from the
ecological footprint workshop to elaborate the identified de-politicising moves.3

4.1. Politicising moves
The guided tour on the CSA farm starts in a hangar where the students, the professor and the farmer
stand in a circle. The students make notes and the farmer introduces the idea of what he calls ‘the three
Ps’, which stand for ‘Planet’, ‘People’ and ‘Profit’: three concerns that you must take into account when
you work as a farmer. He tells the students that he believes that Planet should be the first concern, but
that others might think People or Profit should be the first one. Thus, from the very start, he sets up a
prioritising framework for the reasoning. He then tries to start a discussion with the students, urging
them to articulate their points of view:
Excerpt I
1.   Farmer: Now I don’t know if this ties in somehow with your vision of agriculture? …
2.   (He looks around in the group. Students take notes, others look at him. Nobody answers his
question.)
3.   Farmer: Shall I answer how I think you look at this. Then you can contest me if (inaudible) …
(laughter)
4.   Student 1: Agriculture must be productive. So much … not as much as possible, it’s still the
intention, yes to produce food and to make sure there’s enough.
5.   Farmer: Yes, so for you the P for profit takes precedence?
6.   Student 1: Yes (nodding)
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The farmer connects student 1’s answer that ‘agriculture must be productive’ to the Triple P concept
he introduced, framing productivity (producing enough food) as an aspect of ‘Profit’. He avoids a consensual understanding of the Triple P (i.e. as a ‘balance’ between three equally important aspects) by
asking the student if, for him, the third P is the most important one (line 5), with the consequence that
the student nods. Thus, he continues to enforce the prioritising reasoning by making this hierarchisation move, as we label it, which makes the student take a stand on which concerns take precedence
and, consequently, which must give way. Doing so, the farmer indicates that there are irreconcilable
attachments at stake. Instead of conceiving sustainability as realising win-win situations and balancing
social, economic and ecological concerns, he highlights that ‘Profit’ and ‘Planet’ are to a certain extent
mutually exclusive and that every stand on (sustainable) agriculture, thus inevitably implies decisions
of inclusion and exclusion.
After a discussion with the students on the notion of ‘Profit’, the farmer proceeds with relating farmers’
financial concerns to the history of agricultural policy:
Excerpt II
7.   Farmer: I think few farmers in Flanders can say I have 2,000 euro on my account every month,
as a wage (…) that I can spend for myself, privately … I don’t know if there are farmers here,
or children of farmers? … (Student 1 nods) Well, you don’t have to tell me, I can speak for
myself, don’t I? Or when I look at my colleagues. There are few, you know … I just want to ask
you the question to be somewhat confrontational. Because it is not straightforward in this
society, farming …
8.   But tell me if I am being too confrontational or if I also say something that doesn’t make sense
OK? Because this is just my subjective story.
9.   If I look at it, it’s very difficult to reverse that order isn’t it. The difference with a farmer, what you
say, that it’s something different than a bank, right, pure money, making profit then indeed …
a farm is much about financing, paying off, interests, rearranging interests, rearranging loans
and making your farm grow to make profit, or, to pay off previous loans. What happened since
the fifties …
10.  But you can object me, right, I really want it to be a dialogue.
11.  Since the … after the Second World War they devised a plan. Never again hunger in Europe.
Fantastic idea. (…) Hunger has to be dispelled. Everybody has drinking-water. Well, these are
very good intentions. The side effect is that agriculture became better, stronger, that it began
to become more capital-intensive and that it, in fact, as a system, has been drawn out of the
regular, normal economic circuit. (…) And we start with giving subsidies. We start, as a government, to manipulate that economy a bit so that there’s financial support.
12.  (…) (The farmer goes on with quite a long talk about the history of agricultural policy in
Europe. He elaborates on what he considers negative side effects of it: centralisation, export,
intensification and farmers losing autonomy and becoming increasingly dependent on banks
and market conditions.)
13.  So it’s the third P that now has the upper hand in agriculture. All the farmers are tearing their
hair out and actually their closest relationship is with their bank manager.
Repeatedly in his teaching, for example in line 8 and 10 above, the farmer explicitly calls on the students to object his explanation and opinion if they disagree with him. There are situations where the
students react on his utterances in a way that shows that they become provoked and start to contest
the farmer’s explanation and opinion as for example in excerpt III below. In such situations we can say
that the teacher has made a controversy creating move (e.g. line 14). As the deliberation continues, students indeed increasingly voice divergent points of view and more and more students get involved in
the discussion. This move thus opens-up the political in the deliberation through making the students
raise and defend opposite and contesting perspectives.
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Here (excerpt II), however, it is the farmer himself who proceeds. He connects his own and other
farmers’ particular, private concerns such as low wages and struggling with loans and interests (line
7, 9) to larger matters of public concern such as dispelling hunger in post-war Europe (line 12). By
doing so, he draws attention to the entanglement of public and private interests, thereby illustrating
how diverse actors are commonly implicated in the issue of agriculture through joint and antagonistic attachments, that is, through all kinds of institutional, historical, economic, legal ties, etc. We call
this a public-private move. In Excerpt III below – which is the direct continuation of the conversation
after excerpt II – we observed a student’s reaction to this public-private move, in combination with
yet another controversy-creating move (line 14). The farmer asks the students if what he has uttered
about the entangled public-private interests can be accounted to be true or not. Student 2 agrees that
it is true, but then pursues with a counter statement, thereby continuing and further expanding the
controversy: ‘but as a farmer it’s your choice whether to start a business or not’ and ‘whether you want
to get involved with the banks’ (line 15, 17). The counter status of the utterance is visible in the word
‘but’. Student 2 emphasises that it is the farmers’ own – i.e. private – choice whether or not to go along
with this tendency. The farmer agrees with this statement (line 16) and continues (line 18) by pointing
out that such a decision has a far-reaching impact on the particular situation of individual farmers. By
elaborating on his personal struggles and emphasising the tangible consequences his choice brought
about (e.g. ‘no financial support for us’, ‘we fall by the wayside’, ‘it is hard work’, etc.) and he continues to
enact this issue as a matter of public concern in which irreconcilable public and private interests and
commitments are entangled and at risk of being excluded.
Excerpt III
14.   Farmer: Well, you can say if it’s true or not OK?
15.   Student 2: No, it’s true, but as a farmer it’s your choice whether to start a business or not isn’t it?
16. Farmer: Yes, that’s true.
17.   Student 2: So yes, you choose whether you want to get involved with the banks.
18.   Farmer: You have this choice. And I think lots of farmers are losing sleep over that. They think
I don’t want to do that or I go along to a certain level or I don’t go along … (…) So we actually
have put the first P first. We said: we go for the Planet. Profit is part of the game, that’s only
durability for us. We will be very careful and if we attract capital we won’t do it just like that.
We won’t buy new machines but try to buy second-hand machines and so on. Therefore we
directly miss out on financial support. No financial support for us. Everything that’s a small
investment, less than 15,000 euro, is ineligible since 2010. So we fall by the wayside again. If
you choose, very consciously, for the P, that we are going to start with nature, and we start
as a farmer but we are not going to get involved in the business of building a new hangar or
buying new tractors and starting a completely new business, then you get left by the wayside.
So we are the turnaround in fact, we are causing the changeover with our business. I am not
the only one in Europe, and certainly not in Flanders, that views agriculture like that. Now,
it is hard work. (…) That means that we are really managing our crops, land and nature and
people in a different way. And the last P, Profit, this will indeed be a difficult issue for us. That’s
why we need to work hard and get started … Any questions or comments?
All taken together the analysis shows that the farmer’s utterances in excerpt II, where he connects
the private to the public, was countered by student 2 through going back to the private (emphasising
the farmer’s own choice in lines 15 and 17). Although the farmer agrees with what she brought into the
deliberation (line 16), he relates her claim to personal experiences of exclusion, thus highlighting the
entanglement between mutually exclusive attachments and re-connecting the private to the public
(line 18). Such public-private moves make learners move back and forth between public and private concerns, in a manner showing what is at stake in inevitable decisions of inclusion and exclusion between
conflictually entangled passions, commitments, values, interests, ideals, concerns, etc.
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The questions and reflections of the students steer the continuation of the conversation. One of the
subjects that were discussed in more detail is the issue of agricultural subsidies:
Excerpt IV
19.   Farmer: I don’t receive any subsidies. And I also think that it would be very good to say that
we are putting an end to them.
20.   Student 2: But you also don’t live from [agriculture]! (original emphasis)(raises her voice)
21.   Farmer: I do live from it. (original emphasis)
22.   Student 2: Oh, you said yourself that you don’t pay yourself a wage! (raises her voice)
23.   Farmer: Yes but that’s different. You don’t need a wage to be able to live from it. I eat from it.
That’s a big difference. If you think I’ve got 2,000 euro on my account at the end of the month.
I think I’ve got 900 euro or something like that on my account.
24.   Student 2: Yes but food alone doesn’t get you far.
25.   Farmer: No, but yes, that’s what we have to do. That’s the transition we have to make. That’s
the change we have to bring about. I think some major steps are going to be necessary to
consciously address or handle it.
26.   Student 1: Not everyone can do it though. It is nevertheless …
27.   Farmer: Why not?
28.   Student 1: What would we eat? If everyone … There’s more, I mean yes …
29.   Farmer: Then I’d say yes, ninety percent of farming throughout the world is managed like this.
30. Student
  
2: Yes, there are also I don’t know how many going hungry.
31.   Farmer: Yes, of course but that’s because our onions and the chickens that are subsidised are
exported to Benin, and to Toga and to the Gambia and wherever it is. (…)
32.   Student 3: But isn’t that the fault of Africa’s agricultural policy, that they have taken the wrong
approach?
On line 19 the farmer takes a firm stand arguing that, in his view, financial support for farmers can
be abolished, thus suggesting an exclusion of a particular attachment at stake in the controversy. The
student responds by fighting against the suggested exclusion through connecting the statement of
the farmer with non-seriousness: it is easy to have this opinion if one does not live from a farm, as she
means he is not doing (line 20). Both the content of her intervention (‘you don’t live from it’) and the
raising of her voice show that she’s emotionally engaged and has no indifferent relation to this issue.
Indeed, during the conversation this student had said that her parents run a conventional pig farm.
Thus, when it comes to decisions about agricultural subsidies, there is something at stake that concerns
her deeply as her family’s livelihood depends on it.
This is an example of what we call an excluding-including move where an educator makes the students contest a proposed decision of inclusion and exclusion regarding emotionally invested attachments. It is easy to imagine that it is not only a suggested exclusion that can cause controversy over
the question what to care about. Also a suggestion of an inclusion can do so. For instance, a proposed
inclusion of the concern for dispelling hunger could be a starting point for enacting the – to a certain
extent – mutually exclusive concerns for productivity and care for the Planet. By performing an excluding-including move, decisions of inclusion and exclusion – that is, of which concerns are taken into
account and which are not – are made manifest. Doing so allows to highlight the mutual exclusivity
of different attachments. The dialogue between the farmer and the students that follows (line 21–23)
shows how both are deeply engaged in this discussion, that, for them, there is something at stake.
This is visible in their strong expressive mode: ‘I do’ (line 21) and the raise of the student’s voice. This
excluding-including move also enforced the on-going argumentative discourse in which the farmer
and the students regularly contest each other’s arguments and points of view – here for instance on
what it means to earn a living (line 21–25) and whether or not the economic model suggested by the
farmer could be mainstreamed (line 25–32).
Throughout the conversation, we observed how the farmer’s interventions made the students privilege an argumentative discourse: taking a stand, defending one’s position with arguments, contest
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Table 2. Summary of politicising moves observed in this study.
Politicising moves
Controversy creating move:
Hierarchisation move

Lines
8, 10, 14
5

Excluding-including move

19

Public-private move

7, 9

Description
This move makes the learners create, express and defend conflictual standpoints
This move makes the learners prioritise amongst different alternatives and
thus create a hierarchy of concerns by taking a stand on which concerns take
precedence and, consequently, which must give way
This move makes the learners contest a proposed decision of inclusion and exclusion regarding emotionally invested attachments
This move makes learners move back and forth between public and private
concerns

the farmer’s and each other’s points of view with counter-arguments, etc. What made this happen, was
the abundance of controversy creating moves made by the farmer. By performing these, he explicitly
avoided a consensus-oriented conversation. The three other kinds of moves we identified (hierarchisation, exclusion-inclusion and public-private moves) complement the controversy creating moves by
orienting the argumentative discourse towards a very specific focus on the political dimension of the
issues at stake (Table 2). It is obvious that combining controversy-creating moves with other types of
interventions could privilege, for instance, an ethical or epistemological instead of political argumentative discourse in which people contest each other’s position with moral or fact-based argument.

4.2. De-politicising moves
The workshop on the ecological footprint4 starts with a PowerPoint presentation through which the
educator explains the concept. After the presentation, the participants are divided into small groups
to discuss behaviour clues for reducing their ecological footprints. After this exercise, each group has
to report on their findings. The excerpts below are sequences of the whole group discussion that follows. After the first group has presented the results of their exercise, one of the participants explicitly
demanded attention for a particular concern that emerged during their discussion:
Excerpt V
a.  Woman 2: We also thought it interesting to reflect a bit. People in poor countries are on the lookout for drinking-water all the time
b.  Woman 3: Walk for miles to get water …
c.  Woman 4: Me too, formerly [she lived in Africa in the past]. Really. It doesn’t matter now. (laughter)
And we actually just stand in the shower and let all that water run down to us, what those people
actually could drink. Well, if you give it a thought …
d.  Woman 3: We flush our toilet with it.
e.  Woman 2: But it would be very interesting if it would become more and more widespread to use
rainwater for that.
f.  Educator: Let’s look at them, the behaviour clues. (He shows the next slide of the presentation and
starts to explain the several clues and their impact on the ecological footprint.)
The fact that these participants deliberately demand attention for this issue as well as the repeated
and explicit utterances of concern (line a, b, c, d, e) by several group members shows that it is not
indifferent to them. Moreover, woman 4 voices a personal experience and commitment regarding the
topic raised (line c) and woman 2 mentions that it would be interesting if it became more widespread
to use rainwater (line e). The response of the teacher is to change focus towards explaining the behaviour clues in terms of facts and general guidelines that are part of his presentation and the workshop’s
scenario. This move has a re-orienting (Lidar, Lundquist, and Östman 2006) effect since it turns the participants’ attention to something other than what they brought into the conversation and discussed. In
terms of our focus on political moves, we can more specifically say that, by performing this reinstating
move, the educator reinstates the participants’ attention from particular, emotionally invested concerns,
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commitments and experiences towards the ecological footprint conceived in terms of predetermined
and rationally calculated facts and behaviour guidelines. In the remainder of the conversation (after
line f ), the women do not return to the issue of drinking-water. It is the educator that teaches about
the content of his presentation and the next intervention of a participant concerns a new topic, related
to one of the clues addressed in the workshop’s script. The effect of this move is that it shifts the focus
from a concern-oriented dialogue towards a fact-oriented performance of a preconceived scenario
focusing on a standardised transfer of knowledge and instructions. By performing such a move, the
educator closes down the possibility for the participants to further articulate and explore the potential
conflicts between different commitments at stake.
Another group reports on their findings. They reached the conclusion that their ecological footprint
would benefit from using their cars less and biking or walking short distances:
Excerpt VI
g.  Woman 5: One obvious improvement would be to bike or walk short distances.
h.  Educator: What would you consider a short distance?
i.  Woman 5: Going to the bakery, for instance.
j.  Educator: How much is that in miles?
k.  Woman 5: One and a half?
l.  Educator: No, let me help you out: in fact, we should bike any distance under 3 miles.
m.  Woman 6: Hello-o!! (laughter)
n.  Educator: Why 3 miles? Because cars consume most over short distances. (…)
o.  Woman 5: Then we also had to say why we found it difficult. We found it can be time-consuming
at times.
p.  Educator: Remember the word I just used: planning?
q.  Woman 5: Yes, but still … Our kids, too. (…) That’s why we thought it’s not so convenient when
you’ve got kids. In our view, a cart like that is more dangerous and a delivery trike is expensive.
We’ve agreed among ourselves to use our bikes once our kids have grown.
After urging them to be more specific regarding what a ‘short’ distance is, the educator disagrees
(‘no’) and introduces a norm: ‘we should bike any distance under 3 miles’ (line l). Doing so, he indicates
that this is not a matter of divergent opinions and considerations but a matter of fact (‘in fact’) that
everyone should behave according to a certain standard. We call this a norm installing move. It makes
the participants react and take a stand on the postulated standard about how to behave in a certain
situation. Thus, the educator renders the conversation into a normative discourse. The first reaction is
by woman 6 (line m) and indicates that she considers the norm raised by the educator unreasonable.
The educator ignores her disagreement and continues by delivering a fact as a backing of the norm
he suggested (line n). The reaction of woman 5 reveals how she responds to this claim by delivering
an alternative backing for another, conflicting consideration: it is ‘time-consuming’ (line o). Next, the
educator – again neglecting the emerging controversy – reacts with the statement that it is all a matter
of ‘planning’ and one of the women agrees (‘yes’) while all the same indicating that she still thinks the
consideration she raised is valid (line q). The educator’s reaction to invoke a fact as a justification for
the proposed norm (line n) we call a rationalising move. By performing it, he re-orients the conversation
from a political discussion over conflicting concerns and commitments towards an epistemological
discussion about facts. It makes the participants take a stand by either accepting the fact as a legitimate
backing for the educator’s claim or delivering a factual reason that justifies their divergent opinion.
The educator’s statement that it is all a matter of planning (line p) is a closuring move. It makes the participants end their argumentation and agree on one particular normative conclusion: since it is only a
matter of planning everybody should bike under the distance of 3 miles. As such, the educator again
re-orients the political – that is introduced into this conversation by repeated actions on the part of
the participant – towards the epistemological (reducing conflictual concerns to consensus based on
undisputable facts) and the moral sphere (reducing conflictual concerns to consensus based on moral
principles for individual behaviour). Reducing one’s ecological footprint thus emerges as a matter of
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Table 3. Summary of de-politicising moves observed in this study.
De-politicising moves
Reinstating move

Lines
f

Norm installing move

l

Rationalising move

n

Closuring move

p

Description
This move makes the participants re-orient their attention from particular, emotionally
invested concerns, commitments and experiences towards ‘the lesson’, which in
this case is about the ecological footprint conceived in terms of predetermined and
rationally calculated facts and behaviour guidelines
This move makes the participants react and take a stand on the postulated standard
about how to behave in a certain situation
This move makes the participants take a stand concerning a factual justification for a proposed norm by either accepting the factual justification or delivering a factual reason
that justifies a divergent opinion
This move makes the participants end their argumentation and agree on, in this case, one
particular normative conclusion

individual will and behaviour in accordance with universal and uncontested factual guidelines and
moral standards (Table 3).

4.3. Summary and discussion: the political in ESE practices
Our analysis shows that the educator’s actions can contribute to either opening-up or closing down
a space for the political to emerge in ESE practice and largely affect the ways in which the political
is handled. We tried to clarify this by identifying a range of politicising and de-politicising moves to
characterise different teaching practices in this respect.
Our analysis of the guided tour of the CSA farm shows an educator, the farmer, who employs a combination of political moves that are politicising in the sense that they open-up possibilities for addressing
and enacting the political in relation to the issues that are discussed. This allows the students and the
educator to focus on the issue of sustainable agriculture as a matter of public concern in which diverse
actors are jointly involved; to explore the entanglement of irreconcilable private and public interests;
to articulate and experience that there is something at stake (passions, commitments, values, interests,
ideals, concerns, etc.); to be exposed to the confrontation of mutually exclusive yet emotionally invested
attachments; and to jointly face situations that imply inevitable decision of inclusion and exclusion
regarding what to care about.
The political moves performed by the educator of the ecological footprint workshop, on the other
hand, constitute a practice that is characterised by de-politicising interventions on the part of the
educator. His interventions express an orientation of the lesson that focuses on the knowledge, facts,
clues and guidelines that form the content of his presentation and the well-prepared workshop scenario. As a result, the participants’ attempts to bring conflictual and emotionally invested concerns
and commitments into the conversation are repeatedly countered and expressions or experiences of
undecidability regarding the inclusion and exclusion of irreconcilable attachments are neutralised. What
this second case shows, is that even if the potential of the political was present the teacher acted in a
way that de-politicised this potential, e.g. by re-orienting the conversation from the political towards
the moral or the epistemological sphere.
Obviously, besides the educators’ interventions other aspects such as the learners’ behaviour and
the design of the activity, have a major influence on the space for the political in ESE. We can assume,
for instance, that the educators’ actions were also affected by the context in which they operated, that
is, on the one hand a guided tour that was organised as a rather informal visit and talk and on the other
hand a workshop with a strict and detailed scenario aimed at the well-defined objective of reducing
the participants’ ecological footprint. Out of the analysis of the first case one could draw the conclusion
that with the right teaching technique the political can and will be staged. Such a conclusion would
be too instrumental, however. If student 2, for example, would not have responded as she did, the
educator’s actions would never have created this situation. In the second case it is the opposite: the
educator could have acted in a way that would have strengthened the attempts of the women to stage
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opposite and contesting views. Thus, even if the educator – or the learners – act in order to facilitate
a political situation, the outcome thereof is unpredictable and uncontrollable. An experience of the
political can, thus, be made latently present by an educator’s action but it can never be guaranteed or
taken for granted. Often, educational practices such as classroom conversations and pedagogical role
play are aimed at engaging learners in a discussion about issues involving different and conflictual
opinions, perspectives, values, standpoints, etc. and at reflecting on these deliberations. Yet, such forms
of political deliberation and reflection will not necessarily include or affect the learners’ personal and
emotionally invested commitments and concerns but can be approached from a solely rational-cognitive perspective. The latency of the political in educational settings also means that, although many if
not all sustainability issues indeed imply a variety of irreconcilable opinions, values, passions, interests,
ideals, concerns, etc., the (potential) controversy over the latter will not automatically become manifest.

5. Learning and meaning-making through politicising and de-politicising teaching
practices
We now take our analysis a step further by examining how educators’ actions can bring about very
different educational practices as to how educators and learners engage in a joint meaning-making
process. In particular, we explore how the enacted politicising and de-politicising moves influence
the direction of meaning-making through the specific privileging process that is encouraged by the
educator’s interventions.
In the discussion about walking or biking short distances during the ecological footprint workshop,
for instance, we observed the educator staging reinstating, norm installing, rationalising and closuring
moves (see above: excerpt VI). In terms of privileging, i.e. of what is taken into account as reasonable,
valid, relevant, correct on the one hand and what is ignored or disregarded on the other, it becomes clear
that the educator’s interventions affect the privileging process in line with the workshop’s theme (the
ecological footprint) and purpose (reducing the participants’ footprint). That is, what is put forward as
reasonable, correct and relevant considerations in relation to the issue at stake here, are specific norms,
facts and behaviour guidelines that are well-known and determined in advance by the educator and
subsequently transferred to the learners through the workshop. Thus, this de-politicising teaching practice influences the meaning-making and learning process in a particular direction. From a transactional
perspective on teaching and learning (see above: 2.2) we can argue that, by affecting the privileging,
the educators’ actions affect the learners’ environment. As Dewey ([1938] 2015) argues, it is important
to realise that only some aspects of the social and physical surrounding conditions become actualised
in action and thereby become part of an experience, i.e. become ‘an environment’. Privileging, then, is
one of the mechanisms through which such a process of ‘environing’ takes shape. PMA allows to grasp
the effect of educator’s intervention in this.
In the case of the CSA farm, we observed an educator influencing the privileging – and, thus, environing – process in another direction. As we showed above, both the farmers’ politicising moves and the
students’ responses to it contribute to a politicising privileging process: what appears to be important
to take into account when addressing the issue of sustainable agriculture, is the diversity of actors
involved, the passions, commitments, values, interests, ideals, concerns, etc. at stake for them, the
entanglement of irreconcilable private and public interests, the mutual exclusiveness of emotionally
invested attachments, and the need to make decisions that imply inclusion and exclusion.
Thus, the meaning-making emerging in the two cases are steered in very different directions as they
come about through two qualitatively different kinds of transactions. In the first case, the educator and
the workshop participants are engaged in normative and consensus-oriented deliberation. The educator’s de-politicising moves do not only lead to the transfer of normative knowledge and guidelines but
also has the effect that the women orient their deliberation towards reaching a consensus. In Excerpt
VI, line q, for instance, we observed how they dealt with conflicting concerns about reducing their
ecological footprint, a lack of time, the safety of their children and the high cost of a delivery trike by
agreeing to use their bikes once their kids have grown. The students and the CSA-farmer, on the other
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hand, engaged in a much more conflict-oriented deliberation. In Excerpt IV, for instance, we observed
them discussing different possible ways to understand what it means to earn a living. The farmer’s
interventions encourage the students to react by bringing in more arguments and conflicting considerations (e.g. hunger in the world, Africa’s agricultural policy, etc.) thereby again staging the political as
a key topic to take into account when addressing sustainable agriculture. This can be understood as a
‘Deweyan’ deliberation. As he argues, deliberation is a process where we deal with incommensurable
values in conflict, not with the purpose of making the incommensurable commensurable, but with the
purpose of creating something new:
Deliberation is a work of discovery. Conflict is acute … Deliberation is not an attempt to do away with this opposition
of quality [by reducing it to commensurable quantities]. It is an attempt to uncover the conflict in its full scope and
bearing. (Dewey [1922] 1983, 150 – cited in Garrison, Östman, and Håkansson 2015, 195)

The form of deliberation we observed in the ecological footprint workshop is very different since either
divergent values and concerns are handled as commensurable, or the educator is making the participants privileging particular dominant values that subordinates and suppress all others.

6. Conclusion
6.1. The entanglement of the educational and the political in ESE practice
Our analysis of how educators’ actions affect privileging processes that guide the meaning-making in
ESE practices shows that an educational practice is always a ‘concernful work of composition’ (Goeminne
2012) that is, in itself, inherently political in the sense that its construction, or rather its composition,
necessarily entails the demarcation of what is taken into account and what is not – that is, an inevitable
struggle over what to care about. In this respect, the cases we analysed differ sharply as to the way in
which this process of inclusion and exclusion is given shape. We found how, in a de-politicised practice,
the educator strongly determined which concerns and commitments are to be taken into account and
which much give way. He decides, in advance, which knowledge and factual as well as moral guidelines
should be learned. Säfström (2011) calls this a ‘schooling’5 practice, which he distinguishes from ‘education’. Schooling, he argues, is based on the assumption that teaching and learning reveal the inner
truth of society, in which one is supposed to occupy a predetermined place corresponding to that truth.
Through schooling, the individual is introduced into a certain regularity and social order. Education, in
contrast, enables us to emancipate ourselves, that is, it offers us the possibility of disidentification from
the existing order. The kind of ‘schooling’ practice we observed in the ecological footprint workshop
brings about a very particular relation between the educative and the political: education as politics,
but with other means (Masschelein and Simons 2013). ESE, then, is about changing the world in a particular, pre-defined direction through education. In educational practice characterised by politicising
moves, on the other hand, the educator does not hold the monopoly over the inclusion and exclusion
of conflictual attachments. Instead, the latter is implied in a collective meaning-making process through
which education opens-up a space – a Thing, in Latour’s terms – in which sustainability issues can be
discussed and around which concerned people can be assembled (Goeminne 2010) to open-up new
understandings and new possibilities for the future. The educator and the learners deliberate together
instead of the educator prioritising dominant values and norms and excluding all others. Viewed this
way – and fully acknowledging the political within education – ESE is ‘not just (about) changing the world
but giving others the chance to do so’ (Venturini 2010, 269).

6.2. Prospects for future research and for inspiring teaching practice
As mentioned, this article is meant as an empirically grounded theoretical and methodological contribution to nourishing further research on the entanglement of the political and the educational in
ESE-practice and, in particular, on the impact of educators’ teaching practice on creating a space for
the political in learners’ meaning-making. The empirical analysis we presented was conducted with
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this particular purpose and, as such, the findings we described and discussed are non-exhaustive and
exploratory. Rather than pretending to represent a complete overview of how teachers’ action can
open-up or close down the space for the political in ESE, the study should be seen as a ‘teaser’ or invitation for much-needed additional empirical analyses. We are convinced, for instance, that applying
PMA to other case studies will result in identifying and describing more and other kinds of politicising
and de-politicising moves which will allow us to gain richer insights in the mechanisms of handling the
political in ESE practice. Furthermore, much more work can and should be done in order to deepen our
understanding of the impact of teachers’ political moves on students’ learning. A useful framework to
do so is ‘Practical Epistemology Analysis’ (PEA), an analytical method created by Wickman and Östman
(2002) on which EMA – and thus also PMA – is based. PEA approaches all meaning making as a matter
of bridging gaps by constituting similarities and differences between the new and unknown and what
is already known. It can be used to analyse in detail how teachers’ politicising and de-politicising moves
affect learning outcomes.
With this article, we did not only want to contribute to further theoretical and empirical research
but we also hope that the ideas and empirical examples presented above (as well as in future research
on this topic) may contribute to preparing educators to deal with the political in ESE. Not by providing
detailed and ready-to-use guidelines and instructions but by inviting them to be attentive to and reflect
on different possible ways of seeing, thinking about and acting within educational practices in which
‘the political’ can always pop up. As its appearance and impact cannot be guaranteed, predicted or
planned out in advance, educators are inevitably left to their own devices when they face a (potential)
emergence of ‘the political’ and have to think and decide by themselves how to react.

Notes
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

  is also possible to conduct a PMA of learners’ interventions (e.g. in classroom discussions, deliberation and
It
argumentation activities), but here we focus on educators’ interventions.
 An environmental education centre, an organisation that offers workshops for ecological behaviour change for
adults, a regional centre for action, culture and youth, the project ‘Environmental Performance at School’, the
‘Transition Towns Network’ in Flanders, a ‘transition arena’ aiming to make a city climate neutral and a Community
Supported Agriculture (CSA) farm.
 This does not mean, however, that only politicising moves were detected in the first case and only de-politicising
moves in the second. On the contrary, our analysis also revealed some de-politicising moves (e.g. rationalising
moves) on the part of the CSA-farmer. It would thus be a far too simplistic conclusion to characterise the studied
practices as either homogeneously politicising or de-politicising (see also below: Section 4.3). Yet, our choice to
illustrate our findings that way is driven by a concern for clearly presenting and demonstrating the PMA method.
 The ecological footprint is a standardised measure of human demand on nature representing the amount of
biologically productive land and sea area necessary to supply the resources a human population and to assimilate
associated waste (Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecological_footprint).
 As our analysis shows, practical manifestations of the theoretical concept of ‘schooling’ are not necessarily limited
to formal education in schools: here, we saw how a schooling practice took shape in a non-formal learning setting.
All the same, it is possible to observe and characterise particular formal education practices in schools as ‘education’
instead of ‘schooling’.
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In this response article, we explain why sustainability issues are often
interpreted as ‘wicked’ or unstructured problems and focus on the consequences for education and societal transformation in view of sustainable development. Drawing on Funtowicz and Ravetz’ (1993) fourfold
‘facts are uncertain, values in dispute, stakes high and decisions urgent’
we analyse how the different articles of this special issue tackle the
‘post-normal’ characteristics of sustainability issues. To stimulate the
interdisciplinary dialogue and put forward an open concept that can
serve as a helpful framework for research collaborations and/on educational practices, we put forward three maxims of ‘post-normal education’ (PNE). Like Funtowicz and Ravetz, who highlighted the specificity
of post-normal science, we put the specificity of PNE on the agenda,
and more in particular, we stress the need to balance the urgency and
the wickedness of sustainability issues.
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1. Introduction
The pursuit of sustainable development is one of the major societal challenges of our times. At
the same time, Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) is more and more recognised as a
crucial enabler to tackle this broad challenge. Amongst others, this is visible in the United
Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005–2014) followed by the Global
Action Programme on ESD, and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Targets by 2030 to
realise SDG 4 (Quality education and lifelong learning) focus, for instance, on ensuring that all
students acquire the knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable development and to
substantially increase the supply of qualified teachers. The role of education in contributing to a
more sustainable society is the central focus of this Special Issue on environmental and sustainability education (ESE) in the Benelux region (see also editorial). This topic is the subject of scholarly interest and debate both in the fields of educational research and sustainability research.
The former is elaborately illustrated not only in this Special Issue but also in many other articles
published in this journal. Many, if not all, ESE scholars engage with questions regarding education’s role and potential to transform our society in a more sustainable direction. What is not
always taken into account, however, is the utmost ‘political’ character of sustainability issues and
€
transition processes (e.g. Sund and Ohman
2014). All the same, in the field of political science
and sustainability research scholars increasingly emphasise education as a vital driver for sustainable development and address, for instance, the role of learning in fostering successful
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sustainability transitions (e.g. Loorbach and Rotmans 2006; Raven et al. 2008; Beers et al. 2016;
Sol et al. 2017). Yet, this learning aspect is poorly conceptualised and there is a lack of empirical
research on how learning actually takes place (or should take place) in transition experiments.
In this response article we aim to provide input for a much-needed interdisciplinary approach.
Our hope is that an intensive dialogue and research collaboration between educational and sustainability researchers may contribute to a more in-depth exploration and thorough conceptualisation of the relation between education and societal transformation in view of sustainable
development. Why are sustainability issues so hard to tackle, be it from a scientific, a political or
an educational perspective? Drawing on Funtowicz and Ravetz’ (1993) work on post-normal science, we will first of all outline what we think makes up the specificity of sustainability issues.
Herein, Functowicz and Ravetz (F&R) argue, ‘facts are uncertain, values in dispute, stakes high
and decisions urgent’. And therefore, they plea for a new kind of ‘post-normal science’, dealing
with this post-normal character by bringing the contextualised insights of non-scientific stakeholders to bear through the formulation of ‘extended facts’. Whereas F&R specifically focus on
science for sustainability, we want to raise the question whether education for sustainability
should take a specific ‘post-normal’ shape. We will do this by adopting the fourfold ‘facts are
uncertain, values in dispute, stakes high and decisions urgent’ as a heuristic for analysing the
articles of this special issue. In analysing how the different contributions tackle these ‘post-normal’ characteristics of sustainability issues, we aim to identify some contours of ‘post-normal
education’ (PNE). In the concluding paragraph we do so by putting forward ‘three maxims of
PNE’. This way, we hope to stimulate the interdisciplinary dialogue and put forward an open
concept that can serve as a helpful framework for interdisciplinary research collaborations. Just
as F&R want to stress the specificity of post-normal science, we want to put on the agenda the
specificity of PNE, especially the challenging task to acknowledge the political character as well
as the urgency of sustainability issues.

2. Post-normal education for sustainability challenges?
2.1. The wickedness of sustainability problems
While the challenge is growing, sustainability problems such as climate change, loss of biodiversity, resource depletion, poverty traps etc. prove difficult to solve. These problems are increas€nngren et al. 2016) or
ingly characterised and interpreted as so-called ‘wicked’ problems (Lo
€ller and Hoppe 2001; Dijk et al. 2017), meaning that: (1) there
unstructured problems (Hisschemo
is uncertainty regarding the knowledge base on which to solve these problems; and (2) there is
disagreement on norms and values (Huge et al. 2016). So on the one hand, expert knowledge is
often incomplete, fragmented, and uncertain, giving rise to scientific controversies, and on the
other hand, social and political controversy arises because of a lack of agreement on norms and
values at stake and on the acceptability of goals and solutions (Huge et al. 2016). Furthermore,
sustainability issues have often fuzzy boundaries, are usually linked to each other and the many
interactions between social and natural systems are of high and increasing complexity (Ostrom
2009). As such, these kinds of problems can only be understood in a context of complexity,
uncertainty and diversity of values. Figure 1 schematically visualises the variety and types
of problems.
Since the late 1980s, the idea that science is not responding adequately to the challenges of
our times and in particular those posed by the quest for sustainability has gained increasing
acceptance with scientists and policy-makers (Goeminne 2011). Sustainability’s complex character
(see above), its long-term horizon and the context in which sustainability challenges are to be
addressed, result in specific demands for science (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1994). Amongst others,
Kates et al. (2001) advocate the development of a ‘sustainability science’ which should ‘differ to a
considerable degree in structure, methods and content from science as we know it’ and that will
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Figure 1. Typology of problems based on the degree of certainty of knowledge and the degree of agreement on values
(based on Hisschem€oller and Hoppe 2001). The X axis represents a continuum of increasing uncertainty on the required knowledge (uncertainty highest on the right end). The Y axis represents a continuum of agreement on norms and values (agreement highest at the bottom).

require ‘fostering problem-driven, interdisciplinary research’ complemented by ‘participatory procedures involving scientists, stakeholders, advocates, active citizens, and users of knowledge’. So more
inter- and transdisciplinarity, and thus socially robust knowledge, seems to be necessary
(Nowotny et al. 2001). This goes hand in hand with other review processes to evaluate academic
knowledge. Not only peers are involved but also non-peers who integrate economic, political,
social or cultural criteria, besides traditional academic criteria of scientific excellence (however
defined). Furthermore as knowledge will always be contextual, provisional and incomplete in its
descriptive aspects, as well as depending on changing normative expectations, sustainability science needs to be reflexive, i.e. sensitive to the way in which knowledge was generated and
hence to what the underlying uncertainties are (Hulme and Toye 2006; Huge et al. 2016).
Scholars have proposed specific terminology describing its characteristics, including: Mode 2 science (Nowotny et al. 2003; Hessels and van Lente 2008), Sustainability science (Clark 2007; Kemp
and Martens 2007; Kates et al. 2001; Popa et al. 2015), Transformative sustainability science
(Ravetz 2018), and Post-normal science (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993).

2.2. Facts uncertain, values in dispute, stakes high and decisions urgent: post-normality
as heuristic device
In this article, we will use the concept of post-normal science (PNS), developed in the mid-1990s
by Funtowicz and Ravetz (F&R), to explore and discuss all contributions in this Special Issue in
relation to the wickedness and urgency of sustainability problems. PNS has received much attention during the latest two decades, but like many iconic concepts, it has attracted differing conceptualisations, applications, and implications, ranging from being a ‘cure-all’ for democratic
deficit to the key to achieving more sustainable futures (Turnpenny et al. 2011, 287). Here, we
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Figure 2. The Post-Normal Science diagram (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993).

will use PNS as a heuristic device and analytical tool to think about education and learning in
the face of wicked sustainability problems.
Originally F&R (1992, 1993, 1994) situate PNS next to two other problem-solving strategies in
risk assessment: applied science and professional consultancy. The three strategies are placed in
a gradient on a diagram with two axes (see Figure 2): systems uncertainties (i.e. the technical,
scientific and managerial complexities) and decision stakes (i.e. potential costs and benefits to
concerned parties). When both system uncertainties and decision stakes are low, ‘normal’ science
is useful: the available expertise is fully effective. Applied science can continue its routine work.
‘Puzzle-solving’ normal science in Kuhn’s term (Kuhn 1962) becomes inadequate when stakes or
uncertainties rise to a medium level. Then, professional consultancy (e.g. by senior engineers) is
more appropriate as skill, judgement, sometimes even courage are required. But those strategies
are seen as inadequate for addressing cases or issues where ‘facts are uncertain, values in dispute,
stakes high and decisions urgent’ (Ravetz 1986, 422). Then PNS is put forward.
In more recent publications Ravetz fosters new thinking about PNS and states that the new
dominant ‘problematique’ is no longer technological risks but rather ’the characteristic contradictions of sustainability and survival’ (Ravetz 2006, 283). On the one side there is the problem of
affluence (i.e. the expropriation of the poor and of the environment by the world’s rich), on the
other side we are also challenged by the desire of the poor to have ‘development’ and thereby
make their own contribution to the ecological crisis. He argues that governments are caught in
the contradiction between guaranteeing safety to their citizens and violating it in the cause of
economic innovation and growth (Ravetz 2006, 283), or broader, that these problems cannot be
resolved within the paradigm in which they are conceived.
The four characteristics of sustainability problems that brought F&R to argue for PNS – facts
are uncertain, values in dispute, stakes high and decisions urgent – are also more or less underlying the long-lasting debate in ESE literature about what we have earlier called the democratic
paradox in ESE (Van Poeck et al. 2016). The ambiguous relation between democracy and sustainable development nourishes the tension between, on the one hand, the sense of urgency
emerging from a deep concern about the far-reaching implications of many sustainability issues
and the injustices they often bring about and, on the other hand, restraints – based on pluralistic
values – against education as an instrument to foster predetermined ways of thinking and acting
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(Laessøe 2007; Wals 2010). When urgency increases, the time and space for democracy – a
‘painfully slow’ process (Wals and Peters 2018, 39) – seems to shrink. There are different ways of
dealing with this tension in educational research and practice. Highlighting the uncertainty of
knowledge and disputes over values captured in F&R’s (1993) dimension of ‘systems
uncertainties’, ESE scholars have problematized instrumental approaches to education that
reduce all sustainability problems to challenges that can be met by ‘learning’ the proper solutions, desirable attitudes, correct behaviour, necessary competences, etc. Just like applied science, instrumental forms of education aimed at qualification and socialisation (Biesta 2009) in
view of pre-set learning outcomes is only fruitful in relation to structured sustainability problems.
Yet, the sustainability challenges we face can often not be confined to a matter of learning to
make proper choices among pre-existing alternatives based on universal factual or moral guide€
lines (e.g. Ashley 2005; Breiting 2009; Ostman
2010; Lundegård and Wickman 2007, 2012;
€
€
€
Rudsberg and Ohman 2010; Van Poeck and Vandenabeele 2012; Ohman
and Ohman
2013;
€
Garrison, Ostman, and Håkansson 2015). Instead, these issues pose democratic challenges that
render learning into a matter of exploring and articulating the possibilities, concerns and
accountabilities at stake beyond taken-for-granted expert-centred frameworks. On the other
hand, the ‘decision stakes’ dimension of PNS – stakes are high and decisions urgent – is emphasised by authors to argue for the need to break away from unsustainable lifestyles, behaviour,
routines, worldviews and societal structures (e.g. Kollmuss and Agyeman 2002; Vare and Scott
2007; Jackson 2011) and for the importance of putting forward alternatives for the dominant
overly anthropocentric approaches that fail to acknowledge emerging post-human perspectives
(Kopnina 2012).
Hence, in the next section, we analyse and discuss the articles in this Special Issue in relation
to the four-fold mantra of post-normal science. As argued, we will use this as a heuristic tool for
exploring through this collection how these key features of unstructured sustainability problems
are approached in ESE research. This analysis will provide a basis for further conceptualising the
notion of ‘post-normal education’ in the context sustainability issues and for reflection on the
relation between education and societal transformation – the central topic of this issue.

3. Aspects of post-normal education in ESE research
3.1. Stakes are high
That stakes are high in the context of ESE is elaborately emphasised in the articles in this Special
Issue. Helen Kopnina (2017, 4), for instance, argues for the importance of ecocentric, transformative education by referring to potential catastrophe:
‘If an alternative path to economic development cannot be found, raising the worldwide living standards will
have potentially catastrophic impacts on the global ecosystem.’

For Sonnleitner and colleagues (2017, 2), what is at stake is nothing less than ‘our whole
civilisation’.
One possible way of handling these high stakes in ESE research, is by focussing on educational effectiveness: ‘What works’ in order to prevent disastrous impacts of sustainability problems? This approach is best illustrated by Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem’s paper (2017, 1):
‘Environmental education (EE) is seen by many as one of the keys to addressing the current environmental
crisis. ( … ) Given the importance of EE, it is crucial that efforts in this field are effective and that evaluation
research is set up to study, confirm or, if necessary, improve the impact of EE initiatives’

They investigate how students’ environmental behaviour can be influenced in the desired direction by stimulating the proper environmental values (i.e. increased preservation and decreased
utilisation values) and encouraging autonomous motivation. In doing so, the focus is very much
on finding the most effective way to enhance students’ pro-environmental behaviour.
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The authors argue, for instance, that realising higher levels of self-determined motivation is
important since students then ‘have less need for reinforcement of external sources to engage in
behavior in the long run’ (p. 3) and that, since the association between knowing and doing is
very small, it may be considered to drop knowledge – in particular theoretical knowledge – as
an objective of ESE. In this sense, Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem’s contribution to this issue is
very illustrative for a widespread trend that has also been identified in a historical analysis of ESE
policy research (Van Poeck and Lysgaard 2016, 310): The framing of ‘ESE as a problem solver’.
The goal of education, then, is to a certain extent delimited to contributing to building a more
sustainable world, i.c. by paving ‘the way for students to develop their pro-environmental behavior.’ (p. 16) Thus, other possible pedagogical aims such as person formation or emancipation are
subordinated to a strong concern for what is at stake for the planet and its inhabitants and the
most effective educational strategies (didactics, policy, etc.) for preventing socio-ecological
catastrophes.
Another way to deal with sustainability issues in which stakes are high is to approach them
as an educational resource. In comparison with the perspective described above, this shifts the
focus from solving sustainability problems as the desired final result of ESE to using them as a
starting point for designing educational practices. This is to a certain extent what Sol et al. (2017)
are doing by conceptualising sustainability governance arrangements as settings for social learning. In her analysis of Luxembourgish primary school text- and workbooks, Andersen (2017)
shows that there is considerable unrealised potential for experientially driven ESE by explicitly
addressing sustainability issues through task-based and action-based learning. This, she states,
creates ‘a dynamic learning cycle of experience/abstraction and action/reflection as described in
the foundational work of John Dewey’ (p. 14).
‘certain factors are of key importance in creating learning situations in which pupils play an active role in
knowledge building and solving sustainability-related problems independently, through constructive engagement
with the subject. Linking action orientation and task orientation is one of the central goals, and requires the
development of tasks for environmental and sustainability education that provide challenging, open problems
to be solved in a social context’ (p. 15)

Other authors in this Special Issue, too, elaborate on the educative potential of engagement
with concrete sustainability issues, all of them referring to Dewey’s educational theory. Melard
and Stassart (2017, 9) phrase it as follows:
‘Learning in uncertain conditions means transforming a situation by involving the actors in a question that
concerns them ( … ) An ideal way to learn from a situation, is to experiment and transform it (Dewey 1938)
and find new forms of deliberation locally.’

Crivits et al. (2017) also elaborate on this. Their conceptualisation of education as a process of
mutual interest articulation shows how precisely the fact that stakes are high in sustainability
issues can be seen as a fruitful driver for experiential learning:
‘In addition to ‘experience’ also the notion of ‘interest’ plays an important role in Dewey’s democratic
conception of education. He argues that a learning process will only really make a difference to the mere
exchange of information or following of instructions, if all parties or social groups consider the effects of their
own actions in relation to the key activities of others. The educational process consists of a process of mutual
interest articulation, i.e. an attempt to better understand and act on behalf of each other’s interests (Dewey
1916).’ (Crivits et al. 2017, 3)

However, they argue, this should not be understood as a dialogue aimed at obtaining shared
values. As it is clear that the interests of several actors involved in sustainability issues often conflict, it is vital that all actions are reconsidered in relation to other people’s interests. Thus, individual learning is understood in connection to societal concerns and the democratic role of
education is highlighted by emphasising the need to ‘accommodate the growth of experience
with an openness towards the open and mutual articulation of interest’ (p. 17) that Dewey considered vital in his democratic account of education.
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What distinguishes this kind of studies from the above described perspective of educational
effectiveness is that, whereas both approaches to ESE research acknowledge that stakes are
high, the question what exactly is at stake is addressed as a much more open question here.

3.2. Facts are uncertain
There is a body of research literature in the field of ESE that, implicitly, seems to take for granted
that we know what needs to be done for creating a sustainable world and how education can
effectively contribute to that. In this Special Issue, this is illustrated by Boeve-de Pauw and Van
Petegem’s focus on effective didactical approaches and school policies in view of ‘the causation
of pro-environmental behavior’ (2017, 14). However, many of the contributions to this collection
elaborate on educational challenges brought about by the uncertainty of facts characterising sustainability issues. As Ashley (2000) has interestingly argued, scientific truth and facts have proven
to be utmost ‘unreliable friends’ to ESE. He highlights the limits of science as a model of rightness that can tell us what to do as well as the importance for ESE to acknowledge a science of
uncertainty and a science with limits. These challenges are reinforced and sharpened by the topical ‘post-truth’ debate (Wals and Peters 2018) which confronts ESE research very explicitly with
the abovementioned democratic paradox and related pitfalls of falling into undue relativism or
objectivism.
Sonnleitner et al. (2017, 2) address the uncertainty of facts with a focus on complexity:
‘One often claimed goal of sustainability education is the preparation of students for engaging in “sustainability
science,” a new approach to science that is to take account of complexity and uncertainty by adopting a
systems perspective’

Uncertainty, here, emerges as something that can and should be overcome by more
adequately orienting education towards the acquisition of ‘trainable’ (p. 3) competencies such as
systems thinking. This, the authors argue, ‘would prepare society for facing complexity with multiple interconnected components’ (p. 2). While stressing the urgent need to embed these competencies in formal education, they also acknowledge that this approach is only suited for
addressing particular types of problems:
‘Despite their fictional semantic embedding, the presented problems incorporate characteristics classifying them
as complex problems, such as interconnectivity, non-transparency of these connections, containing dynamics,
and contradicting goals ( … ) Contrary to the concept of wicked problems which can be seen as a constant
stream of decisions under uncertainty without ever achieving a perfect solution [the problems addressed here]
can be perfectly solved.’ (Sonnleitner et al. 2017, 8)

€ller and Hoppe (2001, see above)
Hence, the issues in focus here seem to be what Hisschemo
call moderately structured problems, more specifically those in the quadrant where there is (to
some degree) uncertainty on the required and available knowledge while facing little or no disagreement on the values and norms at stake.
Others, like Lambrechts et al. (2017) see factual/scientific and normative controversy as things
that often go hand in hand in the context of sustainability issues, thus linking ‘facts are
uncertain’ with ‘values are in dispute’ (see 3.3). They state that education needs to reposition
itself in dynamic and diverse contexts where knowledge is uncertain and a variety of perspectives is at play. Connecting this to the relation between democracy and education, these authors,
too, have drawn inspiration from Dewey’s work which they consider ‘nowadays as relevant as it
was in 1916, certainly in a sustainability context’ (p. 10).
‘In the context of the economic crisis in the United States, Dewey referred to the problems that were more
complex than the problems faced in the past, and that required more intelligence of people in a democracy
( … ) Rather than teaching students factual knowledge, Dewey claims that more focus is needed towards the
development of critical and general capabilities of the individual, oriented towards imagination, inventiveness,
and initiative. (Lambrechts et al. 2017, 6)
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The issues at stake, and in particular the uncertainty and complexity characterising them
emerge here again as a driver for education and the reason that the focus needs to be shifted
from dealing with sustainable development as a predetermined end goal to approaching it as a
guiding principle. When problems are wicked, Lambrechts et al.’s argument goes, education that
aims to contribute to the democratic ideal needs to enable citizens to deal with changes, prepare them to be adaptive in a changing society, and prevent them to be overwhelmed and
under control of external activities of others.
Similarly, Melard and Stassart connect the entanglement of complexity and normativity in sustainability problems to the issue of democratic education. Quoting Isabelle Stengers and contrary
to, for instance, Sonnleitner et al. they do not consider complexity as a problem that should be
overcome though the proper didactical methods. On the contrary, given the inherent normative
and contested character of sustainable development, it should be nourished:
‘Agreement does not stem from the fact that misunderstandings have been overcome, or that a balance has
been reached by resolution of a temporary conflict. If agreement is to “stick,” it is not because the world has
become “simpler,” stripped of whatever disturbed it, but because a more complicated world has been created,
containing enough extra dimensions to allow what is contradictory to coexist.’ (Stengers 2006, 252)

Hence their plea for ‘Keep[ing] it Complex’ (p. 4) as a prerequisite for democratic education.
Also Wildemeersch (2017) takes the mantra that facts are uncertain very seriously and, drawing on the work of Jacques Rancieres, relates it to a radical perspective on education based on
‘equality of intelligence’. Since ‘what we consider to be “right,” “correct” or “necessary” is neither
a definite truth nor certainty’, he argues, education needs to be redefined ‘as the joint shaping
of a (public) space, in which both teacher and student engage in a process of research and
experiment, whereby the right outcome of the process is not known on beforehand, but verified
when being realized’ (p. 5). Instead of starting from the assumption of an initial inequality
between the teacher – the one who knows – and the student – the one who does (not yet)
know – and whereby it is the former’s task to reduce that gap, Ranciere has thematised
‘unknowing’ in his book ‘The Ignorant Schoolmaster’ in which he approaches educational practices from the perspective of ‘equality of intelligence’. Here, too, the uncertainty and even radical
unknowability of sustainability issues is approached with a concern for democracy.

3.3. Values are in dispute
Value disputes are addressed in different ways in ESE research, ranging from very objectivist
approaches in which disagreement over values and norms has no place in education to merely
subjectivist perspectives in which education is exclusively oriented on values, preferences, opinions and interests. Although more nuanced than this simplified comparison acknowledges, this
diversity is also reflected in the articles in this Special Issue. Boeve-de Pauw and Van Petegem’s
paper (2017) with its focus on pro-environmental behaviour, for instance, can be seen as tending
towards the objectivist approach. Sol et al.’s article (2017), on the other hand, can be regarded
exemplary for the subjectivist perspective. It addresses formal educational outcomes like trust,
commitment, reframing and reflectivity but pays little or no attention to the content of the issues
under consideration (i.e. for what is at stake).
Several contributions to this collection emphasise value disputes and conflicts of interest as a
key characteristic of many sustainability issues and write about the challenges this brings about
for educational practice as well as the opportunities offered by sustainability as an attractively
contested and ambiguous topic that invites doubt, scrutiny, critique, debate, etc. As argued,
Crivits et al. (2017) conceptualise the mutual articulation of incommensurable interests as a
€
driver for interesting educational dynamics. Van Poeck and Ostman
(2017) analysed how educational practices handle such controversy in very different ways and argue that being mindful of
dissonant and conflicting voices is crucial in ESE. They identify and describe interventions by
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educators that either open-up or close down the space for controversy. This brings about very
different educational practices. In a de-politicised practice, it is the educator who decides what
should be learned in terms of both factual knowledge (beyond dispute) and moral guidelines to
comply with. As argued, such an instrumental approach can sometimes be appropriate when
dealing with structured sustainability problems, but in the face of wicked issues, education that
positions students under external control, i.c. by the educator, does not contribute to its democratic ideal as Dewey (1916) conceived it (see also Lambrechts et al. 2017; Crivits et al. 2017;
Melard and Stassart 2017). Politicising educator interventions, on the other hand, show how creating space for disputed values and conflicting interests can contribute to more
€
democratic forms of education. This, Van Poeck and Ostman
(2017) argue, involves educators
and learners in
‘a collective meaning-making process through which education opens-up a space – a Thing, in Latour’s terms –
in which sustainability issues can be discussed and around which concerned people can be assembled ( … ) to
open-up new understandings and new possibilities for the future. The educator and the learners deliberate
together instead of the educator prioritising dominant values and norms and excluding all others. Viewed this
way – and fully acknowledging the political within education – ESE is ‘not just (about) changing the world but
€
giving others the chance to do so’ (Van Poeck and Ostman
2017, 15)

Interesting to read in Kopnina’s article (2017) is her reflection on how educators sometimes
struggle with handling a diversity of values, especially when these create tension with a strong
concern for the high stakes involved in sustainability issues. Discussing the analysis of her own
teaching practice, she writes:
‘The detachment required for facilitating open discussions and engagement involved in stating my
own position presented some challenges in relation to my role as lecturer. An example of this is a
challenge of combining an ambition of facilitating a pluralistic deliberation among the students, even when
it led to the undesirable consensus (as in acceptance of circular economy as an engine of growth).’
(Kopnina 2017, 12)

Also for researchers, the tension between concerns for sustainability and concerns for pluralism and democracy provide theoretical and empirical challenges. In this regard, it is difficult
to grasp what exactly Kopnina means when she argues for ‘a combination of pluralistic, participatory and transformative approaches ( … ) as well as more instrumental ecocentric
approaches’ (p. 2), also since these notions are not really conceptualised in the paper.
Similarly, reading her analysis we were left puzzled by her warning that teaching about the
sustainable development goals (SDGs) can easily lead to linguistic manipulation as sustainable
development is then presented as a desired and indisputable aim rather than a questionable
concept, which supports the privileging of a particular way of knowing. Indeed, it does. But
doesn’t every discourse/practice support the privileging of particular ways of knowing? We do
not believe that there is such a thing as neutral education. How does her ambition to stimulate pluralism align with ‘explaining’ students that the SDGs fit within an undesirable
‘sustained and inclusive economic growth’ (p. 2) strategy or ‘instructing concrete steps to
address (un)sustainability’ (p. 6)? This could be seen as yet another manifestation of linguïstic/educative manipulation, this time framing sustainable development as an undesired but
equally indisputable notion. Or we could, following Lambrechts (2017, 12), move beyond the
distinction between manipulation or not:
‘we can abandon the less interesting question of whether to be paternalistic or not, and turn to the more
constructive question of how to choose among the options to influence the choices’

€
After all, as Van Poeck and Ostman
(2017) argue and illustrate, educational practices are
always ‘inherently political’ in the sense that the privileging processes they bring about
‘necessarily entails the demarcation of what is taken into account and what is not – that is, an
inevitable struggle over what to care about’ (p. 15).
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3.4. Decisions are urgent
This Special Issue also focuses on the importance of urgent decisions and actions in the face of
wicked sustainability problems. As Lambrechts et al. (2017, 12) argue, ‘the urgency of wicked
problems does not allow for relativism’. Yet, all the same they emphasise that ‘the unpredictability of it does not allow paternalistic and indoctrination approaches’. This highlights again the
field of tension and democratic paradox discussed above.
The papers of Wildemeersch and Melard and Stassart in this issue offer interesting insights on
how urgency – although acknowledging that it is present – should not be treated as something
that calls for quick, effective actions and impact. Melard and Stassart (2017, 3) draw on the writings of Bruno Latour to make a plea for hesitation in the face of urgency, yet without denying
the concerns at stake:
‘Latour ( … ) acknowledges the importance of defining a third realm: the matters of concern; this state of being
that depends on the ability to hesitate, to slow down, to resist when confronted by a new, controversial,
uncertain and complex situation and where the ‘right’ way to think and to act is no more straightforward ( … )
Concerns may be crucial for ESE because it involves the active commitment of those who are in a joint-learning
process and where controversies or even conflicts are becoming educational as well as becoming research
resources for citizens’

Wildemeersch, too, wonders whether an effective response to the urgent demands of the
environment can go together with a non-instrumental view on education. In his account of educative settings as free spaces, he quite radically argues for resisting, or better ‘interrupting’ the
sense of urgency that is overwhelming and omnipresent in the context of sustainability concerns.
Drawing on the work of Ellsworth, he characterises educative spaces as
‘spaces of transition [which] are “free spaces” where participants can freely question, explore and experiment,
without pressure to produce urgent responses to matters of public concern. Spaces where ‘Kairos’ can be
experienced ( … ) the capacity to remain patient, to be able to wait for the right occasion for and the right
measure of action. Such free spaces enable a degree of slowness, of unknowing, of contingency and plurality, or
( … ) of stutter and hesitation. They invite people to speak and respond for themselves in conditions of equality,
however diverse the backgrounds may be. One could call these spaces, as Foucault does, heterotopias, or other
places which, in his view, are real existing places, yet also counter-places where utopia becomes real.’
(Wildemeersch 2017, 9)

Thus, despite the fact that the environmental crisis requires urgent measures and actions,
Wildemeersch argues, ‘such spaces can create opportunities to interrupt the rush and hurry so
typical for our times and to engage attentively and intensely with matters of public concern’ (p.
9). Educational practices, then have the capacity to foster personal transformation but also to
serve as spaces for democratic experimentation.

4. Discussion and conclusions: three maxims for PNE
As mentioned in the introduction of this article and illustrated by other authors in this Special
Issue wicked sustainability issues are often hard to tackle. Because scientific or expert knowledge
is contested and controversy also arises due to different normative or ethical values, we cannot
rely on an unambiguous scientific problem framing and clear-cut solutions within educational
practices. At the same time, we cannot ignore that urgent decisions and actions are needed to
tackle climate change, biodiversity loss, social inequality, global poverty, etc. As such, education
for sustainability should take a specific ‘post-normal’ shape. The crux of Post-Normal Education
(PNE) lies in the question: how to acknowledge and tackle the wickedness as well as the urgency
of sustainability challenges? Obviously, this is a question that cannot be addressed by a simple
answer or a linear roadmap. More appropriate, we think, is the proposition of three maxims to
apply and deal with PNE.
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4.1. Maxim 1: Be modest
Structured problems allow more or less to teach and learn the proper solutions or to define and
strive for desirable attitudes and competences. However, wicked sustainability problems demand
educational practices that leave room for uncertainties and a plurality of normative perspectives.
As there are no single right answer to these problems, we should place the slogan ‘keep it
wicked’ at the forefront and move away from the comfortable position of the expert-explicator
behind the monoperspectivistic lectern. It is more relevant to start, together with the learners
and other stakeholders, an inter- and transdisciplinary search to get relevant insights and new
understandings about several problem definitions and possible futures.
The modesty of the educator not only exists in a more equal role between educators and
learners, but also relates to how to deal with scientific knowledge. To be clear, the latter also
applies to educators dealing with a structured problem (e.g. a reduced element derived from a
wicked sustainability problem). Following scholars such as Latour (1986, 2010) and Jasanoff
(2004) who point at the limitations of all knowledge-production systems and at the socially
embedded, situated and human character of the genesis of scientific knowledge, we should be
humble about the ‘neutral’ facts that are claimed by experts. Not only is it immodest (often false)
to stretch the contextual or laboratory truth beyond its context, but above all, to conceal this situated practice of science in the making as if it would happen in a political vacuum. Being modest implies to acknowledge that every scientific construction includes some concerns while
excluding others (Goeminne and François 2010) and that scientific knowledge and facts are
products of settings where specific expertise, preferences, values, interests, funds, etc. are at play
(Latour 1986). Whether conscious or not, also educational practices are always political in their
effects. The framing of a sustainability issues is selective, often tacit, and put some elements at
€
the forefront while leaving others out of view. Roberts and Ostman’s
(1998) empirical investigations of science education textbooks interestingly reveal how the presented knowledge about
the world is always entangled with specific views of nature and how to treat it. Then, the presented knowledge offers students very particular strategies (e.g. technology-driven, marketdriven, government-driven, grassroots-driven, sufficiency-driven, … ) for reasoning about the
world and their place in it while omitting others. As such, the learning of knowledge is always
accompanied by the learning of values and the knowledge content of textbooks inevitably also
€
functions as socialisation content (Ostman,
1996).

4.2. Maxim 2: Be immodestly modest
The awareness of how knowledge is produced as well as the manifestation of different normative, often conflicting perspectives should not lead to anything goes relativism or acquiescence,
but, on the contrary, opens the possibility to adopt a position as engaged educator. We argue
that precisely because knowledge and education are political, we need to engage politically with
it, especially when it concerns wicked and urgent sustainability challenges. Realising, modestly,
that there are no universal rational or ethical foundations for considering a particular perspective,
concern or claim as the only legitimate one, we should be immodest in demanding care and
attention for the sustainability issues about which we are concerned. So, we invite educators to
take responsibility towards the issue at hand, to make it the object of genuine study and sustained attention that exposes learners to its possible consequences and challenges them to
relate and respond to it. In so doing, educators should not be afraid to show who they are and
what they stand for. By taking responsibility for sustainability issues, thereby revealing their own,
singular perspectives, concerns, value judgements, attachments, etc. educators can stimulate
learners to be attentive to it, to explore it further, to confront it with other perspectives and,
finally, to relate to it by formulating their own, singular perspective, concern and judgement.
Education, then, becomes a matter of ‘of searching, of being engaged, of caring – that is, of not
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being indifferent’ (Simons and Masschelein 2011, 25) and, as such, may also bring about a constant and attentive search for accordance between what one thinks and what one does.
Being immodestly modest also has to do with taking sustainable development – incl. the radicalness of the concept – seriously by resisting and challenging discourses that render it into a consensual catch-all term that only serves to safeguard the status quo. Modesty, here, is required in the
sense of recognising that there are no simple definitions nor objective indicators that allow us to
unambiguously define what is (un)sustainable once and for all. Being immodestly modest, however,
means a sustained effort to draw attention to the basic principles and characteristics of sustainable
development as a form of development that is socially just, remains within the carrying capacity of
the Earth’s ecosystems, guarantees quality of life for all, and realises that within a democratic society.
Although notions such as justice, ecological limits, quality of life and democracy can also be seen as
essentially contested concepts that give rise to struggles over different interpretations, they do offer
us touchstones to engage in such a struggle and to show what one stands for.
In our own teaching, for instance, we go beyond ‘weak’ approaches of sustainable development which focus on economic growth and pure technological innovation to solve sustainability
problems. Followers of these approaches that are nowadays quite dominant in discourses on
‘green economics’ and ‘ecological modernisation’ that believe in ‘trickle-down economics’ that
states that economic benefits for the wealthy will inevitably trickle down to everyone else, also
the poorer members of society. Neglecting alternative approaches focusing on sufficiency as well
as omnipresent rebound effects, the key strategy is ‘eco-efficiency through innovative technology’. Instead, we make it clear for our students that we advocate ‘strong sustainability’ and
therefore question the dominant economic and power structures of our society and the way
humans interrelate with nature. As problematized by Ravetz in recent publications (see above),
these structures and mindsets have led to a society that dominates and exploits nature and people. So, in our educative practice where we want to engage students in a search for a socially
robust answer to the question ‘what went wrong and who is to blame?’, we let them explore
analyses and strategies developed within the environmental justice movement, ecological economics, the degrowth movement, transition theories, etc. which emphasise social equity, (self-)
sufficiency, direct democracy, local livelihoods, socio-technical innovations, etc. This is an immodest
approach and it is not neutral, but realising that education never is, we consider it vital to avoid tacit
consent and to draw students’ attention to objects of study that question (often implicitly) dominant
discourses and that enables them to explore and confront diverse perspectives in the light of a concern for social justice, ecological limits, quality of life and democracy.

4.3. Maxim 3: Dare to experiment
More than within scientific research activities, educational practices such as courses and lectures can
deal with ‘open-endedness’ and the lack of clear-cut solutions. Educators can create a free space
around sustainability controversies, can leave the issue fluid and don’t always have to propose the
‘right’ answers, while on the other hand scientific researchers are more forced to close the discussion, to freeze the issue and to come up with so-called clear facts, recommendations and decisions.
Nevertheless, we belief that educational practices are also perfect settings to experiment with
the wicked and political character as well as the urgency of sustainability issues. This means that
educators should sometimes place the wickedness at the forefront while putting the urgency to
solve the problem between brackets, and sometimes the other way around. However, ‘being
immodestly modest’ (cf. maxim 2) is not common and easy. Therefore, it is important to start
with and learn from experiments that focus on balancing the wickedness and urgency of sustainability challenges. In these experimental settings, educators should act more as strangers or as
potential wanderers, as described by Simmel (1950): the interplay of distance and engagement
constitutes the position of the stranger. But when and how is such an interplay interesting and
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fruitful, whereby the distant and detached position leaves room for uncertainties and a plurality
of normative perspectives (cf. maxim 1) and the engaged position challenges the educator to
engage politically and to bring in one or more normative perspectives (amongst other because
of the urgency, cf. maxim 2)? So, the ongoing questions are, when to politicise and to depoliticise? How to enforce an oscillating movement between a politicisation and depoliticisation
within educational practices? Or is it possible to acknowledge both positions at the same time?
How to take a stranger’s position and what is the added value? These questions contain the
main challenges for PNE (and related research).
We also argue that (experiments with) PNE should be issue-driven and problem oriented.
Without addressing a vibrant sustainability issue or controversy, it is difficult to start and maintain an interplay of distance and engagement or to oscillate between politicisation and depoliticisation. This relates to Dewey’s transactional view wherein meaning-making is inherently a
social activity which involves contact and communication. It starts from a confrontation with a
problematic situation. Learning, then, emerges from experimentation in unfamiliar situations
which are not and cannot be foreseen. Problematic situations arouse ‘an active quest for information and for production of new ideas’ and are as such ‘the stimulus to thinking’ and the drivers for a continuous spiral of learning as ‘new facts and new ideas thus obtained become the
ground for further experiences in which new problems are presented’ (Dewey 1938/2015, 23).
Hence, education that takes problematic situations seriously requires genuine inquiry. Its experimental ethos has to do with testing ideas and hypotheses by the consequences which they produce when they are acted upon. Then, Dewey (1938/2015) argues, inquiry can lead to
judgement based on careful observation, a wide range of information, and acquaintance with
the past. The latter involves knowledge of the past as well as experiences, skills, knowledge, perspectives of educators. Handling these in an immodestly modest and experimental way, means
that they should not be thought of as something static that could be taught as a finished product, thereby imposing predefined knowledge, methods, and rules of conduct upon students.
However, this does not mean that they cannot have directive value for present experience. ‘We
may reject knowledge of the past as the end of education’, Dewey (1938/2015, 23) argues, ‘and
thereby only emphasize its importance as a means’.
As wicked problems are not set within a disciplinary framework (Gibbons et al. 1994) PNE also
benefits from an inter- and transdisciplinary approach. As such, educational practices should
experiment with a process of “exchange, generation and integration of existing or newly developing knowledge in different parts of science and society” (Scholz, 2001, 118). For instance, students can map different perspectives and new understandings about several problem framings
related to the issue at stake (e.g. by undertaking a Foucauldian discourse analysis). In addition,
PNE fosters thinking in possibilities and exploring the future, not at least to stimulate educators
and students to imagine alternative forms of life. Here, venturing into the unknown, education
could be seen as taking on a pre-political dimension (Goeminne, 2011): broadening the scope
from ‘what can be known’ to ‘what can be imagined,’ PNE fosters the conception of alternative
futures that can be contested and discussed in terms of the good life.
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